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SIJMMARY

Because the earthts atmosphere consists of atoms and molecules

which absorb radiation of wavelengËh shorter than 300 nm, very little

of the sunts ultraviolet radiation reaches the earÈhts surface.

Monitori-ng the atmospheríc transmission of incident ultraviolet flux

with rocket borne optical instruments enables in sítu measurements of Èhe

concentrat.ions of these absorbíng specíes. Experimental applícations of

this technique, called atmospheric ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy'

are described in this thesis. Specifically, Ëhe densiÈies of the four

primary neutral consti-tuents Nz, Ozr 0 and 0s of the upper atmosphere are

determined frorn Èheir absorptíon at various wavelength intervals withín

the extreme, far and middle ultravioleÈ spectral regions.

Such composition analyses require knowledge of Èhe solar ultra-

violet spectrum, absorption cross-sections for the atmospheric gases and

q, pT,¿ori estimates of their altitude distríbutions. These aspects are

considered in the first chapter; so too is the deposition of solar ultra-

violet energy in the atmosphere and some characteristic phenomena which it

initiates. In the second chapter, principles of atmospheric absorption

spectroscopy are discussed. Some examples of experímental investigations

of the densities of the prímary neutral atmospheríc constituents are

provided. The three remainÍng chapters pertain to the instrumental details,

data analyses and results of three particular absorption spectroscopy

experimenËs which are summatízed below.

Solar extreme ultraviolet radiation was monitored by a scanning

gtazLng incidence monochromator whose design and operation are descríbed.

This insÉrumenË v¡as flown on an Aerobee rocket, launched from ltloomera, S.4.,

just after sunrise. Extraterrestrial extreme ultraviolet radiation is
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absorbed primarily ín the thermosphere by Nz, 0z and 0 since each of

t.hese species exhibitssignifícant absorption at these wavelengths.

Analysis of absorption aË 9.6 nm, utilizing 0z densities and the

density raÈios O/Nz measured by other instrumentation on Èhe Aerobee

vehicle, facilÍtated deduction of Nz and 0 densities.

On Èhe same rockeÈ, an Ebert-Fastie spectrometer hras used to

scan the far ultraviolet solar spectrum in the wavelength ínterval

corresponding to Èhe strong Schumann-Runge continuum of molecular oxygenrs

absorption spectrum. Oxygenfs absorptíon in its Schumann-Runge continuum

exhibíts a temperature effect and new laboratory data were used to generate

a semi-empirical model for the temperature dependence of the absorption

cross-sections. This model r¡as incorporaÈed into the analysis of the

monochromatic absorption profiles to provide estimates of Oz densities

Ín the lower thermosphere.

Thus the concentrations of Nz, Oz and 0 in the early

morning thermosphere ürere measured using dispersive spectroseopic

instrument.s carríed on a poínted rocket vehicle. Jacchiars (1977)

thermospheric eompositíon model, evaluated at the time of the Aerobee launch,

is compared with the results of these experime:its.

Ozone densíÈies in Èhe stratosphere and mesosphere Ì¡rere derived

from ozoners Hartley band absorpÈíon of niddle ulËraviolet radíation, as

measured by broad band photomeÈers. Six rockeÈs, each carrying one

detector comprisÍng È$¡o middle ultraviolet photomet.ers, were launched at

different times of the day. A sevenÈh rocket with three identical

detectors each havÍng three niddle ultraviolet photomeÈers lsas launched at

the tíne of a full moon and provided estimates of the nighttine ozolte

denslties. Desígn, laboratory calibration and payload integratlon of these

detectors are detailed, as ore the retrieval and analysis of Èhe raw data.
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Results from these flights form a suitable basis for characterizing

di-urnal ozone variations and the number of flights provided greater

statistical reliabí1ity for the experimental ozone profiles than ís

generally afforded from in situ measurements with a single rocket.
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INTRODUCTION

Absorptton specÈroscopy' ut.ilizing atmospheric atÈenuation

of extraterrestrial ultraviolet radiaÈion is intrinsically capable

of providíng a complete compositional analysis of the earth's neutral

upper atmosphere.

Experimentally, the technique is most usually facilitated

by monitoring the extinctíon of radiatíon from the sun, using rocket

borne photodetectors sensitive to small wavelength i-ncrements of the

ultraviolet spectrum. The absorption paEh is defined by the contenËs

of a column from the detecÈor to Ehe sun, and the absolute concentration

of the absorbing species in this column can be determined if the

absorbing properties of the gases are known.

Application of absorptíon spectroscopy techniques to the

atmosphere ís therefore contiguous with an understanding of how the

earthfs atmosphere absorbs solar radiation. This is the basis of

aeronomy, and crucial for an understanding of a wide range of physical

processes in the atmosphere, the mosÈ important of whích are the primary

photochemical reactions, formation of the ionosphere, heaÈing and

dynamical processes and aÍrglow emissions. An analysis of any absorption

related phenomenon requires information about Ehe solar spectrum, the

physical structure of the atmosphere and the absorption cross-sections

of the gases.

Solar photons of wavelengths between 300 lm and 10,000 nm

represent 997" of the total solar emission and exhibít the spectral

distribution of a black body radiating at 6000 K, this being the

approximate temperature of the photosphere and lower chromosphere. The

remaining L7" emíssion is at ultraviolet r¡¡avelengths. Dor¡n to 130 nm
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the average spectrum follows the spectral distribution of a black body

at less than 5OO0 K, with Fraunhofer absorption superimposed on the

emission continuum. Below l-22 nm the specËrum ís dominated by

strong monochromatic emissions, with the shortest wavelengths oríginaÈing

in the corona at temperatures as hi-gh as lQ6i<. Iühile the íntegrated

solar flux, being strongly weíghted by rquiett phoÈospheric emíssíon,

does not vary significantly r¿ith time, the W fluxes, especially at

the shortesÈ Tilavelengths, vary markedly, reflecting large changes in

density and temperature in Èhe upPer chromosphere and corona'

The aÈmosphere is opaque to ultraviolet photons of wavelengths

shorÈer than 300 nm. Penetration is uníquely controlled for each

wavelength by Èhe particular absorbing proPer¡ies of the atmosphere aË

that wavelength.

Extreme ulËraviolet fluxes, beÈween 5 and 110 nm' are

absorbed by Ëhermospheric 02, Nz and 0 which' above 120 krn, are

roughly distributed according to the requiremerits of diffusíve

equilibrium. Virtually all phoÈons less than 102.7 nrn are absorbed

by photoionization, resulÈing in the formation of Ëhe E and F regions

of the ionosphere. Energetic photoelectrons and ions produced by this

mechafiism are instrumental ín heat.ing the thermosphere' via complicated

collision and excitation Processes.

HydrogenLyman-alpha,at12l.6nm,issingularlythemost

unique line of all the solar emíssions, due to its extreme intensíty at

a wavelength for which the molecular oxygen absorption spectrum has a

deep window. Thus it penetrates to about 70 lsn, into Ëhe mesosphere,

where ít ís absorbed by oz, Hzo and coz, and íonizes N0, producing

the ionospheric D region.

Molecular oxygen in the lower thermosphere completely absorbs

far ultraviolet radiation between L25 and 175 nm. PhoÈodíssociation
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in the Schumann-Runge continuum is the dominanË heat source below

170 km, and has wider ínplications for atmospheríc photochennistry because

of the produetion of orYgen atoms.

From :-75 to 203 nm, the absorPtion of solar radiation is

determined by nesospheric molecular oxygen. However, the highly

structured and temPerature dependenË naÈure of the Schumann-Runge bands

has so far precluded an exact quantitative analysis. Atmospheric

absorpt.ion studies at these wavelengths require an understanding of

complicated predissociation mechanisms in molecules, and are essential

because this process controls the phoËochemistry by which ozone is

formed.

The weak 0z Herzberg continuum and the strong 0g Hartley

band boËh absorb sol-ar radiation between 200 and 240 nm, but longer

rniddle ultraviolet wavelengths are extinguished primarily by ozone' IÈ

is Èhis strong absorpËion in the stratosphere and mesosphere that prevents

any ultravioleË radiation reaching the ground, simulËaneously augmenting

a major energy inpuÈ to the stratosphere and ini-tiating an intrígue of

photochemical reactions. The delicate balance of this network has

implied the vulnerability of ozone to atmospheríc pollutants which may

easily be assimilated into chemical pathways that destroy it.

Those altitude regions of the atmosphere in which only one

species is responsible for absorption at a particular wavelength interval

are most appropriate for absorption spectroscopy experíments, especially

if the wavelength variation of the absorption spectrr¡n for that specíes

is not too sharP.

Two examples of this condition are absorPtion by molecular

oxygen, above 100 km, in the Schumann-Runge continuum of its absorption
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spectrum; and Hartley band absorption by ozone, below 80 kn.

ExÈensive use has been made of atmospheric absorptionrin both these

wavelength regions, for composition studies, using det.ecËors with band-

widths varying from a few tenËhs of nm to over ten nm.

Ultraviolet absorptíon spectroscopy at other altitudes and

in different ultravioleÈ wavelength regíons is more or less suitable,

depending on the characterisÈics of the detectorfs spectral response

relative to the absorption cross-sections of the constituent gases, and

on the sophisËication of the analysis. For example, high resolution

detectors and complicated band analysis techniques have been employed

to deduce mesospheric Oz densiËies, via Oz absorption in the Schumann-

Runge bands.

A complete understanding of the atmosphere demands Èhat

absorption at each ultraviolet hravelength be accurately defined. As

this is effected so will the practical applications of aÈmospheric

ultraviolet absorption speetroscopy be extended. The quintessent

parameters are the absorption cross-secËions. FundamenLal límitations

are imposed on laboratory measurements with regard to specÈral resolution

and inabílity to simulate appropriate atmospheric conditíons. Ignorance

of the absorption cross-sections of atomíc oxygen is a pertinent example.

Despíte present practical limitations in some specÈral regions,

atmospheric ultraviolet absorption sPectroscopy has proven itself a

powerful tool for determining neutral densities. Since the fírst rocket

experíments, over h/enty years ago, the importance of regular and

reliable measurements of the neutral composÍtion has been reinforced by

the increasing number of physicists who rely on this data as inpuÈ for

theories descriptive of a broad range of aËmospheric behaviour.

currently, the most popular quest is for definitive ozone

densiEy measJrrements, with a precision and frequency capable of
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establishing and identifying quantitatively any long term Èrends, such

as permanenË polluËion-related depletion. I^Ihile measurements of the

neutral therrnospheric densitíes exhibit a more subtle significance,

they are equally important as tracers of atmospheric variabílity with

time, height and geographic location, as well as solar and geomagnetic

activity

Many theoretj-cal models are employed in an attemPt to define

observed atmospherie phenomena. For example, there are semi-empirical

composition models' energy transfer models, photochenical models and

general 3-D transport models. Such models must be based on physical

concepts, and their general inadequacy Ís largely reflective of the

lack of experimental measurements to provide Èhese concepts.

Atmospheric ultraviolet absorption sPectroscopy is essential

for atmospheric studies because of its usefulness in providing in sítu

composition measurements, and because of the fiature of its theory'

integral in explaining atmospheric absorption Processes'
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CHAPTER ONE

SOLAR ULTRAVIOLIT RAOIAT1O,\J AN? T'.IE ATMOSPHERE

1.1 T|IE SOI,{R ULTRAVTOLIT SPECTRUM

The solar ultraviolet spectrum, with designated sub-regi-ons,

is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

For Èhe purpose of aeronomy, it is necessary t.o make moderaËe

spectral resolution measurements of the absolute ultraviolet flux from

the whole solar disc and to determíne the temporal vari-ations of these

fluxes for time scales rangi-ng from hours and days to tlne 27-day period

of solar rotation.

ExperÍmental studies of the sun emphasize either high spatial

and spectral resolution, reflecÈing Ëhe requirements of solar physieísts'

or wj-de spectral coverage of the full solar disc' as required by the

aeronomist. The techniques are complementary sínce a final understanding

of Èhe variabílity of solar irradiances throughout a solar cycle will be

achieved only through a detailed analysis of the behaviour of the solar

plasma. And solar emíssion models require confirmation by regular

moniÈoring of the complete solar disc.

A review of theoretical and semi-empirical models that are used

to det.ermine the structure of the photosphere, chromosphere and

transi¡ion region between the chromosphere and corona has recently been

given by Avrett (tStt¡. Comprehensive experimental solar flux data for

the entire ultraviolet spectrum have been compiled by Donnelly and Pope

(f973) and l{orking Group IV of Cospar (Delaboudinietre et aL, L977), whíle

a broad perspective of curren¡ knowledge of the solar output and its

variation has been provided by !ühite (I977).
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a.. Ex.tnenø UIf.navíoL-ef. Rad'u.ti-on : 5 - 120 nm

Sínce the photoionízaËion lirnits for oz, 0 and Nz occur at

wavelengths 102.8, 9I.O and 79.6 nm respectively, Èhe solar

ext,reme ultraviolet (EW) radíaÈíon is the dominant energy source of

the upper atmosphere, controlling heating, ionizatíon' most of the

airglow emissions and many other properties.

This spectral region ís comprísed of a multitude of emission

lines produced by neutral atoms and ionízed species in the solar

chromosphere, transition regíon and corona layers of the outer solar

atmosphere. Here, the temperaÈure varies over a wide range, from

8 x 103 to 6 x 106 K, causing the shape of the spectrum to differ

dramatically for radiation emitted from acÈíve regions, average quiet

regions or coronal holes.

BeÈween 30 and 120 nm the major consÈituenÈs of the solar

atmosphere, H and He, are responsible fox a number of strong lines and

recombinatÍon continua, with addítional lines from íntermediate

constíÈuents C, 0 and N. These emissions arise in the solar chromosphere

and transition regions v¡here the temperaEure is typically less than 106 K,

and vary only moderately with solar activity. During a solar rotation

there may be changes of the order of L L57", while over Èhe ll-year solar

cycle there is evidence for long term variabiliÈy, although the magnitude

of this is disputed (l,Ihite, 1977).

Be1ow 30 nm the spectrum is far more varíable and characterized

by coronal lines emitted primarily by ions of Ní, Fe, Si and Mg, at

temperatures in excess of 106 K.
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b. Hltdnoqøn Lman-l,,Lr:hn : 121 .57 rn

The solar hydrogen Lyman-alpha line is a broad self- reversed

line of about 0.1 nm v¡idth, having peaks separated by about 0.05 nn.

It is emitËed from the chromosphere r¡ith a flux equívalent to all other

solar flux at wavelengths less Èhan 150 nm.

Studies of Lynan-alpha absolute íntensiËy, its varíability,

line shape and distribution over the solar disc have been reviewed by

Vidal-Madjar (1977). The average flux of Lyman-alpha photonsrestimated

r^rith 30% accuracy, is 3 x 101 t c*-'s-t . Flux variation with solar

rotation, observed beEween 1969 and L97O, appears well correlated with

Èhe F¡e.7 cm radio flux and is no greater than 30% (Vidal-Madiar et aL,L973)

Over the eleven year cycle this may vary, from maximum Ëo minímum, by a

factor of two. Absolute intensíty measurements are complicated by

hydrogen absorption of thís solar line in the earthts geocorona.

c. Fan ULttuvLoLe,t Radjs,.tion : 130 - 200 nm

It can be seen in Figure 1.1 that beyond 140 nm the far

ulÈraviolet (FUV) solar spectrum involves a nearly línear exponential

increase in fltrx intensity with wavelength.

Radiation of wavelength greater than 176 nm is emitted from

the solar photosphere, the opaqueness of which causes the character of

the solar spectrum to be essenLially that of absorption. Below 168 n¡r

the spectrum comes from the chromosphere and is composed priurarily of

emission lines. In the transition region the emergent solar continuum

originates in progressively higher layers of the solar atmosphere, going

to shorter wavelengÈhs, and Lhe changing equivalent brighÈness temPerature

of the solar continuum refleets the temperature across the photosphere-

chromosphere transition. This can be determined by absolute íntensity

measurements of the continuum near 160 nm"
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Varíatj-ons associated with t}:re 27-day solar roÈational

period decline exponentially with increasing wavelengËh, from about

25î( at 120 nrn to about 6% at 175 nm, which is comparable to the

variatíon associated wiÈh the changing sun-earth distance. It is not yet

understood whether or noÈ the solar FW fluxes change over the ll-year

cycle, although a factor of Èwo variability has been suggested near

170 nrn (White, 1977) .

d. t'l'ídÅ,Le lJttnnvíol-ef. Radi.aÍion : 200 - 300 nn

Solar continuum míddle ulEraviolet (MIIV) radiation emanates

from the photosphere. Between 2O7.5 and 210 nur the intensíty rises

rapi-dly, following which the spectrum exhibits superimposed absorption

line s¡ructure which becomes less pronounced at longer wavelengths. The

character of the solar MW radiation arises from the ionization edges and

assoeiated continua of H, Mg, Sí, Fe and C, and these elements are

responsible for solar opacity at these wavelengths.

There appears Èo be little variation of the MW flux with

solar activiÈy and only lZ change at 300 nm associated with :'lne 27-day

solar rotation period (I{hite, I97l).

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE NEUTRAL ATAIOSPHERE

Very litÈle of the sunts ulÈraviolet energy reaches the earthrs

surface. Instead, it contributes to a variety of complicated ínteractions

involving energetics, photochemisËry and clynamics, which act together to

defíne the structure of the neutral upper atmosphere, and hence its own

absorption.

a. Tenrtetatune Pno(iLø

Temperature is important as a variable for describíng, together

with pressure and density, the physical and chemical states of the
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atmosphere and because identificat,ion of the primary atmospheric regions

is based on iLs varíaÈion with altitude. An average temperature profíle,

recommended by the United States Standard AÈmosphere, L976 , is shown in

Figure 1.2, together wíEh the appropriate nomenclature for the

aÈmospheric layers.

At the earthts surface the temperature is determíned by a

balance between the incoming solar radiation, which is characteristic of

a black body at 6000 K, and the outgoing terrestrial radiation, which

is represenÈed by a grey body at 290 K. In the atmosphere' the structure

of the temperaËure profile is conËrolled by absorptíon of radiaÈion'

The troposphere exhibits a negative temperaÈure gradient

because re-emitted infrared radiation is absorbed by water vapour and

carbon dioxide, both having densitíes which decrease \'IíÈh altitude'

In the stratosphere the temperature gradienË becomes positíve,

with ozone absorption in the Hartley band providing the principal input

of therrnal energy.

Above 50 lqn, in the mesosphere, the decrease in 0g production'

coupled with cooling through the emission to space by C}z at 15 pn'

re-establishes a negative temperature gradienÈ which persists until about

85 lsn. By these altitudes, increasing atomic olrygen densities rnean that

solar heating through EUV absorption becomes important. Between 95

and 120 krn the vertical temperature profile is complicated and variable,

resulting as it does from the combined effect of solar heating and of

turbulent and molecular heat transfer.

At altitudes L2O to 200 km heating is primarily from EUV

absorption, reinforced by the lack of any effective means of emission.

Consequently, there is a large posit.ive temperature gradíent in this
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region of the thermosphere. Above 200 km quasl-equilibriu¡n thermal

conditíons are established, modífied by the dependence of the

thermospheric heat budget on variations of solar energy and on diurnal,

seasonal, geographic and annual parameters.

Since the sun is the origin of all atmospheríe heat, changes

in solar flux, caused primarily by solar activity and the díurnal cycle,

will cause the Èemperature profile of Figure 1.2 Xo vaxy, the effect

beeoming increasingly imporÈant at hígher altitudes in the thermosphere.

Below about 90 lsn the average temperature is not significantly

perturbed by solar acËivity variations. For example, Èhe sumner

stratospheric temperature at 35 and 50 lcn' throughout solar cycle 20,

was observed to change from near solar maximum to near solar minimum by

only - 3o to - 6o (Quiroz, L979) .

At altitudes between 95 and 135 km the Eemperature is weakly

altered by solar f1ux, but by 150 krn the correlation is large and

positive. Corresponding to a decay of the solar radio flux from 150

to 70 x l0-2'Wr,,f'Hz-t , between L967 and. L975, Alcayde et aL (L979)

reported a temperature decrease of 40 K.

Temperature variations relat.ed to seasonal and semi-annual

induced solar flux changes are also weak in the lowest regions of the

thermosphere but the amplitude increases aË higher altitudes. It has

been noted that ín winÈer the mesopause is hígher (100 lim) and broader

than in sunmer (95 lqn) and that the vertical temperature gradient near

120 km in winter ís twice the surmner value (Alcayde et aL, L979).

It is above 300 kn, where its increase r¿ith height has alrnost

ceased, that the temperat.ure varies most dramatically ín response Ëo

changes in the EW radiation, and is attuned to the daíly rhythm, the
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27-ð,ay sunspot cycle, the ll-year solar cyele, as rvell as to erratic

solar activity. During Ëhe day Èhis exospheric temPerature T=*o varies

by 3O7.rfrou a minimum aÈ 0400 hours local time to a maxímum near 1600

hours. For solar minÍmum conditions the diurnal temperature ranges

fron 600 to 800 K, but for tímes of solar maximum its varíation shifts

to the range 900 to 1200 K (King-Hele, 1978).

The thermospheric temperature is observed to íncrease over Èhe

entire globe by as much as 500 K (King-Hele, 1978) in response to geo-

magnetíc activíty, which origínaÈes in fluctuations of solar wind

particles interacting with the earthrs magnetic field. At high latitudes

the temperature variation is significantly stronger than at lower

latitudes and the energy ís dissipaÈed and transferred via gravíty \¡/aves

and meridionol circulat,ion (Richnond , L979) .

b. Compo,si.tion

On the basis of the hydrodynamic behaviour of its composition,

Èhe upper atmosphere can be conveniently divided into two regions ' Below

about 90 km, down to sea level, is Èhe homosphere in which the

composítion is kept eonstant by winds and turbulent mixing at a mean

molecular mass of 28.96. By volume, the principal constituents are

Nz(78 .08%), OzQO.g57"), A(0.93%) and COz(0.037"), with a variety of

minor constituenÈs and pollutants comprising the remaining 0.04i('

Above 90 kn, in the heterosphere, this homogeneity ís destroyed by a

combinati-on of 0z dissociation, followed by diffusion, whích influences

each of the constiÈuents Nz, 02, O, Ar, He and H to assume a density

and pressure consistent wiÈh its mass and with the temperature. The

distributions of Èhe four neutral upper atmosphere constituents Nzr Oz, 0

and 03, which together absorb the entire solar ultraviolet energy
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radiated aË \.ravelengths shorter than 300 nm, are shovm in Figure 1.3.

In the stratosphere, in addítion to Ëhe normal baekground of

well-mixed, clean, tdryt air, whole faroilies of substances are Present

whích part,icipate in aeronomic reactions, effecting changes in their

concentrations from the mixing distributions. Current knowledge of the

sources, sinks and densities of species that are important in deËermining

the physícal and chemical state of the sEratosphere is revie¡ved in the

recent and very comprehensive compilatíon edited by Hudson and Reed (1979).

Some neutral particles of importance to the stratosphere are

listed in Table 1.1 and can be classified into three groups; radical

precursors, radicals and reservoirs. The radical precursors are relaÈively

stable source molecules, of natural or industrial orígin, which are

introduced to the troposphere and gradually enÈer Ehe sÈratosphere. These

species are the halocarbons, nitrous oxide, odd-nítrogen, carbon dioxíde,

\^/ater vapour, meËhane and non-meËhane hydrocarbons and sulfur compounds.

In the strat.osphere the radical precursors are converted through photo-

chemistry Èo chemically active tradicalst such as N0, N02, 0H, H02' cl

and C10, which are more generally referred to as odd N, odd H and odd Cl

because, within each family, chemical forms transfer rapidly from one to

the other. Some of the radicals combine with each oÈher to form

rreservoirst, whieh are typically inactive as catalysËs but, constitute a

form of storage from which radicals can be released photochemically, or

which are steadily and slowly transported back into the troposphere r,¡here

they are removed by rain. Examples of reservoirs are HCI' HN03, Cl0N02'

HzOz, H0zN0 and HOC1. Other constituenÈs such as S0z, CQS, NH3 and

HzSO'+ are importanE in Èhe formation of aÈmospheric aerosols which are

molecular clusters suspended near about 20 km, where their interaction

with the direct and diffused solar radiation field, vía scattering and
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TABLE 1.1 Neutral species of ínÈerest Èo the stratosphere'

(Hudson and Reed, 1979)

o(3P), o(to), oz(ta), oz(rÐ), og

H, OIt, II02, Hz, Hz}, Hz0z

N, NOr NOz, NOs, NzOs

NH3, HNO, H0N0, IION0z' H02N02

Cl, C10, 0C10, C102, C10g, HCl' HOCI, C10N02

Br, Br0, 0810, Br0z, HBr, HOBr, Br0N02

F, F0, IlF, F0H, F0N0z

S, S0, S0z, SOa, HS' HzS, COS, CSz

C0, CH20, CHg0z, CH30H, CII3, CII30

CHO' CH300H, CH30N0, CHsON0z

CzHs, HCOOH, CH3CHO, CzHsONO, C2H2O2, OCzHzO
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absorpÈion, may have lmportant consequences for the transfer of

radíative energy in the stratosphere.

MeasuremenÈs of the densiEies of the species ín Table 1.1

are difficult because the concentrations are smal1, so that, with the

primary exception of 03, knowledge of the distribution of the majority

of speeies remains poor. ApplÍcatíon of chemÍstry to the problem of

strat,ospheric composition is complicated by the need to incorporate

atmospheric dynarnics when sÈudying the great nr:mber of specíes for which

chemical time scales are much greater than those of transport. This ís

especially true of O3 in the lower stratosphere'

Important minor consÈituents in the mesosphere include: odd

niËrogen, NOz and parÈicularly NO and N whích are transported dovm

from the thermosphere; odd oxygen, 03 and O and also excited molecular

oxygen 02(1Ag); water vapour and other hydrogen species H2, 0I{, H02

and H, of which the latter escapes from here up to the exosphere; and

Èhe carbon compounds CQz and C0. I,rlhile the concentration of species such

as N , 0II, H02 and 03 âfê strongly influenced by photochemistry, other

speeies such as N0, H2 and I{20 have longer chemical lifetimes so that

míxing and transport have more influence on Èheir distributions. 0a, HzO

and C02 are of special importance because they are radiatively active and

control Ehe thermal balance of the mesosphere.

Incontrastt'othestrat'osphereandmesosphere,wherethe

activitíes of the minor constituent.s are important, the structure of the

thermosphere reflects the gross features of the major constituents ' A

number of reviews have discussed Èhe propertíes of this atmospheric region;

its composition (carignan, :,:g75) and solar-related variations (Jacchia, L975) '

temperature and winds (King-Hele, Lg78), general meteorology (Oict<inson'

L9l5a) and dynamics (Mayr et aL, 1978).
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The concenËration of the thermospheric species can be roughly

assumed to decrease at a rate proportional to M/T, where M is the

molecular weight and T is the temPerature. Density variations

therefore increase at higher altitudes which are characÈerized by wider

excursions of the temperaËure, and have been confírmed to reflect the

exospheric temperature dependence on, for example, solar actívity. The

total density is approximately in phase with the diurnal temperature, and

reaches a maximum at 1400 hours local tíme r¿ith a minímum aÈ 0200 hours'

but each individual constituenÈ peaks at a differenÈ loca1 tine which is

a function of altitude. Semi-annual and season-latitudinal variations

have also been identified for the thermospheric constituents.

RelativelysystematictemPerature-densitychangescanbe

disÈorted by atmospheric moËions such as tídal ¡faves, horízontal diffusion

and gravity r¡/aves which proPagaËe to higher altitudes from the troposphere

or meridionally f rom high to low latit.udes. ì4[ore generally, the upper

atmosphere is in a continuous state of motion, primarily that of rotation,

with a large scale Pattern of prevailing winds that are predominantly zonal

(eastward or westward). Superimposed are diurnally recurring motions

caused by atmospheric tides, modified by irregular motions, turbulence

and gravity waves.

c. Mode,Ls

collation of the sParse experiment.al daÈa for atmospheric

constituents, acquired from observations parameterízed by an exÈensive

range of geophysical conditions, into a coherent and meaningful

representation of the upper atmosphere is províded, via theoretical

interpretations, by models. Because of the lack of a single credible'

comprehensive and self consist.ent model of the radiation' chemistry and
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dynamics of any of the regions of the upper atmosphere' there has

developed a hierarchy of models that separately emphasize different

fundamental proeesses. Some examples of the more recenÈ of these models

are provided be1ow.

It is possible to reproduce the general zonalLy averaged

circulaÈion of the straËosphere and mesosphere by using three dimensional

dynauric models. Schoeberl and Strobel (1978a) have thus described such

essential features as the radíatively driven Pole-Èo-Pole circulatíon at

solstice and the associated cold Sulnmer mesopauser \¡/arm isothermal winter

mesosphere and polar night jets. They have also calculated (Schoeberl

and Strobel, 197Sb) Èhat predicted ozone reductions would not substantially

alter Èhe Èransport and mixing of the minor atmospheric constituents' The

transient behaviour of the stratosphere, as evidenced by temporal and

spatial variations, has been considered by HunÈ (1978) in relation to

fluctuations in tropospheric-stratospherie coupling, dríven dynamically

from the troposphere. While three dímensional models are more effective

Ëhan one or tr^ro dimensional models, deficiencies sti1l exist, which

will only be understood when sufficiently correlated measurements of the

stratospheric number densities become available (Tuck, I979) -

Photochemical reacEions between 0 , H and N species must

be íncorporat.ed with atmospheric dynamics if the observed distributions

of the minor stratospheric species' such as Os, are to be adequately

nodelled. London and Park (Lg7Ð used time dependent photochemistry and a

3-D global circulat.ion model to explain the variations of ozone densiËies

with the weather Pat,terns' seasons and latitude, and were able to

reproduce the maximum found at high laEitudes in spring. The diurnal

variations of Ehe minor stratospheric species have been modelled by
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Shimazaki and Ogawa (:-]g74) with steady-staÈe photoehemistry. They

allowed for dynamic variability as parameterized by the vertícal eddy

diffusion coeffícient, and noted this to be generally unsuccessful, in

view of Èhe importance of horizontal transport'

The emphasis of the recent model of cunnold et aL (1980) is on

the reproduction of the zonaL mean ozone dístribution by use of a well

developed 3-D dynamic model but with only an approxímate cheurical frame-

work. ÌIence they have reported excellent símulaÈion of observed ozone

and have provided detailed qualitative explanations of the breakdown of

the seasonal variations, and of the Èransition between phoÈochemical

and transport control of the ozone distribution'

Models of the concenËrations of minor species aÈ higher

altitudes, in the mesosphere and lower Ëhermosphere, have Èended to employ

extensive photochemísÈry but inadequate dynamics, typically accommodated

by vertical eddy mixing, eddy diffusion, turbulent diffusivity, or eddy

transport. Keneshea et aL (1979) have revíer^¡ed Ëhe development of physical

models for these regions of the atmosphere, with specific consideration

of the inclusion of dynamic concePts. It is in thís aspecÈ that the

ability of the models to reproduce observed diurnal (Shimazaki and Laird'

1970) and seasonal (Shimazaki and Laird, Lg72) variations is predominantly

limíted, and the need to include planetary scale circulations (Strobel'

Lg72) such as horizontal, meridional transport ís acknowledged' This is

especíally necessary to explain the experímentally determined spatial

variaÈions of the airglows in the Meinel bands and at 557.7 nm and

L.27 1tm, due respectively to the species hydroxyl, atomic oxygen and

excited molecular oxygen 02(r^g), and also for reproducÍng the

concentration of N0 whose chemical lifetime in the mesosphere is much

longer than the transPort Ëime.
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The inportafice of co-ordinated experiuental measurements Èo

provide lnput parameters for models has been recently well illustrated

by Keneshea et aL (L979). Using a 1-D, time dependent model, they

successfully reproduced Ëhe densiÈies of minor constituents 0, 0g,

Oz(tA^), 0H and Ar in the altitude range 50 to 150 km' which had
ts

been measured simultaneously by experiments which also províded dynamícal

parameters, mass densities and the temPerat.ure sÈructure for inputs'

Above 120 km, where the eomposíËion of the atmosphere is

generally assumed to be controlled by molecular scale diffusion processes'

models have been developed on an empirical basis Èo provide realistic

estímaÈes of the consÈítuent number densities. BoÈh CIRA 1972 arld the

u.s. standard Atmosphere, L976 (Krueger and Mínzner, L976; Minzner, 1977)

are idealized steady-state representations of the earËhrs atmosphere at

mid latitudes and moderate solar activity'

lJith the availability of large data bases of total density from

satellite drag measurements, as well as in sítU satellite mass spectrometer

measurements of indívidual densiti-es' the static models have been suPer-

ceded by three dímensional semi-empirical models r¿hieh attempt to

represenÈ the composition variaEions induced by geophysical perturbations'

specifically solar and geomagnetic activity and the diurnal, annual and

seasonal-laÈitudinal cycles. Currently, there are four such models derived

from a variety of data sources and, accordíng to the comparison of

Barlier et aL (Lg7g), none can represent correctly all geophysícal

aspects of the terrestrial atmosphere.

Satellites provide extensive coverage of densities predominantly

between the altitudes 2oo and l2o0 km, while Ehe disagreement beÈween

the models in the lower thermosphere reflects a lack of data, as well as

the difficulty in modellíng the temperature between 100 and 200 km'
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Additional problens arise here because the models must assume a lor¿er

boundary for calculating the vertical profiles of the individual species'

and this will depend, in a realistic model, on the solar W flux, the

downward kinetic and turbulent heat conduction and Èhe transport of

oxygen. of all the lo¡¿er thermospheric species, oz is the least well

modelled because dissociat,ion and transport invalídate the conditions of

diffusive equilibrium assumed by the models'

The rnodel of Barliet et aL (L977, 1978) is based on satellite

drag measurements of ÈoÈal densíty, covering almosË Èwo solar cycles,

and the experimentally deÈermined exospheric temperature model of

Thuillier et aL (Ig77). Concentrations for each of He, 0 and Nz are

derived from a fixed lower boundary at 120 krn'

fn situ nass spectrometer measurements during periods of low

solar actívity, at low altitudes (240 to 320 krn) from ESRO-4 (von Zahn

et aL, Lg77) have been combined \^Iith similar measurements above 400 km

during high solar activity from OG0-6 (Hedin et aL, L974) in a model

which incorporates variations ín the height of the turbopause between 90

and 115 km (Blum et aL, 1978). Exospheric temperaÈures for the model

were obtained from Nz densities, under assumptions of diffusive

equilibrium condiÈions .

The framework of the MSIS model (Hedin et aL, I977a, L977b) ís

the composition data from mass sPectromeÈers on five satellites, collected

over the period 1969 to Lg75, and temperature data from incoherent scatËer

measurements aÈ four ground stations. Allowance was made for variations

in the lower boundary condít.ions at. 120 kln and for deparÈures from

diffusive equilibrium at altitudes below 200 krn'

ofallthemodels,thoseofJacchiahavebeenmosEwidelyused

and their evoluÈion since 1961 represents a survey of how knowledge of the
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upper atmosphere has increased. The most recent model (Jacchia, L977)

combines the mass spectrometer data from 0G0-6 and ESRO-4 with

satellite drag densÍties and the Doppler temperature model of Thuillíer

et aL (Lg77). Although Èhe lower boundary is fixed at 90 km, empirícal

corrections are allowed between 90 and 120 km to sinulate departures

from díffusíve equilibrium"

Jacchia (1978) has compared the Jacchia G977) model with the

ì,ISIS rnodel and reports that these tüIo completely independent

representations of the same atmospheríc variations are overall in good

agreement. Although the MSIS model appears superÍor for diurnal

variations below 200 km, its incorporation of the geomagneti'c effect is

relatively poor. Barlíex et aL (L979> have reported that none of the

models agree abouÈ the amplitude and phase of the diurnal variations of

indivídual constituen¡s below 200 km. More generally, the largest

diserepancies in a1l aspects of the models occur aE altítudes below 200 lr0'

especially for periods of solar activity when Fro.z < 100 or Fro'z > 150

x Lo-z2lnlri2 Hz-r .

Semi-empirical thermospheric models attempt to fit analytic

expressions such as spherical harmonics to observed variations of the

earth's atmosphere. Explanation of the observations in terms of wave

motions, circulation and turbulence is not their explícit aim. Rather,

this is provided by a wide range of dynamical models (Volland and Mayr,

1977; Roble et aL, L977; Forbes, Lg78; Forbes and Garrett, L979;

Frederick, L97g; Mayr and Harris, L979). The importance of the semi--

empirical models is confirmed by the many atmosPheric investigations,

including atmospheric absorption spectroscopy studies, which make use of

them as input parameters.
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1.3 ABS()RPTIOÍiJ SPECTRA OF ATMOSPHERTC GASES

Deposition of solar ultravi-olet energy in Èhe upper atmosphere

depends on the disÈributionsof Èhe constituent speeies and their ultra-

violet absorption sPectra r¿hich musÈ be determined by laboraÈory

experiments.

&. Aúonption P,LocQJs^e,t Ln Gøtu

Processes by which gases absorb elecËromagnetíc radiation have

been described ín detail for atoms (Ilerzberg , 1944; Kuhn, 1969) '

dlatomic molecules (Herzberg, 1950; Banwell, I972) and polyatomic

molecules (Herzberg, 1966). This section provides a brief account of

some aspects which promote an understanding of the absorption spectra of

gas es .

Atoms and molecules can only exist Ín cerÈain díscrete energy

states whose properties are determined by the relative motíons and

interacÈions of the electrons and nucleí. Informatíon about the

dynamical properties of any such system are cont.ained in the appropriate

Schrödinger equation. If this can be solved, the eigenfunctions provide

the probability density distribution function of the electrons and the

eigenvalues are measures of the discrete energies of the stationary states'

each of which is uniquely distinguished by a set of quantum numbers.

Absorption of electromagnetic radiation by atoms and molec,ules

corresponds to a transition from one energy state to another. The energy

of the absorbed photon is represented by the íncrement in the eigenvalues

of the tr¡to states, with the quantum numbers providing a basis for selection

rules r^¡hich indicate whether or not the transí-tion is tallowedt. The

intensity of a particular transition can be determined from the eigen-

functions of Èhe states involved.
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AÈomic electrons move about Ëhe nucleus in orbitals of

different angular momentum. In the simplest case the angular momenta

of the individual electrons couple together Èo gíve a resultant orbital

angular momenÈum L . SÍmilarly, there is a resultant spin momentum !, '
which adds to ! to defi-ne the total angular momentum J of the electrons

ín the atom. Energy sÈates of the atom are conveniently designated as

follows. For L=0, 1, 2, 3.... the energy levels of the atom are

respecÈively called S, P, D, F.... terms. The multipliciÈy 25 + 1

is added as a left superscript and Èhe J value is a ríght subscriPt to

the term value. Transitions beÈween different energy levels are allowed

when

AS 0 0 t1 AJ 0,1 1.

Atomic absorption is represented, in its simplest form, by

the alkali-like sPectra. These are typically series of lines, called

Rydberg series, corresponding to the changes in energy caused by the

valence electron making one of the allowed transiÈions. Each absorptíon

series represents all possible transitíons from a cortrnon lower energy

state which, at room temPerature, is the ground state. At shorÈ \¡/ave-

lengths the lí-nes converge to a series limit which idenÈifies Èhe

ionizing wavelength of the atom. Adjoining the series limit, the

absorption spectrum is continuous because energy in excess of the

ionization energy is removed by a free electron whose energy ís not

quantized.

trrlhen two or more electrons partícipate in atomic absorption the

observed spectrum is more complicated and has predomínantly multiplet

AL
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rather than series structure. If two terms of dífferenÈ electron

configuration of the same aÈom have approximately the same energy, the

states influence each other; the eÍ-genfuncÈions of Èhe resulËing

states are míxÈures of the thTo oríginally degeneraÈe states and the

observed spectral line is broadened by this perÈurbation. If an

excited state of an aÈom has the same energy as a non-bound sÈaLe

consisting of the ground state ion and a free electron' it is possible

for these sÊates also to perturb each other. An electron excited to

the discrete sÈate can make a transition to the continuum in a radiation-

less procedure called autoionization. Spectral lines equivalent to the

energy of these states are generally broadened because the probabilíty

for the radiationless transition ís usually greater than the probability

for a transi-Ëion to an energetícally lower state wíth radiation'

In a diatomíc molecule, in additíon to the energy of the

electrons, there are vibrational and roËatíonal contributions to Èhe

toÈal energy. AÈ ultraviolet wavelengËhs, the coarse structure of

absorption spectra is interpreted as transitions between different

electronic states, while the finer details arise from the vibrational

and rotational levels.

The electronic energy depends on the instantaneous inter-

nuclear dist.ance. Each electronic st.ate is idenÈified by a potential

curve and ís stable only if this curve has a mínimum value. Molecular

electronic states are classified analogously to those of atoms' However'

because Ehe orbital angular momentLtl L and the spín momentum g Precess

about Ehe inÈernuclear axis, it Ís appropriate to consider the components

M and M of the vectors along this axis. Accordingly, as the value
LS

of M" is l\' = 0, 1, 2,3., the molecular state is designated

Ð, r, A, O. Any plane through the inËernuclear axis is a plane of
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synmeÈry and Ëhe electroníc non-degenerate (>) staÈes are classified
J-

as >t

changed by refleetion in Èhis plane. Additionally, if the two nuclei

have the same charge there ís a poinÈ of syrrmetry on the internuclear

axis. An even sÈate (tr) remalns unchanged in sígn when reflected at

this point but an odd sÈaÈe (t,r) does not. Some allowed transitions

for homonuclear diatomíc molecules are list.ed in Table L.2.

Absorption by a molecule at room temperature is dominaËed by

a Èransition from the lowest vÍbraÈional level- ( vr'=Q ) of the

ground electronic state to any of the víbrational levels vt of an

upper electronic state. The totality of the transitíons comprises a

band system ( vt, v" ), within which the intensity distribution of the

lines is determíned by Èhe overlapping of the eigenfunctions of the v"

and vf levels. This is expressed by the Frank-Condon príncíple and

is represented diagramatieally in Fígure 1.4. Because the electron

tra¡rsition ín a molecule is rapid compared with Èhe vibrational motion,

the nuclei remain relatively invariant, and in Fígure 1.4 the transitíon

can thus be represented by a vertícal line between two potential curves.

A transi-tion to a continuous upper state causes the molecule

to dissociaÈe and this is evident in the absorption sPectrum as a

conEinuum joining on to the converging bands. If a discrete energy level

of an upper electronic state is overlapped by a continuous range of levels

from anoÈher state, as illustrated in Figure 1.4' the molecule can

dissociate via a radiationless transit.ion. The widths of the corresponding

spectral lines are usually broadened by this predissociatíon and' if'

the process occurs more rapidly than the molecule rotates, any

rotational structure ín the absorption spectrum is destroyed. Dissociation

and predissociation features are generally more frequent in diatomic
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molecular absorpÈion sPectra Èhan íonization and preionization,

although examples of the latter are also observed'

Triat,omic molecules have many more degrees of freedom than

diatomic molecules and triatomic molecular absorption hence involves

many more dissociation and predissociatÍ-on processes. By comparison,

the continuous ranges of energy levels are numerous, due to the vrider

variety of products that may arise from díssociatíon, and the selection

rules are generally Iess restrictive. ConsequenÈly, conËinuous and

diffuse absorption spectra are frequently observed for triatomic

molecules.

Foreveryelectronicstateofatriatomicmoleculethe

potential eBergy under which Èhe nuclei move is represented, not by a

potential curve, but by a pot.ential surface. Different electroníc sÈates

are often described by vastly different Potential surfaces because the

potential minima generally occur for quite different configuratíons of

the nuclei. If Ëhe nuclei arralì.gement is highly syrmnetric the elecÈronic

state will be highly degenerate. As the synmetry ís lost, via electronic,

vibrational and rotational interactions, so Èhis degeneracy is removed'

This is represented by a splitting of the original potential surface, as

described by the Jahn-Teller theorem. Figure 1'5 is a graphical

representation of these concepts.

Thegroundstateofatriatomicmoleculemayhaveanumberof

potential minima so that when a transition is induced by absorption of

energy'itcanoriginateinanyoneoftheseminímaandÈerminate

somevrhere on the upper pot.enÈial surface. Hence, from a ground state

Èransition there is not just one band, but a number. As for diatomic

molecules, the intensity distribution of the observed spectra is governed

by the Frank-condon principle, as modífied by the Herzberg-Teller
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formulation for polyatomics, but novr the eígenfunctions are more

eomplieated and the poÈential surfaces multidimensíonal.

Theoretical inÈerpretaLions of the diffuseness observed in

polyatomic spectra have tenrled Ëo invoke predissocíaÈion mechanisms

analogous to diatomie theory. The valídity of thís assr:mption has

been questioned by Pack (L976) ¡¡ho was able Èo synthesíze typical

polyatomic spectra from simply associati-ve upPer electronic sÈates, and

therefore suggests that simple dissociaÈion is a possible explanation

for Èhe progressions of diffuse vibrational bands typically superimposed

on the continuum in the LIV spectro of polyatomic molecules.

b. Exrtwínøntal- OøtQ^nLnßLLon oÁ Ab ¿ o ttptio n C)Lo 

^ ^ 
- S ec.t io vtt

Gases can absorb radiaËion via multiple and complex processes

but, without excePtion, any absorption phenomenon effects a decrease in

Èhe incident radiant intensity. The attenuaËion of incident intensity

Io by a paÈh length x cm in a gas wíth n molecules p"r c*t, is

given by the Lambert-Beer law as

f = Isexp(-n.o'x)

where O cjn'? is Ehe absorption cross-section of the molecule.

Aeronomic calculations require accurate values of the

absorption cross-sections of atmospheric gases, but definitive laboratory

investigatj-ons are difficult because the mosË imPortanË wavelengths are

in the vacuum ultraviolet and because the fine structure of the wavelength

dependenee of the cross-sections may demand higher resolution and a more

couplete spectral coverage than is readily attainable.

Typícally, an experiment. for measuring absorptíon cross-sections

is as follows. Light from either a continuum or line emission source

is dispersed by a monochromator into a narrol^I wavelengËh interval whích
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emerges from the o<it slít and passes through an absorption cell.

This is of knor¡n length and contaíns Èhe specimen gas at a suitable

temperaÈure and pressure. Then, the ratio of the monochromatic flux

tr¿rnsmitted by the cell to the incident flux provides, directly from the

Lambert-Beer lal^/, Èhe magnitude of the absorption cross-section. AÈ

wavelengths short.er than the ionization threshold of the gas the

absorption cell may be replaced by an ionizaÈion chamber. The techniques

of vacuum ultraviolet sPectroscoPy appropriate for absorption cross-

section measurements have been reviewed in excellent detail by Samson

(re67) .

UlÈraviolet radiation can be produced in the laboratory by a

high voltage discharge through a gas confíned to a narrow capillary

(Hunter, 1962; Huffman et aL 1965; Paresce et aL' L97L; Cantu

and Tondello, 1975) or vía a slidíng spark, as in the BRV source (Garton

et aL,l969; Fox and ülheaton, f973). The intensity of the radiation from,

for example, a pulsed díscharge depends on the frequency of the

discharge as well as the current density through the lamp, and sophisticated

triggering mechanisms, such as thyratrons, and associated electronic

circuiEry must be used. High voltage swítching generates high frequency

electromagnetic Inoise' which interferes with sensiÈive detector

electronics unless the lamp supply is shielded (InstíEute of Elect.ronic

Engineers, Conference Publications No. 65, 1970), and, preferably, the

detector electronícs gaËed. Emissíon lines from laboraEory sources are

unable to simulate Ëhe width of solar emission lines and thus are not

completely ideal for measuring aeronomically important absorption cross-

sections.

Synchrotrons produce continuous radíation over a wider spectral

range than is available from conventional laboratory sources, but manifest
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other problems, notably increased higher order and scattered radíation

(Madden et aL, L967', Saloman , L975 ) . ÃX grazíng incidence angles these

detrimental effects are even more significant and necessitate the use

of thin met,al windows as broad optical filters or gratíngs in tandem

(Jaeglé et aL, L977).

It is preferable, in absorption cross-section exPeriments'

for the specimen gas to be in a temperature and pressure environmerit

representative of atmospheric conditions. This requires a facilíty to

maintain the absorpÈion cell at a constarit temperaÈure, higher or lower

than ambient. Low pressure measurements are impractical when the

absorption cross-secÈion is small because the absorption cell would need

to be unrealistically long. Additional complícations may arise from

pressure gradienÈs generated in a gas flow-through sysÈem, which must be

employed at r^ravelengths less than the cut-off of lithium fluori-de windows

(105 nrn) .

In principle, if the resolution is sufficiently high, the

measured cross-sections will be independent of pressure but in practice

this condition may not be easily achieved. I,Ihere the absorption spectrum

exhibits complicated structure, unfolding the experimental data becomes

extremely dífficult, and curve-of-growth analyses are necessary (Hill,

Le79) .

Absorption cross-section data are influenced by the

different experimenÈal parameters perÈainlng to each indivídual

measurement and this must be considered in any comparison of the results'

Hudson (f97f) has provided a critical reviel^7 of photoabsorption cross-

secËions for molecules of aeronomic interest and has included a

discussion of measurement Eechniques. Huffman (1969) and Ackerman (L972)

have also reviewed absorption cross-section data through the entire ultra-

violet region, while measurements at EIJV wavelengths have been compiled
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by Stolarski and Johnson (L972) and Kírby et aL (L979), and Èhe FW

and MIIV wavelengths, important for straÈospheric absorptÍon, have been

considered by lludson (1974).

General features of the absorption sPecËra of 0, 02, Nz and

Og are illustraÈed in Figure 1.6 for the extreme ultraviolet, Figure 1.7

for the far ultraviolet and Figure 1.8 for Èhe middle ultraviolet

spectral regions. The four following sect.íons describe the properties

of the absorption spectrum of each gas, as discerned primarily from

laboratory investigations.

c. Atoyle )xugen

Prominent features of atomíc oxygen absorption are located

either in the infrared or the vacuum (far * extreme) ultraviolet regions

of Èhe spectrum. Because atomic oxygen is a many-valence-electrofi system'

íts interaction with radiation includes more possible paËhways than are

available to nearly-closed-shell systems. Transitions from the ground

state (1s' 2s2 2po) tP r¿hich involve the 2p valence shell electron

lead to Ëhe three lowest states of the ion, O*( o s" ) , O+( 'o') and

0*( 'Po), for which the thresholds are, respectively, gL.O4,

73.2 and 66.5 nm. Removing a 2s inner shell electron gives rise

to o+( opt) and o+( tp") with thresholds at 43.5 and 31.5 nm.

The absorption spectrum of atomic oxygen is therefore expecÈed to have an

ionization continuum below 91.04 nm , together with Rydberg series

converging to each of the three 0II states. This has been confirmed

experimentally by Huffman et aL (L967a), who reported nine Rydberg series.

In addition, they observed some seri-es for which the lower states I^Iere

identified as excited metastable atomic oxygen terms 'D and t 
S

(Huffman et aL, 1967b).
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Autoíonization structure has been observed for all the

transítions seen in absorption by Huffman et aL (L967a, 1967b) (Dehner

et aL, I973). RelatÍve photoionizatíon cross-section measurements from

92 nm Ëo 65 nm revealed that the tr¡ro most intense autoionization peaks

in the spectrum, at 87.8 - 87.9 nm and 79.1 - 79.3 nm, corresponded

to transitions for which autoionizaÈion is actually forbidden.

Absolute rnagniÈudes of the absorption cross-sections in the

contínuum and for the many strong línes have been acquired, both

theoretically (Dalgarno et aL, L964; Henry, L967; Taylor and Burke, L976;

Pradhan and Saraph, 1977 ) and experimentally (Caírns and Samson,

L965; Comes et aL, 1968; KohL et aL, 1978), wíth diffículty. They are

probably the leasËcertain of all the ulËravíolet absorption cross-sections.

The strongest line in the sPectrum, the resonance Ëriplet aÈ 1-30.2 -

130.6 nm, has a maximum measured absorption cross-section of 7.3 x 104 }fb

(parkes et aL, 19671' Huffman and Larrabee, 1968) whíle the continuum cross-

section varies from 12 Mb to less than I I'lb at short wavelengths.

However, absorpÈion aÈ the lines remains largely unquantified, but could

possibly be greater than lOO Mb (Huffman and Larrabee, 1968).

d. MctLeeu,Latt )xqgen

Molecular oxygen is dissoci-ated by photons with wavelength less

than 242 rm, IE is therefore a significant atmospheric absorber through-

out. the entire ultraviolet sPectrum. Potentíal energy curves for

different electronic states of the molecule and Èhe ion are illustrated in

Figure 1.9 and the observed absorpÈion spectrum is discussed with

reference to transítions between these levels.

Ionization commences at L02.7 nm, corresponding to a transition

from the ground sÈate X3>-- of the molecule to the ground staËe
g

X2r of the ion. At r^¡avelengths from L02.7 to 50 nm Èhe absorption
g
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spectrum is complex, and comprised of diffuse and ionized bands

superimposed on a continuum (trlat,anabe and Marmo, L956; Samson and

Cairns , 1964; Huffmaî et aL, 1964 a; Cook and Metzger, L964). Thís

underlying continuum arises from both íonizat.ion and dissocíation'

and has been roughly divided into five separate maxima (Cook and luletzger,

1964).

Between L02.7 and 84 nm Èhe continuum rises monotonically to

about 13 Mb. In this region, across the díffuse and preionized bands,

the variation of the absorption cross-section ís the most dramatic.

Successive m¿xima occur in the conÈínuum near 80.9 , 76 , 72'5 and

63.5 nur. Below 74 nm, in the fourth continuum region, a large number of

Êhe bands have been identífied as members of Rydberg series converging

to the three lowest vibratíonal levels of Or+(bo>^-), at 68.2 nrn.
c

l,Jeak sÈructure bet¡,reen 68 and 59 nm is associated hrith the 0r+(¡'2--)g'

Rydberg series, and between 59 and 50 nm with that of O2+(Col,r-)

(Lee et aL, Ig73). Here, the average magnitude of the continuum is

about 20 Mb, and from 50 nm this decreases smoothly going to shorter

wavelengths (De Reilhac and Damany, 1977).

Extending from 103 to 125 nm is a complex sÈructure of

diffuse and predissociated bands. In particular, there are seven fwindowsr

in the absorption spectrum, for whÍch Ëhe magnitude is less than

5 x lO-t l,tb (Metzger and Cook, Lg64). One of these windows coincides

almost exactly with the wavelength of the hydrogen Lyman-alpha line.

Here, the cross-sectíon is 0.01 Mb, and is temperature dependent (Carver

et aL, L977a).

In the schumann-Runge continuum, between 125 and 175 nm,

molecular oxygen dissocíates into 0(tP) + 0(1D). The absorption cross-

section for this process is asynrnetric abouE a broad maximum of 14.9 Mb
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aË 142.5 nm (Blake et aL, 1966). On the short wavelengÈh side the

cross-section falls sharply and there are Èhree diffuse maxima at I29.4 '

L32.4 and 135.4 nm while, at longer wavelengths, the cross-section

decreases slowly and smoothly to the adjoiníng Schurnann-Runge bands at

175 nm.

There are more than 20 bands between L75 and 203 nm,

representing transitions from the lowest vibrational level v"=0 of

the ground state t' t.- to successive vibraÈional levels of the Bt X.r-
ö

state. The bands are strongly predissociated and the cross-section,

which exhibits temperat,ure dependence' decreases from about 0.1 Mb

aÈ the (20,0) band to less than 1 x lO-a Mb at (1,0) (Lewis et aL,

L978, L979; Blake, 1979).

underlying Èhe Schumann-Runge band system, aÈ its long

wavelength extremíty, is the pressure-dependent Hetzberg continuum due

tothetransitionX3Eo-*0('P)+O(3P).TheHerzbergbandsresulÈ
J-

from a forbidden transítion from the ground sËate to the t'trr' sÈate'

and Èhe whole Herzbexg system extends from 185 to 260 nm (Hasson and

Nicholls, L97La, 1971b).

e. Mo[-øcl,b,tt Ni.tttoqe.n

In the ultraviolet, the molecular nitrogen absorption spectrum

can be divided inËo three regions. Above 100 nm Èhere are six

absorption bands which are Ì^Ieak and forbidden; from 100 to 60 nm many

sharp bands, which become i-ncreasíngly diffuse toward shorter wavelengËhs,

are superimposed on a continuum, which becomes lncreasingly stronger

toward short.er wavelengths; and beyond 60 nm the absorption cross-

secti-on decreases smoot.hly and monoÈonícally to Ëhe shortest wavelengths

of the extreme ultraviolet.

Each of the síx band systems above 100 nm derive from

elecÈroníc transitíons origínating in the ground state t' >^+ and
c
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terminating Í-n lor,r-lying excited states of the molecule (tr'Illkinson

and Mu11íken, 1959; Tanaka et aL, L964; Shemansky, 1969) '

i,Iith reference to the PotenÈial energy curves of Fígure 1.10, the

correspolding upper electronic states are At t,,* (Vegard-Kaplan bands),
u

B " Ðr, , " " 
Er, , "t 

n, (Lyman-Birge-Hopf ield bands) , tt 4,, and tt n,r'

The LBH bands are the most intense and the transitions to "ttÐ,, Èhe

weakest. For the entireËy of the band systems, the magnitude of the

absorption cross-sectíon is of the order of 104 to 10s times less

than the strong systems which appear in the adjoíning region, below

100 nn (Tanaka et aL, L964). This regíon thus has negligible

significance for atmospheríc absorption.

Bet\^/een 105 and 80 nm there are many closely-spaced narror^r bands

which are strongly pressure dependent due to the presence of clear

rotational sÈructure (I^latanabe and Marmo, Lg56; Cook et aL, L964). At

the maxima of these bands Èhe cross-sect.ion may be in excess of 40 ì4b'

In particular, at 97.25 nm, the wavelength of Lyman-y, the cross-

section is 36 Mb and varies across the width of the line (Samson and

Cairns , Lg64). Additional to the bands are prominent Rydberg series

converging to the ground state and first excited state of the íon,

respecËively X'Ðo* (tlorley-Jenkins Rydberg series) and O'n,, (Ogawa
ð

and Tanaka, Lg62). The complex and extensive band system in this region,

initíally correlaÈed with many síngle electronic states, has more

recently been ordered into six vibrational progressions of three valence

states and of three Rydberg states (Dressler, 1969). As a consequence

of an associated deperturbation analysis, the energy scheme for the

higher excited states of Nz has been greatly simplified. Non-Rydberg

levels between L2.5 eY and t.he first j:oniza:uíron Ëhreshold have been

assigned to a single elecÈronic state brtu and,similarly, non-Rydberg

bands are assigned to a single state bttÐ,rf (Carroll and Collins, L969;
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Gurtler et aL,1977; PeaÈman et aL,1978). These sËates are índicaËed

in Figure 1.10.

l,Iith the onset of ionízation at 79.6 nm, the many bands

beË¡^¡een 80 and 66 nm become more diffuse because they are preionized

(Cook and Metzger, Lg64). From 79.6 nm the continutrm rises slowly Èo

15 l,Ib at 74.2 nm, which is the Ëhreshold for ionization Èo the o'n,,

state of the ion. This gradual ríse is different from the abrupt threshold

expecÈed for typical ionizaÈion conËinua where there is only a small

change in internuclear dístance (see Figure 1.4) (Huffnan et aL' 1963).

The prominent feature of Ëhe absorpÈion sPecËrum beËween 74.2 and 66'1 nm

is the Hopfield Rydberg series which converges to B'2.r* ' Beneath

these lines the continuum rises, toward shorter wavelengths, from 15 I'fb

to 30 Mb.

At 66.1 nm, the threshold for B')rr* íonization, Èhere is

an abrupt rise in the continuum cross-section, following which the

magniÈude remains constant at about 36 Mb, until 58 nm. Beyond 66'1 nn

absorption cross-section measurements are complicated by the onset of

fluorescence (Cook and Metzger, L964; Huffman et aL, 1963) but additional

Rydberg states associated with ur+ {n'>,r+) and Nr+ 1c'>rr+) have been

identífied (Codling, L966; Lee et aL, l-973). The structureless character

of the absorption specËrum below about 47 t:r¡¡- has been confirrned by a

number of workers (Lee et aL, Lg73t De Reilhac and Damany, L977).

ú. 0zon¿

In contrast Èo the absorptíon spectra of both 0z and Nz in

which, over an extremely small wavelengËh interval, the cross-seetion may

vary widely, the absorption sPectrum of ozone has little dynamic structure

and is described by a few well-defined continua wi¡h superimposed diffuse

bands.
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ozone absorbs radiation over a wíde spectral range, from the

infrared to Èhe exÈreme ultraviolet. In Èhe visible region, from 750

to 400 nm, are the diffuse Chappuis bands. Here, the absorptíon cross-

section 1s low, with a magnitude of 4.7 x 10-3 Mb at the strongest

bands, which are locaËed aË 602 and 573 nm. The wavelength inÈerval

345 to 300 nm is identifi-ed as the ltuggins region, and comprises

telnperature-dependent bands which are also diffuse, but sharper than the

Chappuis bands. At 343 nrn the absorption cross-section is I x 10-3 Mb,

increasing to 0.4 lfb at 300 nm. Adjoinlng the Huggins band sysËem

and extending to 200 nn is the strong Hartley band, a broad continuum

¡.rith a high, almost synmetric peak of magnitude 11.5 I'Ib located at

255 nm. Overlapping Èhe conÈinuum are weak, diffuse bands which exhibit

moderate temperature dependence near 300 nrn and which may belong to the

Huggins bands (Herzberg, 1966). In the vacuum ultraviolet the absorptíon

spectrum renains continuous, with a few diffuse, overlappíng bands' The

continuum can be subdivided into six regíons, with maxima occurring at

L72.5, L45 , 133 , L2I.5 , l-]-2 and 75 nm. Toward shorter \¡Iave-

lengths the magnítude of the cross-section increases, from 0.3 Mb at

201.5 nm to 15.6 Mb at 133 nm, and reaches a maximum value of 36 Mb

ar 75 nn (Tanaka et aL, 1953; Ogawa and Cook, 1958). Since the

ionization threshold is 95 nm, it is possible Èhat the contínuum below

this is caused bY ionization.

Although the shape and magnitude of the ozone absorption

spectrum has been well defined experimentally ( tnn and Tanakar 1953;

Hearn, 1961; Vigroux, L969; Griggs, 1968; Simons et aL, f973) the

theoretícal inËerpretation of the observed absorption properties remains

tenEative. only in the past decade have calculations been of adequate
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sophistication t,o generate such useful facilítíes as potenËial energy

surfaces for the ground and exciÈed states, and to reproduce the

íntensiËy disÈribution of the observed spectrum.

Analytical functions for the potentj-al energy surfaces of

electroníc st.ates of ozone have been coristructed by combíning spectro-

scopie data with quantum mechanics and kinetic data relating to the

features of the surface (Sorbie and Murrell, 1975; Murrell et aL, L976;

Murrell and Farantos, 1977). A potential rePresentation of the ground

staÈe is illustrated by the contour diagram in Figure 1.11.

Extensive confíguration interaction calculations on the ground

state and excited states of ozone, as a function of both bond length

and bond angle, have implied the existence of three low-lyíng exciËed

states of the molecule thaË are bound wiÈh respect, to dissociaËion into

the ground staÈes of 0z * O (Hay and Goddard, 1972; Hay et aL, L973;

Hay et aL, 1975). In particular, they concurred Èhat the Hartley band

r¿as the transiÈíon t B, * It A, and suggested that the Huggins band

was just a non-vertical t.ransition t.o another part of the same Potential

surface, where Èhe energy l^ras too low for dissociation to 0z(t A^) + 0(r D).
c

An alternate investigation of ozoners electronic states,

using a molecular orbital approach, has been reported by Messmer and

Salahub (L976). They confirmed the existence of Ëhree low-lying excited

states, but observed that this techníque was inadequate for describíng

highly excited staÈes.

4 UPPER ATMOSPHERE EA/ERGEÍI qS

The gross feature of the absorpt.ion by the upper atmosphere of

solar ult,raviolet radiant energy is the decrease in solar flux with

decreasing altitude. This proeeeds at a rate dependenË on the local
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densities of the species and the magnitude of their absorptlon cross-

sections, and it is thís effect which is utilized in absorption

spectroscopy for atmospheric díagnosÈics. Figure 1.12 illustraËes thc

penetration of UV radiation in the upper aÈmosphere.

However, the consequences of this absorption are fundamentally

more complex. Solar ultravioleÈ energy, deposiÈed in the atmosphere via

photoionization and photodissoeiation of Ëhe constituent gases, is

partitioned into various channels, thereby i-nítiating a myriad of

additional phenomena which define the character of the upper atmosphere.

Most of the solar energy is eventually eonverted to thermal energy through

chemical pathways controlled by a complex chain of aeronomic reactions

between neutral and ionized atoms and molecules, in different excited

states, and also electrons.

Some important aeronomic reactions, which have been discussed

in greater detail by Banks and Kockarts (1973 ), are listed in Table 1.3,

and in the following sections the absorption processes and resulÈing

energetics are described for each of the atmospheric regions identífied

in Figure 1.2. It must be noted that delineation of the atmosphere into

these regions, while useful for characterizing the absorption ítself, is

less sati-sfaetory for discussion of the prominent aeronomic behavíour

since in this aspect the inÈegral nature of the enÈire upper aËmosphere is

strongly manífesÈed.

a. Thenmo¿fil+ene

It was established in secEion 1.3 that EW radiaÈion is

absorbed by photoionizaÈion of each of the major thermospheric specíes Nz,

0z and 0 . This occurs over the altitude range 150 to 300 km, with

initial attenuation at higher altitudes of wavelengths corresponding to
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TABLE 1.3 Aeronomic reactions ín the uPPer atmosphere.

(Banks and Kockarts, 1973)

1 PhotoionlzaÈlon

X+hù+X*+e

Photodissociatíon
xY+hv+x+Y

Electron excitation
**X*e +X +e

Emission
*x +x+hv

Radiatlve recombinaEion of atoms

X+Y+XY+hV

RecombinaÈion of atoms by three-body collisions
X+Y+M+XY+M

Atom ínterchange

IY+Z-rXZ+Y

Radiative recombinatíon of atomic íons

e+x*->x+hv

DissociaËive recombination of ions

xY++e+X*Y

Ion-atom interchange

x++Yz +Y+zN+

Charge Èransfer
+_+x'+YZ'>N+YZ

Cluster reactlons of positive ions

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

11

T2

13 Reactions of negaÈive íons
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the peaks of the strong Nz absorption bands, evident in Figure 1.6

beÈween 80 and 100 nm. Far ultraviolet radiation is absorbed

predominantly by Oz. I.IavelengÈhs between L25 and 175 nm are

absorbed ín the Schumann-Runge dissociation continuum (Figure 1.7)

between 100 and 150 kur, but here the o)çygen concentratíon is

insufficient to attenuate longer FIIV wavelengths for which the absorption

cross-section is smaller, and thís radiaÈion is Èransmitted through the

thermosphere to the mesosphere. Figure 1.13 depicts schematícally how

the solar ultravioleÈ radiaÈion ís apportioned by thermospheric processes.

- EUV absorption, as initíator of thermospheric energetics and

source of thermal energy, has been frequently díscussed (HunË, L97O;

chandra and sinha, L973; Stolarski et aL, 1975; SËolarski, L976;

Kolesnik and chernyshev, L978; Chernyshev et aL, L978; Tott et aL,

lgBOa). Photoíonization energy is distributed to the atmosphere

approximately equally via an íon, mainly wíth chemical energy stored in

one of its excited states, and a photoelectron, which carries ahlay excess

kinetic energy. The final state of the ions Or.* and Nr* may be any

one of Ëhe excited ionic states represented by the potential curves ín

Figures 1.9 and 1.10 respecÈively.

Photoelectrons lose their kinetic energy locally, to thermal

electrons via Coulomb collisions and to the neutral gas via elastic

collisions with O, 02, Nz, N0, H and He, vibratíonal and rotational

excitations of N2 and 02, and electron excitation of atomic oxygen to

its t D, 'P, and t Po states (Chandra and Sinha , 1973) ' Excíted

molecular sta¡es which may arise from electron excita¡ion of Oz and N2

have also been illustrated in Figures 1.9 and 1.10. In addítion, photo-

elecÈrons wiLh energy in excess of about. L2 eY can cause secondary

ionization.
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Ions retain their porÈion of Èhe solar EW energy for mueh

Ionger than do electrons, partícipating in many ion-neutral reactions

whích are generally exothermic, the reaction energy appearing either

as excitation energy or kínetic energy of the reaction products.

Consequently, excíted species of both ions and neutrals are abundant in

the upper atmosphere, produced as they are by the majority of photo-

chemical reactions in a low pressure environment v/here quenching ís

relatively inf requent .

Aspects of the behaviour of excited species in the upper

atmosphere have been.reviewed by Dalgarno (1970), and more extensively

by Vlasov (L976), who has consËructed a preliminary model. The net

result of excitatíon is either quenching or airglow emission. Quenching

leads directly to neutral gas heating, and has been dÍscussed in deEaíl

by Hunten and McElroy (1966) and Zipf (1969). Airglow generally

represents energy lost Ëo the atmosphere and may be as much as 40-507"

of the incident EUV energy (Stolarski, L976), although emissions below

175 nrn are absorbed. In particular, electron excitation of metastable

specíes at high latitudes is responsible for the aurora. Experimental

observations of the spectral distribution, spatial and altitude

characteristics and intensities of airglow and aurora radiation provide

a useful tool for understanding the physical and chemical processes in

the upper atmosphere. Many such investigations have occurred and an

example is the global monitoring from satellite of vacuum ultraviolet

aírglow and aurora reported recently by Huffrr.an et a.L (L980). Figure 1.14

identifies the wavelengths and excited sËaÈes for prominent airglow

emissions.

According Èo the discussion of Vlasov (1976), the excited

species important in the thermosphere include N(tD), 0(tD), 0(rS) and
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vibrationally excited N2. The rate constant of the atom interchange

reaction

N('D) * 02 + N0 + o(lD)

is four orders of magnitude greater than a sirnilar reaction involving

ground state atomic nitrogen and this reaction is a primary source of

Èhermospheric No, and possibly also of 0(t D) above 150 km (Torr

et aL, f980b). An understandíng of iÈs importance for nitrogen photo-

ehernistry in the atmosphere has been promoted by experimental measurements

of the emission from N('D) at 520 nm (Rusch et aL, L975a), from O(tO)

at 630 nm (Rusch nt oL, 1975b) and from the NO ganma and delta bands

between 191 and 236 nur (Feldman and Takacs, L974) '

Above abouÈ 200 km, O(tl) is formed by dissociative

recombination of Or* and so its heighE distríbution and variaËion, as

well as that of 0(t S), is directly related to the electron density, for

which the emission at 630 nm provides a sensiËive indicator (Hays et aL,

1978).

The role of vibrationally excited Nz in thermospheric

photochemistry depends on the degree of excitation. In particular, the

ion-atom int.erchange

IJ-
0'*Nz-+N0'+N

is accelerated when Nz has excess víbrational energy and this has

promoted interesÈ in the very efficient quenching of Nro by atomic

oxygen (Breig et aL, 1973; McNeal et aL, L974).

As well as excited neutral species, there are metasLable ions

such as O+(t n) , 0+('p) and 0r+1"o n,r+) which have very long radíaEive

lifetimes. Above about, 200 km the charge exehange reaction
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+^ +0'('D) * N2 + Nz' * 0

provides a source of N2 ionization addiÈional to photoionization

and must be ineluded in Èhe Nr* chemíca1 scheme at these hígher

altitudes (Torr and Torr, L979; Torr et aL, 1980c).

Each of the i-ons Nr*, 0r*, N0+ and O+ (vía ion-atom

interchange with Nz) eventually recombines dissocíaÈively, releasing

energy and producing the atom fragments N and 0 in a number of

dífferent excíted states. In fact, Stolarski (L976) has emphasized Èhat

every ionization ultimately results in the dissociaÈíon of Oz into

t\^ro 0 atoms. Examples of the sequences íllustrating Èhis are provided

in Table 1.4.

Ilhile N atoÐs remain in the thermosphere and contríbute

signifÍcanÈly to the odd nitrogen aspecÈ of iÈs phoÈochemistry (Otan et

aL, L975; Strobel et aL, L976; ogawa and Kondo, 1977), O aÈoms,

unable Èo recombine through two body collisions, are transported dovm to

90 to 100 km where they release their energy ín three-body proeesses.

It is at lower altitudes also that dissocíation of Oz yields

additíonal oxygen atoms O(tp) and 0(1D), with an assocíated thermal

input to the thermosphere comparable to al-l other energy sources combined

(Chandra and Sínha, 1973). Of the incident FW solar energy' Tott et aL

(1980a)report that 33% is transported to below 120 kn by aÈomfc oxygen.

As a consequence of dissociation and transPort Processes, molecular

oxygen below 150 kn is neither ín photochemical equilibrir¡m (Nicolet

and I'fange, Lg54) or complete dlffusive equilibrlun (Oran and Strobel, L976,

L977>.

From a quantítative anaLysis of the reactÍon pathways ln

FÍgure 1.13, it is possible to estimate the efficiency wlth whlch the

atmosphere converts solar VLIV energy to thermal energy. However, there

1s little agreement between the results of different calculations.



TABLE T.4 Examples of ionization recombinatlon chalns

leading to the net dissocíation of one Oz

molecule to two 0 atoms.

(Stolarski, I976)

hv+0
l-0' r Nz

I

N0' * e

N*02

N+NO

+ 0*+.(fast)
+ N0++tl

+ N+0

+ N0+0

-t Nzt0

- 13.6 eV

* 0.9 eV

+ 2.7 eY

* 1.3 eV

* 3.6 eV

NET: hv * 02 -> 20

hVlNz
J-

Nz' * e

N*02

N+NO

->

.} N+N

-r N0+0

-> Nz*0

Nrl + e (fast)

- 5.1 eV

- 15,6 eV

+ 5.6 eV

+ 1.3 eV

+ 3.6 eV

NET: hv * 0z 20-t

hV*Nz ->

Nz*0 -+

+0 *Nz ->

I

N0' + e ->

N*02 +

N+N0 '>

Nr* + e (fast)
INz*0'

+
NO' + N

N+0

N0+0

Nz*0

- 5.1 eV

- 15.6 eV

* 2.0 eV

* 0.9 eV

* 2.7 eY

* 1.3 eV

+ 3.6 eV

NET:hv*02 + 20 - 5.1 eV
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Chandra and Sinha (1973) reported that the heating efficiency vras 0.5

for photoionization and 0.3 for photodissociation. Stolarski et aL

(1975) determi-ned Ehat for photoionization the heating efficlency I^Ias

approxirnately constant at 0.33, between 150 and 400 km, but Torr

et aL (f9BQa) have noted that the heatÍng effícieney for al1 UV radíation

is a strong function of altitude, with a peak value of 0.5 between

f60 and 200 kn.

Such inconsistencies reflect an incomplete understanding of

cumulative thermospherie Processes. They are transmitted to other

investigations of thermospheric behaviour, such as dynamíc modellíng

(Amayenc et aL, Lg75), where thís data is required as input, and provoked

examination of the experimental model of the absolut.e solar fluxes

proposed by Hinteregger (1970), which \{ere,inconsistent with observed

thermospheric Lemperatures (Roble and Díckinson' f973), low heating

efficiencies (Breig, L973) and electron-íon recombination rates estímated

from measured electron density profiles (Swartz and Nisbet, L973). The

ensuring dilemma about the need to double the solar EUV fluxes (Prasad

and Furman, Lg74) has been largely resolved in favour of Hintereggerts

fluxes for solar mj-nimum conditions. Improved ionospheric models (Roble,

L9l6; Roble and Schmidtke, L979) and calculatíons relating solar flux

and ionospheric parameters (Heroux et aL, L9743 Chakrabarty et aL, L977;

Oppenheimer et aL, f978) imply that for any self consistent examination

of thermospheric energetics the variability of the EUV fluxes, which may

be a factor of two from solar maximum to solar minimum, must be recognízed

for its influence on all ionospheric and atmospheric properties' The

tentative nature of the overall concepts has been further emphasized by

Kockarts (1980) who has suggested that NO emissíon at 5.3 pm may be

cooling process superíor to that of atomic oxygen.
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b. Lowen T!+e,nnotpltenø avtl Muolplnene

Over the altitude range 60 to 100 ktr solar FW radiation

of wavelengths between 1-75 and 205 nm is absorbed primarily by 0z

in the Schunann-Runge bands region of íts absorpÈion spectrum. Because

the Schumann-Runge bands are predissociated, this process is an imporÈant

source of 0 atoms for the mesosphere and straËosphere. However, the

absorpti-on is temperature dependent, with finer spectral structure than

is evidenÈ in Figure 1.7, so that it is difficult to obtain accurate

spectroscopic values in the laborat,ory and to perform accurate quantitatíve

atmospheric calculations (KockarEs, L971, L976; Nicolet and Peetermans'

L979; Blake, L979 Nícolet, 1980; Frederick and Hudson, 1980a).

Throughout the mesosphere MUV radíation is absorbed by the 03

Hartley band, princípally in the spectral range 242 to 277 nm, but

Èhis process ís more importanÈ at altitudes belor¡ about 60 krn where the

0s concentration Í-s greaEer.

The coincidence of the wavelength of solar Lyman-alpha radiation

with a r,¡indow in the Oz absorption spectrum has been previously noted

(section 1.3d). In the mesosphere Lyman-alpha is absorbed by 02, but,

more significantly, it ionizes NO and initíates the formation of the

ionospheric D region. Another source of i-onization derives from solar flux

between L02.7 and lll.B nrn whích is transmitted to the mesosphere

through windows in the Oz absorption spectrum (Section l.3d and Figure

1.7) where, as well as being absorbed by coz, it ionizes oz(tÀg) (Thomas,

1971). Solar X-rays and EUV radiation less than about 7.5 nm also

eontribute to ionizaEíon in the mesosphere.

As noted ín the prevíous section, there is a net dor^mward flux

of atomic oxygen from the thermosphere, and a distinctive feature of the

upper atmosphere near 100 km is the emission by 0(t S) at 557.7 rrm, as
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a consequerice of atomic oxygen recombinaÈion. The mechanism for this

is eíther Èhe Chapman three body reacEion

O + O + o+O*+Oz

or the t\^ro stage process suggested by Barth;

0 + 0 + M*Oz*+M
LJ.

Oz + 0+0 *02

I^Ihile observations by Petitdidier and Teitelbaum (1979) and Misawa et aL

(1980) suggest predominance of the Chapman mechanísm, those of l^Iitt et aL

(1979) are more consisÈent with the Barth mechanism.

The participation of atomíc oxygen i-n mesospheric photochemistry'

initially described by Chapman, can be sunmarized' after Thomas et aL

(f980), as follows:

Oz + hv + O + 0 (htt <242nm) l.l

0 + Oz + M+ 03 + M I.2

Og+hv+0+Oz1'3

O+O+M->Oz+ML.4

o + 03 -> 2oz 1.5

However, there ís a strong photochemical coupling between odd oxygen

(0 + 03) and odd hydrogen (H + 0H + HOz) and the latter musÈ

also be included in the reaction scheme through the following cycles which

act to reduce Ëhe ozone concentration;

H + 0s+0H + Oz L.6

0H + o->H + oz L.7

NET: 0e + O -> 202
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0 + 0H+H + 0z 1.8

H *02*M+Hoz + M 1.9

HOz*0+0H + 0z I .10

NET:0 + 0 + 0z

Odd hydrogen is produced by the photodissociaÈíon of r^later

vapour, in the lower thermosphere and mesosPhere by Lyman-alpha and in

the lower mesosphere by radiation in the Schumann-Runge band spectral

region (Strobel, 1972; Frederick and Hudson, 1980b) . Another source

is the oxidatíon of water vapour by 0('D). The si.nks of odd hydrogen

are the reacEions

and

0H + H02+gtg + 02

H + H02+grg + 0

H + H02'>11, + Oz

Photodissociation of O¡ occurs for all wavelengths less than

but in the mesosphere it is primarily due to radiaÈion in the1.08 pm

interval 198 to 312.5 nm, producing 0(t D) and the extremely

long líved meÈastable molecular oxygen specíes 02(1Ag).

De-activation of 0z(14 ) is attributed to
g
Þ

oz(tA)+Oz + oz(tx--) + Ozc8
and also by emissiori at 1.27 ¡rm. Experimental observatíons of thi-s

dayglow are useful for validatíng mesospheric photoehemical theories

(Evans et aL, 1968; Evans and Llewellyn, L97O; Llewellyn and hrítt ' L977) .

At nighttime, Ehat the formation of 0z(1 Ag) proceeds via trÀlo

reactions;

important,
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0 + 0 + M+02( tA 
) +

oõ

and H + Os*0H* + o2(1¡g)

is indicated by the results of simultaneous observations of 1.27 ym

radiation and the emíssion i-n the OH meinel bands (Evans and Llewellyn'

1973; Llewellyn and Solheim, f97B).

Three body atomic oxygen recombínation (Reaction 1.4) is also

responsible for Ëhe production of oÈher molecular oxygen exciËed states

bt Ð-* and ot t,r* , corresponding to nightglow emissions at 762 nm (Deans
gt

et aL, Lg76) and in the Herzberg bands (Llewellyn et aL, L979).

The major ions in the lower Ehermosphere and mesosphere are Or*,

particularly 0z+{t Â*), and N0f, and the importance of odd nítrogen in

these atmospheric regions is in its strong coupling with ionic compounds,

rather than in its participation in the neutral reaction scheme of the

oxygen and hydrogen specíes, which hor^rever assumes greater sígnificance in

the stratosphere. A complete descríption of the mesosphere and lower

thermosphere requires that the chemical reactions and transport of each

of the species oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon and the ionic compounds

be considered simulEaneously. Ogawa and Shimazaki (L975) have reporEed a

photochemical-diffusive model consisting of 24 photodissociations, 7

photoionizations, 7l reacEions for neutral species and 46 reactions for

ion species !

c. SLrta,totyshønø

Ozone concentraÈíon increases sufficiently in the stratosphere

(Figure 1.3) for the strong Hartley band of the 03 absorption spectrum

to completely aÈtenuate solar MUV flux. MUV photons at wavelengths shorÈer

than 242 nm are also absorbed by Oz in íts Herzberg continuum (Figure

1.8) but between altiÈudes 35 and 55 km it is the ozone absorption

that facilitates the dominant energy input.

M
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Solar radiation longer Èhan 300 nrn is not strongly absorbed

by the earth ts atmosphere and can undergo scattering by molecules and

particles. The spectral range 310 to 400 nm is of particular

ímportance because it contains the díssociation limits of Èhe absorption

spectrum of HzOz, H2C0, NOz, NzOs, HNOz, HNO3, C10N0z and HOCl

(Nicolet, 1980) so that calculations of the photodissociation rates of

all these species must include Rayleigh scattering and albedo effects

(Luther and Gelinas, L976; Mugnai et aL, L979).

At wavelengths longer than 310 nrn ozone is dissociated in

both the Huggins bands and the Chappuis bands and here too atmospheric

scattering, especially by aerosols, significantly modifies the vertically

incident radiation field, necessitating the use of radiative transfer

models for the determínaEion of ozone dissociation (Fioceo et aL' 1978)

and atmospheric heaÈing (Strobel, 1978) in the lower stratosphere and

Ëroposphere.

Ultraviolet energy from the sun is available to the sLratosphere

via the dissociaÈion of ozone but the ensuring photochemistry, defined by

numerous temperature dependent reactions, acts to modify and redístríbute

the iniÈial energy input. Atomic oxygen is the instigator of this photo-

chemistry. Ozone can be produced because the photodissociati-on of 0z

provides atomic oxygen. Then, HarEley band dissociation of ozone creates

additional atomic oxygen, in particular the metastable species O(t l)

which is certainly the most important excited species ín the sËratosphere

(Cvetanoviê, L974). Because the transition to the ground state, with

emíssion aE 630 nrn, is strongly forbidden, the radiative lifetime of

O(t O) is relatively long and de-excitation is primarily by collisions

with Nz and Oz, but also proceeds, to a lesser extent' via a few
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aeronomically significant chemical reactions. Below 50 km metastable

atomic oxygen is responsible for the formation of the two primary

stratospheric radicals; 0H from HzO, CH+ and He, and also N0 from

Nz0 (Nicolet, 1980).

More generally, the primary reacÈions describíng the photo-

chemistry of an oxygen atmosphere are the ReacÈions 1.1 to 1.5 of the

previous section. In the stratosphere, because ozone absorbs solar UV

much more st.rongly than Oz, the interconversion of odd oxygen (Reactions

1.2 and 1.3) proceeds far more rapídly than their formation by Reaction

1.1 or removal by Reaction 1.5. And Reaction 1.4, although important in

the mesosphere, is too slow to be of chemical significance in Èhe

stratosphere. Thrush (L979) has estimated that the Chapman mechanism

(Reactions 1.1 to 1.5) can only account for about 207" of the actual rate

of removal of odd oxygen (ozone) in the stratosphere.

Explanation of the observed ozone distribution therefore demands

that other chemical schemes for reducing ozone be considered. The odd

hydrogen cycle, ReacËi-ons 1.6 to 1.10, ís the predominant such process in

the mesosphere, but in the stratosphere an addítional odd hydrogen cycle

becomes important (Thomas et aL, f980) :

0H + 0¡+Hgz + Oz

HOz + 0s+0H + 2Oz

Below about. 40 km there is insufficient photodissociation of HzO to

produce sufficienE odd hydrogen for its effects to remain significant -

Instead, odd nitrogen chemistry must be introduced to explaín the observed

ozone concentrations, viz;

N0 + 0s+NOz + Oz

NOz + 0 +N0 + Oz

1.11

L.T2

NET:0+03+2Oz
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Sources of N0, in addition to the oxidatíon of NzO by 0(1 D),

include the photodissocíation of NOz.

Both the Reactions 1.6 and L.7 f.or odd hydrogen and 1.11 and

L.L2 f.ot odd nitrogen are specific examples of the desÈructíon of ozone

by the meehanism (Thrush, 1979)

X+0g XO Oz+

x0+0

+

.> X+02

NET 0+0¡+2Oz

with X=N0 inthestratosphereand X=0H and X=H intheuPPer

sËratosphere and mesosphere. Halogens, such as Cl, can also play the

role of X.

As well as the specifíc cycles, described above, which destroy

ozorte, are numerous additional reactions which describe the partícipatíon

in straÈospheric chemistry of all of the species listed in Table 1.1.

The toÈality of reactions between members of the major fanilies 0*, H0*'

N0 and ClX is an extremely complex photochemical scheme which has been
x

the subject of many detailed investigations (Hunt, L966; Crutzen, L97l;

I^Iofsy and McElroy, 1974; SEolarski and Cicerone, L974:' Whitten and Turco,

L974; Herman, 1979). Perhaps Èhe mosÈ comprehensive review of

stratospheric ozone is that of Nicolet (1975).

Recently, Johnston and Podolske (1978) have assembled the

multiple elementary reactions into cycles that either produce odd oxygen'

cause a loss of odd oxygen or which have no effect on odd oxygen' Examples

of rhis concept have been provided by Thrush (1979) and the reactions in

Table 1.5 illustrate such cycles for N0* and ClX'

photochemistry is able to explain the ozoÍte distribution only

in the upper stratosphere, above about 35 km, since here the time requíred



TABLE 1.5 Photochemical cycles for N0*

in the stratosphere.
(Thrush, ]-:979)

and ClX

NO clx
x

ozone desÈruction cYcle

N0+0a=Ngz.'t-0z

0fNOz=N0*02

0+0e =0z-'t-0z

Cl*03=C10*02

0+C10=Cl*02

0+0s =02*02

rno effect t cycle

N0+0s=NQz40z

N02+hv =N0t0

C10+N0=Cl*NOz

NOzthV=N0*0

Cl *03=C10+02

0s = 0z * 0 0: = 0z * 0

holdine cycle

H0+N02*M=IlONOz*M Cl+CH4=CIls+HCl

HNOg*hv =H0*NOz

H0 + HNOg = HzO * Nog(h] ,¡or)

H0+HCl=HzO*Cl

and also

C10+NOzfM=C10N02+M
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to reach phoÈochemical equilibrÍ-um is less than one day. Below 20 km

this time increases to 20 years (Uícolet, L975), sÍgnifying a complete

departure from photochemical equilibrium and the need to invoke transporÈ

mecha¡risms to redistribute the ozone sources and sinks. At intermediaÈe

altitudes, 20 to 35 km, the times for transport and ozone photo-

chemisÈry are comparable and the interaction of the two must be

considered. For example, photochemisËry dominates the ozone changes in

the sub-solar rníddle stratosphere and transport processes carry the ozone

poleward and downward into Ëhe troposphere where it is destroyed at the

earthfs surface (London and Park, L974). But the initial parameter for

any general atmospheric circulat.ion model is the conversion of solar lIV

energy by heating the ozotte layer.

A quantitative description of the stratosphere demands proPer

treatment of the interacÈive radiative-chemical-dynamical sysÈem and

although certain aspects have been successfully modelled, a complete

understanding has, as yeË, eluded sEraÈospheric investigators.
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CHAPTER TI4IO

DETERI'4{TNLTIIN OF THE NEUTRAT COI,IPOSTTT(0N OF THE

ATMOSPfIERE

2.1 AßS?Rry r 0^J sPEcTRo sc)Pv TE9HNIqUES

I,rrhen a particular wavelength interval of radiation from the

sun, the moon or a star ís monitored by a detector carried on a rocket

or satellite, the intervening aËmosphere acts as an absorption cell. The

total number density in the absorptíon paÈh is Ëhe sum of Èhe number

densities of each atmospheric gas which exhibits strong absorbíng features

at Ehese wavelengths. As the detector moves through the atmosphere the

amount of absorbing gas changes, and from the intensíty profile measured

by the detector iE is possible to extract Ëhe individual number densities

if the absorption cross-sections of the gases are known.

The form of analysis necessary to ínterpret experímental

absorptiori spectroscopy data depends on the resolution of the deÈector

relatíve Èo the structure of the solar spectrum and the absorption cross-

section sPecËra of the gases. If the absorption cross-sections are

constant across the wavelength interval defined by the detector bandwidth'

the relative solar flux dístríbutíon within the detecEor bandwidth remains

constant as the integrated solar flux is attenuated by the atmosphere.

Otherwise, the more strongly absorbed parEs of the spectrum are filtered

ouE and the effeetive cross-section for Ëhe absorbing specíes exhibits

altitude dependence as a consequence of this radiation hardening.

Absorption spectroscopy with broad band rocket borne detectors

has been employed for studies of the neutral atmosphere, ín particular

molecular oxygen and ozone. Such non-dispersive techníques, whích monitor
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integrated intensities over varíous regions of Èhe solar sPectrum'

have been described by Carver et aL (1967) and Carver (1969). Analysis

of the particular case of Lyman-alpha extinctíon, measured by ion chambers

and used for 02 density determínation, has been examíned by Hal1 (L972).

Here, it is necessary to allow for changes in the molecular oxygen

absorpÈíon across the line profile and to account for the possibility

of absorption by minor constituenÈs.

Monochromatic absorpÈion of solar EW radiation has been

established as a powerful tool for quantitative thermospherie composition

analysís by Hinteregger (L962) who described the determination of 02, Nz

and 0 densities above 90 km. The more difficult example of absorption

of the solar spectrum by a gas for which Èhe absorption sPectrum is híghly

structured and temperature dependenË, consisting of bands superimposed on

a continuum, has been investigaÈed by Longmile et aL (L979). For the case

of molecular oxygen absorp¡ion in the Schumann-Runge bands, integrated

transmittances hrere used to determine Oz column densitíes.

Extension of classical absorption spectroscopy' traditionally

applied to rocket borne detectors, to detectors carried on satellites

requires occultation techniques to extract the number densities, as

esrablished by Hays and Roble (1968) and Roble and Hays (1972) for

application to Oz and 0g density measurements'

Theoretical formulation of absorption spectroscopy techniques,

for specific examples defined by experimental parameters' are gíven in

the following sections.
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& Aúonption o { Rad'í-a..tion

Solar photon flux of wavelengÈh À is absorbed by the

neutral atmosphere according to the Larnbert-Beer 1aw in the form

O(h, À) = Qe (À) exp [ - t (tr, À) ] 2.L

where Q(tr, À) is the transmitted flux of wavelength À

at. height h,

0o (À) is the flux of wavelength L incident on
the atmosphere, and

r(h, À) is the oPtical dePth.

In a multiconstituenL atmosphere, each species contributes

to Èhe attenuaÈíon of the incident flux i-n proportíon to its absorption

cross-section and column density so that the optíeal depth may be written

AS

r(h, À) (À)
l-

h

in r¿hich nr(h) is the coficentration of constituent i at height h,

o. (À) is the monochromatic absorption cross-section of Èype

i absorber at wavelength À and may depend on pressure and temPerature'

and the integration is taken from the observaËion altitude h along Ëhe

optical ray path s .

b. )ptieal Oepth Fac.ton

To evaluate the optical depth it ís necessary to determine the

content of a column of molecules making an angle X with the zenith'

Lî. X is not too large ( < 65" ) ttre atmosphere can be considered to

be plane stratified and the column density is different from the vertical

column densit,y by a factor sec X' since

dsI ". (s)
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ds -sec¡dh 2.2

As Ehe sun moves to¡¿ard Ehe horizon, the atmospheric column content

becomes progressively larger and the sec X factor becomes incorrect

since the curvature of the earEh makes Ëhe column content a complicated

function of the solar zenith angle.

Chapman (193f) computed the colusrn contenÈ of an exponentially

distributed atmospheric consÈituent along a slant column as

n (h) dh n(h) H Ch(X, Xn) 2.3

where n(h) is Ëhe concentratíon of the atmospheri-c constituent
at height h,

Xh is Èhe solar zenith angle at height h,

H is the scale height,

[= (r, + h)/H, for t, the earthrs radius'

Ch(X, Xh) is the Chapman function,

and it is assumed that

n (h) no exp( - h/H ) 2.4

Distinctíon must be made between the densj-ty seale height Hn

t;

and the pressure scale height

2.4 v iz

H H follows dírectlY from Equationpn

-t
H I r/n(h) l

Since, for aÈmospheric species of mass m at temperature T, the

densit.y is related to the Pressure by the hydrostatic equation

-n(h) gm

dn(h)
dh

2.5
n

dP
dh

and by the Ideal Gas Equation
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P (h) n(h) k T

Èhen the pressure scale height is calculated to be

H = kT/rng 2'6
p

Only if hydrostatic and Èhermal equilibrium are assumed can the t\t/o

scale heights be equated. However, ít can be seen Èhat the scale height

gradient is approxirnately a temperature gradient since

(r/rng¡ *l

The assumpÈion of constanÈ scale height, implicit in Chapmants

calculations, is not necessarily valid for the terrestrial atmosphere,

especially between lO0 and 250 km where the temperature is observed Èo

change with altitude (Section L.2a). Nicolet (1945, 1954) íntroduced

Èhe concept of constant scale height gradíents equal to one-half and one in

determining the optical depth at large zenith angles for a real atmosphere.

He defíned a dimensionless parameter F, called the optical depth factor,

which reduces to Ehe Chapman funct.ion of Equation 2.3 when the scale

height gradienÈ is zero.

Approximate analytic functj-ons for use ín aeronomic computations

have been given by swider (L964), Fítzmaurice (1964), Weeks and smíth

(1968a)and SrniEh and smith (L972). Banks and Kockarts (1973) have

anaLyzed. Ehe accuracy of each of the approximations. In particular, Ehe

optical depth factor for large X < Tt/2 can be calculated with better than

27. agreement with the Chapman function from the formula given by

Fitzmaurice (1964) víz:

:rfc l(x/2)k"o"y I 2.7

dH
_p
dh

When y>-'n/2 the function must be given in terms of the density
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and scale height at the minimum altitude, and hence the maximum density,

of the grazJrrrg solar ray, which is generally not equivalent to Èhe

location of Ehe detector. In this case

r(Yr X) 2t(Y, n/2) - F(x, n-X) exp I v(r - cosecf,) ]

with Y being the parameter X evaluated at the minimum ray height.

c. Illonochnoma.tLc Ab,sonnl-ton bu a Sínqle Con'ttrtuenf.

If the constj-tuents of a part,icular regíon of the atmosphere

have absorbing properties such that there is one species i for whích

o. (À) n.t- l_

then at height h

signal

r(h,À) =

i+i J r
(h) 2.8

the monochromatic solar flux wÍll generate a detector

Io(tr) exp t o(À) n(s) ds lf;
which can also be expressed as

I(h, À) Io(tr) exp [ - o(À) tl(h) ) 2.9

l-
with N(h) = | n(s)ds

)
h

where N(h) is the columnar density of Èhe absorbing specíes above height

h along the path of the radiation. Sínce, using Equation 2.2,

dN!h) = -secxn(h)dh

the differential form of Equation 2.9, for X < 65", is

1

sec X I(h, À) å* ,n, À) o(À) n(h) 2.L0
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where O(À) is the monochromatic absorption cross-secÈion and the

product o(À)n(h) has been termed by Hinteregger (1962) the monochromatic

extinction coefficíenÈ U(h, À). Llhen X > 65o the Èerm sec X must be

replaced with the optical depth factor F(h), evaluated according to

Equatíon 2.7 at height h . Sínce accuraÈe deÈermínation of extinction

coefficients involves only the linearity of intensity response, there is

no requirement for absolute detector calibration.

of practical importance, for experimenÈal applícations' are

regions of the absorption sPectrum where O(À) is approximately constant

over an interval of a few tenËhs of nanometre. Then, tsufficientlyr

monochromaËic attenuation can be observed wíÈh a monochromator of only

modest resoluÈion, which is compatible wíth the fasÈ scanning speeds

needed for adequate height resolution. In the case of a narrol¡I solar

emission line, for example, observed by a moderate resolutíon instrument'

the width of the line defines the bandr¿idth over which the absorption cross-

section must remain constant. Such a solar emÍssion line of width AÀ",

when víewed with a finite resolution spectrometer' produces a

triangular line shape (for perfectly matched and aligned entrance and exit

slits) of width ÀÀr called the experimental line width, FI4IHM. A

measure of the t.otal signal due to the line can be found by integrating

the detector signal across the line, relative to Èhe background continuum.

This total signal is then assumed to be truly monochromaEically absorbed.

Once the optical depth factor has been calculated, and the

extinction coefficient. determined from a plot of flux wíth altitude,

knowledge of the absorption cross-section enables direct determination of

the density profile of t.he absorbing species.

d Mu,(fico n tti.tuenf. Mo no c vtoma.t'Le Ab ¿ o,Lfúion

llhen monochromatic, solar radiation, absorbed by more than one
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species, ís measured with an ínstrument for which the absorption cross-

sectíon of each species is approximately const.anÈ over the deÈector band-

width, and hence constanE r^ríth altiËude, the attenuation of the detector

signal is described by

r (h, À) Io (À) exp t n. (s)ds l 2.Lt

Differentiatíng and dividing by I(h, À) yields

Ð o. (À)
l-Lf-

h

I
sec X l(h, À)

dr (h, À)
dh

2.r2

Since the total number density at height h is

nr(h)

then

= Ð h.(h)
ll-

1 dr (h, À)
Ð o. (À) n. (h)

Ð nr(h) nr(h)
dh

À) nr(h) 2.L3

and O (h, À) is called the weighted mean absorption cross-section.

For complete compositional analysis, the mínimum number of

independent experimental absorpÈion curves required is equal to the number

of types of absorbing specíes. Individual densiËies can then be extracted

by the solution of simult,aneous equations.

e.. Snoad Savd Ab¿otcvfüsv¡ bq a SínçtLø Covatrtuøvtt

If Lhe detector is such that the absorption cross-section of a

primary absorber vari-es across its width, Èhen the measured detector signal

ís Ehe integral of the attenuated solar flux Q(fr, À) wíEhin the detecÈor

sec X I(h, À)

= o (h,



bandwidth;

1
sec ¡ I(h)

r(h)

dr (h)
dh

).2
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2.L4

).1

On dífferentiating and dividing by I(h)

E(À) 0(h, À) dÀ

o(À)E(À)00(À) exp [ - o(À)N(h) ] dÀ

r (h)
À1

where E(À) is the normalized deËector response. So' for a single

ab sorber,

À2

n(À) Qo (À) exp t o(À)n(s) ds I dÀ

h

Xz

Àrn(h)
Xz

E(À)00(À)exp [ - o(À)N(h) ] dÀ
Àr

o (h) n(h) 2.L5
EFF

where o--_(h) i-s called the effective absorption cross-section.
EFF

To calculaEe or.. (h) it is necessary to know the relative

solar flux distríbution and the variation of the absorption cross-section

wj-th wavelength and with temperature across the detector bandwidth. Any

absorptíon by minor species, which may have significant absorption cross-

section values within the wavelength range defined by the detector bandwídth'

must be accounted for ín thÍs analysis.

Use of this particular absorption spectroscopy teehnique requires

that the spectral response of the detector be determined by laboratory

calibration.
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ú t'/lu,ILLco vwti,tu¿nt Enoad Bavtd Abt o npt io n

The most complicaÈed applicatíon of absorption spectroseopy for

density determination occurs when Ehe solar flux over a finite wavelength

range is absorbed by a number of dífferent gases, each of whích is

characterized by an absorpÈion cross-section spectrum which varies across

the detector bandwidth. In this case, the numerical theory of Section 2.ld

and that of 2.Ie are combined as follows. At heíght h the measured

detector signal is
X2

r (h) E(À) 0(h, À) dÀ 2.L6
trr

where ó(tr, À) Qo (À) exp t f-
h

Ð o.(À) n.(s) ds l

Ð or(À)nr(h) dÀ

so that

I
sec X I(h)

E(À) 0(t, À)
Xz

Àrdr (h)
dh ).2

E(À) 0(h, À) dÀ

).r

À.2

. E(À)
Âr

0(rr, À) ?(h, À) nr(h) dÀ

).2

Àr
E(À) 0(h, À) dÀ

(h)n, (h) 2.L7o
EFF

where o (h) ís the effective weíghted mean absorption cross-section.
EFF

J.ral.r"tion of O.r. may requíre time consuming computation so regions of

the solar spectrum for which this Èype of analysis is requíred are usually

least desírable for Ehe application of absorption sPectroscoPy techniques.
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However, because ít is i-mportant Èo knov¡ ho¡¿ and where all of Èhe solar

ultraviolet radiant energy is deposited in the atmosphere, avoidance of

this experimental situation j-s noË always possible.

2.2 CALCULATTOAJS OF ATMOSPfIERTC ULTRAVTOLET AESORPT1OI\J

Prior to employing absorptíon specÈroscopy for an experimental

investigation of the neutral atmosphere composiÈion, it. is necessary to

qualitatively estimate the attenuatíon of solar radiation at altitudes

for which the densities are to be measured. Suitable solar wavelength

regions can then be chosen such Ëhat Èhe attenuation ís a maxímum in the

height region of interest, and experimenËal parameters such as the zenith

angle of the sun, detector spectral response and sensitivity can be

co-ordinated to maxímize data retrieval.

Generatíon of monochromatic attenuation profiles requires a model

of the distributíon of neut.ral gases in the atmosphere (Section 1.2)

and knowledge of their absorption cross-sections (Section 1.3). For

simulating the aÈtenuation measured by a broad band detector, the relative

solar flux (Section 1.1) and the detector spectral response for the

observed wavelength range must also be incorporated in the calculations.

Using the equations developed in SecEion 2.L, ealculations of

attenuãtion by the atmosphere are described for three different wavelength

regÍ-ons of the solar spectrum, the EUV, FUV and MUV, to illustrate the

typically expected results of varÍous experimental applications of

atmospheric absorption spectroscopy.

a. ThunoapltwLc Ab¿onption o,( EUV Rad'í.a.tion

Ilhen solar EUV wavelengths are observed by an instrument with

sufficient resolution for the attenuation to be monochromatic, the ratio of
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absorptíon cross-secËion .

b. A,b,sonption o FUV Ral.inLinn Ln the Scl+unann-kmgø

ConLLrutun o.( 0z

Since

140 and 175 nm'

from Equation 2.9

0z is the primary absorber of FW radiation between

monochromatic attenuation curves can be easíly calculated

exp [ - o(À) tl(h) ]

Using colurnn densi-tíes N(h) deríved from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere,

Lg76, with two different zenith angles, and Oz absorption cross-sections

from Blake et aL (1966) produced the profiles of Fígute 2.4.

c. )zon¿ Ab¿onptio n of, MllV Rad'ía.tion Ln the Stna.to,spl+uo

a"nd lvle/so^ythene

MUV radíation above 240 nm, where absorptíon by oz in the

Ilerzberg continuum becomes negligible, is absorbed prímarily in the

strong HarÈley band of ozone. Altitude profiles due to this absorpÈion'

measured by a broad band detector, vrere generated according to Equation 2.L4

and are illustrated in Figure 2.5. Incorporated in these calculations

were the solar flux model of Donnelly and Pope (1973), ozor,e densíties

from the empirical model of Krueger and Minzner (I976) and absorption

cross-section values from Inn and Tanaka (1959). Effective absorption

cross-sections vrere computed at two dífferent wavelengths by numerical

integration over the bandwidth of a detector whose resPonse was assumed

to be Gaussian with 10 nm zuHM. Figure 2.5 compares broad band and

monochromatic calculations of attenuation of MUV radíation.
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passbands of that order, their applicatíon at wavelengÈhs such as 79

and 833 - 835 nm is more complicated. Here, as evident in Figure 1.6,

the cross-sections are highly structured and' when observed l^rith

instruments of only moderate resolut.ion, exhíbit altitude dependence

because of radiation hardening within the finiËe passband. Even at the

most appropriate extreme ultraviolet wavelengths, compositional analysis

is precluded unless the absorption cross-secÈions are sufficienEly

different to enable the contribuÈion to the extinction by each species to

be determined.

EUV atmospheric absorpÈion specÈroscopy was pioneered by

HinÈeregger and co-workers aÈ the U.S.A. Air Force Cambridge Research

LaboratorÍes, using rocket borne monochromators that scanned almost the

entire EUV spectrum - from 25 to 130 nm. (Hinteregget et aL' 1960;

Hall, Damon and Hinteregger, Lg63; Hall, Schweizer and HinÈeregger, 1963;

Hinteregger et aL, 1965). Data from these experiments irnplied that atomic

oxygen, rather than molecular nitrogen, h/as the dominanL atmospheric

absorber at 200 km. From observations of extinction at níne appropriate

Et]V r¿avelengths, Hall et aL (f965) derived Èhermospheric densities

between 150 and 220 krn. Absorption cross-sections were chosen from the

available laboratory measurements to provide densities at 200 km that

r^/ere consistent with the assumption of diffusive equilibrium. Diurnal

varia¡ion investigated with this technique appeared to be of the same

order as Èhe uncertainties; 25% (Hall et aL,L967).

Detailed analysis of EUV absorption aÈ 30.4, 58.4 and 102.6 nm

was included in an experimental study of the daytime ionosphere by Timothy

et aL (L972). NeuËral densíties between lOO and 270 km were determíned

with an accuracy of 30"/". In additíon, the extinction profiles from a

scanning sPectrometer provided the basis for an estimate of primary ion and

photoelectron production rates.
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Currently, Èhe usefulness of EW absorption data emphasizes the

measurement. of atomic oxygen absorption cross-sections via solar

occultation (Hínteregger and Hall, L969; Knight et aL, L972). Above abouÈ

250 krn the aËmosphere is 95î¿ atomic oxygen so that this experimental

technique is one of the most reliable, to da!e, for acquiring these

values. Absorption cross-sections for both aËomic oxygen and molecular

nitrogen have been report.ed from sunrise and sunset occultaÈion experiments

(Modali et aL, L976). A simulEaneous investigation of the N2 and 0

densities from 250 to 500 km revealed that measurements at sunset

exhibited far less scatter than those at sunrise, and this r^/as attributed

to the complex nature of the earthrs atmosphere while heating. EUV

absorption measurements aE sufficiently high altitudes, above about 280 km

where the Oz absorption is not important, have also been rePorted by

Hinteregger and Chaikin (L977) and Schmidtke et aL (f975).

Reliable interpretation of aËmospheric extreme ultraviolet

absorption depends on the availability of high resolutíon absorption cross-

section data, ideally measured at temperatures and pressures characteristic

of the upper atmosphere and usíng radiation simulating that from the sun.

Any EUV laboratory measurement is difficult (Section f.3b)' even wiEhout

the additional stringent requirements of the aeronomer' but EW absorption

cannot be ignored.

b . Hudno q¿n Lqnan-a-Lpha- Rad-í-a,'tion

Because the hydrogen Lyman-alpha emission is absorbed ín the

mesosphere, primarily by moleeular oxygen' many exPerimenters have considered

it to be eminently suitable for absorption spectroscopic determínation of 02

densities bet\"reen altitudes 70 and lOO krn. In most expeiiments' the

attenuation of the line is monitored, from a rocket or satellite, with a
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lithiurn fluoride-nitric oxide íon chamber (Carver and Mitchell, 1964)

which ís sensitive over the wavelength range 105 to 135 nm.

Inherent, however, in thís apparently simple technique, is a

network of complications. For the solar spectrum, only 90"Å of radiatíon

hTithin the passband of the ion chamber is due to Lyman-alpha and measurements

are usually restricted to below lOO km to allow the natural filtering

of the 0z absorption cross-section window (Figure 1.7) to remove

contaminating radiation from the wings. The effecË of oËher mesospheric

absorbers of Lyman-alpha, in particular Nz, HzO, COz and N0, is not

negligible and may be as much as 57. (SmiÈh and Miller, L974) to 77" (Prinz

and Brueckner, L977). In addition, the O2 absorption cross-section has

been measured to vary across the width of the line (Ogavra, 1968; Carver

et aL, I977a) and is also temperature dependent (Carver et aL, L977a),

while the spectral shape of the line itself may vary with solar conditions

(Vidal-Madjar, L975).

Initial applications of Lyman-alpha absorption spectroscopy

(Carver et aL, L964; I^Ieeks and Smith, 1968a; Lockey et aL, L969;

Subbaraya et aL, L972; Brannon and Hoffman, 197f) employed a constant

absorption cross-section and ignored any contributlon of absorbers other

than Oz to the attenuation. Mesospheric oxygen densities so obtained

exhibited great variability which was considered to be of diurnal, seasonal

and lati¡udinal origin (Carver, 1969). Irrhile the number of measurements

was inadequate for establishing definite correlations, ít did appear that

seasonal differences below 90 km r¡rere paralleled by variations of the

total neutral atmosphere (l^Ieeks and Smith, 1968a; Carver et aL' L969).

To improve Lhe accuracy of Lyman-alpha absorption measurements

required a detailed calculation of the height dependence of the effective
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absorption cross-secÈion of the detector (quessette, 1970; Hall, L972)

using, for example, the absorption cross-secti-on profíle of Ogawa (1968)

and the spectral profile of Purcell and Tousey (1960). Additíonally, a

small qualitatíve correction for other absorbers was suggested (HalI, L972).

Subsequent measurements adopEed these recommendations and Ëhe

general character of mesospheric oxygen that emerged is as follows. The

densiÈies are highly variable, they may exhibit structure between 70 and

90 kn (Subbaraya et a,L, L974; Weeks, I975a)and are mostly always less

than the models at lo\,fer altitudes, for example, by as much as 307" at 70 km

(Hall, 1972). At the equator the height of the mesopause ís lower than at

higher latítudes (Subbarayaet a.L, L974), while in the southern hemisphere

densities may be lower by LO7. to 307. (Ilyas, 1974). During spring the

densities are lower than other seasons, both in the southern hemisphere

(Ilyas, Lg74) and the northern hemisphere (l^Ieeks, 1975a) which is

opposite to the trend predicted by CIRA 1972,

Measurements of O2 densiÈíes by Lyman-alpha absorption bet\,üeen 70

and 90 km have been made simulËaneously with independent measurements of

the total neuËral density (Smith and Miller, L974). Comparison of the

ratio of both results with that predicted by CIRA 1965 indicated that the

absorption Èechnique predicted densities which were Eoo low by about 20%.

This was aEtri-buted to the inappropriateness of laboratory cross-section

measurements for temperatures and pressure encountered ín the atmosphere.

The need for temperature dependent Lyman-alpha absorption cross-sections

r^/as echoed by Weeks (1975a) in a detailed discussion and error evaluation

of the technique.

The temperature dependence of Lyman-alpha absorption by molecular

oxygen, as measured by Carver et aL (L977a), provided confirmation that at

194 K there is a 207" reduction in the magnitude of the cross-section.
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Data from 34 rocket flights have since been te-anaLyzed to ínclude this

dependence (Carver et aL, 1,917b) and Ëhe resultant observatíonal mean

density \¡üas reported to be 207" higher Èhan that of CIRA L972 at 70 km

and g% higher at 90 km. Measurements over a twelve year period from

Woomera \¡rere generally consistent and índicated only a small seasonal

variation. In contrasÈ, measurements of mesospheric molecular oxygen in

Èhe mid-latitude northern hemisphere, also deríved from Lyman-alpha

absorption incorporating the temperature dependent cross-secÈions of

Carver et aL (1977a), have indicated a marked seasonal variaÈion in which the

d.ensíty at 70 km in summer is about twice that during winter (l,lillíams,

r98o) .

For Lyman-alpha absorption spectroscopy the remainíng quesEion

is that of other absorbers, with its legacy of additional 67" errors.

This will remain unansvrered until reliable values for the absorpÈion cross-

section and aEmospheric concentration are available for each minor

constituent in the mesosPhere.

c. Fan- UL..tnavío.Le.t Radi-a..t)con

From absorption of wavelengths L4O to 175 nm, molecular

oxygen densíties can be reliably determined between 100 and 170 km.

Atmospheric absorption spect.roscopy is íntrinsically less complicated here

than in the mesosphere because oxygen is the primary absorber of thís far

ulEraviolet radiation and Èhe sCrong Schumann-Runge contínuum varies only

slowly with rnravelength (Figure L.7).

In part.icular, across the bandwidth of sapphire xylene ion

chambers (SX : L42 to 147 nm) the cross-section is virtually constanE at

íts maxímum va1ue. Quartz-triethylamine ion chambers (QT : L57 to 168 nm)

also exhíbit suitable spectral characteristj-cs for far ultraviolet

absorptiori specEroscopy (Carver et aL, L969).
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Unfortunately, Èhe sensitivity of ion chambers has been

observed to change during the first few minutes of flight (I^Iildrnan et aL,

f969) so that measurements during flight downleg are generally more reliable

than during ascenË. This effect has been attrj-buted to dissocíation of

the gas and temperat.ure changes of the window when the ion chambers are

first exposed to ulEraviolet radiation (Carver and MiÈehell, L967).

Ion chambers ofi satellites (Parker and Stewart, I972; May, f973)

have been used for sunrise and sunset. occultation to establísh the general

nature of 0z variability at 180 km. Both experimenters confírmed Èhe

dependence of thermospheric molecular oxygen on geomagnetic activity, the

effect being stronger at hígh latitudes. However, a quantitative

correlation hras difficult because the observed variations were noÈ clearly

represented by the *O index, even with a 3-hour delay. Sunrise densíties

\¡/ere reporËed to be higher than those at sunset by L67" to 2O%, although for

the air density, and also oxygen between 107 and ll8 km (Carver et aL,

1978a) this trend is reversed.

Subsequent measurements from satellites (Norton and Roble, L974)

and rockets (1,üeeks , 1,975b; Higgins and Heroux, L977; Carver et aL, f978a)

have verified fhe connectíon between Oz densities and geomagnetic activity

buE are inconclusive about its magnitude and definition. I^Ieeks (1975b)

has observed the densities betr,/een 135 and 180 km increase twofold

following an increase in *O from 2.2 to 5.8. Other observations, during

more moderate excursions of *O (1 to 4) have reported less drastic density

changes. At 150 km Carver et aL (1978a)noted an enhancement of 1.5 but

Higgins and Heroux (L977) reported no change, although over limited altitude

regions between 110 and l7O km they conceded possible íncreases of L07",

consisÈenE with satellite observations (Parker and Stel^Iart.' L972; May,

Lg73). The effect of geomagnetic activity on oxygen densities in the lower
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Èhermosphere apPears Èo be altitude-dependent, and may exhibit wave

structure (Weeks, 1975b). Rocket observations, rather Lhan satellite

measurements which have linited height resolution' are needed for further

investigations.

l{hile broad band detecEors have been extensively used for far

ultraviolet. absorption spectroscopy, only a few monochromatic measurements

of the attenuaËed solar flux have been reported (Jursa et alr 1963;

Jursa et aL 1965; Ackerman et aL, 1974; Brueckner et aL, L974; GarríoÈt

et aL, L977; Longmire et aL, L979). The dearth of such measurements aË

Schumann-Runge continuum wavelengths is reflectíve of the relaÈive cost

and complexity of dispersive insËruments, rather than Eheir unsuitability.

Use of the technique with radiation sources other than the sun

is difficult and has occurred infrequently. NighËtíme oxygen densíties,

whích appear to be the same as daytime densities' have been derived from

stellar absorptíon (Opal and Moos, L969; Hays and Roble' 1973b) r¿hile

observation of an aurora (Qpal et aL, f970) has índicated that at high

latitudes Èhe winter oxygen density near 115 km might be a factor of 2 greatet

than at temperate latitudes.

Absolute molecular oxygen densities are, it is generally coneluded,

overestimated by Jacchiats 197l mode1, especially at higher altitudes'

At 180 km the model is high by 35lZ to 507" (l'{eeks, 1975b: Parker and

Stewart , L972; Ackerman et aL, L974; Higgins and Heroux' L977) and

this is att.ríbuted to Èhe inability of Èhe model to account for

díssociat.ion at these altitudes, and possíbly to high thermospheric

temperatures used bY the model.

d l,LLdd.L¿ LlLt¡nvio l-e.t Rad'tnLLo n

Measurements of the atmospheric attenuation of MIIV radiation

from sources Such as the sun, the moon, a Star or airglOw, have been
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extensively ernployed to determine ozone densities.

For thís purpose, broad band detectors have been carried on

rockets and satellites in a variety of experimental configurations.

Daytime ozone densities can be derived from solar absorptíon

spectroscopy over a typical altiEude range of 20 to 60 km with an

accuracy of Lo%-20%' since 1965, Krueger (L969a'L973) has conducted

regular ozone soundings with a four channel fílter wheel photometer which

descends through the stratosphere, susPended below a high altitude

parachute. The optical entrance of this detector is a planar diffuser

plate which ensures that the MUV radiation is incident normally on the

filters, and provides a L2Oo field of view. These measurements, made

primarily at local noon, over a wide range of latitudinal and seasonal

conditions, have established the general character of the vertical

distribution of sÈratospheric ozone. The maximum density occurs at a

mean altitude of 24 km and shifts to lower altitudes with íncreasing

latitude. The range of observed values is ! 407" of the mean value aÈ

30 km, decreasing to ! 307" at 50 km. In particular, the results of

measurements made between 4l'N and 47oN have been incorporated in a

mid latitude model for.the 1976 U.S. SËandard Atmosphere (Krueger and

Minzner, I976).

The seasonal variation of daytime ozone has been investigated

statistically using results from broad band MW photometers on spÍ-nning

rockets (Nagata et aL, L97L; Tohmatsu et aL, 1974) launched between 1965

and, L975. Corrections for the aspect of the sun with respect to the rocket

axis were provided by the signal from a reference visible channel. Above

35 km the ratio of winter to summer densit.ies was observed to increase,

reaching a maximum value of 2.8 at 65 km (tr/atanabe and Tohmatsu, 1976).
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This seasonal variation is greater than the variability reflected in the

Krueger results, which included measurements over different seasons.

Equatorial daytime ozone has also been measured with broad band

detectors on spinning rockets (Acharya et a,L' L979). The results confirm

that at low latitudes the peak concenÈration occurs at a slightly higher

altitude (31 km) Èhan at rnid-latitude, with a maximum conceritration lower

by a factor of 2 to 2.5.

A detecËor with peak response at two MUV wavelengths has been

used for density determination in the altitude range 0 to 70 km (Brezgin

et aL, Lg77). Solar radiation was diffused by an Ulbricht sphere and

Èhen incident normally on the detectors. ConcenErations differing by a

factor of 3 to 4 from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, L976, wi¡h a

possible secondary maximum at 50 km, have been reported.

At twilíght, when the solar zenith angle ís large, absorption

spectroscopy can be used to measure ozorte densíËies at altitudes from 50

to 90 km. Such measurements have been made with broad band solar MUV

detectors carried on rockets (i^leeks and Smith, 1968b; I'leeks et aL, L972;

Miller and Ryder, 1973) and satellites (Rawcliffe et aL' L963; Miller and

Stewart, 1965).

For solar zenith angles greater than 9Oo, the analysis of Èhe

raw absorption data to yield O3 densities is complicated by the finite

width of the solar disc. Rays from the upper and lower limbs are absorbed

at different altitudes and this limits the height resolution of the

experimental absorption profile.

During the twilight zone photochemically índuced changes in the

ozone densíty, especially at altitudes between 55 and 70 km' may cause

Èhe height of maximum density to differ from the mínimum ray height.
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Calculations of the number of absorbing ozorLe molecules along Èhe path

from the detecÈor to the sun is then more difficult and the assumPtion of

a spherically symmeÈric atmosphere is generally incorporated in analysis

of Èhe experimental data.

Below 80 krn, the results of twilight ozorLe measurements are in

broad agreement. ¡¡ith each other and with the US Standard Atmosphere, L976

model but the variability is larger Èhan that existing in the daytime data,

and is greaÈer than 50î( for altitudes from 68 to 74 km. Between 80

and 90 krn Miller and Ryder (f973) have observed a secondary maximum.

Solar occultation measurements of atmospheric ozone at morning

twilighE have been made with a moderate resolution (1 nm) detector on the

satellíte A-E-5 (GuenÈher et aL, L977). Whíle the results agree with those

of the US Standard Atmosphere, 1976 between 55 and 80 km, they are as

much as a factor of two less than the model at altitudes below 50 km.

Investigation of the measured column densities above 80 km inferred that

ariy secondary maximum would be small.

Atmospheric extinction of solar emission lines at MUV wavelengths

has been monitored with a high resolution spectrometer (0.002 nm) on the

saÈelirte OSO-8 (Millier et aL, 1979). Because only a small area of the

solar disc was observed in this experiment, the height resolution of the

attenuaÈion profile \,/as greater than that characterístic of broad band

occultation measurements. Sunset ozoîe densities at altitudes from 50 to

70 kn r¿ere obtained at an average latit.ude of 22"N during solar minimum

conditions. Reasonable agreement with the mid latitude US Standard

Atmosphere densities, reflective of condítions near solar maximum, and with

the summer mean densities of l^Iatanabe and Tohmatsu (1976) was reported.

I^Ihile the vertical density profile of. ozone in a sunlit

atmosphere has been experimentally determined wÍthin known limits at noon

below 60 km, and less accurat.ely at higher altitudes and in the twilight
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zorre, the distribuEion of atmospheric ozone when there is no sunlight is

far less certain.

Absorption spectroscopy has been employed for density measurements

less frequenËly at night than during the day and the results differ in the

shape of the nocturnal ozone profile as well as its magnitude, especially

above B0 krn.

Inlhen the alt.itude variation of reflected radiation from Èhe

full moon is observed with sensitive detectors, it ís possible to determine

ozone densities between 30 and 75 km. Such measurements have been made

by Carver et aL (L966, L967, L972b)a fer¿ hours after local sunset, with

broad band phoÈometers carried on spinning rockets. Below 55 km they

reported agreement with the daytime measurements of Miller and Stewart (1965)

but at higher altitudes the ozone conceritration \^ras observed to be

substantially increased above that of a sunlit atmosphere. In a simílar

experiment, Mikirov (1965) also observed a nighttime ozone increase.

Another nighttime radiation source suitable for absorptíon

spectroscopy measurements is the night airglow emission, originating above

87 km. Qbservations of its attenuation by ozone have been made by Reed

(1968), also using broad band detectors on a spinning rocket. Ozor.e densities

from 48 to 56 km were similar to those of Carver et aL but above 56 km

the increase in ozone density \^/as represented by a more Pronounced maximum

with a peak density, at 63 km, 10 times that of typícal daytime values.

The results of DeJonckheere and Miller (1974) for 65 to 75 kn \^/ere

consistent with previous measurements in indicating an increase in nighttíme

ozone at higher altitudes.

By observing the occultation of stellar MUV radíation wíth

deÈectors on satellites, nighttime ozone densíties can be measured over

the altitude range 50 to IOO km. However, the results from broad band
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stellar occultation r^rith detectors on the satellite 0AO-2 (Hays et aL,

L972; Roble and Hays , Ig73; Hays and Roble, L973a; Roble and Hays, L974)

were markedly lower (by as much as a factor of 4) than those derived from

rocket broad band spectroscoPy, ín the altitude region 50 to 70 km where

both techniques are applicable. They also reporÈed a minímum density aÈ

75 km, with a maximum at 83 kn, but were unable to establish any seasonal

or diurnal pattern from Èheir measuremenËs, except that mesospheric ozone

exhibíts great variabílitY.

Occultation profiles of monochromatic stellar radiation, obtained

wíth an ultravíolet telescoPe-spectroscope on 040-3 during equatorial

midnights (Riegler et aL, L976; Riegler et aL' L977), provided results ín

conflíct with those from broad band occultation, since they indicaÈed that

the ozone profile peaked at 97 km, with a mínimum at 87 km. Additionally,

the magnitude of the densities was larger , by a factor of 4 to 20, than

the t\,/ilight measurements of Guenther et aL (L977) and the US Standard

Atmosphere, and larger still than the values of Hays et aL.

hlhen coir.sidering the def inition of the nighttirne ozone density

in the atmosphere, there remains the serious problem of reconcilíng the

experimental results, described above, even though the measurements have

been made with essentially the same Eechnique of absorptíon spectroscopy'

2.4 OTHER TECHNTQU ES F()R MEASURIÑG A/EUTRAL 3EÑS1T1ES

IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE

a-. A,.tonLe )xttqøn

Mass spectrometers carried on rockets (Offermann and Tatarczyk,

L973; von Zahn and Gross, Lg69; Nier et aL, 1972) and more recently on

satellires (Nier et aL, 1973; PeLz et aL, L973; Krankowsky et aL' 1974;
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Trinks and von Zahn,1975) have provided extensive atomic oxygen data,

especially at altitudes above 120 km. Although this techníque represents

the primary source of in Situ measuremenÈs, it is generally acknowledged

that the absolut.e accuracy of the results is limited by quantitative

uncert.aintíes related to atomic oxygen recombination within Èhe instrumenÈ -

the rat.omic oxygen lossr (Sjolander, L976). Some results may be low by a

factor of 2.5 (Offermann, L974) or even 3 to 4 (von Zattn, f970).

This uncertainty, coupled with the apparently highly variable nature of

thermospheric atomic oxygen, is reflected in the wide range of atomíc

oxygen densities reported in the literature.

Early rocket experiments r¿ith mass spectrometers, conducted by

the University of Minnesota (Níer et aL, L964; Krankowsky et aL' L968;

Kasprzak et aL, f968), indicated that the day-to-day variation was at least

as ímportant as the diurnal variat.ion and that, in contrasÈ Eo the results

of Schaefer and Nichols (1964), the nighttime aÈomíc oxygen densities were

1.8 times greater than Ehose in the daytime. They employed Ewo types of

mass spectrometers ín order to estimate the degree of atomic oxygen

recombination. In one instrument, the ion source was completely enclosed

by a chamber, connected to the ambient aÈmosphere by a cylinder. It was

assumed that there r¡/as compleÈe recombination of all the atomic oxygen

entering the chamber. The other instrument had an topent Sourcet

orientated so that, to the greatest possible extent, the ambient gas

molecules were able to enter the ionization region with the minimum number

of collisions. By comparing simultaneous results, the recombiriation factor

v/as estimated to be I.25.

However, in a review of all mass spect.rometer measurements at

150 km, von Zahn (f970) reporÈed an average density of 2.3 x lOlocrn-3,
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which was a factor of 3 to 4 higher than the average of the Minnesota

experiments. That recombination uncertainties were an important

consíderation in atomic oxygen determinatíon was further subsÈantiaÈed

by the results from a tnearly closedr mass spectromet.er in which the ion

source and walls hrere cryogenícally cooled to freeze any co11íding particles

(Offermann and Grossmann, L972, L973). At 150 km their measured atomic

oxygen density was 2.2L x lOr 0 cm-3 . Additionally, EIIV experiments (Hall

et aL, 1965, Lg67) and incoherent scatEer experiments yíelded high, raÈher

than low, atomic oxygen densitíes.

Nier (L972) defended the tlow' densities because a comparison of

mass spectrometer data from eíght flights rnríth satellite drag density

measurements indicated that the Minnesota relat.ive densities were in

agreement. This irnplied that von Zaihr-'s correction factor l^/as far too high

and a recombínation of 20î( r^ras more appropriate. Laboratory investigations

simulating the interaction of an atomic oxygen beam with a mass spectrometer

(Lake and Nier, Lg73) revealed that the recombination could indeed be as

high as a factor of 2.5. They suggested that a rcondí-tioningr of the

surfaces, effected by high levels of atomic oxygen' would reduce this

factor to a value more applicable to the Minnesota experimenËs' since they

r^rere generally exposed to Èhe ambient atmosphere below 100 km, well

before measurements cornmenced. So effectively the dilemma remaíned unsolved.

Radio frequency mass spectromeEers have been flown on Russian 
r

rockets primarily to investigate latitudinal, díurnal and seasonal

composition changes (Pokhunkov, I97L; Pokhunkov, L972; Mikhnevich et aL,

L975; Chasovitirl et a.L, Lg76) and also in conjunction wiÈh an eclipse

(Pokhunkov and Gorbunov, Lgl-6). These experiments affirmed the highly

variable day-to-day nature of atomic oxygen' especially at polar latiEudes,
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and suggested a daytirne maxímum. The effect of recombínaÈion was

consistently reported to be less than 207", and no correcÈions r¡/ere

applied to the results, which r¡rere reported primariLy in ratio rather

than absoluÈe format.

OÈher experimenters have made rocket mass specÈrometer

measurements of atomic oxygen at high latitudes (von Zahn and Gross, L969|'

Gross and von Zahn, L97L; Hickman and Nier, L972) and at the equator

(Danilov et aL, L979).

In a revíer¿ of rocket eomposiÈion measurements in the lower

Ehermosphere, in which the 2.5 factor suggested by Lake and Nier (1973)

was applied to the Minnesota data, Offermann (1974) reported the average

aEomic oxygen density at 150 kn to be L.22 ! 0.19 x lOrocm-3, and

identified a pronounced summer mínimum buE only a small diurnal varíation.

More extensive investígation of the relatíon between thermospheric

atomic oxygen densities and assorted geophysieal parameters j-s afforded by

mass spectrometer measurements from satellites. Patterns established by

the rocket data have generally been confirmed. Atomic oxygen variations

appear to be larger than is represented by static diffusion models

(Philbrick, L974, L976) and mid latitudes exhibit a winter enhancement

factor of abouE 3 near J-20 km, which shifts to a sumner bulge above

275 kn (Keatíng et aL, L976).

Mass specErometers on satelliÈes are exposed to atomic oxygen

environments for ext.ended periods. The consequent surface I conditioning t

\¡/as expected to facilitate a more accurate determination of atomic oxygen

densiEies by reducing problems wíth chemical reaetions involving regularly

observed irnpurities such as carbon compounds (Newton et aL, L974).

Assuming, therefore, that all atomic oxygen either recombined or was not

lost inside their closed source, magnetic mass spectrometer, Newton et aL

(L974) deduced toÈal oxygen densíEies between alcítudes L37 and 225 km
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which were 307. below the von Zahn (1970) total oxygen average at 150 kn.

Additional total oxygen data was acquired from the quasi-open

ion source mass spectrometer of Nier et aL Q976), since in Èhe normal

mode of satellite operation this behaves essentially as a closed source

(Nier et aL, L974). Alternately, the 'fly-through' mode, utilizing the

velocity of the satellite to dístinguish between incoming ambient

particles and those whích have struck insÈrument surfaces' enables

measurement of absolute atomic oxygen densities. Their reported value at

l5O km of 9 x 10e cm-3 ! 307" is consístent, r¡ithin quoted uncertainties,

wíth the rocket average of Offermann (1974) at this a1Èitude.

In their measurement of total oxygen, Nier et aL G976) applíed

a 57" correction to allow for the presence of uncombined atomíc oxygen

in the source. So the need to understand the eomplex mechanisms of

atomic oxygen surface interactíons remains a crucial aspect of mass

spectrometríc analysis. Lake and Krankowsky (1975) proposed a t\^/o layer

surface model in which the more tightly bound layer desorbs from the

surface as atomic oxygen \,¡ith a relatively long time constant and the less

tightly bound, more mobile layer recombines and desorbs as molecular

oxygen aÈ a much faster raEe. Sjolander (L976), from laboratory atomic

oxygen - metal surface studiesrhas qualified the general processes involved

but reiterated the difficulty in obtaining quantitative data for the loss

correction; it appears that to accurately measure atomíc oxygen requires

simultaneous measurements of HzO, C0, COz and 0z with a mass

spectrometer that excludes contribution to the ion current from gas

molecules that have interacted wíth any surface of the instrument. Such

experiments, it was suggested, \,,rere those of Níer et aL (L974) and

offermann and Grossrnann (1973).
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Paradoxically, Níer and co-\^Torkers at the university of

Minnesota are the acknowledged advocaËes of the lowest atomic oxygen

densities for the lower thermosphere, while Èhe results from the cryo-

cooled mass spectrometer of Offermarm and co-workers are among the highest

report.ed in the literature. Recent measurements hrith the cooled instrument'

ín the altitude range 80 to 270 km (Trinks et aL, 1978), have yielded

an a¡omic oxygen density of I.45 Ëo 1.65 x l0r0cm-3 at l5O km.

trtrhile this is consistent with Of fermannrs (1974) average value, it is 70%

higher than that of Níer et aL (L976).

Measurements of atomic oxygen densit.ies in the mesosphere are

no more definitive Ehan in Èhe Ëhermosphere. hliÈh their cryo-cooled ion

source mass spectrometer, Trinks et aL (1978) determined the maximum

densíty to be 6.5 x 101rcm-3 ! 257" aÈ 97.5 km, generally higher than

previously reported values.

Other measurements have been made with a rockeÈ borne resonance

and fluorescence Èeehnique (Dickinson et aL, L9741' Dickinson et aL, L976;

Thomas et aL, L979). Radiation emit.ted at the atomic oxygen resonance

triplet from L30.2 to 130.6 nm is reflected by a mirror deployed on a

beam, and detected by an ion chamber. In-flight background radiation is

moni¡ored by a photomultiplíer and the experiment is calibrated in the

laboratory by determining the signal for known atomic oxygen concentrations '

A number of measurements have been made at nighÈ, as \'üe1l as in the daytime'

and also in conjunction with experiments to examine the electron

concentrat.ion. Densj-ties have been reported over the altitude range 80

to 140 km, with the maximum concentration varying from 3 to 5 x lOl I cm-3 '

However, from nighttime measurements employing a similar experimental

technique, Sharp (1980) has determined a lo\^Ier peak concentration of

1.1 x 101 
1 crn-3 at 93 km.
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It is possible to derive the atomic oxygen densíty in the

mesosphere by moniÈorÍ-ng the emissíon of the 0i green line at

557.7 nm (Donahue et aL, L974; trlasser and Donahue, L979). Reported

densities at the peak of the profile are low, typically less than

2.7 x l0r 1 cm-3 . Inherent in this techníque is the major uncertainty of

which of the theories of Chapman or Barth is most appropriate for

describing the excitation mechanism of the airglow (Section 1.4b).

Rocket borne silver film sensors have been developed to measure

atomíc oxygen from B0 to 120 kn (Henderson and SchÍff, 1970).

Contact with aÈomic oxygen causes the resistance of the sensor to change.

Despite the simplicity of this technique there are difficulties with

contamination, wíth producing uniform sensors and with reducing the raw data

acquired during conditions of rocket flight. Only preliminary results

have been reported (Henderson, L974).

b. Mo,Løcu.t-an )xqgen

Molecular oxygen densities have been determined by vírtually all

the mass spectrometer experiments described in the previous section

specifically for their application to atomic oxygen. Problems of

recombinatíon of atomic oxygen are similarly important, and may cause the

measured molecular oxygen density Eo be higher than that of the ambient

atmosphere. This has prompted a preference for presenting and comparing

total oxygen densiÈies.

In his review of 28 rocket measurements, primati1-y using mass

spectrometers, Offermann (L974) calculated the average concentration at

150 km to be 2.56 x.l9 x 10ecm-3, and observed that the scatter of the

data was rastonishingly larger - but bet.ter Lhan that for atomic oxygen'
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Since then, Nier ¿ú aL (1976) have averaged 20 mass spectrometer rocket

measurements and found an almost identical value aÈ 150 km. For

comparison, the average of their saÈellite data ís 3.1 x lOecrn-3. Total

oxygen data reported by various laboratories has been compared by Newton

et aL (1974) and the average of 2,2 x 10rocm-3 ! 227" is only in

reasonable agreement r¿iÈh offermannfs valug 1.73 x lOlocm-3 .

An indication of the variability of O2 density daËa, manifested

probably by both real changes and lack of experimental reprodueibility' is

afforded from two measuremenÈs with the same technique, at dífferent times.

Specifically, using the eryo-cooled ion source mass spectromet,er'

Offermann and Grossmarrr(1'973) deduced the molecular oxygen concentration

aE 150 km to be 1.6 x loecm-3, and the same technique employed by

Trinks et aL (f978) yielded densities of 2.5 x 10ecm-3. The range of

these values, a factor of 1.5, is echoed in FUV determinations of the

molecular oxygen density. lleeksrs (f975b)result for the density aË 150 km'

using 145 nm ion chambers, r¡Ias 2.8 x 10ecm-3, while Higgins and

Heroux (L977), employing Èhe same experimental technique, reported it to be

1.95 x lOecm-3 .

I,rlhen molecular oxygen densítíes are derived from total o)<ygen

data, assumptíoris must be made about the percenEage of atomic oxygen that

does not recombine in the mass spect.rometer. Then the 02 contribution

to the measured signal is obtained as the difference between this signal and

a fitted atomic oxygen profile (t<irby-oocken and Oppenheimer, I97l) or in

conjunction with an open source mass spectrometer such as in the 'fly-throughr

mode (Nier et aL, 1976). Below 200 krn it appears that Èhe contribution

from uncombined atomic oxygen is 5% (Níer et aL, L976) to 7"Á (Lake and

Krankowsky, 1975) but at 350 krn this may increase to 15% (Lake and

Krankowsky, L975). The problem remains incompletely understood.
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A comparison of FW and mass spectrometry techniques for 02

density deÈermination has been reported by Ackerman et aL (L974). Their

results are an appropriate represent.ation of the general uncertainties

pertaining to current Ëeehniques for measuríng molecular oxygen in the

lor^¡er thermosphere. At 150 km data from Èhe FW experiment yielded a

concentration of 1.9 x lOecm-t but according to the mass sPectrometer

it was in the range 2.8 to 3.3 x lOecrn-3. Ackerman et aL deferred to

Ëhe absorption spectroscopy results, citing the mass spectrometer results as

an upper limit in view of the recognízed recombination problem. Níet et aL

(L976) r^rere not convinced and suggested they look elsewhere for the source

of the discrepancy.

Molecular oxygen composition can be calculated from ion

composiÈion measurement.s using atmospheríc ion chemistry (Oppenheimer et aL'

L976; Nlayx et aL, L9l6). Here, the major uncertainties are with the rate

coefficients for the numerous chemical equatíons and, additionally, the

accuracy of the calculations may be limited by restriction of the chemical

reactíon scheme. Potter et aL (L977) have compared the simplified reaction

scheme calculatíons of Oppenheimet et aL wLt}:r satellite measurements

using both open and closed source mass spectrometers and have concluded

that the technique is more appropriate for mid latitudes at about 200 km'

during periods of low geomagnetic acEivíEy.

c. MoLøeu.Lan Nif¡oqer

The density of molecular nitrogen ís usually measured by mass

spectrometers simultaneously wíth that of 02 and 0. This experimental

data base has been described in Section 2.4a. Mass spectrometers are

considered to provide reliable data for Nz because there is no incumbent

analagous t.o the problem of atomíc oxygen recombinatíon. Atomic nitrogen
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constitutes less than a few percent of the toÈal thermospheric number

density (Nier et aL, L964; Hickman and Níer, L972) although it has been

observed in greater concentration at higher altitudes (Pokhunkov, L972).

Molecular nitrogen densities should therefore be predicted with greater

confidence than either 0z or 0 densities. Despite this the data is

widely scattered.

This implies that N2 densities are quite variable,

especially on a day-to-day basis. Offermann (L974) has identified a

small summer maxímum at 150 km, which becomes more pronounced at 200 krn.

He also not.ed a diurnal minimum occurring at 0400 hours local time.

This was confirmed by Köhnlein et aL (f975) who attributed it to the

sensitivity of Nz t.o thermospheríc heat input.

At 150 km von Zahn (1970) reported the average of 37 density

measurementsrof whích only Èwo were from EUV experíments, to be

2.6 x lOrocm-3 . This was updated by Offermarn (1974) to 2.79 ! 0.14 x lOtocrn-

Nier ¿ú aL (L976) have recognized good agreemenË between the average of

rocket mass spectrometry data (2.73 x 101ocm-3) and satellite mass

spectrometry data (2.9 x lOl o cm-3 ) .

Recently, Trinks et aL (1978) have reporÈed new resulËs from

theír cryo-cooled mass spectrometer. On the upleg of their rockeÈ flight'

the density was found to be 2.L x lQrocm-3 and on the downleg it was

3.8 x lOrocm-3, the difference beíng attríbuted to a real varíation.

Earlier measurements with this same type of mass spectrometer were much

lower, at 1.58 x lO10cm-3. Other mass spectromeEry investigaÈions by

Ackerman et aL (L974) have yielded higher values, in the range 3.4 Eo

3.7 x lOtocm-3.

It appears true for thermospheric N2, as it is for 02 and 0,
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that there have been insuffÍcienÈ measurements to identify the scatter

of the avaílable data wiÈh real thermospheric variaËions as opposed to

experimental uncertaint.íes .

d. )zonø

Accurate measurements of upper atmosphere ozone are essential

for detecting changes that may be a consequence of the sensitivity of ozone

densities to tropospheric pollutants. For this reason, the accuracy and

precision of current techniques for deterrnining ozone concentratíon have

recently been considered in detail by two sËratospheric workshops, as

reported by Hudson (L977) and Hudson and Reed (1979).

The total ozone in a column above the earÈhrs surface has been

regularly monitored for over 50 years by a variety of ground based

instruments, primarily the Dobson spectrophotome'ter and the Russian M-83

ozonemeter. Measurements with the Dobson instrument, which is a double

prism monochromator, derive from observatíons of direct or of zenith sky

scattered solar radiation at pairs of wavelengths in the range 300 to 340 rnn'

where ozone absorption changes greatly wit.h wavelengCh. Systematic

uncertainties in total ozone estimates arise from assumptions about the

effects of light scattered by particles and Ëhe constancy of the extra-

terrestrial solar spectrumrand also reflecË uncertaintíes in the ozone

absorpÈion coefficients. However, 902 of Dobson total ozone measurements

are considered to be uncertain by no more than 37" (Hudson, L977).

Bojkov (f969) has discussed the optimization of the ground based network

for measuring total ozone, and Angell and Korshover (1976) have analyzed the

avaíIable data for long term trends. Inherent in such a global study of

total ozone are systematic errors between different stations.

,From a statistical analysis of total ozorLe data from 9 Dobson
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stations, to assess their trend deËection capability, Hill et aL (L977)

claim that a global change of 0.26i( persisting over 6 years is detecËable.

They also noted the absence of any abnormal global trend at the present

time, and implied that predictions of ozone depleÈion may be exaggerated.

Total ozone is also moni-tored from satellites with instruments

that detect ultraviolet radiaËion thaÈ has passed through the stratospheric

ozone layer and is reflected back from the lower atmosphere or the earthfs

surface. Typically, for exautple on the Nimbus-4 satellite, the

backscatEer ulEraviolet (BUV) instrument is a double Ebert-Fastie

spectrometer wíÈh about I nm spectral resolution and a spatíal resolution

of beÈÈer than 200 x 200 km2. Ozone densities are determined by measuring

the raËio of the backscattered W to the incident total flux in the long

wavelengÈh end of the Hartley-Higgins bands. An additional measurement of

radiance in an absorption free spectral region adjacent to Èhe bands is

necessary to model the lower boundary reflectivity. Uncertainties are

associated wíth the absorption cross-sections (Klenk, f980), ínstrument

calibration (Guenther, f978), the effect of aerosol scatteríng (Dave, L978),

the wavelength dependence of the surface reflecÈiviËy and the need to assume

an ozone profile for Ehe inversion formulae.

Extensive coverage of global total ozone has been provided from

Nimbus-4 since 1970 (Krueger et aL, 1980). Some of this data has been

reported by Ghazi et aL (L976), Finger et aL (1976) and recently by

Hilsenrath et aL (1979b) who interpreted the early data in terms of

seasonal and ínterannual variations, in general agreement with the trends

established by the Dobson measurements.

Dobson and BW results have been compared by a number of

experimenters (Mateer et aL, L97L; Fleig et aL, 1978), and Hudson and Reed
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(1979) reported that the average BUV measurement is 3.4i( lower than a

símultaneous Dobson measurement. Improved versíons of the BUV experiment,

incorporatíng a scanning facilíty and increased spatial resoluÈion (sBUV and

TOMS), are current.ly collecting data on board the Nimbus-7 satellite'

Another technique for monitoring toÈal ozone from satellites

utílj-zes the earth emitted radiaÈion ín the 9.6 prn band. On Nimbus-4

this infrared interferometer specÈrometer (IRIS) instrument has been

described by Prabhakara et aL (1976), and from an analysis of the

experimental data Blackshear and Tolson (f973) have identified correlations

between total ozone and geophysical varíations such as the solar radio flux

(Fro.z), Èhe Zurích sunspot number and the Èotal solar Lyman-alpha flux.

Measurements of total ozone, acquired over a nine monÈh period

and averaged over the globe in latitude band.s of 10o, by both the BUV and

IRIS experiments on Nimbus -4rhave been compared wiEh simultaneous ground

based dala from the Dobson and. Russian ozonemeter instruments (prior and Oza,

r97S). Going from mid to high latitudes, in both the northern and southern

hemispheres, the IRIS results became íncreasingly higher Ehan both the BUV

and ground based results which, however, displayed generally better mutual

agreement. During sunmer at 75o N the discrepancy beËween the two

satellite techniques was as much as 237., whíle at equatorial latiEudes,

although the average difference r/as much smaller (2%), the IRIS data was

systematically lower than that from the BUV experiment. Prior and Oza (1978)

have st.ressed that before any changes in the total ozone' ín response to

anthropogenic factors, can be reliably identífied, such systematic

uncertainties, inherent in either the insLruments, the sampling techníques

or the data reduction methodologies, must be located'
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roughly, although for 38 Eo 50 km measurements of the phase and

magnitude of seasonal variations are more satisfactory.

Ilhen the atmospherets infrared emissions are measured by

radiometers as they scan across the earthrs limb, the COz emission at

15 yn provides information about the atmospheric temperature which can

be used in eonjunction with ozoners emissíon aË 9.6 pn to derive a

profile of the verËical ozone density. Preliminary results frorn the limb

radiance inversion radiomeËer (LRIR) on Nimbus-6 indicate thaE this is a

powerful technique for obtaining high resolution ( - 3 km ) vertical

ozone profiles from 11 to 70 km, both ín the daytime and at nighttime

(Gille et aL, lgBOa,b).In particular, measurements made simultaneously in

space and time with the stellar occultation experiment of Riegler et aL

(1976) vrere reported to average a factor of 3 lower, but agreed well with

ot.her data sources, such as the Krueger and Minzner (1976) mid latltude

daytime model. In Section 2.3d, comparisons with other UV optical

measurements of ozone densities also implied that the data of Rieglet et aL

(I976, L97 7) were anonomously high.

Height resolution superior to that typically characteristíc of

remote sensings must. be provided by in situ measurements. In the lower

st.ratosphere, below 30 km, chemical and optical experÍments have been

carried regularly on balloons (Paetzold, L969; Mani and Sreedharan, L969;

Hudson and Reed, Ig79) and less frequently on aeroplanes (Gauntner et aL,

L979). Comparisons with the Umkehr method have been reported by Dütsch

and Ling (1969) and Angell and Korshover (L979) to vgrífy trends established

independently by the t\^ro techniques.

Above about 30 km the primary source of non-optical, high

altitude resolution, in situ ozone data is the chemiluminescent experiment
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CHAPTER THRNE

ATMOSPHERTC AßSORWTON OF S()TAR EXTREME

ULTRAVIOLET RADTATTON

3.1 TI,TTRODUCTTON

Solar EUV radiatíon is absorbed by each of the three major

thermospheric neuÈral constítuents, causing excitation, dissociation

and ionization at alÈítudes between 100 and 300 krn. If the absorption

cross-sections of the constituent gases are accurately known, measurements

of the absorption profiles of EW radiation can, in principle, enable

d.irect determinatíon of the composition of the neutral thermosphere.

Absorption spectroscopy techniques pertainÍng to such an analysis have

been described in Section 2.L.

When the energy of the radiaÈion is more than the ionization

pot.ential of the gas, thís absorption produces íons ( 0+, Or*, Nr* ) and

phot.oelectrons which carry away excess kínetic energy for distribution

amongst the ambíent particle populat.ion, thus initiating atmospheríc

energetics, as descrj-bed.in Section 1.4. Knowledge of the absolute

intensity of the solar flux and of the photoionizaÈíon cross-sections of

the thermospheríc gases enables the rates of format.ion of ions and photo-

electrons to be derived from the absorption curves.

MoníÈoring the transmitted solar EW spectrum is essential in

any investigation of the neutral and charged constituents of the

thermosphere because each of the three primary neutral species exhibit

strong absorption at these wavelengths (Section 1.3). On an Aerobee

rocket, details of which are available in Appendix A, measurements of the

neutral atmosphere composítion by EUV absorption spectroscopy were made
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in eonjunction with density determinatíon afforded by a neutral

mass spectrometer. For data on the distríbution of phoÈoelectrons, an

electron retarding potential analyzer and a cylindrical electron energy

anaLyzer were flown, and a posiÈive ion retarding potenÈial analyzer and

a positive ion quadrupole mass spectrometer h/ere incorporated for steady

state ion density evaluation.

Although wavelengths longer than 50 nm are best observed at

normal incidence, to cover the entire EUV with one instrument it is

necessary t.o employ grazing incidence optics essenÈial for shorter hrave-

lengths. A number of invesÈigators have flor,m gtazíng incídence

monochromators on rockets for the purpose of solar EW flux measurements

(Ha11 et aL, 1963b; Heroux et aL, L972; Higgíns, 1976) and as a tool

for absorption spectroscopy (Hinteregger, Lg6L; Hinteregger et aL, 1965;

Timothy et aL, f972). Review of the application of absorption

spectroscopy techníques t.o these wavelengths (Section 2.3a) emphasizes

that such experimenËs do not. reflect the preferred criteria for

compositional analysis. In practice, acquisition of useful data ís most

difficult. Absorption cross-sections for Nz and O2 (Section 1.3)

are not known as accurately as required, while data on atomíc oxygen

remains largely theoretical; at best, semi-empirícal. Nor has the

temperature dependence of the cross-sections been usefully formulated for

aeronomic applications.

While such uncertainties can often be tolerated in the case of

uniquely characterístic absorption, the extension t.o multiconstituent

absorpEion involves a tripling of the attendant errors, so that derived

resulËs are often ambiguous. For example, Timothy et aL (L972) lnave

reported that for their particular application; rattempts to determine
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the number densities of the three major neutral constítuenÈs (02, Nz, 0)

direcEly by the simultaneous solution of the measured exÈinction

coefficients did not give realisËic solutions I .

Extraction of density information from experimental absorptíon

curves becomes extremely complieated in regions of the sPectrum' such as

70 to 105 nm, where the absorpLion cross-sections exhibit sharp and

detailed structure (Section 1.3). Absorption at Èhese wavelengths

becomes hardened with atmospherie penetration, eausing Ehe observed cross-

sectiori to change h/ith alÈitude. Application of absorption spectroscopy

teehniques to such wavelengths requires broad band analysis (Section 2.Lf)

wherein it is necessary Èo know the shape of the solar line being

monitored and the detecÈor response function defined by the exit slit of

the monochromator, since the measured profile is the inÈegraÈed effect of

these variables. Measurements of spectrally integrated atmospheríc

transmittance in the Schumann-Runge bands of Oz, used Eo derive Oz

column densities, have been reported by Longmire et aL (1979) but this

form of analysis has not yet been used for absorption of radiation at EIJV

wavelengths.

There remain a number of questions which must be answered to

provide a more complete understanding of how the atmosphere absorbs solar

EW radiation. On the basis of emission lines observed in laboratory

spectra it is possible that the absorption spectra of atomic oxygen and

atomic nicrogen contain sharp lines which may overlap solar emission

lines (Huffman and Larrabee, f968). Secondly, measuremenËs of the cross-

sections of N2 and Oz are made using laboratory produced línes, of

width < O.0l nm, at solar wavelengths and it is uncertain just how

representative these results are for in situ armospheric absorption of

solar lines whose widths are unknown (Samson and Caírns, L964). Thirdly'
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iÈ is necessary Èo investigate possible absorption by excited molecular

species (Huffman and Larrabee, 1968) and minor consÈituents such as N'

since if the N2 bands are predissociated the resultanÈ production of N

may mean it exists in sufficient quantity that its absorption cannot be

ignored.

In view of the many uncertainties associated with multi-

constituent absorption of EUV radiation, the inclusion of a grazíng

incidence monochromator for compositional daÈa on Èhe Aerobee rocket was

conditioned by the availability of other experiments to provide simultaneous

measurements v¡hich could be incorporated in the dat.a analysis. In

particular, molecular oxygen densities I^Iere det.ermíned índependently, and

N2 and 0 densities, and their ratiosr\^rere provided by a neutral mass

sPectrometer.

It is important , f.ot most accurate absorption measurements r that

the rocket carries the detecEing instrument to altitudes above the region

of main absorption. Prediction of the absorption profiles from

calculations of atmospheric attenuation of solar EUV radíation (Section 2.2)

indicate that absorption of some EUV wavelengths begins above 250 km.

For large zenith angles the region of main absorption shifts to higher

altitudes. So the scientifíc objectives of the Aerobee experiment'

requiring a large solar zenith angle, resulted in less than optimum flight

conditíons for the grazíng incidence monochromator, sínce the maximum

apogee that could be expected was 245 km.

3.2 SOT,AR EUV FLUX MEASUREMEI\JÍS

Early ínvestígations of the solar EUV spectrum \^rere made with

photographíc techniques on rockets by experimenËers at the United SÈates

Naval Research Laboratories (NRL) (Purcell et aL, 1960; Austin et aL, L962;

Tousey et aL, L963; Tousey et aL, 1964; Austin et aL, L966) and photo-
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electrically wíth rocket borne gxazing incídence telemet,ering

monochromat,ors by a group at the Air Force Cambridge Research Centre

(now the Air Force Geophysics LaboraÈory, AFGL) (Hinteregger et aL, 1960;

Hinteregger, f961; HaLL et aL, f963b i ZLrin et aL, 1963; Manson, L967) .

Characteristics and results of Èhese experiments have been revíewed by

Tousey (1963, I97L).

Observations of Èhe absolute EUV flux and iÈs variation'

from satellites OSO - I and OSO - III, reported by Neupert and Behring

(L962), NeuperÈ et aL (1964) and Lindsay (L964), formed Ehe data base for

the aeronomical reference spectrums IAGA-69 (Hinteregger, 1970) and

Donnelly and Pope (f973), suggested for medium activity, non-flaring solar

conditíons.

High resolution (0.004 nrn) speetra from 6 Eo 77 r:m,

photographed with wavelength precision of 0.0008 nrn, from Èhe experiments

of Behring et aL (1972) and Behring et aL (L976) províded relative line

intensities wiÈh accuracy better than 30%, and absoluËe full dísc fluxes

from 5 to L22 nm, measured with 0.06 nm resoluEion and 257"

accuracy, were obtaíned from six AFGL photoelectri-c grazing incidence

spectrometers, flown on rockets launched between L969 ar,d L976 (Heroux

et aL, L972; Malinovsky and Heroux, L973; Heroux et aL, 1974; Higgins,

Lg16). Addicional measurements below 20.5 nm, for both active and quíet

solar conditj-ons (Manson, L967, L972, L976), indicated excellent agreement

with the data of Heroux et aL (L974), justifying a general error esÈimate

for these fluxes of ! 207".

Both Manson (1976) and Heroux and Higgins G977), who

reviewed the AFGL experímenEs, cautioned against scaling solar EW fluxes

with respect Èo the solar radio flux aE 10.7 cm, despite the study of

oso - I and oso - III data by chapman and Neupert (L974) indícating

thaÈ the F1e.7 cm flux could be used to predict some EUV fluxes.
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For aeronomy, there still reuains the questíon of what is an

appropriate reference solar spec¡rum, capable of predicÈing temporal

flux variabilities in various parEs of the EIIV spectrum. Thís problen

is being addressed by two groups who have been moniEoring the EW fluxes

from satellites. Experimenters at AFGL (Hinteregger et aL' 1973) have

flovm, on each of the satellites A-E-C, D and E, an EW spectrophotometer

for measurements in the region 14 to 185 nm. In Germany, the Institut

fur Physikalische tr'Ieltraumforschung, Freiburg, has been monitoring full

disc fluxes ín the wavelength range 16 to 106 nm with a plane

grating specEromet,er aboard the German - USA satellites AEROS-A and B

(Schmídtke et qL, L974a).

Observations from AE-C, AEROS-A and AEROS-B indicaÈed that

the earlier models, IAGA-69 and Donnelly and Pope (1973), urgently

required upward revision and the validity of the satellite data was

confirmed from an intercomparison of solar EW flux measurements' íncluding

the results of Æ-E, by tr^Iorking Group IV of Cospar, which reported

general agreement of absoluÈe flux measurements from these two independent

sets of saÈellite measurements. Solar cycle 20 was hence considered to

have been approximately modelled for periods of low solar actívity and the

data is contained in empírical solar flux models R74113 (Hinteregger,

L976) and F74LL3 (Heroux and Hinteregger' 1978).

Both satellite experiments monitored the flux varíation of

selected wavelength inÈervals and \^¡ere concordant. that different wavelength

groups showed different relaÈionships to Fro.z over different solar

cycles. This emphasized the unsuitability of correlating EUV fluxes with

the Fro.z f1ux, which Ìras expected from consíderations of solar physics

since the Fro.z flux is coronal but each EUV emíssion finds its optímum

condition at different levels of the solar atmosphere (Schmidtke, L979).
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In conclusion, the paucity of definitive EW flux data ís

incompatíble wíth their impor¡ance for atmospheric investigatíons.

CurrenÈ knowledge has been sumnarized by Timothy (L977) thus; during

the solar rotation, the EUV fluxes vary beeause of the appearance and

disappearance of active regions on Èhe solar disc and over the ll-year

solar cycle it is possible that there may be a variation of up to a

factor of 2, but no systematic ehanges in the magnitude of EW

varíabiliLy have been observed. Chromospherie and Èransition-region línes

are expected to vary by ! L5i( while variations of up to a factor of 3

have been identified in coronal emission lines. Such varíatj-ons are'

however, insufficient. to account for a change of a factor of two in Èhe

EW irradiance over t.he solar cycle.

Improved data on the EUV fluxes and their variability will not

become available until Èhe problem of detector calibrat,ion in spaee has

been addressed. In particular, in-flight calibration is urgently needed

(Schmidtke, I976a) to monitor changes in speetrophotomet,rically critical

component.s so that real flux variat.ion can be reliably detected. This

necessity is illustrated by new data for solar cycle 21, which commenced

in July 1976 and indicates a much greater variation of the fluxes, together

wíth a base level for the quiet disc that is well above the F741-L3 model.

Hinteregger (1979) does not discount the possibility of future need to

re-interpret this daÈa on the basis of an instrumental artefact.

It would seem, for aeronomical calculations, the only relevant

EW flux data is that from truly time correlaÈed observations (Schmidtke,

r976b) .

3.3 0ESIG/\J OF A GRAZTNG INCIDEÍ\/CE I\IONOCHROI,ÁATOR F()R A ROCKET PAVLOAD

q Co ncav e. 0í6 Ánaotio n Gn o,LLng T høo nq

Dispersion and focusing of solar EUV radiation is most

efficiently achieved by use of a concave diffraction grat.ing. Theoretical
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formulation of the analytic expressions required to describe the

díspersive properties and aberrations associated with thís type of

gratíng have been derived from physical optics by l"lack et aL (1932) and

from geometric optics by Narnioka (1959).

IllustraËion of the prínciples pertaíning to concave diffraction

grating optics is províded by Figure 3.1. Light of wavelengÈh À,

incident at angle o on a grating wíth L/d lines Per nm' is

diffracted at an angle ß, both angles being measured with respect to the

grating normal N. If the enLrance slit 51 and tangenÈ to the grating

T lie on a círcle of diameter R equal to the radius of curvature of

the grating, then the diffracted ray is focused on to this cirele, called

the Rowland circle, at the exit slit 52.

T\oo rays reflected from grooves seParated by distance w

reinforce at 52 if the path difference between them is equal to an

íntegral number of wavelengths. ReinforcemenË of all rays at Sz, for

an arbiÈrary light path SrGSz, is determined by applicat.ion of Fermatrs

principle of least time to the light path F which is given by

P = SrG + SzG + mÀw/d.

Sz is located so that F is an extreme for any point G and is

determined by differentiating F with respect to y and z parameters

across the graËing.

since the derivatives of F with respect Eo each variable

cannot. be zero simultaneously, it is impossible to achieve, with the

concave diffraction gratíng, a point of perfect focus. hlhile the point

of horizontal focus is predícted as lying on the Rowland circle' vertical

focus occurs along a straight line tangent to the Rowland circle aE the

normal to the grating. Physically this means that a point source from Sr

is imaged first into a vertical line at. 32 and then into a horizontal
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line at some distance beyond. The lack of coincidence of the focusing

planes, called astigmaÈism, is not a problem at small angles of incidence

but becomes increasingly important at larger incident angles since it.

reduces the intensity per uniË area of the image and ímposes stricÈ

focusíng conditions to achieve maximum resolution.

Practically, it is most useful in a monochromator to employ

vertical slits, parallel to the graEing, ín which case astigmatism can

usually be tolerated because only horizontal focus ing is requíred to

separaÈe the various wavelengÈhs.

Application of Fermatrs princiPle to the princÍple ray Sr0Sz

enables the grating equatÍon to be derived;

tmÀ/d sin cl sin ß 3.1

For observations of inside orders the sign is positive and for outside

orders it is negative. The specÈral order m represents the principal

maximum of the diffraction pattern arising from each monochromaÈic beam

of wavelength ),. Secondary maxima íntensíty decreases as the number of

rules lines exposed to the radíation increases. Angular half width of

the principal maximum provides a theoretical limit to the resolving

po\^/er of the grating.

A measure of the percenÈage of incident flux returned by the

grating into a particular wavelength range of a given spectral order ís

an indication of the grating effíciency. ConcenÈration of radíation into

a given order is controlled by the groove shape, characterized by the blaze

angle 0, Specular reflection from the surface of the facets (normal Nr)
D

determines the blaze wavelength which, from Figure 3.1 and Equation 3.1,

is derived as

ì,.b 2 d sin 0O cos(cl - 0O) 3.2
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To maintain a constant blaze angle it is usual to rule the grating

lines in three sections - the resultant grating is termed tripartite.

Distributíon of wavelengths along the Rowland circle is

determined by the linear dispersion

d.e,

ãr (d/mR) cos À 3.3

and Ehe resolving po\¡¡er R deËermínes whether the separaÈion 
^À 

of

wavelengths along an arc length A.Q, can be distinguished. Refinement

of the theory of the resolvíng po\¡rer of a concave grating' beyond the

first approxi-mation afforded by plane grating calculations, involves

the use of a modified Rayleigh criteria (Namíoka, 1959) and results in

the resolution being dependenÈ on the gtatLrr1 width. I^Ihen the grating

is illuminat.ed beyond an optimum width Wopt the resolving power tends

to oscillate about a mean value, and has been best expressed by Samson

(1967) as

R = Q. 75 ,on. (m/d) 3 -4

V¡ 2.51 ( R3À
cos cx cos ß

oPf sin2ücosß+sin2ß cos Cx

Since the measured resolution of a concave diffraction graEing

instrument is the convoluted result of elements such as the entrance

and exít slits and alígnment accuracy, superimposed on qualities of the

grating such as uniformity of groove spacing, often Ëhe theoretical

resolution is not the limiting factor of instrument resolution. In

particular, the resolving power of a concave grating monochromator is

never better than

>4

)

À
Rslir AÀ

s lit

where A),slit is determined from Equation 3.3 for a slít widËh A'q,.
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b. GnazLng Ine-Ldzne¿ )ptict

ReflecÈion by grating surfaces of short wavelengths is very

ínefficient. unless the light is incident aÈ an angle greater than the

critical angle, where toËal reflection occurs. Grazíng incidence

monochromators make use of thís principle to access Ëhe EUV sPectrufil

below 50 nm.

At large angles, although the dispersion increases, the

opÈimum grating widÈh, and hence the resoluÈion, decreases and also

astigmatisu increases rapidly. Scattered light becomes a problem too,

as the distance between the grating and the slits decreases.

Depending on the grating surface material, a particular

glancing angle 0 ( = 90 - cx, ) defines a minimum wavelength À*i'

that can be reflected, according to the formula from Landon (1963);

sin 0 À ele (n/nm)
mln

,4
3.5

where e and m are the electron charge and mass, c is the velocíty

of light and n is the number of electrons per unj-t volume of the

reflectíng material.

Astigmatism can be reduced by the use of a toroidal mirror to

provide horizonEal focus aÈ the entrance slit and verEical focus at the

vertical focus of the grating (Rense and Violett, L959; Namioka, L962;

Kozlenkov and Belov ' L977; Tondello , L979) .

In general, when eurploying grazíng incidence monochromators,

it is preferable to avoid the aberrations attendant with large angles

of íncidence since t....it is clear that there are benefits to be reaped

by maintaining the glancing angle as large as possíble commensurate with

the shortest wavelength to be studied' (Landon, L964).
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c.0 Oe's n Paøme,telus

The grazing incidence monochromat.or íncorporated in the

Aerobee experiment \das required to contínually scan, with moderate

resolution, the solar wavelengths from below l0 nm to above 100 nm.

For a monochromator with a concave diffractíon graÈing Ëhe useful \^rave-

length range is determined by applícation of Èhe grating equatíon (3.1)

whieh, for first inside order, when the incídent and diffracted rays

are on opposite sides of the grating normal N, is

À - d(sincx,-sínß) 3.6

The incident angle cx, is chosen to ensure thaÈ the shortest required

wavelength can be detected, using EquaÈíon 3.6.

Typically, the linear díspersion (Equation 3.3) is required Èo

be as large as practical, for improved resolution, so preferential

design criteria is for both L/d and R to be large. But rocket

dimensions limit the Rowland circle arc available for a given wavelength

range, thus imposing restrictions on both of these parameters.

For the rocket payload, it was required that the monochromator

be contained within a cylindrical volume of base diameter 13" and

height 9". The instrument must be pointed at the sun, constraining the

líne from the entrance slit to the grating to be aligned perpendicular

to the rocket axis. The most useful configuration r¡ras chosen to be one

in r¿hich Ehe plane of the Rowland circle lay parallel to the rocket

longitudinal axis.

A Bausch and Lomb triparÈite grating (Model 32-52-00-41-(t)) of

concave radius 400.7 nm and 600 lines/mm, in a ruled area of 30 x

38 mm, was considered physically and opÈically most suitable. It was
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overcoated with platinum and Èhe gratíng grooves were blazed at an

angle 0b= 2o35'. Having chosen the grating for the monochromator,

a nunber of specifi-c optical parameters r¡rere calculated, as follows.

That porËion of the Rowland circle where the wavelengÈhs of

interest are focused was located using EquaÈion 3.6. I,rlith reference

to the quantitíes identified in Figure 3.1, it was calculated that, for

radiation incident at an angle a, = 77", photons of wavelength 10 nm

are diffracted at an angle ßto = 75.5" while for phoÈons at 110 nm,

ßrro = 65.3o. Since these diffracted rays represented the extremities

of the wavelength inEerval to be monitored, their intersectíon with the

Rowland circle defined the particular portion of it to be scanned.

Further, from the geometry in Figure 3.1, it can be seen that

Al = RAß

so, wíth R = 400.7 mm and Aß = ßro - ßltg = 10.2o, the length of

the Rowland circle arc that required scanning was 71.3 rnn. Since four

detecÈors were available for use in the monochrornator, this arc was

subdivided into four equal intervals. Coverage of each wavelength region

thus corresponded to an arc length of 17.8 run or, alternaËely, arl

increment in the diffraction angle of 2.55". To illusErate these

concepts, Figure 3.2 provides schematics of the layout of the

monochromatorfs components wíthin the physical confines of the rocket.

Here, the Rowland circle is half-scale but the components have been

drawn only approximately half-scale. The four diffracted rays represent

the paths of photons at approximately the average wavelength of each of

the four wavelength intervals.

The wavelength for whích Ehe grating \Á/as most efficient, the

bLaze wavelength, was calculated from Equation 3.2 as À. = 40.4 nm
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which \4ras appropriately cent,ral ín the total wavelengÈh range observed.

An estimaÈe of the minimum wavelength reflected from the graÈing was

found from Equation 3.5. For líght incidenË at a glancing angle

0 = 13o on platinum, which has an electron number density n of

6 .6 x lO2 2 cm-3 , Àrir,. equalled 3. 3 nm.

Particulars of the gratíng, wavelengÈh and angular

configuration employed by the monochromaÈor enabled the optimum width

of gratíng illumination to be determined fron Equation 3.4. At 10 nm

I^l r^ras 7.5 mro and increased to 14.7 run at 110 nm. For Ëhe
opt

graÈing, of ruled width l,l = 38 nmr fu1ly illu¡ninated 
" 

tt 
"on, 

and

the theoretical resolving po\¡/er, given by Equation 3.4, was equal to

3315 at 10 nm and 6615 at llO nm, corresponding to AÀ = 0.003 nut

at 10 nm and AÀ = 0.017 nrn at 110 nm.

Experimental details, in partícular the slit widths, which

r¡rere L251t, límited the resolution. The exit slit of 125U corresponded,

accordíng to Equation 3.3, to ÀÀ = 0.15 nm at 10 nm and AÀ = 0.2 nm

at 110 nrn. These values represented best expecfed resolutj-on of the

monochromator. In addí-tion, there was further degradation of the

resolution, due to scanning.

d. Phot o e,Lzc.tnic De,t¿c.tons

To deÈect the extreme ultraviolet radiation diffracted at

each wavelength, channel electron multipliers (t"tullard channeltrons) were

mechanically mounted behind each of four coupled exít slits whích scanned

the Rowland circle. Because of minimum dimension, weight and power

requírements, channeltrons are most suitable for space experiments, aS

confirmed ín the literature by many l^/orkers (Timothy, 1-973; Timothy and

Lapson, L974; Maek et aL, L976).
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Laboratory calibraÈions representative of a broad range of

models (Mack et aL, L976) have indicated that channeltrons respond

most sensitively to the spectral region 1 to 150 nm with a maximum

efficiency of around 0.16 counts/photon at 75 nm. The background is

charaeterístically lor¿ - of the order of 4 counts/minute resultíng

in an overall sensitivity which exceeds that of any other presently

available detector.

Physically, this detector is a hollow glass cylinder r^rith a

resistive secondary emission coating on the inside surface. Its

ability to detect radiation is based on the concept of a resístive strip

dynode. A photon striking the wall releases an electron which is

accelerated by an applied axial electric field until it strikes the wall

again to produce secondary electrons, so thaÈ of the order of 108

electrons are collected at the anode. Positive ion feedback is inhibited

by curving the channeltron tube.

The gain of a channeltron is defined as the ratio of the charge

in the output pulse Èo the electron charge. This output charge is used

to raise the potential across the input capacitor of a pulse amplí-fier

and the resultant voltage is referred to as the pulse height. Because of

the statistical nature of electron multiplication processes in a

channeltron, Èhe output pulses are noÈ all the same size so that the

nominal gain is not always achieved every time an output pulse is produced.

However, as the gain, which depends on the operational voltage applied to

the channeltron funnel, ís inereased, the output pulses become more

constant in amplitude. In this pulse saturated mode, each detected phoÈon

produces an outpuË pulse which remaíns constant in ampliËude even with

relatively large fluctuatíons in the channeltron bias voltage.

In absorptíon specEroscopy experiments, the response of the

photodetector must be línear over a wide dynamic range, as deflned by
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the íncident solar flux, and channelÈrons are quite satisfacÈory

providing their output counË rate is less than, typically, lOs counts/sec.

The count rate is lirnited by current depletion when the signal current

approaches Èhe quiescenÈ channel currenË and this may be caused by

excessive radiation. However, since the lírnit is strictly a function

of the tube resístance, it is apParent ÈhaÈ the linearity of response

can be extended to higher count rates by decreasing the tube resisÈance.

At rocket apogee, if this is above the main absorbing region

of solar EUV flux, the intensíty of, for example, 58.4 nm radiation

will be 1.3 x lOe photons cm-'sec-t (Heroux and Hínteregger, 1978).

Since the area of the entrance slít is 0.0125 cm2, there will be

1.6 x 107 photons/sec incident on the grating. Assumíng that 50% of

these are diffracted ínt.o Èhe exit slít and that the channeltron

efficíency is L6% the output count rate will be 1.3 x 106 counts/sec'

r¿hich could be ín the non-linear region of channeltron operatíon.

Dr G. Bibbo, as a postgraduate studerit involved with preliminary

organizalion of the rocket payload, consulted Mullard on the availability

of small channeltrons capable of handling count rates of at least 106 /sec.

Mullard agreed to manufacture a special batch of low resistance channeltrons

Consequently, Èwo models I¡Iere incorporated in Èhe monochromator.

Photographed in Figure 3.3, the larger channeltron is a Mullard 8413BL

with entrance funnel 15 uun x 4 mm and Ehe smaller is the texperimentall

model B312BL with entrance funnel 10 mm x 2.5 mm.

Operation of these detectors in the pulse sat.urat.ed rnode

required that a potential of - 3KV be applíed to the channeltron funnel

and on the Aerobee rocket thís was obtained from a *28 Volt battery,

isolated by a DC-DC convertor. Output pulses were fed to a pre-amplifier,

thence dígítally to the PCM telernetry. Figure 3.4 is the electronic
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schematics for the deÈectors employed in the monochromator.

ø. De,tøc.ton SeanwLng lrlechawLtm

To scan the ¡¿ide wavelength range of interest, the photo-

electric detectors must be translated along the Rowland circle. In

Section 3.3c it was calculated that each of the four detectors must

traverse a dístance of 17.8 mrn. Scanning was achieved, wíth reference

to Fígure 3.5, using the following mechanícal configuration. Two grooves

wíth curvature equal Èo that of the Rowland circle were machined ín a

curved way whieh was then mounted in a raised position above a base

plate. A platform for earrying the exit slits, channeltrons and pre-

amplifier electronics moved on ball bearíngs in Èhese grooves. Addítional

ball bearings, constraíned beneath the curved way, ensured that the

motion of the carríage remained in the plane of the Rowland circle.

The complete scanning mechanism, assembled for flight, can be seen in

the photograph, Figure 3.6.

Transit along the curved way was produced by the action of a

motor drj-ven cam which is identified in Figure 3.6 and also, more clearly,

in Figure 3.2. A brass disc was mounted eccentrically on the motor shaft

and connecced to the movobte earriage by a rod which was free to pivot

about iEs attachments to both the carriage and the disc. Hence the rod

v¡as constrained to accompany the disc as it. spun, thereby converting

this rotation to translat.ional motion of the carriage along the Rowland

circle arc.

In Figure 3.2 it can be seen that an arm on a pivot pressed

tangenÈially against the disc. Because the dÍsc r^/as mounted off-axis,

its rotatíon caused a linear displacement. of this tangent point, which

r^ras transf erred, via the pivoting arm, to Èhe transducer. As a resulE,
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the location of the carriage 1n its scan was uniquely identified by

the transducer.

The scanning motor was driven from a regulated *28 volt

supply and the transducer requíred 5 volËs.

3.4 PRE-FLTG|TT ALTGNMEI'ÏT AND {,PERATION

a A's,senbLq

Construction of tlne gtazíng incidence monochromator was

underËaken by the workshop âÈ the Department of Physícs, Uníversíty of

Adelaide. Materials used v¡ere brass and aluminíum and the components

¡^¡ere blackened then positioned on a 6 mm thick aluminium sheet whích

mated wiÈh the rocket frame.

It is necessary r¡hen mounting a grating to provide, for ease

of alignment, a small degree of freedom of rotation about the X, Y

and 7 axes of Figure 3.1. This was achieved by bonding the gratíng onËo

a flat surface which was then located, using strategically placed screws,

in a rigid holder that bolted firmly to the base plate. The grating

in its mount can be seen in Figure 3.6.

Each channeltron funnel was painted with highly conducting

paint tAcheson Silver Dag 915 r, to ensure a uniform potentíal, Èhen

potted r¿ith Dow Corning silasEic in insulaËíng teflon holders. These were

slott.ed, at the appropriate angle to the grating normal, as illustrated

in Figure 3.2, into a large teflon block whích also supported the four

detector pre-arnplifiers. The compleÈe block was screr¡/ed onÈo the

movoble carriage.

The exit slits were formed by bonding tazor edges to aluminium

supports which were then screwed perpendicularly onto the carriage, at

the correet posÍ-tion on the Rowland circle. Throughout the assembly,

stríct attention was given to the requirements of concave grating, Rowland
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circle nount geomeÈry. Centres of the slits and grating \Àlere physically

checked Èo be at uniform height above the rigid mounÈing board.

Finally, Èo inhibit stray and scattered light, a black cover

was made to enclose the instrument, with allowance for purnping through

a 5 cm square mesh port.

b. Vi'slbLø Af-Lgmg@

The necessity of careful assembly and pre-alignment to produce

requÍ-red wavelength accuracy and resolution has been emphasized by

Madden et aL (1967). In a correctly aligned monochromator, the centre of

the slits and the grating lie on the Rowland circle, which defines the

Rowland plane. Grating lines musË be perpendicular to the Rowland plane

and in the plane defined by the tangent Èo Èhe Rowland circle at Èhe centre

of the grating.

To align the monochromator, the following procedure was used.

A laser beam, confined to pass through the entrance slit and then a

pinhole in the Rowland plane, hit the grating centre. Simult.aneously,

another laser beam was incident on the grating centre through pínholes

along the normal to the grating tangenÈ. By adjusting the grating

location in its holder, the zero, first and second order diffracted rays

were made to lie in the Rowland plane, and t.he normal ray collimated.

Once aligned, the grating position \^tas rendered invaríant against

possible rocket. vibratíon with silastic on the locaÈing screws.

The acËual wavelengths that would be scanned by the fully

aligned monochromator r^rere estimated from Equation 3.6 and measurements,

wi¡h a protractor, of the angle between each exit slit and the graÈing

normal, for varíous locations of the movobte carriage as monitored by

the transducer. The four detectors, labelled A, B, C and D, were thus
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deÈermined to scan, respectively, the wavelength intervals 104 to

75.4 nm, 75.4 to 48 nm, 50.5 to 25.9 nrn and 26 to 6 nm.

c. Vaeuun )ytønaiion

The mechanical measuremenÈs described above afforded only a

crude estimatíon of the wavelength scale of the monochromator; an

uncertainty of 0.5o in Èhe measured angle between Ëhe grating normal

and either of the incident or diffracted ray paths effected a wavelength

uncertaínty of 3 run. A more accurate calibration could have been made

with emission lines at a variety of wavelengths from 10 to 110 nm buE

thís was noÈ possible beeause no suitable laboratory lighË source vras

available. Rather, it was assumed that identificatíon of a few of the

many emission lines which characterize the EUV solar spectrum rvould

provide a wavelength sca1e.

However, the optical and electrical operation of the

monochromator \^/as checked under vacuum with the system described in

Figure 3.7. A McPherson half-metre normal incidence monochromator was

used to disperse light from an AC powered Hinteregger capillary discharge

lamp. The exiting beam rsas incident at an angle of 45o on a mesh

covered with sodium salicylate which converted the ultraviolet radiation

from the laboratory monochromator to visible radiation that was monitored

by a photornultíplier.

The rocket ínstrument \^ras positioned in the adjacent vacuum

chamber so that the light fell on the centre of lts entrance slit and

illuninated the grating. This correct placemenÈ could only be physíca11y

ascerÈained in zero order and was done with both a laser beam and a

dispersed white light source.
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for monitoring the attenuaËion of solar EW radiation was therefore an

importanÈ and viable componenÈ of the payload, as origínally conceived.

The utillty of the experimenÈ was considerably lessened when the

prioríties of the principal investigators re-focused on the early

morning ionosphere, with íts aËtendant large zenith angles. It was

anticípated, however, that useful data would be collecÈed from a few

wavelength intervals in the EUV spectrum where the absorption cross-

secËions of the thermospheric cofistituents were sufficiently small to

allow solar flux to penetrate to the lower thermosphere (Horton, 1979).

And, since the monochromator r^ras accounted for, both financially and in

the payload design, it remaíned. That an Aerobee 170, rather than the

more suitable Aerobee 200, r¡/as used resulted from poor communicatíon

between the University of Adelaide and NASATs Goddard Space Flight CenÈre.

In Figure 3.8 the locaÈion of the monochromator in the Aerobee

rocket payload ís indicaÈed. Figure 3.9 is a photograph of the Aerobee

vehicle on Èhe launcher just prior to lift-off. The rocket under-

performed and a¡tained an apogee of only 177 km; thus Èhe quality of

the data vras further reduced.

Throughout the flight, the solar eye, situated above the

entrance slit, ensured that the monochromator v¡as pointed aE the sun- The

amplified output from each channelÈron and the transducerts analog signal

\^/ere sampled by the PCM telemetry 320 times per second. At 107 lqn on

the upleg the HT was activat,ed and dat.a was acquired for 270 seconds

until the HT 1^ras turned OFF at 85 kn on the downleg. I^lith the motor

period equal to 1.3 seconds, a total of. 2L6 scans in each direction

of transít \n/as obtaíned over the enÈire rocket flight.
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Figure 3.10 is a sample of the quicklook records, in whieh

the digital detector signals are displayed in analog format. This was

achieved by repeatedly accumulating telemeÈry pulses from zero to a pre-

set maximum voltage so Ëhat the data display ís, effectively, compressed.

The salient feature of Figure 3.10 is the approxímately constant and

very low count rate of detector B, implying that iÈ t/as not responding

to the transmitted solar flux. For the other three detectors, high count

rates near apogee caused a randomization of the quicklook records r¿hile

below 90 km the counE rates were reduced and almost constant.

&. Solan S,¡tøcLna.L Seant

Signals telemeÈered from each deEector r^rere apportioned to

successive solar spectral scans according to the correspondíng transducer

output which has been illustrated qualitatively in Figure 3.10 and whích

ranged in magnitude from O to 350 units. To increase their reproducibility

by increasing the statisÈical accuracy at selected wavelength íntervals,

Èhe scans r¿ere divided into 70 steps and the channeltron signals \^lere

averaged over consecutive stePS defined by 5 transducer unit.s.

Nine such scans \¡/ere then averaged at aPogee to provide Èhe

lease attenuated spect.ral scan for each detector. From detector B, an

experímental channeltron (type B312BL), no useful signal was obtained. As

noted previously, the telemetry output remained constant, at approxímately

1.5 x 103 counts/sec and Èhis slow count rate has been evidenced in

the quicklook record of Figure 3.f0. It is possible Ëhat either the HT

lead to the funnel, or the channeltron itself, had been broken and the

measured counË rate In/as probably caused by pre-amplífier pickup. These

channeltrons are fraglle and, despite being cushioned in silastic, this
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detector may not have survived Èhe severe vibraÈions accompanying a

rocket launch.

Neither did detector c, also an experimental channeltron

(type B312BL) provide useful specËral data. Analysis of the scans

indicated that, while the detector resPonded to solar radiatíon, the

count rat.e hras abouÈ half that of the larger channeltrons (type B4I3BL)

and no reproducible or identifiable spectrum could be extracted. It r^ras

concluded that, al¡hough the B3I2BL model channeltron can deÈecÈ light'

its response v/as too slow to resolve the rapídly scanned solar spectrum'

This observed unsatisfactory flight performance has been confirmed in

post flight calibration, as requested by Mullard and reported in

Appendix B. An alternative explanation is that at an altitude of 177 kn

there is complele atËenuation of the flux aÈ 30.4 nm, which was expected

t.o have provided the signature r¡Iavelength for Ëhe spectral region

scanned by this detector.

An average scan of the highest wavelengEh inÈerval monitored

by the monochromator (detector A) is shown in Figure 3.11 and the

laboratory-determined wavelength scale is provided in Fígure 3.L2.

WavelengEh identification, as indicated in Figure 3.11, was acquired from

consultation of the unattenuated solar spectrum over the wavelength

inÈerval 15 to 95 nm (Dupree and Reeves, L97L), Figure 3.13, in

conjunction r¿ith Fígure 3.L2. Structure observed in Èhe Lyman continuum

is probably related to the many strong lines in the nitrogen absorption

specÈrum throughouE this wavelength range, as evident in Figure l'6' IÈ

is apparent that the range of the solar spectrum scanned by the

monochromator \n7as not as comple¡e as anticipated, indicating that the cam

configuration provided less than the intended coverage of the Rowland

circle arc.
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Figure 3.14 is the spectral scan recorded at apogee by

detector D (channeltron type 8413BL) which monitored the shortesÈ

wavelengths. Calculatíons in Figure 2.1, with X = 85o, indicate Èhat,

at 180 krn, the transnitted flux at 10 nm is 0.4 of the incident

f¡ur. Although Figure 3.14 is riot a scan of the unatËenuated solar

spectrum, it is possible to compare the two because, at Èhe shortest EUV

wavelengths, the absorption cross-sections of the Èhermospheric speeies

vary only slowly and smoothly with wavelength (see Figure 1.6) so the

relative spectral distribution of the unattenuated solar flux will be

generally preserved duríng its Èransmissi-on through the atmosphere' IÈ

must be noted, however, that the solar spectrum at these short EIIV wave-

lengths nay vary markedly wíth solar activity (section l.la) and this

may affecÈ such a comParison.

I^Ihen the Aerobee rocket was launched, the solar radio f lux r¿as

82 x 10-2tI^Irn:'Hr-' , and superimposed on the exPerímental spectrum in

Figure 3.14 is the flux data of Manson (L972), obtaíned when the solar

radio flux was 8l x lO-2'I^Irn:'H"-', summed over 0.4 nm intervals.

Accompanying any comparison between the two speetra in Figure 3.14 is

the follo\4ring caveat; there are no singularly prominant solar lines

shortward of the He II emission aE 30.4 nm and the only feature of the

experimental scan, useful for wavelength identification purposes, is the

sharp signal decrease about step + 40. Irrhile this enabled adequaËe

wavelength identification within íts vicinity, since the monochromator

wavelength was not a strictly linear funct.íon of the sËep number, the

wavelength scale in Figure 3.14 ís of qualitatíve rather than

quantitative relevance to the experímental scan.

b. Exp enínønfa.L Ab,s onpl'Lo n Pno $i.Le

An experimental absorptíon curve is the heighÈ profile of the
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signal from a finite wavelength inËerval of the spectrum scanned by

the monochromaÈor (Figures 3.11 and 3.14). Illustrated in Fígure 3.15

is the altitude variation of the average signal at steps 36 + 37 + 38

of Figure 3.14. Above about 120 km the sigÊal increased monotonically

due Èo solar flux at approximately 9.6 nm. A large non-zero background,

whích decreased at altitudes less Èhan 120 km, was atËributed to

scattered Lyrnan-alpha radiation. As previously noted (section l.lb),

this line is singularly the mosÈ intense of all solar ultraviolet

emissíons. IEs flux of 3 x 10rr photons/cm2/sec is about 300 times

the total flux - 9 x lOE photons/cmt /sec - from all other wavelengths

less than 15 nm (Donnelly and Pope, f973). The observed atËenuation of

the background signal corresPonds to absorption of Lyman-alpha in the

mesosPhere.

AmoreappropriaÈeperspectj.veoftheabsorptioncurveis

afforded by recalling the calculated attenuation profiles of Figure 2'1'

It has been noted prevíously that, at 180 km, with X = 85o , the

monochromatic flux at 10 nm, where the attenuation wíll be simílar to

that at 9.6 nm, is 0.4 of its incident value. Therefore, the

experimental curve in Figure 3.15, truncated by the apogee limit of the

Aerobee rocket, represents only the low altitude portion of the complete

profíle for absorption of solar flux at 9.6 nm.

Scans of the solar specÈrum monitored by deÈector A (Figure 3.11) '

at four different altitudes, are shown in Figure 3'f6'

3.6 EK|RE[,|E ULTRAVI O LET ABSORTT TON CR()SS-SECTIOI\JS

The ease \^rith r{hich composítion information can be extracted

from the experimenÈal data provided by the grazíng incidence monochromator
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depends on the variation of the absorption cross-sections of each

absorbing species across the wavelength twindowr defined by the steps of

the scan used to generate an absorption curve. If this is small the

absorpÈion curve can be considered monochromatic, and the formulae of

SecÈion 2.Ld are applicable. OÈherwiserthe far more comPlicated approach

of Sectior- 2.I1 musË be utilized. The i-mportance of adequately

accommodating the variation of the cross-sections across the detector

bandwídth, in absorption spectroscopy calculations, has been emphasized

in SecÈior- 2.2 and illustrated in Figure 2.3 fox a detector of bandwidth

0.4 nm at 87 nm. In Èhe thermosphere Ëhe three absorbers of EUV

radiation are Nz, 0z and 0, so the structure of their absorption

cross-sections must be known as accurately as possible, and this is

considered belor^r. Then, calculations of weighted mean absorption cross-

sections and effect.ive weighted mean absorption cross-sectíons, incorporating

appropriate experimental absorption cross-section daËa, are described in

Sections 3.6d and 3.6e, respectively.

a,. A.tonie )xorczn

In addition to the normal difficulties associated with EW

laboraÈory spectroscopy, as described in section 1.3b¡ anY experimental

investigation of atomic oxygen is confronted with the problem of producing

it in sufficient quantity, free from exci¡ed atomic and molecular states'

Three measurements of atomic oxygen absorption cross-sections at Photon

energies above the ioniza¡ion threshold have been reported (Cairns and

Samson, f965; Comes et aL, 1968; KohL et aL' 1978) ' Each observation

employed a line source and \^/as hence restricted to certain selected

wavelengths.
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Between 91 and 50.4 nn Cairns and Samson obtained results

at 45 wavelengÈhs, wiËh a passband of 0.18 nn. AËomi-c oxygen was produced

in a microl¡/ave discharge and allowed to flow through an absorption cell,

where its cross-secËion was measured wíth an estimaÈed accuracy of ! 307".

The results of Comes et aL, with 0.1 nm passband, r¡rere a facÈor of Ëwo lower'

Between 89.9 and 76.2 nm, corresponding to a ÈransíÈion from the

ground state atom Ëo the ground sÈate íon, Kohl et aL have made measurements

at five wavelengths, utílizing atomic oxygen produced in a shock tube'

l,Iithin the quoted, ! 7î( uncerEainty' their results supporÈ Èhe higher

values of Cairns and Samson. High resolution laboraÈory measuremenEs with

a conti-nuum source are needed to establish the precise structure in

aËomic oxygents absorptíon spectrum, since, according to the calculations

of Henry (f968), Èhe autoionizatíon linewidths may vary from 0'0001 run to

0.01 nn.

In the absence of abundant laboratory data, Ëheoretical approaches

have been rel-ied on Èo provide numerical cross-section values. The

general procedure is to consider absorpÈi-on due to all' or just the lowest

three, of the five transitions arisi-ng from ejectíon of either a p or

s electron (see Section 1.3b) (Dalgarno et aL, 1964; Starace et aL, L974)'

Refinements of this basic technique have incorporated a close-coupling of

the final-state open-channels (Henry, L967). Inclusion of autoionizing

states in the r^ravefunctions for the e-0* system (closed-channels) has

provided formulatíon of resonances in the absorptíon cross-section (Henry,

re68) .

More rigorous analyses have replaced the Hartree-Fock \¡/ave-

function for the initial ground state' as used by Henry, with a close-

coupling wavefunction similar to that used for the continuum (ion * electron)
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This means that correlatíon effects are íncorporated in both the initial

and final wavefunctions (Taylor and Burke, L976; Pradhan and Saraph, L977;

Pradhan, 1978). While these calculated cross-sections are some 45%

higher than the oríginal results of Henry, they are sÈíll lower than the

available experimental data (Cairns and Samson, L965; KottI et aL, 1978) '

Current discrepancies between experj-mental and theoretical estimates of

Èhe atomíc oxygen absorption cross-sections in the importanË region 9L

to 74 nm, where autoionization is abundant, are shown in Figure 3.L7.

To índícate the locatíon of possibly signífícant lines, Ëhe relatíve

absorption cross-section spectrum of Dehmer et aL (1973) is included'

Below about 66 nrr the cross-secËion spectrum is expected to

be less st,ructured, but there has been no experimental confirmation of

this. For wavelengths shorter than 34 nm it has been suggested that an

appropríate value is half of the molecular oxygen absorption cross-section

(Cole and Dexter, 1978a). At hígh energies the atomic parts of the

molecule tend to dominaÈe absorption processes, but Èhe suitability of

this approximation, on a theoretícal basis, is admitted by Cole and Dexter

to be questionable.

It is possible that reliable measuremenEs of the atomic oxygen

absorption cross-section in the EUV spectral range, especially at short

wavelengths, can be provided by high altitude (350 to 450 km) solar

oecultation experiments on satelliÈes. Some prelíminary results have

been reported by Hinteregger and Hall (1969), Knight et aL (L972) and

Modali et aL (L976).

On the basj-s of current knowledge it is noÈ apParent which are

the most appropriate values for Èhe absorption cross-section of atomic

oxygen ín rhe EIIV. The problem has been addressed by Kirby et aL (L979)

and their reconmendations deríve from the following considerations. Above
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43.5 nm the calculated total cross-secÈion for photoíonizaÈion of the 2p

valence electron of Taylor and Burke (1976) tend to be confirrned by Pradhan

and saraph (1977) and, near threshold, by Kohl et aL (1978). From 70.6

Eo 60.8 nm there are several resonances which have also been calculated

by Taylor and Burke (1976). Belor¿ 43.5 nrn total photoionization cross-

secÈions can be obÈaíned by addíng to the calculations pertaining to a 2p

electron (Taylor and Burke, L976), the partial cross-sections for

removing the 2s electron. These have been calculated by Dalgarno et aL

(1964) and modified by Henry (t9øt¡.

b. MoI-¿cu.Løt )xqgøn

At wavelengths less than 50 nm, r¿here the molecular oxygen

absorption spectrum is continuous and structurelessr exPerimental

investigations usually concur about the magnitude and shape of the cross-

secÈion, especially below 35 nm. Using synchrotron radiation and a

grazing incidence monochromator wíth a passband of 0.0065 nrn, Mehlman ¿ú

aL (I978) have measured the absorptíon cross-section between 55 and

35 nm, aÈ four different pressures, and have reported absolute accuracies

better than 57". Theír results are in agreement with those of Lee et aL

(f973) who also employed synchrotron radiation, with the measurements of

Samson and Cairns (1964, L965) at specific wavelengths dicEated by their

high-voltage, condensed spark discharge line source and with De Reilhac

and Damany (1977) who used a BRV source and photographic detection. ReeenÈ

measurements (Cole and Dexter, 1978b) observing synchrotron radiation

with 0.02 nm passband have confirmed the magnitude of the molecular

oxygen absorption cross-section at these shortesE extreme ultraviolet

wavelengths.

The majority of cross-section measurements bet\.reen 30 and 55 nm

have used line sources (hleisler and Po Lee, 1952', I,Iainfan et aL, 1955;
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Samson and Cairns, L964, 1965). I^Ihile the results appear to Índicate

reasonable agreement, comparíson is dífficulÈ, linited as iË is Èo specific

wavelengths.

Detailed investigation of the complex structure above 55 nm

requires a continuum radiaÈion source and exËensive use has been made of

the Hopfield continuum of helium, generated by a repetitive high-voltage

condensed spark discharge through helium at hígh pressure. trIith this

source, both Cook and Metzger (L964) and Huffman et aL (L964a) have made

cross-section measurements from 60 to 110 nrn with 0.005 nm passband,

over a wide range of pressures. Other experiments ín this spectral region

have used line sources (trIatanabe and Marmo, L956; Samson and Cairns, L964;

Matsunaga and l^Iatanabe, L967). In particular, using the H2 rmany-liner

spectrum, MaÈsunaga and i{atanabe have reported measurements at 0.02 nm

passband. The relative shape of the absorption spectrum has been

consistently reported by all of these experiments between 60 and 110 nm.

Discrepancies exist, however, in the magnit.ude of Èhe cross-section at the

extremities of the individual bands, especially the maxima. Here, the

measured cross-section may depend on the pressure and bandwidth pertaining

to a particular experimental investigation. For example, from 85 to 100 nm,

the minima reported by Cook and Metzger (1964) are higher than Ehose of

l,latanabe and Marmo (1956) , but for wavelengths less than 85 nm, they are

lower than those of Inlainfan et aLltgSS). I,Iatanabe and Marmo (f956) indicate

substantial agreement with both Mat.sunaga and I'IaEanabe (1967) and Samson

and Cairns (1964). Huffmanrs values are lov¡er than these by abouL 2O%,

above 90 nm, v¡hile for 60 to BO nm Ehey are considerably higher. Hudson

(1971) has attributed Èhis to a systematic error ín Huffrnants experiment.
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c MoLøcu,hn Ni.tnogen

Experímental investígations of molecular nitrogen absorption

have been generally concurrent with similar investigatíons of molecular

oxygen, as described in Èhe previous secEion.

At wavelengths less than 50 nm, where Èhe absorption cross-

secÈion is smooth, the reported values are consistent (Lee et aL' L973;

De Reilhac and Damany, L977; Cole and Dexter, 1978b).

Above 50 nn cross-section data has been provided by l,rlainfan

et aL (f955), tr'Iatanabe and Marmo (f956), Huffman et aL (f963), Samson and

Cairns (1964), Cook and Metzger (1964), Cook et aL (1964) and most recently

by Gürtleî et aL (1977). MeasuremenËs below 66 nm are complicated by

the fluorescence of Nr* (Huffman et aL, 1963). From 66 nm to the

first threshold of ionization at 79.6 nm the absorption cross-sections

across t.he bands appear to be independenÈ of pressure. Despite this,

there is general disagreement about the magnitude of the maxima and miníma

although, as for Ëhe molecular oxygen cross-secÈion, the relative intensity

distribution is more certain. From 80 to 100 nm the bands exhibit

exaggerated pressure dependence to the extent that it is meaningless to

compare the results of different experiments, especíally those for which

the resolution was only modest. In fact, no data I^Ias reported by Samson

and Cairns (1964) in the wavelength intervals 832 to 835 nm and 92I

Eo 924 nm, because Beer'S law was not obeyed by the absorption cross-

sections. Neither did Hudson (1971), in his critical review of absorption

cross-sectíon measurements, attempt to compare the available data for this

spectral regíon, although he did recommend that the results of Samson and

Cairns be used.
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Gurtler et aL (1977) have determíned absorpÈion cross-sections

for molecular nitrogen in the wavelength range 40 to 100 nm, uÈilizing

the continuum of synchrotron radiaËion and a 3-metre grazLng lncidence

monochromator with 0.003 nm resolution. Because of the higher

resoluEion and the continuous wavelength eoverage, these results are

probably the most relevant. of all the measurement.s, and have been

incorporated in the extensive compílation of absorptíon cross-section data

reported by Kirby et aL (1979).

d. UløLgh,tel' trÁenn Ab,sorLrrt Lon Cttot,s -S¿cfiovu

For the specEral scan of Figure 3.I4, recorded by detector D,

the corresponding numerical values for the absorption cross-secÈions of

0, 02 and N2, in the wavelength interval 5 to 15 nm, are illustrated

in Figure 3.18. Across wavelength j-ntervals of 0.4 nm, the estimated

FI^IHM of the monochromator response, Èhe absorption spect.ra are smooth and

only slowly varyíng.

In Figure 3.14 the most prominant spectral feature occurs at

9.6 nm and this wavelength was considered the most suitable for

generating an absorption curve. At 9.6 nm the average change in the

magnitude of the absorption cross-sections across the wavelength increment

+ 0.2 nm is ! 4i(. The absorptíon profile shown in Figure 3.15 was

therefore considered, in t.he followíng analysis, to be rsufficienÈlyr

monochromaEic and, following SecÈion 2.Id, weíghted mean absorpEion cross-

sections o(h) at 9.6 nm were calculated at altitudes h ín Èhe range

120 to 180 krn, where

(h)

o(h)
(h)

t-

o. n.
1l-

t

i
n.

1

This required, as ínput parameters, numerical absorpti-on cross-section data
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for each of Nz, Oz and 0 (i = 1, 3), plus a model of their density

dístributions in Èhe lower thermosphere.

Huffman (f969) and Stolarski and Johnson (L972) have both

presented photoabsorption cross-sections in a form useful for aeronomic

calculatíons. Subsequent to their recommendations, additional experimental

results have been reported, as illusÈrated in Figure 3.18 and described

in the previous sect.ions. These nehr measurements have been included in

the recent compilatíon of Kirby et aL (1979).

!üeighted mean absorptíon cross-sections at 9.6 nm l^Iere

determined from the cross-sections of Kirby et aL (L979>, using three

different composiÈion models. With reference to Figure 3.19, both CIRA

1972 and the U.S. SÈandard AtmosphererL9T6 are mean atmospheres,

representative of typical conditions, but the Jacchí.a (L977) model was

evaluated at the tíme of the Aerobee launch, according to the procedures

in Appendix C. In all the calculations of the weighted mean absorPtion

cross-sections only the model densiÈies for N2 and 0 were required

since the O2 densitíes were determined experimentally by other

instrumentaÈion carried on the Aerobee (Appendíx A and Chapter 4).

In Figure 3.20 the weighted mean absorption cross-sections at

9.6 nm are íllustrated for four dífferent combinations of the input

parameters. Curves X, Y and Z were generated using the cross-sections of

Klrby et aL (Lg7g) with three models, respectívely CIRA 1972, Jacchia (L977)

and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, L976, for the N2 and 0 density

profiles. There ís little difference between the results incorporati-ng the

thro most recent models but CIRA L972 effecEed an increase in Ëhe weighted

mean absorption cross-section of about 9%. For comparison, the

calculations r¡/ere repeated (curve A, Figure 3.20) with the Jacchia (L977)

density model and another set of absorption cross-sections reconmended by

stolarskí and Johnson (L972), with the result Èhat at 121 km the

weighted mean absorption cross-section was increased by 87% and at l7l km
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by 63%.

So, while the calculated values of the weíghted mean absorption

cross-sections díd not vary greatly when different model densítíes were

used as input parameters, they were relatively more sensi-tive t.o numerical

values for the absorption cross-sections. Since there vlas no conclusive

evidence to suggest a preference for a particular set of absorption cross-

sections, both of the seÈs of cross-section data in Figure 3.20 were

incorporated ín evaluation of the densities described in Sect.íon 3.7.

ø E(t6 ec.tiv ¿ W eicth.t ød lvlean Ãb ¿ o ttptio n Cno ¿'s - S ec.tio ru

The solar scan in Figure 3.11, recorded by detector A, lies

within the wavelength inÈerval 75 to 90 nm and the absorption cross-sectÍons

of O, Oz and N2 over this spectral range, from Kirby et aL (L979),

are illustrated ín Figure 3.2L. No¡n¡here ín this spectral region is it

possible for a detector with a passband of 0.4 nm to generate a

monochromatic absorption curve. Any at.tempted analysis of the experimental

data thus required an approach similar to that descríbed in Section 2.Lf

where an effective weíghted mean absorption cross-section was defined by

Equation 2.I7. Such calculations were performed for the spectral line

identified in Figures 3.11 and 3.16 at 79 nm which was considered to

arise from solar emission lines at 78.65, 18.77 and 79.02 nm.

Parameters for evaluatíng effectíve weighted mean absorption

cross-sections at 78.9 nur are íllustrated in Figure 3.22. The solar flux

is from Donnelly and Pope (1973) and the shape of each of the emission

lines aÈ 78.65, 78.77 and 79 .O2 nm \^ras represented by a Gaussian

function wi-th FWHM = 0.01 nm. Such approximations of the shape and width

of the solar lines can provide only a crude estimate of their effect on

the Íntegrated absorption measured by a detector. These characterístics of

solar emission línes remain generally unknown, requiring hÍ-gh resolutíon
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instrumentatíon for their ínvestigation. Huffman and Larrabee (1968)

have suggested thaÈ, since H Lynan-alpha (121.6 nn) and H Lyman-beta

(102.5 nm) are broad lines (I\^IHM = .12 and .06 run respectívely), 1t

is likely that. other lines will be found to be broad. Measuremerit.s of

Èhe profile of the He I solar emission at 58.4 nn have indícated

Ëhat it can be represented by a Gaussian profíle with F[rlIIM = 0.0122 nm

(Maloy et aL, 1978). It is possible that none of the above examples of

solar linewidths are directly relevant to the solar lines in Figure 3.22

since they may be emiLted from different levels of the solar atmosphere,

under different environments. In view of the meagre daÈa for solar line

widthsr the use of linewidths narror¡rer than 0.01 nm, necessitating

computer calculations wiÈh finer spectral resolution, seemed unwarranted.

The detector response \¡ras also represented by a Gaussian function,

with FTIHM = 0.4 nm. The cross-sectíons in Figure 3.22 are from Kirby

et aL (1979). Ar each altitude, o...(h) was determined by integrating

from 78.4 to 79.4 nm, usÍ-ng Simpsonrs rule with 0.005 nm lncrements.

At each step, the monochromatíca1ly attenuated f lux 0(tt' À) \^7as

evaluated using column densj-ties generaÈed from the U.S. Standard

Atmosphere, L976

It is also possible to calculate a profile for t.he attenuation

of 78.9 nm radiation, as monitored by a detector with 0.4 run bandwidth'

using Equatíon 2.!L. The effecÈive weighÈed mean absorpÈíon cross-sections

and the calculated attenuation at 78.9 nm when the zenith angle is 85o

are shown together in Fi-gure 3.23. At 180 km the transrnitted flux is

less than L7! of the incident flux, aecording to these calculations. Also

shoum ín Fígure 3.23 are similar calculations using the Nz and 0z

absorption cross-sections tabulated by Cook and Metzger (L964). For

comparison, r{ithin Ehe wavelength interval 78.4 to 79.4 wrt Èhe shape
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of their N2 absorption spectrum is similar Èo that of Kirby et aL, but

the average value ís lower; 30.4 Mb compared to 37.9 Mb. The Oz

absorption spectra from both sets of daËa are símÍlar in shape and

magnitude, with an average value across the 1 nm interval of 30.5 Mb.

Consequently, the calculations involving the cross-secEion data of Cook

and Metzger yielded effective weighted mean absorption cross-secÈions

lower than those deríved, at a particular altitude, from the daEa of Kirby

et aL, and the attenuation r¡ras shifted Ëo slightly lower altítudes. This

is evident in Figure 3.23.

3.7 DEDUCED ATMOSPHERTC COI,IIPOSITIrJN

a. Tota.L Døvui,LLe's

The total number of partícles n, (h) at height h which

absorb monochromatíc radiation at a part.ícular wavelength can be deríved

from the experimenEal curve describing the atmospherers absorption at thaÈ

wavelength since, from EquaEion 2.13,

1 dr (h)
n, (h)

o(h) F(h) r(h) dh

Monochromatic absorption data at 9.6 nm was analyzed Eo provide

estimates of total thermospheric densities at altitudes between 145 and

165 km.

Evaluation of the weighted mean absorption cross-section o(h)

at 9.6 nm has been detailed in Section 3.6d, where it r,¡as apparent from

the numerical results illustrated in Figure 3.20 that o(h) was less

sensitive to uncertainty in the model density input parameter Ëhan to thaÈ

of the monochromatic absorption cross-sections for each species.

The optical depth factor F(h) has been discussed in Section

2.lb and must be used here instead of sec X because of the large zenith

angle X at the time of the Aerobee launch. Procedures employed for
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its evaluatíon, using the formula of Fitzmaurice (1964), EquaËion 2.7,

are available in Appendix D.

In the numerical calculations of n, (h), rather Èhan deËermining

O(h) and F(h) independently, a weighted mean value of the produet

o.F.(h) r¿as used because Fí(h) is slíghtly dífferent for each of the

absorbing species

Èhe approximatj-on

I I o- r- (h)n, (h)
lr!r

l- 113 . This difference ttlas sufficíently small that

(h) was only 27" greater thano(h)

l/> ni

F
AV

(h).

At successive altitudes h the experimental quantity

[1/I(h)]dI(h)/dh was obrained by subtracËing Ehe background then least-

squares fitting a polynomial to the raw data points in Figure 3.15' lying

wíthin t 7 km of h.

In Figure 3.24 are Èhe t,otal densities evaluated using the

absorpËion cross-sections reconunended by Stolarski and Johnsort (I972)

and by Kírby et aL (L979) which correspond respectively to the weighted

mean absorption cross-section curves A and Y of Figure 3.20. As noted

in Section 3.6d, in these calculations Jacchíats L977 model provided

the density inputs for Nz and 0 while the average Aerobee result

(Appendix A) was used for Oz. In addition, total densities were derived

using a thírd set of absorption cross-sections selected from the numerical

values plotËed in Figure 3.18, and these results are also indicated in

Figure 3.24. Thís latter cross-section data represents the average

magnit.ude of the recent experimental result.s díscussed in Section 3.6 for

each of N2 (oe neilhac and Damany, 1977; cole and Dexter, r978b) and

Oz (le neiltrac and Damany, L977; Cole and Dexter, 1978b; Mehlmarrr. et a.L'

f978), with the atomic oxygen cross-section according to St.olarski and

Johnson (L972).
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Total densities can also be derived from absorpEíon aË 78.9 nm'

using Equation 2.1-7;

n (h)
T

I dr (h)
o (h) F(h) r(h) dh

TFF

where the effective weighted mean absorption cross-section O=.. (h)

has been íllustraÈed in Fígure 3.23. The experimental quantity

I f/I(h) ]dI(h)/dh was available from the absorption profile of the

spectral line observed aÈ 79 nm, as displayed qualitatively ín Figure 3.16.

Such calculations yíelded densities low by a factor of 10 at 145 kn,

the disagreement decreasing monot.onically with altitude to a facÈor of 2

at 170 km.

It was expected ËhaÈ insensible results would be obtained from

analysis of this experimental data because at the base of an absorption

curve the analysis techniques rapidly become invalid. This has been

diseussed by Hinteregger (196f). The data from this channel of the

monochromator was only analyzed qualitatively to illustrate the procedures

that are required, and that would have been ernployed had the vehicle

atÈained greater altitudes.

More specifically, aÈ 180 km the experimental signal was

calculated to be only I% of the expected maximum. Generally, a signal

that is less than 0.1 times the maximum signal caused by the

unattenuated solar flux r^rí11 not be useful because the signal to noise

ratio is extremely small, as ís the signal rate of change, both of which

are requíred to determine the densiÈy. Additíonally' a non-zero

background signal, as is characteristic of Èhis data, will significantly

perturb the Èrue magnitude of the signal and the slope.

There is no reason to assume t.hat, had data at higher altitudes

been available, the techniques described in this sectíon would not have
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been applicable. However, the diffículties in deriving accurate resulÈs

from absorpÈion at thÍs particular wavelength must be acknowledged.

Figure 3.22 is evidence of extreme and abrupt changes in the absorptlon

specÈra, especially for Ne, wíthin the moderate passband of the

monochromaEor.

b. Nz end 0 Døyai.tq PnoÁi,t-eÁ

Deduction of the absoluÈe concentrations of Nz and 0 from

the absorption curve at 9.6 nm was facilitaÈed by measureruents made with

other Aerobee ínstrumentation. Specifically, the molecular oxygen density

was considered to be well defined by far u1Ëraviolet absorption

spectroscopy experíments (Appendix A and Chapter 4), while the mass

spectrometer provided a height profile of the ratio K of the density of

atomic oxygen Èo that of molecular nitrogen (Appendix A). Then the N2

and 0 densities were reckoned using Equation 2.13 as follows:

(h) I dr(h)
r (h) dh

o. F. (h)
l- l-

Ðn.
.l_

l_

with i = 1, 2, 3 pertaini-ng respectively to Nz, 0z and 0.

Each Fi(h) is documenEed ín Appendix D and nz(h), the average

Aerobee molecular oxygen density, is tabulated in Appendix A. Also from

Appendix A, ns(h) = Knr(h) so the above equatíon was solved for

nr (h), via

nr (h)orFr (h) + ns (h)osFg (h) = fu :P - rtz(h)ozFz (h)

.'. nr(h) = t ï+il åP - nz(h)o2F2(h) l/[ orFr(h) + KoaFs(h) ]

by using numerical values for Ëhe absorption cross-sections aL, i = 1, 3,

and molecular nilrogen and atomi-c oxygen densitíes thus obtained were

índependenÈ of any model densities.
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UncerC.ainty in each of the absorptlon cross-sections \^tas seen

in Figure 3.24 to generate a wide latitude for the magnitude of the total

densities; thus it e¡as essential to establish the most appropríate

¡ums¡is¿l values but the criÈeria for this decision was not obvious.

Since the recommendatlons of Stolarski and Johnson (L972), ner{ experimental

results, as illustrated in Figure 3.18, h".r. b."t reported and from Èhís

data o1 = 1.0 Mb and az = 1.85 Mb, i¡r reasonable agreement Ìtith

the recommendation of Kirby et aL (1979) that o¡ = 0.8 Mb and

az = 1.69 Mb. The primary dileruna r^ras caused by the large uncertainty

ín the absorptíon cross-section of atomic oxygen at 9.6 nm. No

experimental measurement,s have been rePorted, making it diffícult to

assess the accuracy of the theoretical calculations. At longer wavelengths

(see Seetion 3.6a and Figure 3.17a) theoreÈical calculations of the atomic

oKygen absorption cross-sections have been reported which are a factor of

two lower than experimental measurements.

In Figure 3.25 are N2 and 0 densities derived from two sets

of absorption cross-section data: XSA; ot = 1.0 Mb, G2 = 1.85 Mb'

o¡ = 2.50 Mb and XSB; õ1 = 0.8 h, 62 = 1.69 Mb, 03 = 1.83 Mb'

Also included in Figure 3.25 are the N2 densities measured by the mass

spectromeÈer flor¿n on the Aerobee rocket. At these altitudes the mass

spectromeÈer data is uncertain by about 227" (G. Bibbo, 1980). Densities

obtained from the absorption cross-sectÍons (XSA) are compared, in Figure

3.26, wíth the model densities of Jacchia (1977) and CIRA 1972, and in

the following díscussions are considered tpreferredr data because of the

superior agreement beÈween the N2 data deríved with these absorption

cross-sections and the N2 data from the mass spectrometer.
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3.8 tISCIISS10,V

a.. Tltø Expenínønfa.L TechwLquø

The predominant source of uncertainty in any ext,reme ultraviolet

absorptíon analysis is in Ehe magniËude of the absorptíon cross-secÈíons

of the atmospheríe gases, espeeially atomic oxygen. Frou the example at

9.6 nrn the disagreement beÈween Ernro seÈs of absorpËion cross-section data

which have been reconmended in the líterature (Stolarski and Johnson,

L972; Kirby et aL, 1979) caused the total densities derived with them to

differ by as much as 60%. For the N2 and 0 densiÈy profiles in

Figure 3.25, evaluated with two seÈs of absorption cross-secEion data,

iË r^ras found thaÈ decreasíng the absorption cross-sections of N2, Oz

and 0 by, respectively, 207., 8.67" and 26.8i¿ ef fected an increase in

the Nz density of 457" at 150 km and 7Li( at 65 krn. Here, the

larger discrepancy at higher altitudes was identífied with the least

cerÈain atomic oxygen absorpÈion cross-section being emphasized as the

atomj-c oxygen densities increase with respect. Èo Èhe N2 densitíes, and

especially with respect to the 0z densities.

For the N2 and 0 densiÈies derived in SecÈion 3.7, ín

addition t.o Èhe uncertaínties correspondíng to Èhe absorption cross-sections,

as described above, are uncertainties due to the procedure for fitting the

experimental data, and its tlowt posiEion in the perspective of the

compleÈe absorption profile for 9.6 nm. There is also a contribution

from the uncerÈainty in the ratio of the atomic oxygen and molecular

nitrogen densiÈies measured by the mass spectrometer. Overall, an average

uncerËainty for Ëhe data is probab1-y 30%, excluding systematic errors

arisíng from the magnítudes of the absorption cross-sections.

Since there are no reports in the literature of lower thermospheric

densítíes derived from rocket absorption spectroscopy utilízing wavelengths
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shorter than 10 nm, iË is noÈ possible to specifically conpare the

experlmental data in Figure 3.26. Other extreme ultraviolet comPosition

invesÈigations have been reviewed in Sect,ion 2.3a. Such experiments have

not been frequent, as testified by Offerrnannfs (1974) revi-ew of absolute

density data at 150 km, in which, of 19 reported measurements, only 2

(Hall et aL, L965; Hal-L et aL, L967) employed absorption sPectroscoPy

techniques. In both examples, moleeular oxygen was determined

independently frou its unique absorptíon at 120.65 nm and Nz and 0

were obtained from simulÈaneous absorpt.ion at 30.38 and 62.97 nm. In

another rocket flight reported by Tímothy et aL (L972), absorption aÈ

102.6 nm provided Oz densities and Èwo oËher absorption curves at

30.38 and 58.43 nm were analyzed for the N2 and 0 eoncentratíons.

The composi-tion daËa from each of these three extreme ultravíoleË

absorption experiments are Plotted togeÈher with the present data in

Figure 3.27.

In each of these three EW experiments, useful data for deriving

Nz and 0 composition was obt.ained from absorption at wavelengths less

than 66 nrn. Figure 1.6 índicates that here the absorptíon spectra are

much less structured than at higher wavelengÈhs. HaLL et aL (1965)

monitored absorption at 79 run and 83.3-83.5 nm wíEh 0.3 run resolution

but the altitude dependence of the absorption cross-sections precluded a

sensíble analysis. Timothy et aL's (L972) observaÈions in Èhe wavelength

inEervals 83.3-83.5 nm and 86.5-88.5 nm with 1 nm resolutíon were

símilarly unsuccessful. Between 66 and 90 nm the Nz absorption

cross-section may ehange by more than 100 Mb in less Èhan 0.1 nm, so

that spectral resolution many times higher Ehan 0.3 to I nm is required.

!ühile such high resolution instruments have been used for solar EUV flux
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measurements, usually wíth photographic rather than photoelectric

deÈecÈion (nehríng et aL, L972, 1976), they have not been r¡ell utilized

in absorption spectroscopy experiments. Nor has Èhe alternative broad

band approach of SecÈion 3.6e been developed at these wavelengths.

IndependenÈ evaluation of molecular oxygen densiti.es from

analysis at a wavelength for which it is the prirnary absorber apPears to

be mandatory ín any application of EUV absorption spectroscoPy, since

the successful simulÈaneous solution of three absorption profiles has not

yet been reporËed. However, the most appropriate choice of this wavelengËh

ís not obvious. The Si III solar emi-ssion line at 120.65 nm, used by

HaLl et q,L (L965, L967), is seen in Figure 1.7 to coincide with a strong

line in the 02 absorption spectrum. In Ehe wavelength interval 119

to 121.5 nrn, the absorp¡ion cross-section varies from near 0.01 Mb

Èo a peak value of 18.6 Mb. At the H Lyman-beta line, 102.6 nm, used

by Timothy et aL (L972), the absorption cross-section is far less variable

buÈ also much smaller in magnitude (1.f Mb), causing this wavelength

radiation to be deposited at lovrer altitudes than that of other ElÑ

emissions such as 30.4 and 58.4 nm. There may also be a díscrete

atomic oxygen transition at Èhís wavelength (Huffman, 1969). Incorporated

ín the derivation of the Nz and 0 densíties díscussed in this chapter

\¡rere O2 densiÈíes measured by Schumann-Runge continuum absorpEion, but

only in an altitude region coincident with absorpEion of the very shorÈest

EUV wavelengths.

Calculations of the attenuation of radiatíon aE dífferent l^rave-

lengths, Figures 2.L and 2.4, illusÈrate an important limitation for EW

absorption spectroscopy, namely that Ehe requírement for the índivídual

absorption cross-sections to be sufficiently different. to provide sensible

densíty measurements may be incompatíble with the prerequisiÈe thaÈ
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simultaneous absorption in different wavelengÈh íntervals occur in a

co on altitude region. This effectively restricts the range of altítude

for whích EIIV absorption spectroscopy can provide an accurate comPosition

analysis.

The only obvious feaÈure of Figure 3.27 ís that none of the

density profiles obtained from EW absorption spectroscopy experiments

agree wíth each other. However, the validity of each measuremenÈ, and

the extent of the conËribution of experimental uncerÈainÈies to the

range of the data, is not easily discerned. Thermospheric composiËion ís

known to depend on a varíety of geophysíeal parameters (Section 1.2b) and

such real changes obscure and perEurb differences which may oËherwise

reflect the typical boundary of experimental uncertainty for this

technique. Referring to Èhe list of geophysical parameters in Table 3.1,

all the measurements in Fígure 3.27 occurred aL mid latitudes during

periods of quiet to moderaÈe geomagnetíc activity, but in different

seasons. Of special significance are the two following aspects; the

Aerobee rocket vras launched near dawn whíle the other Ehree measuremenËs

were made rnid to laËe morníng and for the data of Timothy et aL (L972)

the sun \^/as very active and near the maximum of its ll-year cycle while

the other dat,a was acquired during tímes of quiet solar activity and

near mínima of the ll-year cycle. Offermann (1974) has idenÈified an

early morning minimum and little seasonal variation for N2 densities at

150 krn, and comparíson of the present Nz results with Offermannts

average density in Figure 3.27 supports this. I^Ihile the influence of

solar activity on thermospheric constituents has not yet been unequivocally

established, Roble and Schmidtke (1979) have reported that in general all

atmospheric properties increase ¡¿ith increasing solar activity so this



TABLE 3.1 Measurements of thermospherlc composltlon by
EUV absorption spectroscopy.

Reference Lat Local
Time

Fro.z *o I,Iave-
length

(nu)

\laLL et aL,
1965
LO/7163

HaLL et aL,
L967
2/ 3/ 65

Timothy et aL,
L972
314/6e

Aerobee
2L/2/77

32N 1004

38N L255

31S 1035 189.8

31S 0636 82

77 2

2

3-

30

30 .4
63 .0

L20.7

10

4
0
7

63.
L20

181

.4

.4

.6

30
58

2

9.6
SR
ctm.
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could explain why Ehe data of Tirnothy et aL is noticeably higher than

the other data.

EUV experiments on saÈelliÈes have been employed for

thermospheric compositíon investigations wiÈh varying degrees of success.

From the analysis of oceultation profiles at four wavelengths between

62.5 and 77 nn, Reid (f971) concluded Èhat when there is more than one

absorbing speci-es the individual number densities cannot be determined

uniquely. Since then, Delaboudini-ère and Millíer (L977) have presented a

prelimínary description of occultaËion at eighË wavelengths in the range

17 to L27 nm.

Above about 200 kn, where the molecular oxygen density is

small, EW radiation is absorbed by two raËher than Èhree species. At

these altitudes occultation experíments at 30.4 and 58.4 nm hove provided

numerical values for N2 and 0 densities (Schmi¿tke et aL, I974b;

Schmidtke et aL, L975; Schmidtke, L975; Rawer et aL, L976). An alt,ernate

applicatíon of satellite absorpÈion spectroscopy at high altiÈudes ís

Èhe aeronomíc deEermination of the absorption cross-sections of atomic

oxygen and molecular nitrogen (Hinteregger and Hall, L969; Knight et aL'

L972; Modali et aL, L976).

In the present experimenE it r^ras possible t.o use the absorption

of short wavelength radiation in the EUV to derive N2 and 0 densitíes

by íncorporating simultaneous measurements of the O2 concentration and

the ratio of the densiÈíes O/Nz, from other experimenÈs.

It is apparent that these shorËesÈ EIIV wavelengÈhs are quiEe

suítable for absorption spectroscopy. The absorption spectra of Nz and

02 are smooEh and the magnitude of the cross-sections have been well

established by laboratory measurements using synchrotron radiati.on. Cross-
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secÈion data for 0 are potentially available fron high altitude

satellite measurements .

Theoretical evaluatíon of EW absorption spectroscopy belíes

the irnpractibility of its use for a complete composition analysis of

the lower thermosphere, and this is why there have been so few measurenenÈs.

However, the mutual benefits available from a combination of absorption

spectroscopy and mass spectrometry Èechniques are aPparent.

Accurate analytic represenÈation of atmospheric EIIV absorption

remains a challenge, and also provides a stringent test of the validity

of cross-section data for the atmospheric absorbers.

b. Tttø RøtuU's

Comparison, in Figure 3.27, of the Nz and 0 densities

derived in this chapÈer wiÈh simílar results from other EUV absorption

experiments inplied that measurements of thermospheric composition were

not enÈirely reproducible. Hence it was difficult Ëo conclude whether

the present resulÈs are rnrithin Ëhe experímental uncertainty characteristic

of absorption spectroscopy measurements.

In Figure 3.28 the Aerobee daÈa is compared with simílar daÈa

acquired with a different Ëechni-que. Of all Èhe data compiled by

Offermann (L974), the mass spectrometer results of Hedin et aL (1964) were

characterízed by geophysical parameters most nearly approaching those for

the Aerobee launch. Between the tvro seEs of measurements there is

substantial agreement, especially since there is an uncertainty of at

least ! 307" associated wÍth the N2 and 0 profiles derived from

absorption. It must be noÈed that the atomic oxygen densities of HedÍn

et aL (L964) were multiplied by a factor of 2.5, as reconìrtrended by

Offermann (L974>, and díscussed in SecÈion 2.4a, and that sínce the mass
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spectrometer úras uncooled, the 02 densiÈies may well be slightly high.

Included in Figure 3,28 are the average densitÍes aÈ 150 kn

of all Èhe daËa considered by Offermann. That both the mass spectrometer

results and the absorption results lie on Ëhe same sÍde of the average

value for each individual species suggests the existence of real

varíability, arising from, for example, seasonal or diurnal or solar

activíÈy effects.

Offermann (L974) has tried to establish the extent of the

seasonal and diurnal varlability of both N2 and 0. In Figure 3.29,

are ploÈs of hís results for the density of Nz at 150 km, ¡^¡iÈh the

present data included. It appears that N2 varies little ÈhroughouË the

seasons and the N2 density determined from Èhis experiment lies ¡.rell

r¿ithin the seatter of the total data base. In contrast, there is a

distinct díurnal variatíon which is posítively confirmed by the present

data.

An examination of the atomic o)<ygen variabílity in the context

established by Offermann is provided in Figure 3.30. The experimental

ratio of densitíes O/02 at 150 km ís in excellent agreement with the

seasonal changes of this rat.io, as inferred from Offermannfs figure, and

from OGO 6 mass spectrometer daEa, as explained in the texÈ of Offermannts

(1974) review. IË is diffícult to establísh from Offermannts plot

whether or not Èhere is a diurnal variation of atomic oxygen. Since all

the uncooled mass spectrometer data hovebeen multíplíed by a factor of 2.5,

iÈ ís reasonable Èo assume that some of this data may have been over-

corrected. In general, the presenÈ result lies midway beÈween the

corrected and uncorrected mass spectrometer data.

Recently in the literature, Trinks et aL (1978) reporÈed

thermospheric densiËies measured by their cryo-cooled mass sPecÈrometer'
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in which recombínaÈion of aÈomic oxygen is thought not to be a problem

(Section 2.4a). Apart frou the local time of launch, at 15f4 hours,

thís flight occurred when most other geophysical conditions were slmilar

to those for the Aerobee launch. Their mass spectrometer data is

compared wíth the present results in Figure 3.31. It is instructive to

observe the range of the measurements made by the mass sPectrometer ori

the upleg and downleg of its flight. If, as qras concluded by Trinks et aL

(1978), the changes are real, the data is an excellent illustratíon of

extreme composition variability in the lower thermosphere.

Agreement between Ehe N2 densiEy profiles in Figure 3.31 is

particularly good, especially sínce the diurnal variation predicted by

Fígure 3.29b suggests that at L5I4 hours the density is just slightly

increased above its value aÈ 0630 hours.

Jacchiars (1977) model, evaluated for the time of the Aerobee

flight (Appendix C), ís seen in Figure 3.31 to be more represenLative of

the rnid-afternoon data of Trinks et aL (1978), implying that the model has

not adequately incorporaÈed Èhe Èrue extent of composition variabilíty.

Other experimenters have similarly reported thÍs apparent failing of

the thermospheric composition models (Krankowsky et aL, L968; Philbríck,

L974).

The singularly most pronounced feature of Figure 3.31 is the

quite differenË slopes of the atomic oxygen profiles. This observed atomic

oxygen distributíon may well resulË from a combination of season and

diurnal effects. Atomic oxygen has been reported t.o have a distinct

sunmer minimum at 120 krn, converting to a summer maximum at 275 km

(Keating et aL, 1976), implying that the slope of the profile will be less

in summer than in winter. Further, many workers have observed exEreme
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varíability in early morning eomposition (Modali- et aL, L976; Danilov

et aL, L979), attributed to dynanieal phenomenon duríng heating of Ëhe

thermosphere, and Alcayde et a.L (L979) have observed thaÈ in summer the

lower thermosphere is more turbulent. than in winter. The Aerobee rocket

was launched ín late suurmer, at sunrise, while the flight of Trinks et aL

(1978) occurred in early sunmer and mid-afternoon, when the Èhermosphere

is expected to have become more sÈable.

Measurements of atomic oxygen have, in general, been characterized

by a wide varieÈy of results ín both magnitude and shape, and this is

illustrated by some profiles in Figure 3.32. More so for atomic oxygen'

than for N2 and Oz, is the contribuÈion of real variability to the

scatter of the data uncertain, and thís reflects the specíal problems

manifested by íts extreme react.ívity, causing recombination both in mass

spectrometers and in laboratory experiments that measure its absorption

cross -s ec tíon .

The presenÈ results conclusívely support higher numerical values

for the atomic oxygen densities as opposed to the rlowr values from the

uncooled mass spectrometer experimenÈs discussed in Section 2.4a. tr/hen

recombination ís a problem, the absoluÈe atomic oxygen and molecular

olçygen concentratíons will be more uncertain than that of total oxygen

(202 + 0). Increasingly, experimenters are reporÈing Èotal oxygen values

and, by considering the resulÈs from a variety of experimental groups'

Newton et aL (L974) have reported the average amount of total oxygen at

150 km to be 2.2 x l0r o cm-3 ! 22%. Since then, other measurements have

yielded 2.L9 x lgto, 1.92 x lOlo (rrinks et aL, Lg78) and 1.9 x lOlocm-3

(Nier et aL, Lg76) which decreases the average to abouÈ 2.0 ! 0.5 x lOrocm-:

The total oxygen concentration measured by Aerobee is 1.87 x lOlocm-3, in

good agreement \^rith this average value and r¿ell within its uncertainty.
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There are no definitíve conclusions available from the results

of this experímenÈ. The difficulÈies inherent in accurate composítion

measurements of the lower therrnosphere have been emphasized, so too has

its apparent variability. ![hite composition changes are impll-ed to be in

response to a wide range of geophysical parameters, analytic formulae to

describe these changes, if they exist, remain obscure. There are probably

more factors influencing thermospheric composítion than there have been

measurements, and this makes a comprehensíve treatmerit of correlations

difficult, if not impossible, as yet.

Some broad Èrends established from the data base of all

previous measurements have generally been confirmed by the Present results.

Many experimenters have suggested that day-Ëo-day fluctuations may obscure

more subtle, but regular, diurnal and seasonal changes (Hall et aL, 1967;

Kasprzak et aL, 1968; Pokhunkov, L972). It is therefore essential to

est.ablish whether observed day-to-day changes are real, or a consequence

of the lack of experimental reproducibility. If they are real, an

ultimate challenge for atmospherie physics will be to model them.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MOLECULAR OXVGEN ABSORPTIOIV OF SOLAR FAR

ULTRAVI) L|_T RADIATIO,V 1N THE SCHUI',IAN^J-RU^/GE C1NTINUUfrI

4.1 TI,ITRODUCTION

An integral requirement for any experímental study of the

lower thermosphere is the determination of molecular oxygen number

densítíes as accurately as possible. For this purpose the Aerobee rocket,

discussed in the prevíous chapter, r¡ras equipped with a far ulÈraviolet

spectrometer as ¡^re1l as broad band íon chambers and a neutral mass

spect.rometer.

Absorption spectroscopy techniques applied to solar FUV

radíation are partieularly appropriate for measuring Oz concentrations

because aÈ these wavelengths the absorpÈion cross-section of Oz reaches

its maximum value, ín the Schumann-Runge continuum, and the radiatíon is

absorbed primarily by Oz in the lower thermosphere. This corresponds

to Ehe convenient case of uniquely characteristíc absorptíon, described

in Section 2.lc. Laboratory measuremenLs have índicaÈed that. the absorption

cross-sections in the Schumann-Runge contínuum are temPerature dependent

(Blake et aL, 1930), so for derivation of the mosÈ accurate 0z densities

this effect must be íncorporated in the analysis of the raw absorption data.

For monitoring solar FUV radiation on board a rocket vehicle, the

Ebert-Fastie spectrometer is extremely suítable (Fastíe, L967) because iÈ

is compact, rugged and effícient. A number of experimenters have used

this instrument to determine Oz densities (Ackerman et aL, L974) and

for solar FUV flux measurements (Parkínson and Reeves, 1969; Rottman' L974:

Heroux and Swirbalus, L976; Heroux and Híggins, L977).
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On the Aerobee rocket, the use of Èhe FUV specÈrometer ín

conjunction wíth other i-nstrumentation for measuring the molecular oxygen

concentrations provided particular advantages. By using a number of

monochromatíc wavelengths for density determination, the precision of this

technique for composition analysis could be estimated. Comparison r"¡íÈh

the results of other techniques enabled the accuracy of Ëhe method to be

evaluated, leading to oxygen densities for which uncertaínties could be

sensibly predicted, and which were used as input parameÈers for Èhe

reduction of data from other experiments on the rocket (Chapter 3).

4.2 SOTAR FUV FLUX MEASUREMEÑTS

Initial invesÈigations of the solar far ultravíolet flux were

with NRL rocket spectrographs (Johnson et aL, 1958; Detr¿iler et aL, 1961)

and have been reviewed by Tousey (1963). Parkinson and Reeves (1969)

reported fluxes, acquíred wíth an Ebert.-Fastie spectrometer and telescope,

which \Ârere a factor of three lower than Detwller et aL. Other measurements

by lrriding et aL (1970) and Bonnet (1968) agreed with each other at 195 nm

but were lower than the data of Parkinson and Reeves, by a factor of Lwo

at 187 nm and a factor of Èhree at 160 nm.

Photographic invest,ígatíons by Brueckner and l"Ioe (L972) supporEed

I^Iidíng et aL ts values but photoelectric measurements by Níshi (L973)

determined fluxes slightly lower than those of Parkinson and Reeves. Nor

was the factor of three dilemma resolved by absolute full disc irradíances,

measured \^rith broad band ion chambers (Carver et aL, L972a)and with a

moderate resolution Ebert-Fastie specÈrometer (Ackerman and Simon, 1973)

since both these results were midway between the extremes of the previous

experimental values.

High resolution (0.01 nm) full disc fluxes from L23 to 194 nm,

obtaíned wíth an accuracy of ! 207. with rocket borne Ebert-Fastie
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spectrometers (Heroux and Swirbulus, L976), agreed with the slnilarly

deÈermlned fluxes of Rottman (1974) and indlcated that Èhe data of Parkinson

and Reeves rúas more appropriate. Further confirmation came from the

inÈegrated spatíal|y resolved spectra of Samain and Simon (L976) for

wavelengths less Èhan 180 nm, but above Ehis wavelength they recommended

that the values of both Heroux and Swirbulus and Rottnan be recognízed

only as a lower limit, due to the low effíciency of theír photoelecÈrlc

detecÈors at these high wavelengËhs. Further investigation of the average

dísc intensíties ín the range 175 to 210 nn (Brueekner et aL, 1976) were

132 hígher than Èhose of Rottman, in agreemenÈ with the results for the

same wavelength region of Jordan and Ridgeley (L974) and Widing et aL (1970).

They concluded that ín this regíon of the solar spectrum, when the proPer

quantÍties r^rere cornpared, dlfferent measurements, using entirely different

methods, agreed withín an error of 257" or better. RecenE spatially resolved

high resolution spectra of the solar flux from 15 0 to 210 nn (Samain, L979)

have yielded mean full disc íntensíties of better than l0Z accuracy, which

are in agreement with Níshirs 1973 values.

A revier¿ of the FUV solar fluxes by Simon (f978) concluded that

the discrepancies at 190 nrn are 507", ímproving to better than 307"

between 160 and 175 nm and reaching 4O7" for 150 to 160 nm and lower.

IIíntereggerts F74113 reference spectrum incorporated the tabulation of full

disc fluxes, ín I n¡n intervals, as given by Heroux and Sr¿irbalus (1976).

The quesÈion of irradiance variabílity has been investigated by

Hinteregger et aL (L977) by means of the AE-C satellite. Maximum

variabílity is indícated to be 252 at 155 nm, decreasing to 9Z at

170 nm and beyond. Brueckner et aL (L976) estimated the solar FUV flux

variability as 3%, in agreemenË with the observati-ons of Heath (1973) who

reported 5"/" variation with solar rotation. Obviously, while experimental
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uncertalntles remafn in Ehe range LO7" to 207", evidence for varLability

of the FIIV solar flux remains inconclusive. However, recent prelirninary

observations of the spectromet,er experimenÈ on AE-E have indÍcated that

any varlaÈlons are indeed quite small since the solar flux for cycle 21

appears aÈ most LOi| higher Èhan that for cycle 20, where at least parË

of this may be due to increased Lyman-alpha for which corrections have not

yet been nade (Hinteregger, L979).

4.3 THE EßEKT-FßTTE SPECTROMETER

a" Oøtc,ttipÍ.íon

The Ebert-Fast.ie spectrometer 1s a spherícal mirror' auto-

collimating, plane grating monochromator developed by Fastie (l-952a,

Lg52b) from Èhe original optical system described by Ebert in 1889.

Optieal and electrical features of the spectrometer are Íllustrated

in Fígure 4.1. The entrance sliÈ Sr and the exit slj-t Sz lie on the

focal plane of the spherical concave mírror M and are equidístant from

the mírror axis line A. Light fron 51 is thus rendered parallel by M

before reaching the grating G. The diffracted líght is then focused by M

onto 52. The slits are curved to lie on Èhe Ebert circle which has a

radius of curvature equal t.o the distance of the slíts from Èhe optical axis

A and is centred on it. Because of this curvature the effecÈ of astigmat.ism

due to the spherícal mírror is removed and, simulÈaneously, wavelength errors

at the exit slit, arising from curvature of the sPecErum when a plane

grating is employed, are avoided. Near theoretical resolution can thus be

achieved.

In addition, this Eype of spectrometer has the advantage of

fixed slit.s, compact. design and a símple scanning mechanism which can be

driven to provide a linear wavelengEh scale, and which allows accurate

determinaÈion of the wavelength (Fastie et aL, f958).
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The spectrometer for the Aerobee rocket was provlded by Ray

Lee Instruments (Model L5-L25) and consísted of an Ebert mirror (62um x

38nn) of focal length 125m, a grating (ruled area 26rnm x 26mu) with

3600 línes/rm (from the Apollo master) blazed for 140 nn and matched

slits 100 nicron wide and 2rm long. i.Ilth díspersion of 2 nm/w the

resolution was expected to be 0.2 nm. The spectrometer housing was

ah¡minium with a low outgassing opÈical black finish. The mirror, also of

aluminium, and Èhe graÈing rrrere both coated with magnesÍum fluoride to

gíve maxímum reflectance near 140 nur. trIavelength scanning \¡/as accomplished

by drivíng a cam wiÈh a stepping moÈor. The grating was Èhus rotated

always 1n the same dírecËíon, in successive angular steps, each step

equivalent spectrally Èo 0.133 ruu. At the completion of each scan the

grating r^¡as reset to its original posiÈíon by can flyback. Cam position

was determined by use of an optical pickup utÍ-lizlng an ínfrared LED and

phototransist.or, and the commencement of each scan regístered a large

negatíve pulse, called the fiducial. Spectrometer exit slit signals were

monitored by an integrated deteetor system, also supplied by Ray Lee

insÈruments (Model SE-315). This contaíned an EMR 510F-09-13-1000

miniature ceramic phoÈomultíplier with cesium telluride cathode (long

wavelengÈh cut-off aÈ 350 nm) and magnesium fluoríde window (short r^/ave-

length cut-off at 115 nrn) whích operaÈed ín the pulse countíng mode with

grounded grid and gaín between 106 and 5 x 10ó.

Fígure 4.2 is a view of the fully assembled flight spectromeÈer

in which the entrance slj.t, sÈepping motor and potted detector are apparent.

b. Ca.LihnaLLon

The v¡avelengt.h aÈ each step of the spectrometer grating \^ras

determined ín the laboratory for the spectral range L37 to 175 nm.*

* This was carríed out by Dr R. SchaeFfer, at the time a Post-Doctoral
Fellow in the Department of Physics, University of Adelaide.
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Light was provÍ.ded by a rúater cooled capillary discharge lamp powered by a

thyratron eapacltance dlscharge cireuit used to exclte a discharge in

hydrogen. Spectral lines produced by the lamp were identlfled with a six

metre vacuum ultravlolet monochromator (Carver et aL, 1978b). Figure 4.3

is the lamp spectrum as resolved by the Ebert-Fastie spectrometer, by

counting for three seconds per step and advancing manually every fourth

second. Figure 4.4 Ls a graph of the wavelength as a functíon of step

number, as deÈermined from the scan in Figure 4.3.

4.4 SPECTR0METER F LIGfff PERF0R¡\,IANCE

& Da,ta Acqwí'si.t)ton

The 1/8th meter FIIV scanní-ng specÈromeÈer was flown on the same

Aerobee rocket thaÈ carried the gtazing íncidence monochromaÈor discussed

in Chapter 3. Thís sun-pointed vehicle was launched from I^Ioomera, S.A.'

aÈ 0636 hours C.S.T. and reached an apogee of 177 krn at a tíme when the

solar zenith angle was 84.5". Description of the rocket payload and

additional flight details are provided in Appendix A. The location of the

spectrometer in the payload can be seen í-n Figure 3.8.

When the solar zenith angle is 85o, attenuation of FUV

radiatíon occurs prímarily between Ehe altitudes I00 and lB0 km and

useful experimental data was recorded after the acquisition system took

control at 107 km on Èhe upleg until 85 ktr on the downleg, at which

height the ínstrument po\¡Ier supplles r¡Iere turned OFF. A toÈaL of 79

complete scans of the solar sPecÈrum between L37 and 175 nm, at the

rate of one cycle (290 steps) every 3.5 seconds, was obËained.

The signal from the spectrometer photomultiplier, and this

signal attenuated by a factor of 16, \^rere fed directly to the digital input

PCM telemetry system carried by the Aerobee, at a rate of 625/sec. The

analog fiducial signal was sampled at a rate of 160/sec. Flight data was
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stored on seven track magnetic tape and anaLyzed usíng the Uníverslty

of Adelalders CDC Cyber 173 eompuÈer.

Vehicle traject.ory and velocíty were acquired with a l,Ieapons

Research Estabfishurent FPS16 radar and provided ln printout form as a

function of time. A fourth order polynomial was leasÈ-squares fiEted to

the rocket alÈítude so i-E could be calculated at any time during the flight.

b. Sotnn Spøe.flul Scant

TelemeËry data records were surveyed over the whole f1íght for the

timeswhen the fiducialsoccurred. Each scan required 290 sÈeps of the

grating and the scan period r¿as determined from the time between successive

fiducials. Dividing by 290 then gave the absolute time interval that data

wefecollected at each particular step of a scan. By averaging all

telemetered signals at a single step, spectral scans were generated for

dífferenE altitudes. Because the fiducial Ì¡ras not exaetly reproducible an

error r¡/as associated with the scanning frequencies deduced in Èhis way

and with choosing the exact posiÈion for Èhe sËart of each scan. Average

scan period was found to be 3.53 seconds with an uncertainty of i 0.01

seeond, indicatíng that the error was of the order of the time per step

(0.012 sec) which was equivalenÈ (Section 4.2a) to 0.13 nm. Rottman (L976)

has not.ed that the Ray Lee cam drive for the wavelength scan is not as

precise as desirable because of the difficulty in polishíng the cam track

suffÍciently. His scans showed wavelength shifts as large as + 0.1 nm

and thi-s may have affected the 0.2 nm resolution.

The solar spectrum observed with the scanning far ultraviolet

spectrometer, and shown in Figure 4.5, is an average of eleven scans near

apogee. The background, an average of seven scans below 100 km, was

aÈtríbuted to light of wavelength longer than 200 nm which is not absorbed

by atmospheric constituents above about 90 km, and to Lyman-alpha radiation.
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Solar emlssÍon wavelengths r¿ere ldentlfied wlth the help of Figure 4.4

and l,Iiding et aL (1970) .

4.5 EXPERTMEIITAT ARSORPTIOI\J CURUES

æ Smoothing thø Srt¿ef*a,L A'Lf,í.tudø Pno óiLø

The time allowed for the spectrometer to measure the solar flux

aÈ each sEep was s¡nall (0.3i¿ of the total períod of each scan) . The

number of observed counEs was only 6 or 7 per sÈep hence the statistical

error was large ( - 407" ). The specÈrum recorded by the specÈrometer thus

represent,ed a very small randorn sample of the parent distribution - the

solar spectrum. To obtain spectral scans in which the relative spectral

disÈríbution vras reproducible, a smal1 degree of smoothing was applied to

Ehe data.

Thi-s involved obtaíning a better estimate of Èhe signal for each

step at the expense of alÈitude informaÈion and was achieved by successive

weighted averaging over five scans. A narrow weighting function was used,

for which the half-width was only slightly wider than the altitude

resolution afforded by Ëhe rate of acquísitíon of the raw scans.

For a particular step in the scan i (i = 1, 5) the signal "i
recorded aÈ height hi was weighted by a factor ri calculated according

to
(h -h),al-

I^r .I exp l-'4 x

where h_ is the height of the same step averaged over the five scans -
a

>h
].

h
a

I

5

and x is given by

>(h -h)t
X

1
5

a
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The welghted slgnal "" for this step was then

" *r"as=-i-a L V.
1

The weighting function as applied to five low altitude scans is shown ín

Figure 4.6a. From this, the height resolutíon of the rar¡ data was obtained

from the FtrüHM value and varied with altitude as indlcated in Figure 4.6b.

b. Ab¿onpfion Cunve's

In the far ultraviolet region the solar spectrrm, as described

in SecËion 1.lc, is a continuum, superimposed with emission lines below

168 nn and Fraunhofer absorption lines above 176 nrn. The 0.2 nn

spectrometer resoluÈion was sufficient to defíne the radíatíon receíved at

each st.ep of the spectral scan as being monochromaÈic and absorption curves

were available, for example, from Èhe altitude variaÈion of the signals aË

índívidual sÈeps.

Since the statistical accuracy corresponding to a single step

$ras poor, È\,ro or three steps from the conÈinuum region of the spectrum \^/ere

used to prowide narror^r wavelength twindows I for which the average signal

was plotted as a function of altiËude.

For solar emission li-nes such as CI emission aÈ 165.7 nm,

monochromaËic absorption curves r{ere generated by monitoring the heighÈ

variation of the average of the signal at each st,ep across the 1ine.

A toEal of ten absorption curves \^rere extracted from 38 downleg

scans. On the upleg, the measured signal r¿as smaller than on the downleg

and this \n/as attributed to insufficient ouÈgassing of the specÈrometer.
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c. CmvøÇi,tLíng

Since the heíght resolution (Flgure 4.6b)was about 2 km at

altitudes where the f.ar ultraviolet solar flux was aÈtenuated, only

the coarse strucÈure of thís attenuaÈion was provided by the experlmental

absorption curves. To facílitate efficient data manipulation and to

províde additional smoothing in the region of low atEenuation, each

absorption profile was fiÈÈed as a composiÈe curve.

An analytical funcÈion used to fit experimental data must in no

hray presuppose Èhe theoreÈical expressions which describe the data Ërends

and must be sufficiently flexible to accomnodate any real asytmeÈries and

írregulariÈies. Each absorptíon curve was fitted with a function of the

form

I
oI +rt 4.L

e I * exp[ - (ir - ho)k + (h - no)' (tr - ho)3m J1-

using the least-squares procedure for fitting data wíth a function non-

linear in its parameters, as descríbed by Bevington (1969). I. is the

signal measured at height h and Ib, Io, ho, k, 1, and m are six

fiËting parameÈers. IU corresponds to the background signal and the

unabsorbed signal is Ib * Io. At the heigha ho, dle/dh is a maxímurn,

whíIe 1 and m deÈermine respectívely the shape of the curve about ho

and its asynmetry.

Table 4.1 gives the best values of the parameters, as determined

by the fitting routine, for each absorption curve. In Figure 4.7 the data

points and fitted functions are presented for four of the ten curves and it

can be seen by visual inspection Ehat the chosen analytic function \^/as an

appropriate one. AddiËional confirmation was afforded by successfully

fitting some typical attenuat.ion curves, sueh as those calculated in

Section 2.2 and illustrated in Figure 2.4.



l,Iavelength

nm

L65.7

L67.L

168.3

L70.5

L7T.2

L7L.4

L72.L

L72.9

L73.4

17 4.4

27.090

27.6sr

27 .2L6

26.750

26.804

26.986

26.265

26.093

25.887

25.6L4

4.8831

4.2324

4.s247

6 .997 5

7 .2L96

6.9247

7 .940L

8. s151

8.0226

L0.2439

rL7.75

115.15

LL3.46

110.85

Lro.44

LrO.22

109 .00

LOg.27

ro7.73

106 .49

.ls309

.L3255

.16961

.21885

.25384

.27766

.2848s

.22L29

.30727

.24009

1

x10

.02608

.oL372

.05401

.08360

.LOg26

.08990

.L2493

.05822

.L4784

.06199

ru I mh k
oo

x 103

.029

.002

.106

.l'26

.198

.244

.2t2

.069

.276

.064

TABLE 4.L Fitting parameters for ten absorption curves.
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4.6 OXVGEN ABSORPTIOAJ CROSS-SECTIOIVS TN THE

scHuMÁ J^/-RU^/GE C0ñTINUUM

To derive atmospheric densi-ties from the experimenÈal

absorption curves in Figure 4.7 it is necessary Èo know the values of the

absorptl-on cross-sections of molecular oxygen ín Èhe Schumann-Runge

continuum and these musÈ be measured in the laboratory. Absorption

properties of gases have been revier.red in Secti-on 1.3 a¡rd the particular

case of the Schumann-Runge continuum is now considered in greater detail.

a". Thøone.tica'L lrlode'Ls

The Schr¡mann-Runge continuum corresponds to transitíons from

dlscrete víbraÈional-rotaÈional energy levels of the t' >-- state to the
g

energy region above the dissociaËion linít of the tt",r- sÈate. ConÈínuum

absorption processes have been formulated theoreÈícally by Jarmaín and

Nicolls (L964). Following their notaÈion, the absorptíon coefficient at

r,ravenr:mber V cm-l for a particular vibrational level v" of the

ground electronic state is given by

K(v)

S
Vvlt

In these equaLions

8ni vN.r,,/3hcgrr,,) wtt
S

r!rR.(r)rf.,r,,dr 
I

( 4.2

4.3
a

gu.n ís the statístical wetght of the level v'r,

N
vtt

is the species concentraÈion at standard temPerature
and pressure in Èhe level V",

ìfv is the upper state wave function,

!J ro',
is the wave function associated with the lower
state vibrational level and,
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n (r)
e

9vrott

1s Èhe electronic trerisition moment and
is a functlon of the internuclear separatlon
t.

To enable svv,, to be evaluated, it is assumed thaÈ R. varies

slowly with E, since the range of r involved in significant overlap

of the two wavefunctions is srnall. Then n.(r) is removed from the

integral (Equation 4.3) and evaluated at Èhe r-centrold

f uu r v.,,,, dr
I

tvartt
dr

vtt

Because of the single valued relationship between ; and

and Nicholls, L964), the electronic ÈransiÈion momena R"

expressed as a function of v and the transiËion strength

given by

Ir"*
v (Jarnain

can be

S is thenvvll

I

úu ürr"=I

Swtt
n (v)2

e

where the Franck-Condon density is the term for

tlv ü.*r,, dr 
I

a

dr

Hence the Equation 4 .2 tor the absorption cross- section reduees to

o(v) 4.083 x lO-2a v n"(v)2 9v.r,,

In practice, numerícal values for O(V) wíth v" = 0 are available

from laboratory measurements at room temperaturet and these are combined

r^rith knor{rledge of the potential energy curves and wavefunctions of the

upper and lower states to provide an estimate for R which is then

utilized for calculations wiÈh v" # 0.

Such calculations were done by Jarmain and Nicolls usíng K1eín-

Funham potentials to develop suitable wavefunctions for determing Frank-
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Condon densl-tfes. From the measured absorPt,lon coefficients they

deduced the varíation of the electronlc transition moment R" across

the continuum for the ground state leve1 vt' = 0. ExÈensíon of this

t,echnique \lras reported by All1son et aL (1971) for higher groutd state

vibratíonal levels, v" = 1 and v" = 2. A Èrial and error proceduret

in which R^ was allowed to vary slowly wíth r, \ras used to fínd a
e

plausible combination of the upper state potential V'(r) and n.(r)

that reproduced the measured absorption and emÍssion data. These resulÈs

were Lhen used to predlct the continuous absorption cross-sections for

the three lowest ground state vibrational levels. Their compuEed cross-

sections are illustrated in Figure 4.8.

More recentlS Julienne et aL (L976) have used mulÈi-configuraÈion

self consistent field r¿avefuncÈions Èo caleulate the transition moment

function necessary to ínterpreÈ the Schumann-Runge absorption cross-sections.

Their daÈa is di-fferent from that of Allisor et aL and Èhe reason l^7as

attributed to the procedure employed by the latter to fiË the upper state

poÈential Vt(r) beyond Èhe di-ssociation lÍmit. This staËe is not r¡ell

known and may have an inflectíon poinÈ so that the resulÈant Frank-Condon

densities will also be uncertai-n. Julienne et aL hence cautioned against

the extracEion of the transition moment from experímental data.

TheoreÈical calculations of absorption from the v" = 0 víbrational

level can be directly compared wíth experimental measurements of the cross-

sections at room temperature but at higher temperatures transitíons fron

excited vibration states must be considered. This can be done, if

roËational energy is ignored, as suggesÈed by Allison et aL (1971) ' by

weighÈing Ehe cont.ribution to the cross-section from each vibration state

aceording to its population, so that at temperature T and wavelength À ,
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1,, 
o*r,'(À) exP( - Gv"hc/kr)

o(T, ¡.) 4.4s

vtt
exp( - Gv,,hc/kT)

where G.r,, is the convenÈional spectroscopic constant (Herzberg,1950).

In particular, Os, O¡ and O2 are the cross-sections, illustrated in

Figure 4.8, of the ground sÈate, first and second excited sÈates

respectively.

b. NunwLca.L Va.Luu af Room Tenpelufunø

There is general agreement between different experimenters

about the magnitude of the Schumann-Runge continuum cross-sections at

room temperature. LaboraÈory measurements of the type described ín Section

l.3b are relatively straightfonrard, and Beer's law is observed Èo be

appropriaËe for data collecÈed over a wide range of pressures.

The three diffuse bands bethreen ]-25 and 135 nm were first

resolved by llatanabe et aL (L952, 1953) who also identified the asymnetry

of the absorption spectrum over the entire photodissociat,ion continuum. At

the wavelength for whích the absorption is a maximum, the cross-section was

reported to be 25i( lower than previous measurements whích had used

photographic absorption spectroscopy (Oitehburn and Heddle, 1953). l.Iatanabers

results r¿ere subsequently confirmed by additional photoelectric measurenents

(Huffrnan et aL, L964b; Metzger and Cook, L964; Blake et aL, L966; Hudson

et aL, 1966). In particular, Hudson et aL used a 2.2 metre monochromator

with a passband of 0.0075 nm to provide results wiEh a quoted systematic

error of only L7". New measurements have been made from 150 Eo 175 nm'

using a 6-met,re monochromator wiÈh 0.01 nm resolution (¡lake et aL, 1980).

In the wavelength region corresponding to the absorpÈion curves

of Section 4.5, tabulated numerical values of the oxygen absorption cross-

sectíons at room Èemperature have been provided by l^Iatanabe et aL (f953) 
'
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Iludson et aL (1966), Blake et aL (1966) and most recently by Èhe six-

met,re group at the Department of Physics, University of Adelaide (Blake

et aL, 1980). DaÈa from each experlmental group is plotted together in

Figure 4.9. At the wavelength corresponding to each absorption curve, Èhe

best estimate of the absorption cross-section oCfl was considered to be

the average of all experímental data ;

o(À) llor(À)l/N, N=4

Calculation of the sample standard deviatlon S according to

s'(À) = { t, [or(À) - o(r)]' ]/(N - 1)

enabled the uncertainËy A o(À) in thls average value to be estimated

since 
^ 

o(I) = s/y' ll . Numerical cross-section data and the resulÈs

of the averaging are lísted in Table 4.2.

c. Tønpeltafunø Døpøndøncø

It is possible Èo predict the naÈure of the temperature dependence

of the absorpÈion cross-section O(T, I) by considering Figure 4.8.

According Ëo Blake et aL (1980), as Èhe temperature increases from 300 to

600K, the temperature coeffícienË will be posítive or negative as Or (À)

is respectívely greater or less than Oo (À) . In particular, at abouÈ

140 nm and also at 157 nm, these Èwo cross-sections are equal and

there will be no temperature effect. Near 149 nrn Figure 4.8 indicates

that ot (f49) is some 103 times smaller than o0 (149) so a redistribution

of the ground stat.e populatÍon by 2%, correspollding to a EemperaËure

íncrease from 3OO to 6OOK, will cause a negaEive temperaÈure effect of

similar magnitude. For wavelengths greater than 157 nm, since Ol(À)

now exceeds Oo(À), â[ increasingly large positive temperature effect is
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I.Iavelength

nm

l'65.7

L67.I

168.3

170.5

l-71.2

T7L.4

L72.I

L72.9

173.4

L7 4.4

TABLE 4.2

Absorption cross-section Mb

Blake
et aL
(1e66)

1.96

1.60

1.31

0.88

0.73

0. 70

0. 60

0.48

0.42

0.33

Hudson
et aL
(le66)

1. 86

L.44

1.16

0.75

0.64

0.60

0.51

o.42

0.38

0.29

trrlatanabe
et aL

(les3)

1.88

L.45

1.18

0.75

0.68

0.65

0.57

0.48

o.42

0. 33

Average

1.88

L.47

1. 19

o.77

0.67

0.64

0.55

0.45

0.39

0. 31

Percent
Uncertainty

L.7

3.1

3.7

3.8

3.9

4.4

4.2

4.r

4.6

Blake
et aL
(1e80)

1. 81

1.39

1.10

0.72

o.62

0.59

0. 50

0.41

0.36

0.27

I4

Laboratory measurements of molecular oxygen absorption cross-
secÈions at room-temperature in the Schumarur-Runge continuum.
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Predicted.

Measurements of the absorption cross-sections o(T, À), for

T < 900K, have been made by Hudson et aL (1966) and by the group at the

University of Adelaide. Both sets of results are plotted in Figure 4.10

and for eomparison the average room temperature cross-sections calculated

in the prevlous section are i-neluded.

Using the first tr^ro terms of the sunnation in Equation 4.4, the

absorption cross-section can be expressed analytlcally as

o (T, À) -G +o _G hco

exp( - Gohc/kT) r exp( - crhc/kT)

The constant Gv,, is evaluated from the expression (Herzberg' 1950)

Gv,, = w"(vtt+L) w"x"(v" + n' * r.y.(v" + å)t

where, for the X3> state, the constanÈs have the following values;
c

I^7 1580.361, vt x = L2 .O7 3, 0.0s46.

Using Ehe numerical values Gs = 787.!7, Gr = Go * ÀG and AG = 1556.39 cnrlr,

Èhe expression for the absorption cross-section reduces to

o(T, À)
oo(L) + or(À) exp( - 2239.29lIl 4.5

1 + exp ( - 2239 .29 /T)

From the data of Blake et aL (f980), values of o(290, À) and 0(570, À)

were obtained by graphieal inÈerpolaEion of Figure 4.10 at the partícular

wavelengths of the absorption curves. AÈ room temperature o(270, X)

oo(À) so that Equation 4.5 can be solved by substituting 0(570' À) to

obtain the value of rhe constant or(À). Thís meant Èhat o(T, À) could

then be predicted, as a first approximation, at any temperature. For

l¡7 Ve-eeee
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evaluatlng this semi-empirical variat,ion of the absorption cross-sections

with tenpereÈure, the average room temPerature cross-Sectl-onsr aS

calculated in the previous section, Idere resubstiÈuted into EquaÈ1on 4.5,

and these results are displayed in Figure 4.11.

4.7 IÁOLECULAR OXYGEN ÑUI\IBER 
'EAISITIES

In deduclng oz densiÈies, the following analysis assumed

Ëhat the Schumann-Runge conÈínuum of molecul-ar oxygen is the domínant

absorber of F1ry flux be¡ween 140 and 175 nn. Absorptíon cross-secÈlons for

Oz , as discussed in Section 1.3, are such that Èhe requírement of

EquaÈÍon 2.8 was satisfíed. Absorption spectroscopy technlques developed

in Section 2.lc for monochromat,ic absorptíon by a single constítuent were

applied on assumPtion that the experímental absorption curves hlere

tsufficíentlyr monochromatic. Then uolecular oxygen densitíes were

determined directly from Èhe absorption curves generated from the spectral

scans, sinee rearranging Equation 2.10 expresses the density as

n(h) 1 dr (h, À) 4.6
r(tr) o(À) I(h, À) dh

F(h) is the optical depth factor and has been discussed in

Section z.Ib. Because of the large solar zeni-th angle when Ëhe Aerobee

was launched it \¡ras necessary to use Equatíon 2.J Eo determine F(h) as a

function of altitude. These calculations are provided in Appendix D, and

incorporated the use of height dependent zenith angles and scale heights

derived, using Equation 2.5,from Èhe O2 densities predicted by Jacchia

(L977) at the time of launch.

Numerical values for (1/I)dI/dh were obtained by differentiating

the analyÈical functions, Equation 4.1, det.ermined in Section 4.4c. The

most accurate densities derived from that part of the absorption curve where
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dl/dh was greatest. The altltude region for whÍch this raÈe of

at.tenuation lüas a maximum differed for each absorptfon curve. As

illustrated in Figure 4.L2, normalized absorptíon curves generated at

wavelengÈhs for which Èhe absorption cross-secÈion is large were dlsplaced

Èo higher altitudes wlth respect to those curves corresponding Èo weaker

absorpÈion.

For the absorption cross-sections, the values presented in

Secti.on 4.5 r¿ere used. Initially, room Ëemperature cross-sections were

incorporated in density determinatíon (Section 4.6a, below) then

perturbation of the results due to the temperature dependence of the cross-

sections was investigated (Section 4.6b, below).

a,. Ruutþs Áon Ro om T ømlcQ)-a.t uLø Cno,s ¿ - S ¿c.tio vu

Oz density profiles were extracted from each absorption curve

using Equation 4.6. At each alÈitude for which the density was determíned,

the uncertainty in the density was calculated from

a2a

+

+[
2

^r 
(À, h)

r (À, h)

Since the accuracy of Èhe opÈical depth facÈor approxímation

was given in SecÈion 2.1b as better than 2%, the relative error arisíng

from Ehe evaluation of the optical depth fact,or in Appendix D was taken

as LF/F = 37. and constant with altitude. Average absorption cross-

sections and their mean standard deviaÈions were determíned in Section 4.5

so that Lo/o r¿as better than 57" and díffered with wavelength (Table 4.2)

but not altitude.
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I(À, h) corresPonds Èo the raw signal and the assocíated

error rlras assumed to be the telenetry error, equivalent to 25 mV for

a t,elemetry ouÈput of 0 - 5V. Thís relaÈive error was less than I%

and decreased slowly wiËh alËitude as the signal i-ncreased.

Having ascribed telemetry errors to the raw signal, it was

supposed that the error |n the slope dl/dh derived only from the

numerical techniques used for its evaluation. As an estimate of the

magnitude of this error, the slope at the point of ínflection was

calculated graphieally and compared wíth the numerical value resultíng

from dlfferentiaÈing the fitted curve. At this poinÈ when dl/dh r¡Ias a

maxímun, the relative error was found to be about 2.57" so that the

derivat.ive at the inflection poínt of each curve \¡ras normalized to this

value. Consequently, on either side of the inflection point, the relative

error increased as the slope decreased in magnitude.

Once the standard deviation An(Àr, h) was evaluated for the

densities n(À,, h), deËermined at selected altitudes frorn individual

absorption curves (i = 1, 10), it was possible to obtain a weighted

average density profile. This was done according to

ì r(Àt, h) n(Àr, h)
n(h)

S (h)

ì t(Àr, tt)

w(À., h) = l/An(Àr, h)2

For this calculated average, Ehe sample standard deviation at altitude h

was determined from

Ð w(À. , tr) [n(),. , h)
a

)lN - n(h

(N- 1) Ð w(1., h)

and the uncertainty in the mean densiEy from

A nr (h) s (n) /V 10

N=10
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An additional uncertainÈy A nz(h) was ineorporated in the

density results to reflect Ëhe finite heíghÈ resolutlon associated with

each density esÈimate at a gíven altitude. Thls was obtalned from the

uncerÈainty in the altitude glven in Figure 4.6b. For the final

uncertainty in the 0z densiÈies ;

^ 
;(h) nl *Ànz

b Thø EÁÁ ec.t oÁ Tenrtett-a.ttnø Dørtøndence. ol tl'Le.

Ab,sonptíon C no ¿ ¿ - S eclio ru o n D øvt^ i,t t l C a'Lail-lt-Lo vt^

To i-ncorporate Èemperature dependent absorpÈion cross-sectíons

in aeronomic calculations, iÈ is necessary Ëo assume a Èemperature profile

of the atmosphere in the height region of interesE. Jacchia's (1977)

Ëhermospheric model was evaluated (Appendix E) for the temperature profíle

at Èhe tíme of the Aerobee launch. IÈ is plotÈed in Figure E.l,together with

the temperature profile of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, L976 r¿hich is

represenEative of more typical thermospheríc condítions.

The procedure for determining the Oz densities, described in

Section 4.7a, \¡ras repeaÈed but the temperature dependence of the absorpt.ion

cross-secÈíons, effectively a height dependence' was included. At each

altitude the temperature of Jacchia (1977) was used Èo calculate the

absorption cross-section from EquaÈíon 4.5, for each of the ten absorption

curves.

Oxygen densities deduced from the FUV spectrometer data, using

both room temperature absorption cross-sections and temperature dependenÈ

cross-sections, are gÍven in Table 4.3, In Figure 4.13 the results which

incorporated the temperaEure dependence of the cross-sections are plotEed,

r,ogether with the Oz densities predicted by Jacchia (1977) and CIRA L972.



ÎABLE 4.3 Molecular oxygen nuuber densities deduced from

FW spectrometer data.

AltiÈude

-kn

Room temperature
absorpÈion
cross-sections

TemperaÈure dependent
absorption
cross-sections

n(02)
-3cm

UncertainÈy
An(02) i4

n(0 z)
-3cm

UncerÈainty
An(02) 7"

103

105
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115

LL7
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L2L

t23
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L27

L29

13r
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14s

L47
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L59
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c. Di-tcttt,si-on oÁ thø Tanpe¡n'tune E{6eet'

In general, inclusion of the Èemperature dependence of the

cross-sections leads ¡s smeller numerlcal values for the oxygen densitíes.

AÈ 120 kn the thermosphere is approxinately at room temPerature and it is

above this alÈitude that the temperature dependenee was observed to become

ímportant. By 145 kn the temperature, according to profile (b) of Fígure

E.1, is 536K and the room temperature cross-secÈíons yielded densities

r^rhich were 11% hígher than those derived from temperature dependent cross-

sections. AÈ 165 krn the densities were overestimated by 23% when the

temperature effect was not included.

The importance of using the temperature dependent absorption

cross-secËions in Èhese calculations rüas subsÈantiated by an observed

decrease in the weighted mean standard deviation of the densities obtained

using absorption at different wavelengths when Ëhe temperature effect was

included. This implies that the densitíes predicËed individually by each

of the ten absorption curves were in better agreement with each other

because the temperature dependence of the cross-secÈíon varies with

wavelength.

IÈ can be seen from Figure 4.I4 that the oxygen densities obtained

from the absorption data are sensitive to the difference bet\^/een the

temperature profiles shovm in Figure E.1. At an altitude of 145 klr the

EemperaËure from profile (a) gave densiÈies which we'te 57" less than those

obÈained using profíle (b) while at 165 km the difference increased

to l-L:l. The Aerobee h/as launched during a period of low solar activity

(Fro. t = 82 x 10-22I,I¡n-'Hz, K_ = l-) aÈ a Eime (0636 hours local time) when'p

the diurnal variation of the thermospheric temperat.ure \^Ias near its

minimum. These conditions are reflected in the lower temperaLure profíle

of (b) compared to profile (a) which rePresents more typical conditions.
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In Flgure 4.L4, the Oz densítles derived from the tenPerature

dependent analysis are compared r¿ith Èhe average measurements of tt¡o

types of broad band lon chambers (QT : 156-165 nru, SX : L42.5-L49 nn)

flown on the Aerobee rocket. Investigation of the temPeraÈure effect on

the QT results indicat,ed 3% decrease in the density aÈ 145 kn (Davis,

1980). Since the temperature coefficienÈ for the cross-sectÍon at the SX

chamber wavelengÈhs is small and negative (Blake et aL' 1980), Ëhe average

densiËy calculations shown in FÍgure 4.14 were relatively insensitive to

temperature. At 145 krn Èhe FIIV specÈrometer results are I37. higher

than the ion chamber densitíes. Since the assoclaÈed uncertaÍnËy for the

specÈrometer results at this altitude ís ! 157., when the error of the

ion chamber results is applied, the results from these two independent

Eechniques indícate substantíal agreemenÈ. However, this cannot be said of

the densities derived using room temperature cross-sections, since aÈ

145 km they are 297" higher than the ion chamber results.

It must be concluded that the Èernperature dependence of the

molecular oxygen absorption cross-section in the Schumann-Runge continuum

should not be neglected in evaluation of atmospheric absorption and that it

is imporEanÈ Eo choose the most appropriate temperature profile.

4.8 INTERPRETATIrJN OF THE RESULÍS

An atternpt to interpret the available molecular oxygen data

betr¿een 100 and 200 km in terms of geophysical parameters (local time,

latitude, season, solar radio flux, geomagnetíc activity) has been reported

bv Offermann (1974). In addition, some experimenters have provided a

cr.nparison of their measurements of Oz with a selection of other results

(Ackerman et aL, L974; Carver et aL, L974; Carver et aL, I978a) and
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alnost every published profÍ.le has been referenced Èo one or other of the

thermospheric models, usually Jacehia (1971) or CIRA 1972 whtch

incorporated Jacchta (1971) .

The pronínent feaÈure that emerges from the liÈerature i.s Èhe

wide scatÈer of the daEa, and some examples of this have been provlded by

Figures 3.27, 3.28 and 3.31. I,Ihile part of this variation undoubtedly

reflecÈs real geophysical ehanges, the conÈribution of instrumental biases

must be acknowledged. Offermannts analysis concluded that Oz seasonal

variaÈions at 150 kn are very small, and slíghÈly more pronounced at

120 km. An asymmetric diurnal vari-ation is apparent at 150 km, but less

so at I2O kn. Geomagnetic effecÈs are small, and there is no obvíous

regular response to dÍfferent solar radio fluxes. IÈ must be concluded

that, while oxygen densiÈies do indeed vary, Èhe trends are as yet obscure

and have defied analytic formulation on the basis of ínfrequent measurements'

using techniques with unknown bíases.

The 02 profile from the FIIV spectrometer experímenÈ is

compared, in Figure 4.15, with three other profiles, chosen because the

appropriate experimental parameters more nearly approached those of the

spectrometer measurement than other profiles reported in the 1íterature.

They also, incidently, are in best agreement.. Table 4.4 provides the

relevant information for the differenÈ measurements. Eaeh of the 0z

profiles in Fígure 4.16 is the result of an absorption measurement at I¡/ave-

lengths for which only Oz contributed to the observed extinctíon. At

6.7 hours prior to launch, the geomagnetic activity varied by no more than

a K_ increment of 1.6, and the range of the calculated exospheric
p

temperature was only 145 K. Al1 are mid-latitude measurement.s, but at

different seasons. For all except profile B, the zenith angle \^/as greater

Ehan 84'.
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ÎABLE 4.4 Comparlson of geophysical Paraneters for olcygen

profile measurements Figure 4.L5.

A DcB

Reference Ackerman
et aL
Qe74)

Higgins &

Heroux
(Le77 )

GarrioÈt
et aL
Íe77)

Aerobee

Identifi-
catlon

Date

LocaÈion

Latitude

Season

Universal
Time

Loca1 Time

Zenith
Angle

Fro.z

Ko(-6 hrs)

s84

28 .2.72

Sardinia

3go 36 rN

l,Iinter

0654

gg.g'

L24.5
(Average)

3

91_3K

145 &

171 nm
monochrom.
absorptn.

Spring

23.4.74

![hlte Sands

32" 24tN

Spring

1802

1102

24"

74

4+

853K

145 nm
broad
band
absorptn.

30.7 .73

SaÈe11ite

36o S (?)

Winter

o4s4 2L06

sunrase 0636

goo 94.5'

FW Spect.

2L.2.77

I¡loomera

300 56 'S

Sumner

77
(Average)

3

768K

L65.7 -
L74.4 nm

monochrom.
absorptn.

Texo

Experiment
Description

86 .1

3to4

800K

103.2 &

133.5 nn
monochrom
absorptn.
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Betlreen 130 and 150 kn Èhe excellent agreement of Èhe four

results confirms Offermannts eoncluslon that Èhere is litÈle seasonal

variation at 150 kn, but contradicts the supposition of a sÍ-gniflcant

diurnal variation since although profiles A, C and D were measured aÈ

sunrise, B tras at mid-morning. Belors 130 krn, especlally between 100

and 110 km, wide variabílity and anomalous structure have been reported

by a number of workers (Lockey et aL, L969; Tlmothy et aL' L972;

Atreya et aL, L976; Garriott et aL' 1977; Trinks et aL' 1978), so the

observed differences here are probably real. It may not be coincidental

thaÈ below 130 kur measurements made ín the same hemispheres agree with

eaeh other. l"Iayr et aL (L976) have observed such a hemispheric asyrnmetry.

At 120 ko the Oz density at mid to high northern winter latítudes was

reporÈed to be a factor of two higher than at low southern summer

latítudes. Since their measurements occurred when the average Fro.z I^tas

80 and the average *O r^ras 3, Ehey should be relevant for the daÈa base

in Table 4.4. Comparison of the data of Ackermann et aL (1974) (profile A,

Figure 4.f5) with the data from the FUV sPecÈrometer (profile D '
Figure 4.f5) confi-rms their resulÈs.

Above 150 km the divergence of the data is probably an artifact

of the absorption technÍ-que, the most. reliable measurements being provided

by absorption at 145 nm, with the largest zeníth angle. This corresponds

ro profile A, Figure 4.15 (Ackerman et aL, L974). Depending on the

relative contributions to the reported average result by respective

absorption at 145 nn and 171 nm, inclusion of Èhe Eemperature effecE

may reduce Ëhe densities and improve the agreement with the other profiles.

At 171 nm the absorpËion cross-section increases by 30%, from 0.618 I'fb to

0.808 I'lb, as the temperature increases from 290 K to 570 K.

Offermannrs investigation of the seasonal and diurnal variations

of molecular oxygen at l2O km and 150 km are reproduced in Figure 4-L6,
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and the present results have been included. Sfnce Èhen, new data at

150 kn has increased the number of measurements from 28 to 42, of

which 18 are from absorption spectroscopy techniques. A survey of the

more recenÈ experiments, not consldered by Offermann (f974), is provlded

in Table 4.5.

The Aerobee spectromet,er resulÈ aÈ 150 kn is well belor¡ the

ne\{ average of 2.4 t 0.1 x 10e crn-3 and the densities at 120 km are

also lower Èhan the average. t{hile Ëhe most plausible explanaÈion is the

diurnal effect, evident in Figure 4.I6b, iÈ ís possíble Èhat Èhe average

value might be too hígh, reflective of data from mass sPectrometers in

which recombined atomlc oxygen has contributed to the measurement. An

indication that thís rnight be so ís provided by the followíng comparíson.

At 150 km, Offernann (1974) reporÈed the concentraÈion of molecular oxygen

to be 2.56 x 10e cm-3 which is higher than the FIIV spectrometer value of

1.84 x lOecm-3. For atomic oxygen Èhe average density of L.22 x lOrocm-3

is lower than the Aerobee result of 1.5 x 101ocm-3. According to

Offermannfs values the average total oxygen concentration at 150 km is

1.73 x 1010crn-3, which is slightly lower than the Aerobee value of

1.87 x 1O10cm-3 but certaínly in better agreement than either of the

índividual data for Oz or 0.

The apparently irreconcilable disagreement between mass

spectronetry and absorption spectroscopy investigations of thermospheric

molecular oxygen was typified by the comparison of the two techniques

reported by Ackerrnan et aL (L974). As discussed in Section 2.3b, the mass

spectrometer measured 0z densities 757" ln1-gtrer Èhan those provided by

the absorption analysis. The lat,ter are seen in Fígure 4.15 to be in

excellent agreement with the present spectrometer results.

Kayser (1980) has very recently reported that the molecular oxygen

densities at both 150 km and 120 krn are inversely dependent on the



TASLE 4.5 RecenÈ measurements of uolecular o)çygeri number

density aÈ 150 kn.

Reference Type Lat Local
Tíue

Fro'z *n 
Ttlåì",.'

Ackerman
et aL, 1974

28.2.72

s84
s84
s90

I]V
MS

MS

40N
40N
40N

o654
0654
LO47

L43
L43
L43

1.9
3.33
2.7 8

3
3-
3

Norton & Roble,
L974
Aug-Sept. L97L

W
Sat.

rnid PM
twilighË

average
quiet

r10 3.0

trleeks , L975
5 .10.71
A07.913 UV 38N sunset 106 2.2 2 .78

Nier ¿ú aL,L976

Feb-June ,I974 míd sunset 70 to moderate 3.1
90

t{s
Sat

Garriott et aL,
L977

30.7 .73 36s(?) 0454 86.1 3 1.5UV
Sat

Higgins &

Heroux, L977

23.4.74 Spring

2.LL.73 Fall
W
UV

32N

32N

LLO2

LL32

74

83

IL2 2.0

1.5 2.0

Trinks et aL ,
r978

29.6.74 Ascent
Descent

38NMS

MS 38N
1514
1514

83
83

2.7
2.35

4.L
4.L

Carver et aL,
I978a

Lr.r2 .72 (sl.100s)

23.4.74 (SL12o7)

lIV

UV

30s

30s

09 30

1033

105

73

1

4
+

1.9

3.4

Aerobee

2L.2.77 lIV 30s 0636 82 3 1.84
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Fro.z index. At 120 lcn, as Fro.z varies from 70 to 150 x 1022hfd2

Hz-r the Oz concenÈratíon decreases by about 30%. These eonclusions

derived from satellite meesurements for the ratio ozl$z and also from

a re-analysis of virtually the same daÈa base used by Offermarur (L974),

wlth Èhe addition of some of the ner,¡ data listed in Table 4.5.

In his i-nvestigation of seasonal and diurnal ehanges, Offermann

(Lg74) consldered densities measured over a wide range of Flo.z values'

Likewise, the results used by Kayser (1980) to confirm a functional

relationship between Oz concentrations and Fro.z indlces' hlere made at

rnany different times of day. Although the data base ís small, it was

atÈempted to seParate the diurnal and solar activity effects to see if

changes induced by solar activity are more pronounced at differenÈ times

of day. For this purpose ttre 42 available Oz density measurements r,rere

separated into two groups according Èo whether Lhe Fro.z index was

greater than or less than 120. Each grouP t¡tas anaLyzed for diurnal

variaÈi-ons by following Offermannfs procedure of averagíng over 4 hours.

All the data is ploÈted in Figure 4.I7a as a function of Fro.z and

labelled by a diurnal tag. The predictions of Kayser (f980) are íncluded,

and the data points omitted in his analysis, because of greater than

moderate geomagneÈic activity or a high latitude parameter' are identified'

The results of the diurnal averaging for both active and quiet solar

conditions are listed in Table 4.6 and plotted in Figure 4.L7b. lühile the

diurnal variation identified by Offermann (Figure 4.16b) is evídent in

both sets of daEa, the conclusions of Kayser (f980) apPear to be contradicted

at 150 km for Ëhe sunlit atmosphere. It must be noted that the average

density measurement when the Fro.z value is less than LzO is higher

than when Fro.z i-s greater than l2O, and from thís iË could be deduced

that rnolecular oxygen densities are inversely dependent on solar activity.

However, Figure 4.17b suggests that at local times between 0600 and 1400
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TABLE 4.6 InvestigaÈ1on of Èhe dÍurnal variatlon of
molecular o)<ygen number densl-ties at 150 kn

r¡nder two conditions of solar activity.

Local
Time -

hours

0-4

4-8

8-L2

L2-L6

16-20

Total
Nunber

Average of
Total

Average
Density
x 10e crn-3

Average
Densíty
x 10e cm-3

Fro.z < ]-20 Fro.z > 120

No. No.

1

I

2.56 3 1.75 ! 0.26

2.33 ! O.24 4 2.43 t 0. 30

2.80 10.39 3 2.92!O.29

2.3810.10 5 2.5210.38

2.65 t 0.19 2 L.94 10.04

6

5

5

25 L7

2.53 t 0.13 2.37 ! 0.L7
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hours, the dependence l-s ama1l and in Ehe reverse directlon.

It is difficult to confirm or refute the FlIv sPecÈrometer

measurement on the basis of Èrends which have not yet been properly

qualified, but the agreenent wíth simultaneous measuremenÈs by l-on

chambers (Appendix A) and with other experiments duríng slnilar geophysical

conditions (Figure 4.15) afford general confirmation that it r¡as reliable,

and hence that 1t provides one more sample of themospherÍc molecular

oxygen densities, adding to a very sParse data base.
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CHAPTER FIVE

AæORpTTON OF MITDLE ULTRAVTOLTT

RADTATÍON ßV OZONE

5.1 n.nR?Ducrr(cv

Mlddle ultravfoleÈ radiatlon is harmful to life, and the

ímportance of aÈmospherie ozone as a strong absorber of this radiation,

preventing ít from reaching the earthts surface, has long been recognized.

Ithether or noÈ pollutants, oríginatíng in Èhe troposphere and diffusing

up to the straÈosphere, are effecting irreversible ozone depletíon 1s at

present uncertaín, and aspects of this potential environmental threat

have been díscussed frequently and enÈhusiasÈically in Èhe literature,

for example, by Crutzen et aL (1978), Ellsaesser (1978), Gribbin (1979) 
'

Thrush (L979), Panofsky (1980), Pyle and Der¡,¡ent (1980) and Allaby and

Lovelock (1980).

Since the firsË Èheoretical postulation of atmospheric ozone by

Chapman (f930), Èhe photochemistry of the sÈratosphere and mesosphere has

been refined and advanced by many rsorkers to include numerous complex

reactions between ozone and free radíca1s, some of which have been described

in Section 1.4. In sunmary, ozone is formed by atomíc oxygen recombíning

wiÈh molecular oxygen in the presence of a third body. This occurs in the

sÈratosphere and mesosphere where aÈomic oxygen is produced by photo-

dissociatlon of molecular oxygen in the Schumann-Runge bands and llerzberg

continuum, respect.ively. Destruction of ozone arises parËly from its

phoÈodlssociation by radiation at wavelengths less than 1.08 ¡-tm,

especially MW radiation which is the origín of sÈratospheric heating, and

partly via chemical acÈivíty lnvolving oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine

and possibly bromine radicals.
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or¡er Èhe pasÈ decade, investlgaËlons of the dlstrlbutions of

ozoîe and other minor uPper atmosphere consÈiÈuents have expanded beyond

the initial photochemical schemes which lncorporated only oxygen and

hydrogen famllies (Ilunt, L966; Crutzen, L969; Leovy, L969; Nicolet'

L97L; IlesstvedÈ, 197L3 thomas and Bowman, L972) Èo include niËrogen

species (Crutzen, L97l; t{hiÈËen and lurco, L974; Shimazaki and Ogawa,

Lg74) and, more recently, chlorlne eompor:nds (I,trofsy and McElroy' L974;

Nicolet, L975; Johnson and Podolske, l-978; Wofsy, 1978). So too has

the importance of the transport t.erm in the continuity equaÈion for some

species become aPparenÈ, and atmospheric models have attempted to account

for this in one dimension (shlmazaki and Lalrd, L97O; Ilunt, L97l-',

Moreels et aL, Lg77), Ewo dimenslons (visconEi et a.L' 1980; Harwood, 1980)

and three dímensions (London and Park, L974; Cunnold et aL, 1980;

Mahlnan et aL, 1980) with varying degrees of complexlty, generally

inversely proportional to the exÈent of the photochemical scheme'

Additionally, for the minor species to be adequately modelled requires

inclusion of Rayleigh scaÈtering and ground albedo effects on the photo-

dissociat.ion rates, particularly when determining the distríbutions of NO

and 0H (VisconËi et aL, f9S0) and, since Èhe 0H produced by the reaction

of H wiÈh 03 is preferentíally excited, it is necessary for the photo-

chemístry to accorrtrodate these di-fferent exciÈed vibratíonal levels

(Moreels et aL, L977).

I,Iíth the idenÈification of anEhropogenic sources of the naturally

occurring species which partícipate in catalyÈic cycles that destroy

ozone in an unpolluÈed atmosphere have come predictions by the models of

possible future permanent ozone depleLion. Calculations have indicated that

ozone will be red.uced by emíssions of No* from high flying aircraft

(HessÈvedt, :-;g74), the use of fertilízers which effect an increase in NzO
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via denitrLflcation (Johnston, I977a) and the presence of C1 and C10'

arising from the photodissociation, by radiation of wavelengths from 195

to 225 nm, of CîzCLz and CFCI¡, ÈransporÈed up from the troposphere

(Molína and Rowland, L974; Stolarski and Cicerone, L974; Crutzen, 1974).

The nagnitude of Èhe ozone reductions predicted by these lnlÈial

calcula¡ions have since been revised, following relnvestigation of the

photochemical reacÈíon schemes. In the case of Èhe NO* cycle, the

impetus for this r¿as the absence of observaÈional evídence for long term

ozone depletion following the injecÈíon of NO* into Èhe atmosphere during

Èhe nuclear tests of the 1950's and 1960's (Johston, L977b; Chang et aL,

LgTg). In parÈicu1ar, an lncrease by a factor of 40 in the rate of Èhe

reactíon

HOz+NO+NOz+OH 5.1

represented a much stronger interference betsween the NO* and HO*

catalyÈíc ozorre destruction cycles that considerably reduced their

individual effects. As a consequence, NO* additions to Èhe sÈratosphere

are nor{ thought Eo lead to decreasing ozone concentrations above 25 kn

but í-ncreasing concentrations below, so Èhat total ozone may well increase

(CruÈzen, 1979).

Hoqrever, the rat,e of the reaetíon 5.1 appears to have rnagnif ied

the importance of CIX in the photochemieal scheme, since additional OH

implies that Èhe reacËion

OH+HCL+HzO+CI

will be more frequent, causing a larger fraction of ClX to be present,

rather than HCI which does not attack odd oxygen (Crutzen, L979;

Borucki et aL, f980). An increase in the raÈe of the reaction

HOz + 0¡ -> 2Oz + OH

has a simílar effect. But, just as the reaction 5.1 inhibits the

5.2
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catalytic agillÈy of NO* and HO* to desÈroy ozone' so too is the

effect of odd nitrogen and ozone-active chlorine compounds reduced by

the formation of the inert reservoir chlorine nitrate C10N0z (Boruckí

et aL, 1980). As Crutzen (1979) has emphasized, the realization that

chemical interacEions beÈr¿een ClX, HX and NX reacÈant grouPs are

critlcal aspects of middle atmosphere photochemistry has increased the

difficulty in predicting Èhe effect of these substances on ozone and on

one another. For example, because of reactions 5.1 and 5.2, the role of

HzO may be found Èo be more imporÈant so thaÈ water vapour injection from

high flying aircraft may yet be considered anoÈher pollutant.

The follor¿ing scenario for possible ozorLe depletion by chloro-

fluoromethanes is from the recent two-dimensional model of Borucki et aL

(f980) : by 1990, global and seasonal average ozone depletion is

calculated to be 3.57", with the reduction greater by 5OZ in polar regions

Èhan in the equatorial region. This ís because the srnaller optical depth

at the equator enables increased photodíssociation of molecular oxygen

which nearly compensaÈes for the loss of odd oxygen due to reactions of

C10 and Cl. However, this self healíng is not so effective aÈ higher

lat,iÈudes since here the optical depth is much greaÈer. A sÍmilar

latitudinal profíle of the ozone depletion hras reported by Pyte (1980)

who also noted thaÈ, on a vertical sca1e, maximum depletion would occur

at about 40 km.

The ext,ensive network of uncertainties inherenÈ in large scale

atmospheric models has prompted inquiríes into their general credibilíty

(Ellsaesser, L978; Ehhalt et aL, L979; PraÈher et aL, L979) and

sensítívity to parameters such as reaction rates and products, boun<lary

conditions, solar intensities and photolysis cross-sections (Butler, 1978).

Ultimately, their validity will be determined by the availability of
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rellabl-e data on the dlsÈrlbuÈlons and net,ural variabtlity of the

aÈmospheric species whLch are being nodelled, and this |s true for active

species such as NO, HO, ClO and Or as well as for 03 '

The dependence of ozone densiÈies on solar lnput to the

atmosphere iniÈiaËes seasonalr latiÈudinal and diurnal variations which

have been observed experimengally (l^Iatanabe and Tohmatsu, 1976; London

et aL, L977; De Luisi et aL, L979; Hilsenrath et aL' 1979b) and broadly

predicEed by atmospherie models (Shimazaki and Laird, L970, 1972;

Thomas and Bownan, 1972; Shinazaki and ogawa, 1974; Park and London,

1974; i.Iuebbles and Chang, l1g75; Herman, L979). Characteristics of thls

variability have been described by Dütsch (L974). In particular, Èota1

ozone exhíbíts a subpolar spring maximun lÀtith a mlnimum near the equaÈor'

all through the year. For the vertical distri-bution, the seasonal

variations in a first approximatfon are produeed by changes on the lower

stsratosphere, reflective of the total ozone. Going to hígher latítudes,

the height of the maximum density decreases and the concentratlon of Èhis

maximum inereases. Diurnally, there is a nighttíme maximum ín the

mesosphere.

AddÍtíonally, natural ozone variaËions may arise from changes

in solar activity (Frederick, L977; Penner and Chang, 1978; Blackshear

and Tolson, L978; London and Reber, LgTg; Fishman et q,L' L979) and

general fluctuations ín the stratospheric components which react with

ozone and each other (Finger et aL, L976). As yet, the available data

base is unable t.o províde concluslve correlaEions but thís natural

variability nay be a useful precursor for meteorology (liekinson' 1975b;

Herman and Goldberg, 1978; Pollack et aL' 1979).

Identification of possíble anthropic effects on atmospheric

ozone requires regular moniÈoríng of the ozone densitles wíth precision

greater than the expecÈed ehanges, coupled with a quantitatively well
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deflned appreciatlon of ozoiets natural variabÍlity. I,Ilth currently

available measurement techniques this uay be dlfftcult, if not impossible'

in Èhe near future. For example, chlorofluoromethanes have been predlcted

to reduce the total ozone by 0.35i¿ Per year (Borucki et aL, 1980) and,

alÈhough HLLL et aL (L977) have claimed thaÈ iÈ 1s posslble to detect e

change of 0.267" persisting over six years, Èhe masking effect of

nitrogen pollutants may mean Èhat permanent Èrends are not, identl-fied for

much longer than this. l,Iith regard to changes in the vertical ozone

profile, the monitoring network ls signÍflcantly less developed.

Satellite BIIV measurements near 50 km, aequíred over a Èwo year period,

r¡rere recently report,ed to be consistently lower, by 4% to L67", than data

from rground ÈruÈhr rockets (McPeters, 1980). The maximr:.m ozone reduction

is expeeted to occur near 40 km, at high latítudes, duríng winter-spring'

iuplyíng a need to focus data acquisi¡ion here. However' BUV data,

limited by large solar zenÍth angles, does not make such measurements and

the resul¡s of scanÈy rocket investigatíons are highly variable (Hilsenrath,

1980) and noÈ easily lnterpreted in Èerms of the dynamics, radiation and

photochemistry of the atmosphere which, at high latitudes' apPear to be

more complícated.

The experiments described in this chapter formed a very small

part of a campaign of íntensive observation of mid latitude atmospheric

ozone, using almost all of Èhe currenÈly available measuremenÈ techníques

(Sundararamatt et aL, f980). Rocket absorption specÈroscopy exPeriments'

primarily with broad band MIIV photometers carried on spínning rockets,

have provided information abouÈ ozoners vertical distríbution for over 15

years. However, the resultant data base, like that pertainlng to other

atmospheric species (Chapters 3 and 4), is sparse and, símilarly, potential

ínformation about real variability is concealed by instrument imprecisíon.
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This is especially true of the verÈical ozone distrlbution during the

nighttlme, for whl-ch recent measurements appeer Èo confllct.

5.2 SOIÁR /'IUV FLIJX I,IEASUREMEI\JTS

Early investlgations of MIIV solar flux were conducEed at NRL, ln

particular by PurceLI et aL (1963) with an echelle rocket spectrograph

of Littrow type mounting. From photoelectric spectra with 0.003 nn

resolution, they estimated Ehe existence of a total of 4000 Fraunhofer

lines between 22O arrd 300 nm, and establÍshed wavelength ldentification

accurate to approximately 0.001 nn.

No further rocket measurements of the Mlry solar flux were

reported until Èhe experÍmenÈal results of BroadfooÈ (L972) who used a

l-netre Ebert-Fastie specÈromeEer with a pre-disperser Èo scan the r^rave-

lengÈh region 170 to 350 nn. Since wavelength errors were t 0.3 nm,

the more accuraÈe NRL spectrum rtras used to establish a wavelength scale.

InÈensities nere presented with 10% accuracy in 0.1 nn intervals and

also averaged over I nm. Excellent relative agreement beÈween the two

spectra r¡ras reported, with Broadfootrs Íntensities being less than those

of NRL in the region 25O to 260 nm.

Other estimates of the solar MIIV flux include balloon

measurements by Simon (L974) which were 407" lower than previ-ous balloon

measurements by Ackerman (1971) and also lower than BroadfooÈts results,

except, for 226 to 230 nn where Ëhe agreement was within 15%. Satellite

measuremenÈs have been made of solar irradi-ances at Èen discrete wavelengths

between 25O and 350 nn by Heath (L973). Thekaekara et aL (1969)

obtained measuremenÈs from an aircraft and presented tables of

irradiances int.egrated over 5 nm, based on an average of data from four

instruments.
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In a reviels of irradiation solar flux ueasurenents, Simon (1978)

has recornmended the rocket measuremenÈs of Broadfoot as the mosÈ rellable

contribution covering eontl-nuously Èhe most inportant wavelengÈh reglon

for the phot,odissoclation of ozone.

5 3 ONrcAL OZONE DETECTORS

slnce ozone, in Èhe Hartley band, is the princÍpal absorber of

MUV radiaÈion, knowledge of the ozone absorption cross-sectíon in this

region together r¿ith the measured inÈensíËy change with altitude of a

source of MUV radiat,ion enables dírect determination of the ozone number

densities. For monitoring MJV radíation from both the sun and Èhe moon'

ozone detectors consisÈing of broad band MIIV photometers were flown on a

number of spin-stabilized rockeÈs. Broad band absorption spectroscoPy

teehniques have been described in Sectior- 2.Le and ex¡mples of similar

experiments I^tere included in Section 2.3d.

&. Dattt)nø )zonø Expwínent

The daytime ozone experiment shown in Figure 5.1 consisted of

two photometer channels with peak responses aÈ Èhe MW wavelengths 257 '5

and 282.5 nm, and a third visible phoÈometer channel at 375 nm to monitor

the background. Design details indícating the arrangemenÈ of the

photometers in the detecEor block are shown in Figure 5.2a. The cross-

sectíon of each photometer ehannel, Figure 5.2:L, consisted of an appropriate

filter for transmitt.ing the requíred solar flux, an ultravíolet enhanced

PIN diode (uDT PIN rO/W) for detecEing this radiaÈion and a logarithmic

amplifier (Analog Devices 755P) whích was capable of five decades of pre-

t,elemetry signal arnplification and provided ouÈput signals corresponding

to currents in Èhe range 10-lo to lo-s amP'

To provide sufficient definition of the flux received by the tr¡o

MUV phoEome¡ers, the bandwidth of each of Èhese channels was narro\¡¡

(approximately 10 nm), as defined by a multilayer dielectric interference
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fllter (ponfret Research Optics Inc.). Use of Èhese fLlters was

complicated by the presence of leakage bands, the resldues of the

transmlttance slde bands ¡¡hich have only been partly suppressed in

manufacËure (Basher, L977). Such bands were observed on e1Èher side of

the nomlnal peak, at 23O and 400 nm approxinately, and were suppressed

by the addition of Corning 7-54 glass. The remaining vislble and

infrared leakage l¡/as measured to be less than O.l% of the peak

transmittance. However, because Èhe pin díode specÈral sensitivity was some

6 times higher at 900 nm than at 250 nm, and since the solar irradiance

increases rapidly with wavelength, it was suspected that the ínÈegrated

signal upward of 300 nn would not be exactly zero' resulting in a

measurable background. This was conflrmed by observing the detector

signal due to direct. sunlíght. Solar radiation of wavelengths less than

300 nn ís filtered out by the atmosphere and the radiation upward of

3OO nn which ls transmiEted to the ground caused a measurable sígnal of

the order of 10-8 amp which effectively reduced the dynamic range of the

logarithmic aurplifiers from five to three decades. The photometer channel

at 375 nm, comprised of Corning 7-54 and Corning 7-39 glass' lras included

in the detector to monitor any variation with altitude of the solar flux

beyond the Hartley band wavelengths. Figure 5.3 illustrates the relaÈive

transmíEtances of the filters and glass, as measured by a Perkin-Elmer

137UV spectroPhotometer in the laboraËory.

To accommodate the variety of zenith angles encountered by

launches at different times of the day, provision was made for varying the

tlookr angle of the detector block from 45" Èo 90o, in 5o incremenEs,

relaEive to the rocket spin axis. Figure 5.4 shows how the experiment

r{ras mounÈed in the rocket. Construction material was aluminium and the

weight r^ras approximately 2 kg.

Power requirements for the experiment were + 28V at 250 mA'
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swftched ON wtth vehlcle Polller. Wlth reference Èo Èhe electrical

dlagram, Flgure 5.5, a DC-DC convertor (A/D 945) was used to isolate the

experimenÈal rails from tie teLemetry system and to eliminate possible

ground loops. Detector block temperature sras monitored with a National

LX 5600 temperature Èransducer, operated wlth an external Zenet diode'

since extreme temperature changes may effect Èhe fílter and Èhe detector

characteris t,ícs .

Because Èhe photometer response varied with the angle of the

íncídent radiation it was necessary to know the angle between the sun and

the rocket spin axis. This infomation was provided, in digítal f orm, by

a Solar Aspect Sensor (Bayshore System Model SS-11) mounÈed on the rocket

spin axls.

b. Nígh.ttirne )zone, Expenínett

For nighËtime ozone measurements the moon was used as a source

of MIIV radiation. The lunar flux is some 104 times less than the solar

flux (Carver and Horton, L967) so it hras necessary to replace the pin

dlodes used for the daytime experiment with more sensitive ultraviolet

deteetors. Ruggedized EMI Q89734 phoÈomultipliers were located behind

each filÈer and dynode amplificaLion ensured that the sígnal reaching the

log arnp was in the same rnagnitude range as that provided by the pin

diodes which are single sÈage devices. The fronÈ face of the nighttíme

detec¡or block and a cross secÈional view of a phoÈometer channel are

indicated in Figure 5.6. The photonultiplier and its dynode resistance

chain, which operated aÈ high voltage, hrere vacuum potted in Dow Corning

Silicon EncapsulaEe RTV 3120 then activated under vacuum to check that

there r¡Ias no corona discharge.
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Slnce the photomultipller sensitivlty peaked aÈ 205 nn and

was negligible in the Í-nfrared, it was unnecessary Èo monitor in fltght

the background signal. So the vlsible charurel of the daytine experiment

was replaced, for the night flight, with an addttlonal MUV sensitive

channel, centred at 272.5 nm. The fulIy assembled nighÈtine experiment,

consisÈing of three complete detecÈor blocks, each wíEh three MW photo-

meters, 1s seen in Figure 5.7. Located on each detector block, as

indícaEed in Figure 5.7, was a quadrant aspect sensor comprised of a PIN

diode (UDT PINSPOT 4D) behind a square mask. From the ratios of the

various quadrant signals, the angle beÈween the moon and the rocket spin

axis could be determined.

Figure 5.8 is the electrical díagram for the nighttlme

experiment. To prevent, noisy phoÈomultiplier dark currents' due to

vehicle induced vlbration of the dynodes, the high voltage r^las turned ON

after motor burnout and after Ëhe doors had been ejeeÈed. This swítching

was achieved with a twin coil magnet.ic latchíng relay, located in Èhe

high voltage line, actlvaÈed by a + 28V pulse of a fer.r millisecond

d,uration. The high voltage was monitored throughout flíght and

thermistors $rere locaËed on each detector block for monitoring in-flight

temperatures.

5.4 CALTBRATTON

Broad band absorptíon spect.roscopy requires knowledge of the

relative specÈral response of the detector (Section 2.Ie). Additional

absolute calibrat.ion, though noÈ essential, is useful for predicting the

maximr¡m detector signal during flight. Conversely, from experimental data

when the detector is above the absorbing layer, an estimaEe of the

absolute integrated solar flux wiÈhin the wavelength interval defined by
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the detectorrs resPonse 1s posslble.

a. 0 e.teeLo n Spec.t¡a'L Ru po ru e

The spectral responses of the MIIV phoËometers for Èhe nine

detectors r¡ere deternined using a L/3rd metre Hilger IÙaÈt monochromator

of 0.3 nn resolution to disperse light from an incandescent bulb. The

relative spect,ral dlsÈribution of the lamp, whích radiated approxlmately

as a black body at 2400oK, was measured wíth an EMI 543P-09-00 photo-

díode, absoluÈely ealibrated at the Natíonal Bureau of Standards,

l,Iashington D.C. A correct.íon for the l¡mp specËrum was applied to the

laboratory signal from the phoÈometer, to obÈain the best estimate of the

relative spectral resPonse.

Then, by placing the detectors on a rotatable table,

addítional spectral response curves rrere generated for different angles of

incident radÍation. This calibratiorì. r¡ras necessary because when detectors

are carried on non-pointed rocket vehicles the angle beEween Èhe radiation

source and the normal of the detector surface may never be zeror or even

consÈant. Radiatíon incident non-normally on interference filters causes

the transmitÈed wavelength interval Ëo shift to shorter wavelengËhs,

accompaníed by a decrease in transmlssion relaÈíve Èo that for normally

íncidenÈ radíatíon.

Typieal response curves for each of the different wavelength

photomeÈers are illustrated in Fígure 5.9. lfhíle the shifÈ in peak response

with the angle of incident radiation could be ascertained Èo withín the

resolution of the monochromator, Èhe decrease in sensitivlty was less

accurately determined. Ideally, angular resPonse experiments require a

parallel monochromaËic beam of sufficient Intidth to illuminate Èhe enEire

photometer surface. However, radiaEion emerging from the monochromator exit

slit depends on t.he angle subtended at the slit by Ehe grating, and was
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found to diverge 2.5" . Neither was the beam wide enough, even with the

detector placed aÈ a flnlte distance from the exit slit Èo Ëake advantage

of the beam dLvergence, for complete and constanÈ illuminaÈion'

Consequently, measurements of the decreasing photometer sensitivlty wiEh

increasi-ng angle of incidence involved an uncertainÈy of about 4O7" '

In Figure 5.9 the photometer response curves have been normalized

to the maxlmum signal because this aspecÈ of their calibration L.ras not

crucíal for the success of the experíment for two reasons. Firstly'

an ín-flight estímaÈe of the photometerts angular response liTas provided by

the varíatíon in the signal r¿hen the rocket was above Èhe altitudes of

primary absorptJ-on. This corresponded to a measurement of the enveloping

curve of the calibraÈ1on profíles in Figure 5.9, prior to their

normalizaÈ1on. Secondly, for broad band absorpÈion spectroscoPy experiments

only the relative specÈral resPonses of the photometers need be knor^¡n for a

given angle of the incídent radiation. I^Iith regard to the absoluÈe

calibration of the photometers, whieh is described in the next sectiori'

the peak filter transmission occurred for normally incident radiation

and absolute calibration was only performed for this condition'

b. Ab¿ o,Lu,t ø E Á ÁLo-Lønul

A xenon lamp was used in conjunction wíth a low resolution

(20 nn) Bausch and Lomb monochromator to provide an exit beam centred

near the wavelength of the peak phoÈometer rebponse and wider than its

bandpass. Using the Hilger Watt monochromaËor and photodiode, the

relative specËral disÈribution of this beam \¡Ias determíned' Then, dírecting

all Èhe beam onto the phoÈodiode provided a measure of the total number

of photons per second exitíng from the Bausch and Lomb monochromator'

Integratíng over the relative spectral distribution of the beam and

divíding by Èhe total intensiEy enabled the absolute intensíty to be

determined as a function of \n/avelength across Ehe beam. These calculations
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essr:med that the spectral distrlbutÍon, as sampled by the entrance sl1t

of the Hllger I.IaÈt monochromator' ÍIas uniform across the beam from the

Bausch and Lomb instrument.

When Èhe photometer was illuninaÈed with the calibration beam,

such that all the incident flux r.ras collecÈed, the anplifled signal from

the photometer produced a current 11. Referring to Flgure 5.10, with

E(I) the relative efficiency of the photometer, as typified by the curves

in Figure 5.9, B(À) the absolute sPectral intensíty of the calibration

beam and O(À) the solar flux, then the photorneter sígna1 on top of the

absorbing atmosphere ü/as estimaÈed Èo be

0(À) E(À) dÀ
I1

B(À) E(À) dÀ
I

S

A more accurate and less tedious absolute calibration technique

¡¿as afforded by use of a solar simulator. This is a source of parallel

lighÈ whích reproduces Èhe relative spectral distributlon of Èhe sun and

is calibrated for equivalent total solar irradiance ín photons/cm2 /sec.

Use was made of the solar simulaÈor fací1íty at Goddard Space Flight Center'

Maryland, U.S.A., for addltional absolute calibratíon of Ëhe photoneters

for the daytime experiments, and also t,o provide estlmaEes of Eheir

angular responses.

Both of the absolute calibration techniques described above

indícated that the maximum signal measured by each of Ëhe photometers near

apogee would be less than 10-s amp, which was Èhe limit of linearíty of

the PIN diode response. For photometers centred at 257.5 ¡m this

maximum signal r¿as calculated, on average, to be 0.47 x 10-6 amp, while

the average measured response to the solar simulator light source \^/as
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0.77 x 10-6 amp. The average of the calculated maxÍmum signals for

photometers at 282.5 ¡m was 1.14 x 10-6 amP and the average measured

signal was 1.76 x 10-6 aùp.

c. A¿pet-t Søvaon Ca'UhnaLí-on

The principle by which the aspect sensors provided ínformation

about the posítion of Èhe radiation source, ln boEh the zenlth and

azimuth planes, is that of shadowing, produced by a square mask over a

photosenslÈive surface subdivided Ínto four square regions of equal area.

For a perfectly aligned aspecÈ sensor, the signal from each

quadrant is equal rshen radfat,ion is incident normally to the surfaee. If

Èhe radiation is not normally incident, the ratios of the signal-s from

each quadrant indicate the complex angle of the source with respect to the

detecÈor norual.

Typically, the construction of Èhe mask and the location of the

sensor in the detecÈor block contribute to overall imperfect alígnment'

necessitating calibration. This was achieved with a 3nrm diameter

source a¡ a distance of 320 mm, simulatíng the moon as seen by the

aspect sensor on the rocket. In Figure 5.11 are Ëhe recorded outputs

from each quadrant of one of the three aspect sensors of the nightÈine

experiment, as a function of angle, which was varied in a plane parallel

to the direcLion of the rocket spin axÍ-s.

5.5 DATA RETRTEVAL

The optical ozone detectors described in the previous sections

ri/ere carried on spinning rockets, launched from l,'Iallops Island, U.S.A.'

over the period 21 October t,o 4 November, 1979. To summarize the flight

parameters: three rockets were launched during 2r4 hours, near local noon'

on 2I October, Lg7g, when the solar zenith angle l¡¡as aPProxímately 5Oo;
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û,¡o rockeÈs ltere launched wlthin an hour of each oÈher on the morning

of 1 November, Lglg, for which the average solar zenfth angle was 70"i

the sixth daytime launch occurred at sunset on the sarne day, when the

solar zenith angle was about 87o; and Èhe nighttine ozone measuremenÈs

were made on 4 Novembet, L979 at 0427 l¡outs local time, when the lunar

zenith angle was abouÈ 65o. Each of the rockets attained apogee near

80 kn. Additlonal details pertaining to the flights are provided below.

4". DaqÍirnø Roclzøt F!.Lsh,U

To ínvestlgate daytlme ozone denslÈies, Èhe optical deÈectors

comprised of broad band photomet,ers, descrlbed in Section 5.3a, were

incorporated inÈo composiÈe payloads, as photographed in Figure 5.L2, anè

characterized more fully in Appendix A. For each payload, Èhe detector

rlookf angle was adjusted, according to the calculated solar zenith angle,

so that throughout the flight solar radiation would be incident on Èhe

phoÈometers as near normally as possible. Figure 5.13 ís a photograph

of a fully assembled Nike Oríon rockeÈ vehicle, used for the daytine

experimenÈal payloads, prior to its ignitíon. Table 5.1 surmarizes selected

paråmeters for each of the six launches and Figure 5.14 illustrates the

variation of the solar zenith angle for the duration of each flight'

Data was obtained on the upleg of all flights r¿hen the detectors

were poinÈed at, the sun by the rocket, spinning about 6 times per second.

Five of the six payloads performed successfully in the descending mode

and data was acquired as the experinental package rotated 3 Èímes per

second, suspended below a high altitude parachute. Data acquísition from

one of the payloads was terminated near 60 km on the upleg when the

parachute was deployed prematurely. The Nike Oríons used proportional

bandwidth (IRIG) telemetry to t,ransmít Èhe signals from the experiments to

ground. Since this is an analog system, it rr¡as necessary to digiÈilize

the signals for recording the data on magnetie tape.

AIt.itude information v/as provided by an FPS16 C-band radar which
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Figure 5.1 3 Nike 0rion rocket vehicte on louncher.



VEHICLE

Launch Time:
Universal
(Loca1)

GHA of Equinox

Apparent Right
Ascension

Apparent
Declination

Solar Zenith
Angle at Apogee

Solar Radio
Flux: Fr o. z cm

Geomagnetic
Index: K

p

2L/LO/79
1530 hrs

(LL27)

zLILO/79
1625 hrs

(L222)

31. 008

2L/LO/79
1748 hrs

(134s)

th54tr9"

31.011

tlLL/7e
1300 hrs

(08s7)

2h40t53"

31.012

LILL/79
1345 hrs

(0e42)

2h4o*57"

t4h24t35s

-14'2on4ls

66.60

2LL.6

31. 013

LILL/79
2140 hrs

(L737)

"h42t15"

t4h25ms3s

-14'27Eo5s

g6. go

zLI.6

3

82.00 kn

31.010 31.009

th53t59" th54to6"

13h38*52" 13h38t59s

-10" 16n28" -loo l7mo8s

t3h39m11s 14h24n31s

-loo l8m14" -14o zon2os

51.0' 48.3' 50.40

230.L 230.1 230.L

3 3

73.60

zLL.6

333

Apogee 83.16 km 80.63 kn 83.20 kln 83.72 kn 84.94 kn

TABLE 5.r parameters for Nike orion launches from l^lall0ps rsland (37.840N, 75.48"I^I).
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tracked the vehicles with an accuracy of t 0'023 kn' Thís daÈa'

t,ogether wlth Ehe position and velocity of the vehicle throughout

flight, was available in prLntout forn. A typfcal altltude profile for

the ascent and descenÈ of the Nike orlon payload 1s shown in Figure 5.15a.

Cornbining Èhe rate at lühlch the experimental package was spfnning wlth its

rate of change of altitude enabled an estimate to be made of the

Eeasurement height resolution agsociated with the rar¿ daÈa and this is

illustrated in Figure 5.f5b.

Solaraspectinformationfortheexperimentalpackagewas

determined by a sensor which produced a digital pulse on Ëraversing the

source of the radiaÈion. Specific combinations of seven binary digits

were coded to represent an inÈegral value for the angle wi-th which the

radiaÈion was incident on the sensor. Had a dígital (PCM) system been used

to telemeter these pulses, decoding them would have been a routine

computing procedure, yielding solar aspect angles accurate to t lo '

However, converting the pulses to analog form for ÈelemeÈry purposes then

re-digitíLjzing them for analysís caused the original, precise code

informatiort to be degraded, requiring thaÈ the data be reduced manually'

This tedious procedure was undertaken by trIallops Flight centre and

provided asPect angles uncertain by at least ! 2" '

b. NLsh.tLíne Rocl¿e.t ff,tALLt

The experiment for measuring nighÈtime ozone densitíes, consisting

of three ídentical detectors each with Èhree MW phoÈometer channels, as

described ín Section 5.3b, vras carried on a single stage Orion rocket,

launched at 0930 hours tII (0427 hours LT) on 4 November, L979, from

i.Iallops Island. This vehicle can be seen in Figure 5.16 and is described

in Appendix A. At Ëhe time of launeh, Èhe moon \^Ias at a zenith angle of

65.4" and at a phase angle of O.3o from full moon. The sun was 27"
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below Èhe horizon for whlch Èhe earthrs shadow extended to ari altitude

of 800 kn, more than sufficlent to ensure thaÈ no scattered sunlight

would be seen by the photqmeters on reaching epogee at 82 k.m. AlttÈude

during flight was obtained with an tr?S16 C-band radar and 1s shown,

together wiÈh the zenith angle, for upleg flight tlme, 1n Flgure 5.L7.

Prinary data retrieval was afforded after the doors were Pyro-

technically ejected and the high voltage acÈivated, when the moon

consecuÈively illuminated the three detectors as they sPun past abouÈ 34

tl-mes every second, lookíng outward at an angle of 83o to Èhe rockeÈ

spin veetor. Each detector block carried íts or¿n aspect, sensor for

informaÈion abouÈ the relat.ive position of the moon at the time of its

observation.

Data from three photomeÈer channels, four aspect channels and

one temperaEure sensor were thus telemetered to ground every LzO" of

rotation. Because of a lirnited nurnber of high frequency IRIG channels,

necessary Èo define the photomeÈerst responses on sweeping Past the moon'

a nr:¡nber of phoÈometer channels and aspecÈ channels were multíplexed and

transmitted to ground via common IRIG channels. Quicklook records of

some analog signals from this experíment are shown ín Flgure 5.f8. As

for the daytime experimenL, the data hrere stored on magnetic tape and

Èransferred to the University of Adelaide for analysis.

5.6 EXPERI¡ÁEI'||AI A8S0RPT10ñ CURUES

e. R¿d,ue,t)on oÃ thø Ratt Da-ta

AÈ Wallops Flight Centre, the real time data from the seven

rocket flights r¿ere written in l6-bit words onto 9-track magnetic tape.

Initíal processlng of these Èapes involved converting Èhe 16-bít data

words into 6O-bits which could be read by the University of Adelai-de fs CDC
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Cyber 173 comPuter.

DaÈa from appropriate telemetry channels, represented 1n base

10 by integral numbers wíËh 4 sJ-gnLficanÈ flgures' Itere arranged

sequentially on the Èapes, grouped in record blocks, eaeh of whlch was

identtfied by lts own universal Èime. One block of data frou a daytine

rocket flight comprise¡¡[ 333 ínteger words from each of síx ÈelemeÈry

channels, and occurred once every O.3996 seconds, so thaÈ effectively

Ëhe Èelemetry ouÈputs from Èhe daytime experiments were samPled every

0.0249 seconds.

From Ëhe night flighÈ, it was required to record the output

of 16 Èelemetry channels, each of which was sa.mpled 125 tímes per record

block. Slnce one such block was recorded every 0.1333 seconds, the

Èelenetry channels of the nighttine experíment were hence sampled once

per 0.00833 seconds.

Because only one time value \¡ras acquired for all the data wlthin

one record block, it was necessary to generate individual tine tagÈ for

each inËeger of rav¡ data and this was done by linearly interpolating

between the time values corresponding to successive record blocks.

In the process of transferring the telemetry data onÈo nagnetie

tape, the 0-5 volt range of Èhe Ëelenetered experiment signals was

modified by the voltage range defined by the data recording unit. For

the recorded digital data to be referenced absolutely to the experimental

signals required that it be scaled according to the magnítude of the

upper, rniddle and lower band edge characteristic of the recording

mechanism.

Following the initial processing procedures of time tagging and

calibratlng, the daf.a extracted from the tapes were thus in Èhe form of

4 digit integers, numerically equívalent Èo the experíment output voltage

in rnillivolts, and represented a reconsÈruction of the oríginal analog

telemetry signals. However, the t.ruly continuous nature of the original
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slgnals had been impaired by random error associated with the 12th bit

of the A/D convertor, requiring that the data be smooÈhed to more

accurately reproduce the telemetered signal. Thts lras done by successive

averaging over groups of 7 data points, weíghted according to

I:427:10:7 z4zL.

DaÈa from each photometer channel hrere recorded contínuously

wíth tíme as the rocket rotated, and were thus characterized by numerical

maxima when the detecÈor poinÈed most nearly in the directíon of the MUV

source, and minima when the detector looked away. The nature of the

telemetered voltage has been illusËrated previously in Figure 5.18. Only

the signal maxiua were of experiuenÈa] relevance, since they contained

infomation about the intensity profíle of the source during the rocket

trajeetory. Aft.er smoothíng, the dígíÈal data were suffíciently continuous

for the peak sfgnals, acquired during each roÈaÈion of Èhe detecÈor past

the source, t.o be extracted as local maxima in the data'

From applicaÈion of the above daÈa processing techniques were

obtained the sígnal maxima from each of the photometers, and from Èhe

aspect channels of Èhe níght fllght, as funcÈíons of the flight tíme.

Rocket trajectory ínfomation (for example, Figures 5.15a and 5.17) Èhen

enabled these peak signals to be obtained as functions of height' The

height profile of a phoÈometer sígnal, exÈracted in this way, represented

Èhe íntensity variation of Èhe MIIV radiation wíthin the wavelength band of

the photometer, modulated by the resPonse of the photomeÈer to the

changing angle at which this radiatlon was incídent, following the

changing asPect of the source with respecÈ to the detector normal, as Èhe

rocket precessed. To obtain the best, estímate of the absorption profile

of Èhe MLIV radiation, it was necessary that corrections for Èhe asPect

variatÍon be applied to the initial inÈensity profiles'
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b. Connec.tion (on AtYtøcf

The dependence of the photometer response on Èhe angle of the

incídenÈ radiation was establlshed during the laboratory calibratlon of

each detector (Section 5.4a) and involved a wavelength shíft in the

relative specÈral resPonse of the deÈector' accomp¿mled by a reduction 1n

the integrated spectral response. As the angle between the radiaÈion

Source and the detector normal increased, the transmission of the filter'

r¿hich defined the detector bandpass, decreased, causing the detector

signal to decrease, while Èhe shift in the filter bandpass to shorter

wavelengths meant that the detector nor¿ observed a slightly different

wavelength regi-on of the source sPectrum' for which the integrated spectral

intensity was enhanced or reduced, depending on the relative spectral

dístribution of the source radiation.

The required absorPt,íon curve for ozone densiÈy deÈermination

ís a profile for which the angle of the incident radíation, and hence the

photometer spectral response, ís known and consËant. Thís can be

obtained from Èhe measured height profile of Èhe phoËometer signal, using

knowledge of the aspect angle of the source with respect to the photometer

normal, in a number of ways' as follows.

TheoreÈically, the preferable approach is Èo choose the

detecÈor signal at some Èime ín its spin such that its angle of rotatíon

in the plane perpendícular to its spln vecÈor and the angle of the

position vecÈor of the source together define a constant angle of

incidence. The geometry of a detector rotaÈÍng on a rocket is shown in

Flgure 5.19. Ideally for absorption measurementsr the angle C[ between the

source and the detector no¡mal should rem'in constant. If Y is the

angle between the source and the plane 1n whlch the detector rotates' and

ß the angle of rotation, there will always be some combination of Y and
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ß for which 0 can be kept consÈant. Following Èhe notation in

Figure 5.19, analysis of the spherical triangle ArBrS yields Èhe

relationship

cos o = cos $tcos y + sín ßtsÍn y cos A!B'S

and since ArB f 
S 90o, then

cos cx cos B 
tcos y 5.3

From the ísosceles triangles At0Br and A0B'

sír. ß/2 cos 0 sin ß/2. 5.4

Combiníng Equations 5.3 and 5.4 gÍves

cos cl cos y (sln20 + cos'O cos ß) 5.5

If 0 is knor^m and Y is neasured, it 1s possíble to choose B such

that ct remains consÈant. For all flighÈ data to be incorporated in

this for¡n of analysis, o must be chosen to be larger than the maximum

measured value of Y.

Alternately, when the deÈector ís above Èhe altitude region in

which there 1s significant absorption, any variation in its signal wíll be

caused prinarily by ehanges in the angle at urhich the radiation is incident.

Above such altiÈudes ít is possible to correlate the variation in signal

with the variation ín aspect. Havíng establlshed this relationship, Èhe

detector signal throughout flight can then be adjusted for a constant

espect angle. This technique ís more suitable when the conlng about aPogee

extends over the enÈire range of aspect encounÈered fn the data collection

perJ-od. posslble errors may be generated at low altitudes where the solar

spectral dístribution is a nodified version of the extraterresÈrial

dlstributlon, due to the dl-fferent rates of ozone absorptlon at different

wavelengths withín the detecÈor bandpass.
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A variatíon of the above approach for aspect correction of the

detector signal involves laboratory determination of the angular

dependence of Èhe inÈegrated detector resPonse. This is then used Êo

correct the measured intensity proflle to a constant angle of illunínation.

An obvious límítation of this technique is Èhe effectiveness of any

laboratory source to accurately simulate the exÈraterrestríal source

(sun or moon) or to provide the same geometry of írradíaË1on.

If the data reÈrieval raÈe is sufficiently high, ít may be

possible to use only those signals recorded at the same aspecÈ angle to

generate a family of absorptíon curves. Or, if Èhere are many experimental

points within a small enough height range' the absorption of the MUV

radíation can be analyzed ín a sÈep wíse fashion through concentrie spheres'

avoidíng Èhe necessity of consideríng a composite absorpÈion curve' or

for correcting all the daÈa for colmon asPecÈ.

In any applieaÈion of absorption sPecÈroscoPy involving

detecÈors on spinning rockets the most useful approach for incorporatíng

aspect variation Ínto the analysis to deduce atmospheric denslty depends

on a combination of many experimental parameters, íncluding Èhe number of

daÈa points acquired per km, the extent of coníng of the rocket vehicle

and the sensitivity of the detectors to varlation in the angle of

illuruinat,ion.

c. Oaqtinø l,le.a.aunenøvtLt

Exanples of the raw data from a typical daytlme experiment are

provided ín Figure 5.20 where the sÍgnals from each of the two MIIV Photometer

are plotted as functions of fllght time, for both the upleg' on a spinnfng

Níke Orion rockeÈ, and the downlegr'on a roÈating platforn suspended

beneath a high altltude parachute as described ln Appendix A. Aspect data

for the same flight is provided, also as a functlon of tfme, l-n Figure 5'21'
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That the parachuÈe l,las not a very stable descent mechanism ís apparenÈ

from the wide and only semi-regular excursions of the downleg aspect

angle in Figure 5.2L.

The need to apply aspect correction to the raw signals, and

techníques for dolng this, have been discussed ln the previous section.

For Èhe daytime data, the variation of the raw signal with aspecÈ' at

altitudes corresponding to Èhe plateau maximum of the absorption curve'

¡sas least squares fitted wÍth a parabola. This r^ras used to rnodify the raw

data for constant illuminatíon, at approxinately the average asPecÈ angle.

l{ith reference to the examples of Figures 5.20 and 5.21, the upleg data

wereadjusted Èo zero íllumínation angle and the domrleg data for constant

ilh¡nination at 5o. More generally, Ëhe rlookt angles, 0 ín Figure 5.19t

for the deÈectors were such that all Èhe fllght uplegs were adjusted for

illunination aÈ y=0 while for three of the downlegs (31.010' 31.008'

31.013) y=5o and for the renaining two (31.011, 31.012), Y=lOo . HeÍght

profíIes of typical upleg and downleg asPect-corrected photometer signals

are plotted, on a linear scale, in Figure 5.22. Drawn through the data

points are curves represenËing the smoothed absorPtion proflles.

Smoothing of absorpÈion curves is a contentious íssue: although

some such teehniques are applied to most experimental daÈa, there are no

standard procedures and the íntrinsic diffículty 1s with distinguÍshing

real structure from scatter. The signal of a photometer must increase

monotonically wíth alÈÍtude but, because the MLIV flurc transmitted Èo a

particular altitude depends on Èhe coh¡nn density above that altítude,

sÈructure exlstent 1n the local density is not nanifested directly as

strucÈure in the absorptlon curve.

If measurements of the flux transmitted Ëhrough successlve finLte

height intervals are sufflclently accurate that the incremental change ln
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flux is unambiguously defined, direct applicatíon of the Lambert-Beer

law provides an estimate of the densíty within each height inÈerval' In

rocket absorptÍon spectroscoPy Èhis condition is most nearly achieved

with a fixed detecÈor on a pointed vehicle. Then the data acquisition raÈe

is línited only by the telemetry sampling raÈe Sand Èhe rocket veloeity V'

For examþle, with S = 625 samples/sec and V = I, km/sec there are 625 daLa

poínts recorded every km. Primary uneertainÈies deríve only from the

telernetry noÍse and pointing inaceuracies' and smoothing over successive

I ktr intervals would probably be sufficient.

I{hen detectors are carríed on spinning rockets the data acquisition

rate is severely reduced, limited by the number of spins per km, to typÍcal

values as given 1n Figure 5.15b. The data is further degraded by Èhe

need for aspecÈ correction, incorporating eumulative uncertainties from

the detectorfs angular response and measurements of the asPect angle in

flíght. This is espeeÍally true when the coníng is Iarge, as in the

downleg data in Figure 5.2I. Rarely, in such experlmenÈs, does each

consecuÈive detector signal increase monotonically wiÈh heighÈ' precluding

direct application of the Lambert-Beer law independenÈly to data within

small height Íntervals. RaÈher, the data are scattered about a mean

profile, representíng the gross effects of the absorption, and the

signature of local density sÈructure may well be submerged Ín the scatter

of this data. Smoothing the raw data to províde the best estimate of

the mean absorption profile can be done wíth, for exauple, a weLghted

runnlng mean, a moving polynomial, cubic spline inÈerpolation, a fast

fourier transform or bY hand.

The smooth eurves in Figure 5.22 are analytical representaÈions

of the absorption data, obtained by least sqr¡ares fittlng the raw data

with functlons of Èhe form
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BA+
exP 1+ exp[ - (h-ho)k + (h-h0)2 1- (h-ho)tm + (h-ho)on * (h-ho)'p]

where A, B, ho, k, 1, D, n and p are eight fÍtÈing parameters and t.*O

is Èhe smoothed value for the photomeÈer signal aÈ height h.

The appropriateness of thís function as a suitable mathematical

represefitatlon of this type of data is examined ín Appendix F where a

variety of ozone denslty profiles rrere used to generate attenuatíon curves

which were then reproduced with fítted functions of Èhe above form. It

was considered Èhat any real structure smoothed by this funcÈion would be

wiÈhin the experimental uncertainty of the measuremenÈ' as defined by

the scaÈter of Èhe raw daÈa.

Figure 5.23 illustraÈes the typical altiÈude regions of the

absorption curves measured by Èhe Èwo types of photometers, at four

different zenith angles during the dayÈíme. These curves were obtained

from the least-squares fitÈed analytic functions by subtracting the

background then dividing by the maximum signal. For each of the

detectors the background signal monitored by Ëhe photometer at 375 nn ltas

observed to remain constanÈ, wíÈhin tel-emetry and aspect induced

uncertaÍntÍes, for all altitudes throughout flight. The attenuaÈion

curves in Figure 5.23 provided a data base for evaluation of ozone

denslÈies a¡rd this is described in Section 4.7.

d. Ni-qhtÍirn¿ lrttestunenønLt

In Flgure 5.24 are plotted the hefght varlatÍons of the slgnals

from three MW photometers, recorded when the spinning Orion rocket

poínLed them most nearly in the directlon of the moon. Also shown is the

variation in aspect for Èhe flight ùpleg. Thís was detemlned uslng the

ratio of the peak sLgnals from the boËton rLght and top right quadrants
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of the aspect sensor in conjr:nctlon wíth the calibration curves provided

in Figure 5.11 . Referring to Figure 5.19, the detectors l^7ere Ínclined

at an angle 0 = 7" Èo the plane of roÈation and the angle measured by

the aspect sensor was the value of Y when ß = 0-

Inítially, aspect correctèd absorptfon curves \^tere generated by

using the measured value of Y to determine a value of 3, vía EquaÈion

5.5, such thaÈ cr remained constant at 15o. By fitting a parabola,

in the regÍon of signal mexÍmum¡ to the signal data as a function of Ëíme

and using the local period of rotation to convert ß into an equivalent

time, the signal f rorn the photomet.er rotated through ß r.ras then obtaíned.

An intensity profíIe generated in this way rePresenÈed the output of

the photometer due'Èo MIIV radiation incídent at 15o to the normal. In

practice, because the resulÈanÈ absorptíon curves exhíbited a large degree

of scatter, use l^ras made of an alternative approach for whieh the

aspect corrected raw data was less scattered.

The correlaÈion between photometer signal and aspect angle,

vísibly evidenr in Figure 5.24, was esÈablíshed analytically by fitting a

parabola to Èhe variation of sígnal with aspect, at altitudes above 72 km.

This enabled modifÍcation of the curves of FÍgure 5.24 to províde íntensíty

profiles of the phoÈometer signals due to MIIV radlation lncldent at 10o

to the detector normal, and such aspect corrected profiles are illustrated

in Figure 5.25.

The smooth curves in Flgure 5.25 were drawn by hand using

coDputer generated plots of the raw data for which the altitude scale ¡¡as

I km per cm and the sígnal scale nas 0.05 x 10-6 amP Per cm. Data

from the nighttlne experlment was "nalyzed prior to Èhat of the daytíne

experiments and it was the tedir¡m a¡rd inefficiency of manually smoothing

the ra¡s data that promoted the alternate analyÈlc representaÈ1on discussed
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in the previous section. Typical attenuation profiles measured by

the three types of photometers of the nighttime experiment are provided

in Fígure 5.26.

5.7 0z0NE ABS0RPrI0^J CR0SS-SECT10^/S IN THE HARTLEV BAIO

Havíng measured the attenuaÈion of MUV radiation in the

stratosphere and rnesosphere, the nr:mber of absorbíng ozone molecules'

over Èhe height range of the attenuation profile, can be obtained once

the effecÈive absorption cross-secÈion of the deÈector (Equatíon 2'15)

has been calculated.

Thís requires knowledge of the ozone absorption cross-sectíons

ín the wavelength region of the HarÈley band, at temperatures which

characterize the aÈmospheric environmenÈ of the absorbing ozone' For

the photometer channels of the rocket-borne ozone detectors, effective

absorptlon cross-secÈions were calculated following consideration of

experÍmental invesÈigations of how ozorte molecules absorb MW radiation

in the Hartley band, boËh aÈ room temPerature and at lower ÈemPeratures

typical of the altítude region 25 to 80 kn.

0.. NunenLetL Va,fue't

Itisgenerallyagreedintheliteraturethattheearly

measurements by Inn and Tanaka (1953, 1959) have provided the most

appropriate numerical values for the room temPerature absorption cross-

sections of ozoners llartley band.

In theÍr experiment, light from a contlnuun source was detected

photoelectrtcally after passing through Pure ozone in an absorption cell

sltuated at the exit slit of a modefate resolution monochromator'

Measureuents of the absorPtlon cross-gections' made over a wide range of
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pressures, agreed wÍthin 5%, indÍcating the lack of any pressure

effects.

From phoÈographí-c measurements, Vigroux (1953) reported

cross-sections LO|" lower ín the region of the maxirnum (235 to 270 nn)

while similar Deasurements by Ny and choong (1933) hlere as much as 2O7"

higher Èhan those of Inn and Tanaka (1953).

Additional photoelectric measuremenÈs using a continuum source

(Griggs, 1968) and line emission sources (Hearn, 1961; DeMore and Raper'

Lg64) have verified the Inn and Tanaka values, and numerícal results from

these experiments agree wíthín ! 27" (Hudson, L97L) '

DespiteÈherevisionbyVigrouxofhisorigínalresults

(vígroux, 1969), the absorption cross-section aË 287,6 nm renaíned 7%

lower than the Inn and Tanaka values although the díscrepancy at 255.5 nn

was resolved.

Room Ëemperature measurements made by Sinons et aL (1973) were

reported to be 3"/. larger Èhan those of Inn and Tanaka at 255'5 nn with

the difference increasing monotonícally to LZiÁ at 301'9 nn'

In response to the requiremenÈ of accurate numerical cross-

section values, essential for reliable invesÈígation of atmospherie ozone

densíÈies, Ëhe NaËiona] Bureau of Standards ís currently undertaking

ner^r measurements, usíng a 2-metre Ebert monochromaÈor. Until Èhese results

are avaílable, Èhe Inn and Tanaka results have been reconmended (Hudson'

L97L; Hudson, L974; Griggs, 1968; Ackerman, L972; Klenk' 1980) for

use in aeronomíc calculations.

b. Tenpe¡-aÍunø Dependøneø

Inn and Tanaka (1953) measured Èhe absorptÍon cross-sections of

ozone at lgoC. However, as illustrated in Ffgure 1.2, the equlllbriun
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temperature of ozone in the stratosphere and mesosphere ranges between

0oC and 80oC. Vigrouxts experiments (Vigroux, 1953) included

measurements at - 3OoC, - 44"C, - 59oC and - 92" C as well as at

Z7o C. The ratio of the value of Èhe cross-section at 27" C to its value

at - 44" C, was observed to decrease from 0.98 at 255 nn to 0.90 at

310 nn.

From measurements at 27"C and - 78oC, Slnons et aL (1973)

reported a temperature dependence different by 3 to 4i¿ in the region

255 to 290 nn from Èhat found by Vigroux.

Llhíle the effect of temperature on ozoners Hartley band

absorpÈion is not large, belng only slightly greater than the experimental

uncertainty for the wavelengths from 255 nrn to 290 nm, Ít is preferable

that iÈ be included in atmospheric absorption spectroscoPy analyses Èo

reduce the uncertaintíes of Èhe resultant ozo'ne densitíes. From a survey

of ozone absorption cross-section measurementsr in an atÈemPt to defíne a

set of numerical values for use in processing satellite IIV data, Klenk

(1980) has reconrmended the absorpÈion cross-sections of Inn and Tanaka

(1953), adjusted to - 44" C wlth Vigrouxrs (1953) temPerature coefficients.

Experimental evídence from satellite measurements has confirmed that

Èhese values lead to the most consistent results Írmong various

deterrninations of total ozone.

I,lith reference to FÍgure 1.2, it is evldent that below 80 kn

the temperature of the atmosphere is not constant at - 44" C. The

temperature dependence of atmospheric ozone absorptlon can be more

appropriately defined by correctlng Inn and Tanakars values with Vigrouxrs

coefficients, scaled accordíng to a Èypical temPerature proflle of the

stratosphere and mesosPhere.
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Hudson (L973) has tabulaÈed Vigrouxts temperature corrections

for absorption at seven wavelengths in the Hartley band. This data was

used, in conjunction with Èhe U.S. Standard Atnosphere, L976 temperature

data (Figure 1.2), Èo generate the altítude dependenee of the absorption

cross-section at each of Èhe seven wavelengths, and the results are

plotted in Figure 5.27 .

C. EÁ øc.tiv e. Ab,s o nrtLLo n CrLo^^ -Szc.tiorø

Effective absorption cross-sectíons were calgulated for each

photomeÈer from Equation 2.15 i

fl, o(1, h) E(I) Qo(À) exp[ - o(À, h)N(h) ]dÀ

o(h)=
EFF. .

[\,
J tcr> 0o(À) expl - o(]., h) N(h) ldÀ

Àr

5.6

where O(À, h) is the ozone absorption cross-secÈ1on at wavelength À,

correcÈed for the temperature at heíght h'

E(À) is the photometer efficíency at À,

Ôo (À) ís the extraterrestrial solar flux at À, and

N(h) is the ozone column density above height h'

At each height, Èhe attenuation of the phoÈometer signal due to the

coh¡mr density N(h) was also calculaÈed ;

E(À) 0o(À) exP[ - o(À, h) N(h) ]dÀ
r(h) 

= 5.7ro fx'
J utrl oo (À)dÀ

Àr

Initially, EquatLons 5.6 and 5.7 were eval-uated at successive

km intervals by uslng SÍmpsonrs rule to nr¡merícal}y integrate from Àr to

fl,
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\2, where Àr - Àz = 50 nm, ín steps of 1 nm. E(À) was available

for each photometer, over a range of angles of the incident radiatíon,

from Èhe laboratory calíbraÈions described ín Section 5.4a (figure 5.9).

For the extraterrestrial solar flux 0(f), the tabulaËíon, in 1 nm

lntervals, by Donnelly and Pope (1973), of Broadfootrs (L972) measurements

was used. This solar spectral data is illustrated in Figure 5.28,

together wiÈh the ozone absorpÈion cross-secÈíons O(I) measured at

room Ëemperature by Inn and Tanaka (1953). A temperaÈure correction for

the absorption cross-section at each wavelength and height specified by

Equat,ions 5.6 and 5.7 was obtaíned from 2-way ínÈerPolaÈion of a matrix

representation of the data in Fígure 5.27. Ozone col-umn densities N(h)

were generated from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976. In Figure 5.29,

calculated effective absorption cross-secÈíons for Èhree MIIV photometers

which responded over different wavelength intervals are ploÈted as

functions of the attenuated photometer signals, for illumination at 5o,

10o and 15o. The o="" uÈilized in thÍs way depended only on the

total number of absorbing molecules between Èhe source and the phoËomeËert

and r¡ere independent of the height profile of the nodel density used for

lnput. Figure 5.29 ernphasizes that lt ís essential to know the angle of

the incidenÈ radiation wlth respect to the photometer nontral' as well as

the photometer spectral resPonse aÈ thÍs angle, to enable the nost

appropriate esÈimates of O=r. to be íncluded in subsequent analysís of

the absorptíon profiles.

The rnost accurate ozone densitles derÍve from Èhe use of O=-,

for whlch uncertainties have been mininized. For thls reason, Equations

5.6 and 5.7 were also calculated with integration steps of 0.1 nm'

using Broadfootts (\972) solar flux data at 0.1 nm intervals and

lncorporating a more ext.ensÍve representaÈion of the temPerature effect,

as defined by Vlgrouxrs (1953) measureluents at flve temperatures for 83

wavelengths beËween 244.8 and 3l-1.2 nn.
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Table 5.2 provides some examples of the results of such

calculaÈions, with Èhe temperaÈure

(a) constant at room temperature (17o C),

(b) provided from in situ experímental measurements
at the tíme of the rocket fIíghts (see Appendl-x E),

(c) constant at - 44" C, as recoÍïmended by Klenk (1980), and

(d) the U.S. Standard AÈmosphere profile.

Also íncluded in Table 5.2 are the Or-. determíned with integration

resolution I nm.

The effect of temperature on o=.", for a photometer centred

at 282.5 nm, is illustrated in Figure 5.30. Dífferences caused by the

various temperature profiles hlere of the order of a few percent and

sualler for the Photometers at 257.5 ¡m than for those at 282'5 nm'

Calculations with 0.1 nm integraÈion sÈePS, utilízing experimental

temperature proflles, hlere assr¡med superior, and perturbations of this data

due to less satisfactory input parameters are su¡¡mari-zed, for respectively

257.5 nm and 282.5 nm, when the attenuation ís 0.5, as follows:

usíng room tenperature cross-sections, o=.. IJas overestímated by L.57.

and 3.87"; with the temPerature constanÈ at - 44" C, õ=." was under-

estinated by L.67. and 2%; and using the u.s. standard Atmosphere

temperature profíIe, o""" ltas over-estlnated by O'67' and L'97"' In

addiÈion, integratlon with I nm stePs effected differences of abouÈ Ii¿

a¡rd 2.57" but the computing tíme was reduced by a factor of 50!

5.8 VEKTTCAL OTSTRTBUTIOÑS OF OZONE

0". ùøvui,ttt Calailntiora

From each measured attenuation curve (for exanple, Figures 5.23

and 5 .26), the ozone denslty at helght h was determlned by

1
F(h) oEPF(h) r(h)

dr (h)
dhn(h)



TABLE 5.2 Calculations of the effecËive absorption cross-
sections 0,lb) for two MUV photometers.

Experi-
mental
temp. -
Fígure E.2

Temp. =

- 44"c
Room
temp. =
l-7" c

U.S. Standard
Atmosphere
temp. -
Figure E.2

InÈegration resolution 0.1 nut 1.0 nm

2 5 7 . 5 n m, lOo incidence (see Figure 5.9)

1

0
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

I
9

0

1.415
9.684
9.950

L0.o72
10.152
ro.207
LO.246
L0.272
10. 285
L0.27 4
10. 171

L.420
9.598
9.835
9 .93s
9.997

10.041
10. 074
10.099
10.120
10. 138
10.153

L.524
9 .910

10.146
10.250
10. 314
10.359
10. 39 3
10. 419
LO.44L
10.459
ro.475

1.41s
9.7r2
9.970

10.089
10.169
10. 2 31
r0. 283
10. 314
10.336
10. 314
10.171

1.506
9.699
9.993

10. 034
10.096
10. 140
10.173
10.199
LO.220
LO.237
10.253

2 8 2 . 5 n m, 10o incl-dence (see Figure 5'9)

.0

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9
1.0

.356
L.074
1.409
1.668
1. 888
2.07 5
2.236
2.376
2.502
2.612
2.6L5

.358
1.080
1.411
1.659
1.863
2.032
2.L$I
2.3rO
2.426
2.530
2.625

.363
L.l-62
1.515
L.773
1.980
2.L55
2.305
2.436
2.553
2.659
2.754

.3s7
1.080
1.431
L.696
1.910
2 .088
2.244
2.382
2.508
2.625
2.6L5

.349
1.079
1.413
r.662
1. 866
2.035
2.L84
2.3L3
2.429
2.533
2.628
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The optical depth factor F(h) htas calculated from Equation

2.7 for those measurements when Èhe source zenith angle X 'h7as > 65" '

These calculations, for flights 31.011, 31.012, 31.013, and 30.009'

are províded in Appendix D. For data acquired on 21 OcÈober, the factor

secx was substiÈuted for F(h) -

Figure5.3lillustratesthelmporËaficeofusingÈheoptical

depth factor ínstead of secx for applications of absorption specÈroscoPy

when the zeniÈh angle is large. Here, the Èwo qnaitíÈies are compared

throughouË the upleg and downleg of the sunset flight 31.013. Near

apogee the solar zeniÈh angle was 87o for which secx Iüas 1-8.3%

greater than the calculated optical depth factor. At smaller zeniÈh

angles this discrepancy dininishes rapidly; for flight 31.011'

for which the zeníth angle near apogee \ùas 73.6o ' secx $'as 0.777.

greaÈer Èhan F(h) and for flight 31.012, with X = 66'6o near aPogee'

the difference between secx and F(h) was only 0'27"

Effective absorption cross-secÈions or"" were calculated over

a range of altitudes, following the procedures descríbed in section 5'7c

and incorporating the photomeÈerrs spectral response at the angle of the

incident radiation for which the raw sÍgnals had been corrected' At a

partícular height, the appropriaÈe value of o.r" r'¡as identified by Èhe

measured aÈtenuation; examples of the dependenee of o=r. on the

attenuaÈed signal have been provlded in Figure 5'29'

I(h) l¡as obËained directly from the smooth attenuatlon profile

and the derivative of the analytic funcÈ1on províded the nagnitude of

dr /dh.

An estlmare of the uncertainty An(h) in n(h), derived from

a parÈicular attenuation profile, t"" t"l""Iated as
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2
An

n

2AF2

F

22

++l+ tl
Ao

EFF

min

AI Adr dh
l lo

EFF
I dI dh

The relative uncertainty in the optical depth factor was taken

as 37. for XÞ80', L% for65o-<X<80' andnegligiblefor X<65o.

The prímary source of uncertafnÈy in o=-. was considered to

arfse from the collective dependence on the angle of íllunination of the

deÈector of the Photometerts spectral response and hence the relaÈive

solar flux and the ozone absorption cross-secÈions appropriate for heighÈ

h. Assuming the angle of illunÍnation Ifas certain to within ! 2o , the

corresponding range of o=." Lras used to estímate A o"r". Therefore,

A o /O ,, was different for photometers which responded over different
EFF.EFF

wavelength intervals and depended on Ëhe angle for which the raw absorption

curve data had been corrected. This is summarlzed ín Table 5.3.

UncertainÈy in the attenuated signal was attrlbuted to scatter

of the rarv data a¡rd also Èo uncertainties in estimatíng the maximum and

mínimum value of the detector signal. From the smoothed profile of the

photonet,er signal were obtalned estinates of the m¡xi-mum and minimum

signals, respectively Ir"* and Imin, atrd the attenuated signal

at a particular height was determined from the smoothed photomeÈer signal

I at that height, according to
exP

I

Then
2

Âr +Ar 2

lAI
It t

exp
I +I -IÐ(P nan

so that LT/I exhiblted a different helght dependence for each photometer.

Exanples of typical nr¡merical values for the quantities used to deÈermine

A1/I are provided, from the absorption curves in Ffgure 5.25, in Table



TA3LE 5.3 EsÈimates of the uncerÈainties in the effecÈive
absorption cross-sections due Èo the angular
dependence of the response of photometers at
differenÈ MIIV wavelengÈhs.

IncidenÈ
Angle

I{avelength of
photometerts peak
resPonse - nm

Ào
EF"/oEFF

00

100

257.5

282.5

257 .5

272.5

282.5

257 .5

282.5

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.03

0.06

0.01

0.10
150
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5.4. In particular, the rnagníÈude of 
^I^-,- 

was obÈaíned by comparing
exP

Èhe raw daLa I with the smoothed data I fir over a heíght interval
f aI^7

of I km, centred on the height at hrhich
^I/I 

was evaluat,ed;
2

)>(r I
AI Llz ,/ fir raw

exp N(N - 1)

where N varied f,rom 3 to 5 for the níghttime flíght, and has been given

for the duration of a daytíne flight ín Figure 5'15b'

Evaluation of the uncertaínty ín the derívative 
^dI/dh 

has

been described in chapter 4. values of the derívaÈíve dl/dh lì7ere

normalízed to the maxirnum which was aÈÈrÍbuted the least uncerÈainÈy, of

magnitude 2.5i4. Table 5.5 illustrates how the uncertaínty 1n the

densi-Èy was parËitioned amongst the varíous contributing sources' In

those al-títude regions where Èhe attenuaÈion was either very small or

very large, the diminishingly sua1l nnmerical value of the derivative

caused its relaÈ1ve uncertainty to be large. For this reason' ozone

densiÈÍes Ì¡rere generally obtained from altitude regions where the

atËenuated signal was between 0.02 and 0'98'

It can be seen from Table 5.5 that, at a particular altitude'

the uncertainties in the measuremenÈs by photomeÈers coveríng differenÈ

wavelengÈh lntervals may be quiÈe dífferent. The best estimate of the

ozone denslty deternined by each deÈector was considered to be a wefghted

average of the results from its indlvidual phoÈometers. Therefore,

(h) n (h)t I
ñ(h)

M

II-

u
l_

l-=I

where M is the number of photometer channels and



t{avelength of
photometer t s
peak response

- OIIÌ

257 .5

40 kn

60 kn

282.5

40 kn

60 kn

T tAI-mex nax

x 10-6 anp

2.74 ! 0.01

2.74 ! 0.01

t.27 ! 0.01

t.27 ! 0.01

rrir, t Artit

x 10-6 amp

o .4L4 r 0.01

o .4L4 t 0.01-

0.013 r 0.005

0.013 r 0.005

o.473 ! 0.016

2.484 t 0.019

o.246 ! 0.005

L.226 t 0.011

It
exp

x 10-6

AI
exP

amp

AI
max

+^r

0.009

0.009

0.012

0.012

r^r

o.44L

0. 014

0.o42

0.013

AI

0.441

0.017

0. 044

0.018

AI
exP

I -Imax man
I

exP
I

ml-n

m]-n mt_n

I

TABLE 5.4 Examples of the relatíve uncertainty of
the attenuated sígnal.



I,lavelength of
photoneter I s
peak response

-nm

257 .5

40 kn

60 kn

282.5

40 kn

60 kn

TABLE 5.5

Ân

nI

AF

F

Âo
EFF

o
EFF

0.01

0.01

0.06

0.06

AI

o.44

0.017

0.044

0.018

Adr/dh

dr/dh

0.23

0.105

0.029

0.36

0.50

0. 11

0.08

o.37

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

Numerlcal examples sf sources of uncertalnty contributlng to the total
uncerË4inty 1n the measured ozone density'
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r^r. (h)
l-

The uncertainty in the"average density was esÈ1nåted as

iì1 wi(h) An ' (h)

An (h)

qrI
M
st

J_
I- i (h)

where each Ânr(h) was determined sirnilarly to the

example in Table 5.5.

b. 0autinø ]zonø PnoÁi,Le's

Daytime ozone densities were obtained from six detectors

during their ascent on Nike Orion rocket vehicles and from five of these

detectors as they descended on parachutes. Upleg and dor¿nleg data were

considered independent and ozone profiles hlere grouped according to the

local Ëíme of the measurement. On 21 October L979, within 2r¿ hours of

local noon, a total of 5 denslty profiles was obtalned. These resulÈs

are provided ín Table 5.6, together with an average profile. In Table

5.7 are data pertainíng to four measurements during Ëhe morning of 1

November, 1979 and in Table 5.8 are two ozone densíty profiles obtaíned

at sunset on Ëhe same daY.

Included in the Tables 5.6,5.7 and 5.8 are tr¡o different

estimates of the uncertafnty in the average density for each of these

sets of K near simultaneous measurements. Evaluation of the sample

standard deviatlon of a set of measurements of a particular Paraneter

indicates the reproducfbÍlity of the measuring teehnlque. so for the

precision of the ozorre density at helght h,



Ozone number densitY Per cmt

Ileight

-k¡n 31.010
upleg

31.008
upleg

31.008
donrnleg

31. 010
downleg

31. 009
upleg

2.48 x rorz 2.57 x Lor2
1.86 1.95
1.35 1.33
9.58 x lolt 9.57 x lolr
6.61 6.67
4.39 4.23
2.69 2.55
1.58 1.53
9.82 x loro 8.98 x loro
6.05 6 .45
3.52
2.O3
L.37

Average Precision AccuracY

2.I2 x LOr2
L.73
1.31
9.37 x 10r I

6.34
4.t2
2.60
1.61
9.87 x 10t o

5.96
3.52
2.03
1.18
7.11 x 10e

4.84

32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60

2.53
1.91
1.36
9.29
6 .06
3.83
2.43
1.50
8. 86
5.57
3.87
2.7 4
r.77
9.94
4.86

x 1012

x 10rr

x 1010

x 10e

L.99
1. sB
1. 16

8.18
5.57
3.66
2.39
r.52
9 .05
5 .40
3. 51
2.46
1 .65
9.2L
2.26

x 1012

x 1011

x 1010

x 10e

2.34
1. 81
1. 30

9.20
6.25
4.0s
2.53
l. s5
9.32
5.89
3.60
2.3t
L.49
8,7 5
3.98

x 1012

x 10ll

x 1010

x 10e

L5.L%
9.5
7.O
5.9
5.6
6.2
6,7
6.6
6.6
6.7
8.1

10.1
t2.9

5.07"
3.8
2.8
2.8
3,2
3.3
2.2
1.3
2.3
3.2
2.5
7.5
9.1
9.7

2t.6
19 .0
40.2

TABLE 5.6 Daytime ozone denslties measured near noon o¡ 2L october, 1979.



tletght

-km

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

31.011
upleg

31.011
downleg

31.012
downleg

1.96 x 1012

L.49

1.05

7.01 x l-01 
I

4.56

2.90

L.73

1.00

5.53 x 101o

3.08

1 .65

Average

Ozone number densiËY Per ctt

3L.OLL
upleg

Precision AccuraeY

1.81 x 10r2

L.2L

8.18 x 10rr

5.76

3. 85

2.35

1.35

7.82 x 10ro

5.26

3. 78

2.26

1.15

5.31 x 10e

2.5L

5.00 x 10r 1

3.43

2.28

t.46
8.75 x 101 

o

5.32

3.22

L.96

L.25

7.51 x lOe

4.57

l-. 88 x 10r 2

1. 31

9 .00 x l-01 
I

6.10

4.03

2.57

r.57

9.19 x 10ro

5.61

3.67

2.55

1.49

1.88

1. 33

9.22

5.97

3.97

2.53

1.53

8.94

5.43

3.44

2.tL
1.30

6.4r
3.54

x 10r 2

x 1011

x 10ro

x 10e

2.37"

6.2

7.3

7.O

5.9

5.6

s.4

5.1

1.5

4.9

9.2

7.9

L7 .2

29.L

44.07"

23.4

13.5

9.4

7.3

6.7

7.4

8.1

8.3

8.9

9.3

9.2

L2.6

19.5

Table 5.7 Daytlme ozone densities measured on the mornlng of I November, L979 '



Ileight

-kn

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

64

66

68

70

31 .013
upleg

Precision Accuracy

25.8%

3L.Z

15.4

9.4

7,2

6.4

6.8

6.7

7.6

7.9

8.4

9.6

11.9

19 .3

3s.6

63.6

Ozone number density per c*t

31.013
downleg

Average

5.79

3.48

2.L8

1.39

8.84

5.59

3. 48

2.L7

1.35

8.18

4.95

2.99

L.76

9.73

5.03

2.34

x 10tr

x 1010

x 10e

x 108

5.79

3.44

2.20

L.43

9.22

s. 86

3.67

2.3L

L.44

9 .03

s.45

3.03

r.76
9.73

5 .03

2.34

x 101r

x 1010

x 10e

x 108

L.47"

1.5

4.r
5.9

6.4

7.5

8.4

9.3

L3.2

13.0

1.8

3.41 x 10rl

2.22

L.47

9.60 x 1010

6.t2
3.87

2.45

1.54

9.87 x 10e

5.96

3.O7

Table 5.8 Ozone densities measured aÈ sunset on I November, 1979.
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K
5.

k:1
2

-n (h) lav
An (h)

pre K(K - 1)

and this represerited the repeatability of Èhe measurement technique.

However, the precísion is noÈ necessarily equivalent to the

absolute accuracy of the result which is more difficult to estimate'

Rather, the accuracy of the average density at a particular height from a

set of K near simultaneous measurements was obtained as Èhe average

of the uncertainties of the individual densities determined from each

detector and these uncertainËies have been prevíously expressed as

Ân(h). So

t "uCtrl

Arr'(h)
1K

K
s

lç=An (h)
âcc-

K

where each Ann(tr) reflected an assessment of possible sources of

uncertainÈy that could have influenced the ozone densíty derived from

each detector to be different frou the tÈruet ozorte density at heighÈ h'

shown ín FÍgure 5.32 are ozone density profil-es obtaíned at

noon, in the morning and at sr¡nset. Included, for comparison, is the

u.s. sÈandard Atmosphere, 1976 rnodel of the mid latitude ozone

distribution.

c. NLehlÍine 1zovtø PnoÁi-Lø

Measurements of the nighÈtíme ozone densiÈies I^Iere made usíng

three detectors during the upleg of a sÍngle rocket flight. Results

for each of these independent measurements Iùere acqufred from the

weighted average densÍtles determined by Èhree photometer channels'

Average nighttlne densities, together with the data fron each

individr¡al measurement, are given fn lable 5.9. Methods of calculatlng

uncertalnties 1n the nl-ghtt,ime densitfes were similar to Èhose descrlbed
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Ozone number densitY Per cm3

AccuracyPrecísionAverage32

Iletght

-kn 1

t8.4"4
L4.2
9.7

11.0
8.7
6.3
5.5
4.8
4.7
5.3
5.7
7.0
9.4

13.5
18.5
26,7
36.4
43.8
63.2
84.9

6.Oit
6.5
5.8
8.0
3.1_
3.6
1.8
3.0
3.0
4.4
4.6
6.7
2.4
4.3
2.5
3.5
5.9

L9.4
3.7

30.7

x 1012

x 1011

x 1010

2.07
L.37
9.26
s.64
3.27
2.L6
1. 30
8. 19
5. 55
3.72
2.70
1. 88
L.24
8.06
5.61
3.79
2.73
2.45
1.50
L.25

101 I

010r

10e

1. 30
8.19 x
6.52
3.t7.
2.O2
L.26
7.72 x
5.25
3.48
2.49
1. 70
L.24
7.63 x
5.4r
3.55
2.65
1.81
1.59
L.64

1.95 x 10r2
1.55
9.78 x 1011

5.36
3.47
2.L8
L.32
8.27 x 10r o

5.58
4.O3
2.70
1. 83
1.19
7.80 x 10e

5.54
4 .00
3 .04
2.L5
1.40
8.68 x 108

2.20 x LOrz
L.27
9.80 x 1011

5.O2
3.L7
2.29
1.33
8.56 x 10ro
5.83
3-65
2.92
2.L3
1.30
8.74 x 10e

5.87
3. 81
2.50
3. 38
L.52

34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72

x 10e

TABLE 5.9 Nighttlne ozone densitles, measured on 4 November, L979 at 0427 hours LT'
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in Ëhe previous section, for the daytíme data. The experimental

nighttirne ozone profíle is shown in Figure 5.33.

d. Sta.ti'stieal- Aya.Aþ i's Áon l,lte.o¿unement Pnøci'síon

llhen Èhree lnstrunents are used to measure the same quantlÈy

it is possible to extract from the measurements estimaÈes of the

precision of each of the instrumenÈs. Techniques for doing this have

been developed by Grubbs (1948) and modified for application to measurements

of ozone densities by Grubbs (1980). Estimates of the precision of

some instrunenËs used to measure the ozone densíties reported in this

chapter proeeeded via his inst.ruction, as surnmarízed below and described

ín mathematical detail ín Appendix G.

By taking differences between each paír of símulÈaneous

measurements of the ozone density at height h the true value of the

density is cancelled leaving only Èhe random errors and, lf the errors

between the insÈrumenÈs are uncorrelated, Èhe three differences are

independenÈ random variables for whÍch, if there is no measurement bfas,

Èhe mean value is zero. The varíance of a set of such differences'

acquired, for example, from measurements at other heights, is related to

the variance of each measurement instrument. Calculations of the variances

for each of the three sets of differences Èherefore generaÈe three

simultaneous eguatÍons which can be solved Èo yield infomation abouÈ the

variance of the measurements by each lndividual insÈrumenÈ, and hence the

measurement precision which is the Square root of the ueasurement variance'

From the numerical exanples provlded Ín Appendfx G, the typical precisíon

of the ozone measurements described in Èhis chapter' averaged over the

entire altltude range where data was coll-ecËed' Ìtas of the order of 77"'

More generally, Èhis varied fron 57. to LO!. fot dlfferent combinations of

the tndivÍdual l-ristrunenÈs r¡sed as input for the statístícal analysís'
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4. Daqtinø Døvai,tie's

In Figure 5.34 the average daytime ozone density profíle

measured by the experíments described in this chapter is compared with

some other ozone profiles also measured, wíth Ëhe exception of the chemi-

lumínescent data of Hilsenrat}:- et aL (1969), using absorption spectroscopy

techniques. As noted previously ln Sectíon 2.3d, the U.S. Standard

AÈmosphere, 1976 is a mid laËitude ozotre model for whích the data at

alti-tudes less than about 55 kn was obtained primarily at noon, wiÈh

data at higher altiÈudes provided by twilight measurements. The model is

more appropríate for Èimes near t,he maximr¡m of the ll-year solar cycle

but includes data from a variety of seasons. Thus lt 1s particularly

appropriate to compare this model with Èhe resulÈs of the present

experiments whích were also made at nid latítude (38oN) near a period of

solar maximum. Fígure 5.34 indicates Èhat, wíthin the variability of the

model, there ls excellent agreement between the two proflles at all

altítudes r¿here ozone densitles were derived.

Comparison, in Fígure 5.34, with Èhe data of l{atanabe and

Tohmatsu (f976), also obtained at mid latitude (3L"N)' suggests thaÈ the

average daytime profile may be the consequence of seasonal ínfluences

since iÈs uncerÈainÈies, reflective of diurnal variabllity' are

slgnificantly less than the dtfferences betr¿een their suurmer and wínter

proflles. In particul-ar, between the altttudes 30 and 40 kn the

present results are consisÈent with the wfnter ozone densities of Watanabe

and Tohmatsu (1976); from 40 to 55. kn the present daÈa ls approxfnately

nidway betveen their winÈer and su"rmer proflles; and at altitudes greater

Èhan 60 kn there ls excellent agreemerrt beüreen the present results arid
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sutrmerËime ozone densities. Since the experimental data described in

this chapÈer r"lere acquired during october it ts not unreasonable to

expect that in fall Èhe ozone profile is being modified from íts

characteristic stltrmer (June to September) dístributíon and assuming

features of its wlnter (November Èo February) disÈribuÈion.

Although the seasonal variabilíty of atmospheric ozone'

especíally Ëhat of total ozone, aPPears qualiÈatively well established

(see, for example, Hilsenrat;h et aL' 1979b), quantlËaÈive details

pertaíning to seasonal variations of the vertícal profile remain uncertaín,

and experimental data, such as Èhat of l^Iatanabe and Tohmatsu (1976) in

Figure 5.34, conflíct with some model predictions. For example, the rnodel

calculaÈl-ons of Park and London (Lg74) and also shinazaki and Laird (L972),

in which photoehemical equílibriu¡n condltÍons lilere assumed for altitudes

above about 35 km, predicÈed ozone concentrations higher ín sumner than

ln winter, with the differences increasíng at altitudes above 60 krn' In

Èhe recent model of Cunnol d et aL (1980) , ozorL:e rles rePorted Èo exhibít

a suilner maximum between 25 and 40 kn with a winter maxímtrm between 40

and 50 kn, whích was Èhe upper altitude extent of the calculations '

I.Ihil-e the producÈion of atmospheric ozone depends direcËly on

solar radiation, and Èhus is expected to display seasonal effects Ín

response to changes ln the solar zenith angle and the toEal hours of

sunlight, it nay not be sufficient to ínterPreÈ seasonal dlfferences solely

ln terms of these parameters. Dlfficultíes in modelling ozonets seasonal

patterns appear to oríglnate 1n uncertaintíes about the abundances and

chemical actÍvity of the species which particfpate in ¡sgþ¿nlsms that

destroy it. Of particular importance is the HO* fanlly' since above

40 kn 0H is the prlmary catalyst for ozone destructl'on (wofsy, 1978) ' In

fact, I.lofsy (1978) has examlned the tenporal variations of II0*, Clx and

N0 and found it dlfflcul-t to reconcile uPPer stratosphere observatlons
x
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of not only OH and ClO but also 0¡i his calculations predleted a

seasonal trend, between 40 and 60 krn, contrary t.o thaË reported by

I¡Iatanabe and Tohmatsu (1976).

watanabe and Tohmatsu (1976) also Ínterpreted their experimenÈal

data in terms of the reductlon of odd oxygen by hydrogenic conpounds in

the mesosphere. Speeifically, they suggested that an increase in water

vapour concentratíon in sturner, by a factor of 10 above the wínter value,

was consistenÈ with Èheir observations. And recently Èhe apparent realiÈy

of this seasonal varíation has been relterated by ogawa and l{atanabe (1980) '

t{ith regard to Èhe other experímental daytime ozone profiles ín

Figure 5.34; the daÈa of weeks and srnÍth (1968b) was obtained in June,

Lg66, at 38oN and at mornÍng twilight ( X = 92.4" ) so the enhanced

ozone densítles at alÈitudes above 70 kn may reflect the deeay of Èhe

nighttime ozone buildup at these altitudes; Guenthet et aL (L977) measured

ozone arso at sunrise, in December 1976, buË at 1o¡¡ latítudes (f tl¡ where

Èhe concentrations are expected Èo be reduced wíth resPect to míd

latitudes, throughout the yeat; and for the chemiluminescent data of

Hilsenrarh et aL (1969), acquÍred in September, 1968, at 38oN, there is

general agreemenÈ wtth the present average daytime ozone profile and with

the other nid latítude measurements at altitudes below 50 kn'

It has been noted in the Iíterature (Hílsenrath et dL' I979a, for

example), that if the dífferences between ozone profiles such as Èhose ín

Figure 5.34, especially near 50 kn, are the consequence of geophysical

influences, raLher than experlmenÈal uncertainÈies, there are serious

lmpllcations for one dl-mensional photochenical models whlch should be mosÈ

accurate at these altitudes since here the chemisÈry Ís relatively simple

and dynarnlcal perturbatlons ninlnal. Butler (1978) has also emphasÍzed

the existence of discrepancles berween exPerimental data and model
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calculatíons, and although recent revísion of the rates of the reactíons

5.1 and 5.2 reduced such inconsisÈencies at 30 kn and for the colurnn

densities it appears thaÈ there is still some disagreement at 50 km'

untíl model calculatlons can accurately reproduce, in detail,

all facets of the natural variabiliÈy of atmospherlc ozone densíties they

wíll have 1ítÈle credibility for predícting future trends' The obvious,

and well recognized, (for example by Butler, L978) paradox is that the

models are imprecise because of uncertainties Ín atmospheríc measuremenËs

whích they use as input Parameters.

b. h.tilnø Døraì,tie's

That nighttime ozoL:re densities ín the uPper atmosphere are as

yet poorly defíned was evidenced by the reviews, ín Sections 2.3d and 2.4d'

of the results of various techniques employed to measure them. some

experimental profiles, together with Èhe results from Section 5'8c, are

plotted in Fígure 5.35. Here, the conversíon of the míxíng raÈio data

of Gille et aL (1980b) to number densíÈies íncorporated the u.s. standard

Atmosphere, L976 total densities. If the wide scaÈter of the data in

Fígure 5.35 Ís real then the ozone densitles are inconsistenÈ r¡íth current

mesospheríc photochemistry, specífically the reactions between odd hydrogen

and odd oxygen, a¡rd this possibílity has been suggested by Riegler et aL

(Lg77). Alternately, the techniques themselves require re-evaluatlon

but, as discussed by Gille et aL (1980b), on Èhe basls of daÈa aequíred

duríng tÍmes characterized by different geophysícal parameters' it is

difficult to ascerÈaln the extent to which this is necessary.

The two profiles in Fígure 5.35 which are nosÈ different from

each other, those of Roble and llays (1973) and Riegler et aL (L977) ' \tere

both obtalned with the technique of stellar occultatlon, although Roble
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and Hays enployed broad band detectors r¡ith FI^IHM = 40 nm while Riegler

et aL used a telescope and spectromeÈer Èo obÈain monochromatic occultation

profiles. It has been recognized that there may be a number of

difficulties associated with the sÈellar occultation measurenent technique.

Rosenberg et aL (L974a) suggested that the maximum above 75 kn, promínant

in the ozone profile of Roble and Hays (1973), was the result of

addítiona]- LO9l attenuatj-on of stellar radiation by the atmospheric aerosol

layer at 80 krn. Assuming that the aerosol scattering cross-sectíon is

far less dependenÈ on wavelength Èhan ozonets absorption in íts Hartley

band, Roble and Hays (I974) refuÈed Èhís suggestion because ozone densities

determined by two deÈect,or channels at different wavelengths, 246 ar.ð'

298 nm, hrere comparable. However, broad band stellar occultation

measurements at 298 nn are contaminated by prominant atmospheríc

emissions from aËomic oxygen at 297.2 nm and the Herzberg I bands of

the 0z nolecule at 298 nn (Rosenberg et aL, 1974b), so that the effect

of atmospheric aerosols on stellar occultatíon measurements remained

inconclusive. And with respect to the data of Ríegler et aL (L977),

possible sources of a systeruatic error, exposed by the direct comparison

in space and Èlme with LRIR data (G1lLe et aL, 1980b) (see Section 2.4b)

also remain obscure.

There is excellent agreement in Ffgure 5.35 between the nighttine

ozone proffles of PenfieLd et aL (L976), Gílle et aL (1980b) and the

presenÈ resulÈs. Each measurement was acqulred usíng a different techníque

(Section 2.4d), employing respecÈively ozoners nillinetre emission feature

at 1-10.8 GHz, its infrared enission at 9.6 Un and lts ultraviolet

absorpÈion ln the Hartley band. In particular, the latter two seÈs of

data agree r¡ell over Ëhe entire altitude range 30 to 70 kul ¡shere

measurements \Íere made. Each of these three measurements occurred aÈ

dlfferent locaÈions and at different tlmes; PenfleLd et aZ measured

nighÈËime ozone during February, L975, at 31oN' the equatorial data of
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Gille et aL was collected in July, 1975 and the present measurements

occurred aÈ 38" N in November, L979. I^Ihile agreement between these data

sets may be fortuitous, Èhe alternatlve explanation is that níghttime ozone

concentraÈlons arentÈ greatly variable, especially below 50 kur. Even if,

at 65 km, the density data from the measurements of Gille et aL reflect

real variabílity, the extent of thls ís considerably less than is implied

by Figure 5.35 ff all the ozoîe proflles are equall-y valid. Further, iÈ

can be optixnistíeally construed, from the agreement of each of these

profiles, that none of the techniques ls hampered by large systematic

errors.

c. DiuLnnL Vatt'í-oi.Lon oÁ jzon¿

Theoretical invesÈigations of the diurnal behaviour of an oxygen -

hydrogen atmosphere unanirnously predict a níghttine increase in ozone

concentrations at altíÈudes between 60 and 80 ku (Hunt, L966; Leovy'

1969; Hesstvedt, L}TL). Important species which participate ín the

numerous possible chemical reactions ínclude 0g, O(t D) , 0(t P) , H, HOz r

0H, Hz¡ HzO, and Hzoz, a¡rd soue of the primary Processes between Èhe

odd oxygen and odd hydrogen familíes, for both the daytine and the

nighttirne, are l-isted in Table 5.10.

I,Iith the cessatíon of solar radiation at sunset, all dissociation

rates vanish and, below 80 kn, virtuall-y all atomic oxygen and atomic

hydrogen disappear rapidly via very fast recombination with nolecular oxygen'

Slnce 0ll depends on 0(t D) for its formation (Sectlon 1.4c), and slnce

ít also combines rapidly wíth 0(3P), it too is dlminlshed during the

nlght, as is Hoz. The depleÈlon of these primnry odd hydrogen species

effectfvely neans thaÈ the nfghttíne'lower mesosphere, below 80 km, is

characÈerized by Èhe reactlons of a Pure oxygen atmosphere and with the



TABLE 5.10 Some primary photochemical processes in the

atmosphere betrrreen 50 and 75 km, from the

model of Park and London (1974).

Odd Oxygen:
0, 0g

Odd hydrogen:
H, 0H, H02

Daytime Processes

Source 02+hv+0+0

Sink 0 +0H+H*02

0 fHOz+0H*02

0¡*II +0H*02

Conversíon among odd Partieles

0 *02+M+0gfM

0g*hv+0*02

IIz0*O(tD)+0H+0II

Hzo+hv +H +0H

0H + HOz

HOz * II0z

H *HOz

+HzOt.Oz

'> HzOz I 0z

+Hz*02

0+0H + H*02

0+HOr+ 0II+02

0a*Il -à 0H+02

Hf0z*M + HOz*M

Níeh ttime Processes

Source None

Sink 0a + 0H + HOz f 0z

0¡f HOz+ OH+2Oz

Conversion among odd Particles

*0+0zfM + 0¡*M

None

0H*HOz + IIz0*02

HOz*H02+ HzOz*Oz

0a+0H')

0gtHOz+

*H t0zfM

HOz t 0z

0H * 202

* Very fast reactfon

-> ttOz f M
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absence of photodíssociatíon and atomic oxygen there are no efficient

sinks for the increased ozorLe concentratfons caused by the rapid atomíc

oxygen recombination at sunset. IÈ is the signffÍcant concentration of H

remainíng above 80 km that prevents aPprecíable diurnal variation of

ozone aË higher alÈitudes.

During Èhe nighttíme there are further subtle and complex

variatíons of the atmospherÍc species. Below about 60 kn H' 0H, and

HOz are ultimately eonverted to HzOz, which thus increases ÈhroughouË

the night, while above abouÈ 75 km, the presence of H produces a net

increase in 0II and HOz, as well as Hzoz. In addition, whíIe 0g,

O(tD), 0H and HOz are usually assumed to be ín photochemical equílibrium'

the species O(3P), H, Hz, IIzO, HzOz and Oz are díffusing gases for

which atmospheric transport is an important factor in their dístrlbuÈions '

This is especially true for o(tp) and H' and since they boËh strongly

influence ozonets diurnal variations any realisÈic model of atmospheric

diurnal variations must lncorporate the effecÈ of turbulence and eddy

díffusion (Hunt, L97L; Shinazakí and Laird, 1970) '

Typtcally,modelcalculationshavepredictedthaÈnighttímeozone

concentratíons at 70 kn are increased by an order of magnitude over

the dayÈIme concentrations (Hunt , I97L; Hesstevdt, L97L; Park and London,

Lg74>. Possible verifícation of these predíctíons by in sittt measurements

has been largely precluded, over Èhe past decade, by Èhe sparseness of the

experinental data set, acquired over a variety of geophysical parameÈers'

with unknovrn measuremeDt uncertainties, and thls has been díscussed in

Sectlon 5.9b. From the comparison in Figure 5.36, of ozone densities

measured at sunseÈ and at night by the present experlments' the magnltude

of the nighttlne lncrease over the sunset concentrations was deÈermined to

be a factor of
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.25 at 55 krn,

.50 at 60 kn,

1.3 at 65 km,

and 5.4 at 70 kn.

Consideration of the maximum uncertaíntíes, taken as the accuracy in

each measurement (about ! 60i¿), in Èhe data at 70 kn indicated that

the nighttime increase might be as litËle as a factor of L.25 or as

great as a factor of 10.1. This experímental data is compared with the

theoreÈical calculations of Hunt (1971) in Figure 5.37a where it ís

evident that although the general trends of the experimental results are

qualitatively predícted by the model, there are significant differences

in both the shape and magnitude of the ozone profiles.

Keneshea et aL (L979) have computed the diurnal variaÈion of

ozone using a one dimensíonal chemical transport model in whích particular

consideratíon was given to the dynamics of turbulence and which

íneorporated in situ measuremenÈs of Ëransport parameÈers. Thelr resulÈs,

for the altltudes 50 to 75 km, are illustrated in Figure 5.37b. At

70 km the increase from the sr¡nset concentratíon of 5 x 10e cn-3 to the

nighttime concentration of 3 x 101 
0 cm-3 lras a factor of 5 whích agrees

well wtth Èhe present experimental determination. However, the nagnitudes

of the ozone densíties in the model are at least 20 times higher Èhan

the measured ozone densities.

A disÈinctive feature of Figure 5.37b ls the asynmetry of ozone's

diurnal variation at altitudes above 60 km, and this has been predicted

by a number of other models (for exanple, Hesstvedt' L97L; Park and

London, Lg74). AÈ sunrise the solar photon flux increases by many orders

of magnitude in a tlme that is short conpared to the chenical tlme

constanÈs of many upper aÈmosphere species. After sunrLse the stratosphere
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and lower mesosPhere are far from chemical equílibrir¡m for times ÈhaÈ

depend on the species under considerat.ion and also the aIÈitude' For

ozoDe, rapid dissociation at sunrise destroys the nightËime enhancemenÈ

and resulËs 1n the minluum concentratíon for the day. Following this,

there is a steady increase ín the ozone densities at all altitudes. Below

60 km, equilibrium concentratíons are reached by noon after which Èhere

is a reductíon, following the decrease ín 0z dissocíation with

increasing solar zenith angle. But above about 70 kn this buildup

may íncrease untll sunset when the nighttiure enhancement again colnmences'

Now, the individual chemical decay time constants of the atmospheric

species govern Èhe post sunset chemistry.

Itisgenerallyconsideredthat,belowabout50k¡n,ozoneis

diurnally invariant. comparisoft, in Figure 5.38, of the níghttime and

noon ozone profíles measured by the experiments in thís ehapter suggest

ÈhaÈ Èhis is not so at alÈitudes beÈween 40 and 50 kn; at 45 kn the

noon ozone concenÈration ls 17% higher Ëhan the ni-ghttíme concentration

and this difference ls ¡¡eIl beyond the uncertainty of the measurements as

represented by the mean sample standard deviaÈÍon of each of the average

densities. Recent invesÈigations by llerman (L979) have also indtcated

Èhat aË alÈitudes above 30 kn the percent changes in ozone are substanÈial'

Results of hís calculations are provided in Figure 5.39a and are explained

by hin thus; Èhe various maxlma and minima aÈ each altíÈude are simple

dlsplacements in time frou sfmllar feaÈures at other altitudes, arislng

from altitude dependence of the chemistry rates. t{híle atoms and some

radical molecules qulckly come to equfltbrium wlth each other and with

the long-tíved specles, the latter may remaln slgnlficantly out of

equlllbrirn for the better Part of the day and nay aPPeer Èo fringr after

sunrise ln response to changes occurrlug l-n the densitles of other ml-nor

constituents.
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Following the procedure employed by Herman (1979) for

representing ozoners díurnal variatíons (Ftgure 5.39a), the percentage

change in the daytime densities measured by the PresenÈ exPerinents,

with respect to the measured nlghttime densities' are provided, for six

altitudes, in Table 5.11 and Ëhís data ís illustraÈed 1n Figure 5.39b.

Overall, the trends ínherent in the model and in the experimental data are

símilar; specifically thaE aÈ altitudes less than about 45 kn the

noontime ozone concentrations are hlgher than the nighttime concentrations

whíIe at altitudes above 55 krn the differences are in the reverse

dírection. However, Èhis changeover is predicted by Èhe model to occur

at 45 km but from the experimental data appears to be at 50 kn. hd,

while the maximum calculated noontime increase is abouÈ 57' aX 40 kmt it

\^7as measured to be L7i¿ at 45 kn. Thus the observed differences between

the model and Èhe experÍmenÈa1 results aPPear, at lower altítudes, to be

systernatic and may arise from uncertainties about the alËítude dependence

of the chemical reactíon rates. At 55 kn both the model and the

experimenÈs indícate a noontime ozone concentration about 20i¿ less than

at nighËtime.

More generally, the experimenÈal investigation of the diurnal-

changes in ozone densities r¡hích have been descríbed ín this section suffer

from iuportant limltations fn thaÈ for both the morning and noontime

measurements the uncertainties are large aÈ 60 kn and there is no data

above thís altiÈude, while sunset ozone densities were not deÈermined

below 40 km- such are the fundament,al constralnts on the technlque of

atmospherlc absorptlon specÈroscoPy. The alÈitude region lûhere data are

mosÈ rellably retrieved depends on the co}:mn densfty of the absorbing

species, hence on the solar zeníÈh angle and hence on the dlurnal time of

the measurement. Additional aspects of this measurement technlque are

dlscussed in the final secÈlon of this chapter '
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- 201(
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+ 5.67"

60 3.
1.

54!
03 x 10e

Table 5.11 Experimentalneasurementsofthedíurnalvarlationofozonein
thã stratosphere and mesosphere, expressed as the percentage

change in ràlatton to the nightLime measurement'
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d. Thø I'let¿unømønt TeehwLque

Broad band MW photometers carried on spinníng rockets are

regularly employed by a number of investigaËors to measure ozorLe densitÍes

but, from the results of the experiments described in thís chapter, it

appears doubtful whether this particular application of atmospherie

ultravíolet absorption spectroscoPy is sufflcíently precise to furnish

relíable daÈa on subtle changes in ozone concentratíons, such as those

predicted to be the consequence of atmospheríc pollutíon- Recalling that

Èhe reducÈion in ozorLe concentration by chlorofluormethanes was predicted

by recent models (Borucki et aL, 1980) Èo be 0.357. Per year, and that

statistical analysis of the broad band absorpÈion sPectroscopy measurement

techníque ímplied ËhaÈ the average preeisíon over the alÈitude range where

data was collected was of the order of 77"' suggests that, íf real changes

in ozone concentraÈions are occurring, it may be 20 years before they are

conclusively recognízed. By this time, lhe accumulation of chlorofluoro-

nethanes in Èhe stratosPheríc reservoir wíll rnake it impossible to control

their effect on the environment.

There are, primarily, Èwo features of this technique which limit

the qualiÈy of the data; thaÊ the detector responds over a wíde wavelength

interval, typtcally defined by an inÈerference fílter, and that lt ís

spinning. Because of the former, the deÈectorts spectral response, the

relaÈÍve distribution of the solar flur< and the ozone absorption cross-

sectlons must be accurately known over a wavelength inÈerval of about 20 nm'

Additionally, detectors incorporating ínterference f1lÈers often have non-

zero background signals due to leakage bands. That the transmfssion of

these filters changes with the angle of the lncident radlatÍon compounds

these inherent uncertainties when they are carried on spinning rockets

which are prone to conlng motlons.
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The need to correcÈ the data for Èhe changing aspecÈ of the

source is elimínated when the detector is slaved Èo a sun tracker. Such

experiments have been successfully flown on spinning rockets (Ogawa and

I^Iatanabe, 1980), providing raw data of apparently sígníficantly improved

quality. However, uncerËainties associated wiÈh broad band detectors still

remain and the data acquísiÈion rate is never better than the number of

spins per km.

Although spinning rockets are Èhe most widely used in siat

detector platforms, high altitude parachutes may also be quite suiÈable,

in the future, for carryíng experiments which vlew the sun direetly. Data

acquired during the descent of such parachuÈes, in these experiments'

indicated Èhat Èhis detecÈor platform \,üas not as stable as anËÍcipated but

certainly inplied Èhe potential of the configuration. NASATs l^Ia1lops Flight

Center have recently extended the depl-oyment aIt1Èude to 98 krn (Gurkín,

1980) and have repeatedly demonstrated that parachute payloads can be

recovered in the air and reflom.

Usíng a sun seaker to control the aÈËitude and elevation of an

experimental package suspended beneaËh a high altitude paraehute would

facilíÈate, through the use of dispersíve instrunentation, Èhe application of

monochromaÈic, rather than broad band, absorptÍon spectroscopy techníques

for ozone concentration measurements. Grating monochromators and poínted

experiments have collected data from balloons for many yeers (Ackerman

et aL, L97L; Farmer et aL, 1980) and so, for example, an EberÈ-Fastie

scanning monochromator could be repeatedly used to aequire absorptíon

proflles having both high spectral and helght resolution.

Regardlng the absolute accuracy of upPer atmosphere ozone

densities derlved from absorption spectroscopy util-ízing Hartley band

wavelengths, the questlon of other absorbers of radiaÈlon at these lrave-
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lengths remains unanswered. IË has been speculaÈed that some excited

states of both Oz and 03 nay exhlbit absorption features at MUV

wavelengÈhs but laboratory verification of this is scanty; nor are Ëhe

atmospheríc dístributions of such species, with the excepÈion of 6'(tÀr),

well known.

Krueger (1969b) attrlbuted observed anomalies in broad band

measurements of the absorpÈion of solar flux near 300 nrn to previously

unidentifíed absorprion bands ín either of the 02(1Ag) or Or(t)*+)

metastable excited states. However, according to Noxon (1970), both of

Èhese species are preeluded from absorbing MIIV flux near 300 nn because

the consequences of their having absorption cross-secÈions of sufficienÈ

magnítude would be inconsistent r¡ith observations of their respective

airglows.

Ozone is eonsídered to have a number of low lying stable excited

states which have been predicËed theoretically (Section 1.3f) and

correlated in the laboratory with infrared emissions aÈ wavelengths not

corresponding to vlbraÈional transitions in ground staÈe ozone (lJraíghtt

Lg77). Additionall-y, when ozone ís formed by recombínation of 0 and 0z'

signífícant changes in the speetral regíon of Èhe Hartley band have been

observed (Kleindiens: et aL, 1980). A separate maximum aPpears and decays

on the long wavelength side of the HarÈley band and this has been

attributed to the Presence of excited ozone. However, there 1s llttle

agreement ín the literature as to whether Èhis energetic rprecursorr is

an elect.ronically excited state (I,Iraight, Lg77) or a vibrationally excited

state corresporlding to a secondary minimum ln the ground staÈe energy

-surface (Prasad and Burton, ]¡gTg) and, while Kleindieîst et aL (L98O)

atÈribuÈed the observed changes to vibrational excltaÈion of ozone' they

did noÈ dlscounÈ the possibtlity of an unobserved metasÈable state as an

l-ntermediaÈe.
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If excited ozone precursors exist in sufficient quantities in

the atmosphere Èhere are r¡ide iruplicaËions for aÈmospheric photochemlsÈry

and energetics and these have been discussed by Wraight (L977) and Prasad

and Burton (1979). Since excited ozor:le is more reactive than ground state

ozone these specles may partfcipate fn importan! reactions rrhich govern

the distrlbutions of the minor atmospheríc constítuents and' more

signiftcantly for the experiments described in this chaPter, they rePresenË

a potential contaminatÍon of MUV absorption data. Veriflcati-on of the

role of exciÈed ozone specles ln the atmosphere requíres exÈensive

additional laboratory data on theír lifetímes againsÈ both radiatlve

transítions and collisional quenching and on the complex kinetícs of the

reactions whích Produce them.

hlhile Èhe agreement beËween the results in this chapter with

ozone profiles acquíred using other experimenÈal techniques (Fígures 5'34

and 5.35) 1npl1es that there are no obvious systemaÈic errors ínherenË in

Muv absorption spectroscoPy techniques, it uray be that the combinaÈion of

a nr:mber of ninor uncertainties PerÈainíng Èo, for instance, the

absolute magnitudes and temperature dependence of the absorption cross-

sectlons, the role of oÈher MlJv absorbers and the temporal varíations of

ozone at tnllight will Prevent the techníque from being sufflcÍently precise

w1Ëhout. more knoltledge abouÈ reacÈion rates and absorPtíon processes in

aÈmospheric constiÈuents, especially polyaÈomics, and thelr lnvolvement in

the composite nechanísms of the atmosphere itself'
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APPENDIX A

ROCKET VEHTCLES

A.t THE AEROßEE ROCKET

&. Sa-LuqLLÁíc 0bjøc.tivu

As an integrated experiment, the Aerobee payload was desígned

to study atmospheric processes important in the E and F region when

the layers of ionlzatíott are developing quÍckly. For thís purpose it was

capable of símultaneously ínvesÈígating absorpt.ion of EIIV and FIIV solar

radiation, the energy spectra of thermospheric photoelectrons and íons,

the abundance of both neutral and ionÍzed aÈmospheríe constituents, and

certain day aírglow emissions from lLnes and bands of oxygen and nitrogen.

To achieve Èhese objecËives, ínitial planning requírements htere

Ëhat the rocket be launched when the solar zenith angle ¡üas Sreater than

45o and that Èhe rocket attein an apogee of 245 kn.

b. Ve-It'Lc'[-ø 0etuipti-on

The Aerobee 170 is a 15" diameÈer, free-flighÈ, expendable

Iíquíd-propellant vehícle, stabilized in flighÈ by four equally spaced,

fixed fins. An inittal spin raÈe of 2.5 sec-r is reduced Èo zero by a

yo-yo despin mechanlsm. It has a eyllndrical nose cone with tip ejecÈ

mechanism and carrl-es an attitude control system, a parachute for land

recovery and a 15 channel PCM telemetry transmitter.

I{1th a net payload weight of 145 kg, burnout altitude was

calculated to occur aÈ 42.2 km and the vehicle was exPected to reach an

apogee of 209 kn.
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c. lvatlumevia-tion

Schematics of the Aerobee payload are shown ín Figure A'1 and

detaíls of the instrumentation are sultnarlzed in Table A'1' Total Power

requírements were + 28V at 5 amP.

An ACS sunseeker unit was used to control the attltude of the

payload after vehicle burnout. This províded pointíng accuracy of

+ 1 arc minute for Èwo axes and + 3 degrees for the third axis'

d. Ffi.qhf. Pilúrn?i.ùt^

Launched from I'loomera, S.4., at 0636 hours C'S'T' on 22nd

February, Lg77, the rockeÈ reached an apogee of 177 km at a tlme when

the zenith angle was 84.7" .

PriorÈodespinat60km,threefly-awaydoorswerereleased

and at 86 kn the nose cone tip was ejected, the analyzers (Figure A'1)

deployed and a portion of the experimental hígh voltage turned oN. At

100 km, when pressure rùas sufficíently low, Èhe remaining experl-ments were

activated. The rocket Ifas Prograrnrned to polnt the ultraviolet experiments

at the sun after the acquisl-Èion syst.eÛl took control aÈ an upleg altitude

of 107 kn. Data was Èransmitted until the high voltages Í/ere turned oFF

aÈ 85 km on the downleg, at which poínt the analyzers l¡ere reÈracted'

ready for recovery seParaÈion at 79 krn.

The vehicle was successfully tracked through flight by I'leapons

Research Establ-lshment FPS16 radar.

Parameters pertalníng to Èhe launch of the Aerobee rocket,

necessary for data reduction' are glven 1n Table A'2'

e. RuuILt

Data was acquired by all instrumentatlon excePt the airglow

photoneters which saturated

Preliml¡rary results from the mass sPectrometers, the ion chambers
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TABLE 4.1 Aerobee instrumentation.

Solar aligned 2 X-ray proPortional counters

550 nm Hg P-10 gas filling -
polypropylene window

1 four channel scanning EIIV grazing

' Íncídence monochromator 9 to 110 nm scan

I å netre Ebert-Fastie spectrometer

(Ray Lee) scanning the wavelengÈh range

135 to 175 nn

1 LiÈhiun Fluoríde-Nitric Oxide ion

chamber

I Magnesium Fluoride-Nitric Oxide ion

chamber

2 Quart z-Triethylamine ion chambers

2 Sapphtre-XYlene ion chambers

1 NASA Solar Position seeker

Aligned at righÈ angles

to Sun ín horizon Plane

1 cyll-ndrícal electrode elecÈron energy

analyzer (southerlY looklng)

1 elecÈron reÈardlng potential analyzer

1 positive ion retarding potential

analyzer (norÈherlY looking)

Aligned parallel to

rocket axis (rear-

zenÍth aligned)

1 full charmel (762, 630, 557, 391 and

337 nn) aÍrglow PhotomeÈer

1 neutral Particle quadrupole Inass

spectrometer

I poslÈive ion quadrupole mass sPectrometer



TABLE A.2 Aerobee flíghÈ parameÈers.

Latftude

Longitude

Lar:¡rch Time
(Universal)

Greenwlch Hour
Angle of the
Equinox

Apparent Rlght
Ascension

Apparent
Declination

Solar Radlo
FIux of launch

Geomagnetic
Index

0

0

- 30"561 40.393"

L36'27 t 41.117" EasÈ

To 2tho6toos , zLl2l77

h
GTIA

0

10.11110556

RA 22.33802322h

ô

Fro.z 82 x 10-2'l'ld2Hz-r

- 10.3564L748"

1- (at lar¡nch)

3- (6 hours Prlor to l-aunch)
K

P
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and the FUV spectrometer have been published (sr¡uo et aL, 1979) and more

detaíled analyses have slnce been compleÈed. Aerobee results of

ínrmediaÈe relevance are those pertaining Ëo the densltíes of the three

major neutral constituents of the lower thermosphere - N2, 0z and 0'

lfolecular oxygen densíties were derived from the íon chauber data by L'A'

Davis, and G. Bibbo anaLyzed the nass sPectrometer data. In Table A'3

are listed Èhe average Oz densitíes measured by optical techniques on

Èhe Aerobee rocket vehlcle whlle Figure 4.2 provtdes Èhe ratios of atomíc

oxygen and molecular nitrogen densities estimated by the mass spectrometer'

Since an evaluation of the degree of aÈoml-c oxygen recombinatíon in the

mass spectrometer incorporated the oPtÍcally determíned 0z densities'

Èhe absolute densitÍes provided by the mass sPectromeÈer Idere not considered

to be independent measurements' nor conpared as such'

^.2
NTKE ORTOAJ AAJ' SINGIE-STAGE ORI()N ROCKETS

Both the Nike orion and sfngle-stage orion rockeÈ vehicles' and

the payloads for the Internatíonal Ozone Rocketsonde Intercomparíson (IORI) '

have been documenred ín detail by l,Iallops F11ght centre (r979a, 1979b) and

this appendi-x provides only a brief description'

4,. NLÍ¿ø )ni-ovu Á on Daqtinø Launche¿s

TheNlkeoríonisatwostage'solidpropellantfinstabilized

sounding rockeÈ. The fírsÈ stage is a Nike booster (dlameter 41.9 cm'

length 365 crn) wíth three fins and the second stage is an orion (dlaneter

35.6 cm, length 28L.4 cn) with four fins, canted to provide a spin rate of

4 to 6 revs/sec at motor burnout. sÈage seParation occurs after flrst

stage burnout, at about 3.5 seconds, following which the seeond stage is

actlvated by an on-board lgnition system'



TABLE 4.3 Average molecular oxygen densítles determined
opÈically on the Aerobee vehícle'

Altitude
km

n (02)
per ctt

Sample
standard
devÍation

Nr¡mber of
Eeasurements

Mean
sample
standard
deviatlon

109

111

113

115

117

119

LzT

L23

t25
L27

L29

131

133

135

t37

r39

L4T

L43

L4s

L47

L49

151

153

155

L57

159

161

163

165

1.88 x 10rl

r.o2
6.60 x 1010

4. 88

3.83

2.77

2.58

1.99

L.57

1. 31

1.05

8.70 x 10e

7.00

5. 8s

4.99

4.20

3.57

3.00

2.53

2.L5

1.84

1. 58

1. 36

1.17

9.85 x 108

8.46

7.4L

6.28

5.34

0.61 x 10rl

0.02

1.11- x 10r o

0.97

0.63

0.51

0.69

o.47

0.20

0. 13

0.10

0.86 x 10e

o.64

0. 49

0.42

0. 38

0. 33

0.26

o.2L

0.19

0.17

0.11

0.09

0.07

0.71 x 10E

0.9 3

1.16

1.53

1.55

L8.7i¿

1.1

9.7

11. 5

9.5
9.2

L2.O

10.6

5.7

4.4

4.3
4.4

4.t
3.7

3.8

4.0

4.L
3.9

3.7

4.0

4.L
3.1

3.0

2.7

3.7

5.5

7.8

14.1

16.8

3

3

3

3

3

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

3

3
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FortheIoRI'fourexperimentsformeasuríngozonedensities

were assembled in a composiÈe Payload for the Níke orion. Three of these

experíments, those of AusÈralia, Japan and India, used opÈical broad band

deÈectors to moníÈor the atÈenuation of solar MUV by ozone absorption,

and thus required to view the sun directly, looking aÈ an angle to the

rocket spin axís. The fourth experiment, from canada, was sensitive to

the L.27 ym radiation of the 02(ar^g) photodlssociation product of

ozone and was constraÍned to look parallel to the rocket spin axis,

shielded from direct sunlighÈ.

At'analÈitudeof30knfourequallyspaceddoorswere

released through Pyrotechnic severence of attachment cables, so Èhat Èhe

three ouÈward-lookíng oPÈical detectors I^tere exposed Èo solar radiation

once every cycle as the rocket sPun. Nose tip ejeetion occurred aÈ 40 kn'

enabling the canadian experimenÈ to look through Èhe nose cone and

coîencedataacquisitíon.AÈ58knonÈheupleg,thespinningpayload

separaÈed from the orion motor and contínued spinning to aPo8ee' shortly

after apogee was reached, the payload was despun, followed by ejection of

the ocperimental package which ínitíated the deployTent of Èwo parachutes'

To the larger, a 48 foot disk-gap band high altiÈude parachute' was

att,ached the experimental payload. At 75 krn during descent a moÈor

cornmenced Èo spin the experlmenÈal package relative to Èhe rsÈabler

parachute platform and this continued untll 3 km when the payload was

retrieved by an airborne recovery systen'

b. A S'i:r.s,Le S,Lo,qe Ù¡'í-on Áo¡t Ni.qh.tLine LatncJt

The single-stage orion uses a solid propellant rocket motor which

causes relatively low acceleration and a low vlbraÈion envlronmenÈ' It

utlllzes a ta1l fin assembly conslstlng of three adjustable fins that
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provide a sPln rate of 2 to 3 revs/sec at motor burnout'

At 30 k¡u three doors htere pyrotechnleally ejectedr exposíng

the three sets of broad band MIIV detectors to moonlíght as the vehícle

spun. Data collection continued from thls point to aPogee at 82 kn and

no attemPÈ was nade Èo recover the payload'

c. Pnø-tl'Lght. T etting

Itwasrequiredthateachrocketpayloadbesubjectedto

rigorous pre-flight testíng, as follows;

(a)

(b)

random sweeP' low power vibration Èests'

low power sinusoidal sweeps (50 Hz - 2 KHz), Ln

each of Èhree perpendícular dírections, to look
for resonancest

(c) full Power slnusoidal sweePs'

(d) shock tesÈing (8g) parallel to the rocketrs
longiÈudinal axls,

(e) spinning, door deployment and V band release tests' and

(f) eomplete oPeration of the lntegrated experíment and

telemeÈry systems' on INTERNAL power'

Throughout each tesÈ the daytine experiments performed relíably

but Èhe nighttine experíment, with íÈs more sensltive detectors, suffered

from the shock of door deployment, eausing one of the nine photometer

channels to become noísy. Ilowever, by launch Èhe dark currenÈ had returned

to a sufficlently low value and r¡as not a problem during flight, the hÍgh

tension beÍng actívated inrmediately after, rather Èhan prlor to, door

ej ectíon.
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APPENDIX B

CALTBRATTO^J OF I,IULLARÐ SPECIAI CHAÍ\JNEITRONS

Since two of the channeltrons (rnodel B312BL) used ln Èhe

grazíng incidence monochromaÈor which was flown on the Aerobee rockeÈ

hrere especially developed to have a fast resPonse and hígh counÈing rate'

a report on their Performance was requested by the manufacturers (Mullard) '

This appendix describes the laboratory calibration' as contained in that

report, and the ensuíng reply from Mullard.

B.l EXPERTT,IEïTT AL DIT AT. ß

Figure B.1a Ís Èhe exPerimental schematics. A McPherson half-

metre, normal incidence monochromâtor dispersed light from a HínÈeregger

capillary discharge lanp (McPherson type I 630). Attached to the exit

slit was the channeltron holder, behind which was an EMR photodíode, Model

543, whose sPecEral cutoff was 115 nm.

The B312BL channeltron, mounted on an externally conÈrolled

rotatable arm, could be positíoned in or out of the llght from the exit

slit of the monochromaÈor. On anoÈher arm, on the same axis but perpendicular

to the ar¡n holdíng the channeltron, \¡Îas a mâsk rtíth a slot equal in area

to that of the channelÈron input aperture (10 nn x 2 nn). this mask, when

turned into the líght path, sat at the same dÍstance from the exít slít

as the channeltron and ensured thaÈ, for a constant number of phoÈons/sec

from the l-lght source, the fl-ux reachíng the photodiode was the same as

that seen by the channeltron.

The charneltron sras operated with - 3 KV on the funnel and

wfth countlng electronfcs as lndlcated ln Flgure 8.1b. output pulses

from the channeltron were ampltfied and fed to a digital-to-analog

convertor. The output voltage thus Produced was directly ProPorÈlonal to
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the number of counts/sec recelved. current from the photodiode was

measured by a Keithly Electrometer and was dírecÈly proportional to Èhe

light íntensítY.

8.2 CALIBRATI0I,J RESUTTS

ResultsofthecalibrationaÏeshominFigureB.2.Datafor

the graphs r¡Tereobtained using the NI line at 116.8 nn which is an

unresolved doublet of lines aÈ 116.85 nn and 116.74 nn. The entrance

slíÈ wídÈh was 350 mícron and the exit slit width was 375 mícron' In

Èhe region of the channelÈron the pressure \tas 3 x lO-atorr.

Figure B.2a íllustrates the voltage plateau for the channeltron

and confírns that 3 KV llas an appropriate starti-ng voltage' Fígure B'2b

shows the variatlon of output pulse with changing light inÈensity' It

can be seen that a saturated pulse heighÈ distributíon was not produced

until Èhe input count rate was greater than 107 photons/sec and that

r¡nÈil saturation tras reached, the output counÈ rate changed llnearly

wíËh the change in the nr¡mber of incídent phoÈons/sec.

From Figure 8.2 it ís evident that Èhe outPut count rate I^Ias

very low, at 103 counts/sec, and the channelÈron quantum efficiency

(counts/photon) was of the order of 10-4 which, in comparison to other

commercíally available channeltrons, is extremely low. Mack et aL Q976)

reported a quantum effÍ-cieney, at 120 nm, of 0.02 counts/phoÈon as

being represenËative of a large range of channeltron models' Tinothy and

Lapson (Lg74) quoted Èhe deÈecÈion efficíency of Mullard B419BL cone

channelËrons as 0.05 counts/Photon'

8.3 Ii¿{NUFACTURER'S COMMEATS

Mullard concurred that the performance of the experlmental

charneltrons lüas dÍsappoJ-ntlng and suggested that thfs lfas caused by the
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Iow efficiency hrith r^7hich the input funnel converted incídent photons to

electrons, rather than the electron multiplying mechanism, which seemed

to have performed satisfactorily.

A contributor to this low conversion efficíency may have been

the high work function of the low resistance glass, causing Èhe

experimental channeltrons to be characterized by a plateau startíng voltage

of 3KV, compared to the normal 2KV. For this reason' Mullard noted

that ít would have been preferable to operate the channeltrons at 3'5 KV,

rather than on the knee of the curve in Figure 8.2a, at 3KV.

No further use of the particular 10\47 resistance glass used for

the experimental channelÈrons is proposed by Mu1lard, but developmental

\¡rork on low resistance glasses 1s continuíng.
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APPENDIX C

EVALUATT2N 0F JACCHTA (1977) THERMoS?HERTC

c0MP0s TTION TÁTOEL AT THE TT/.IE OF THE AEROBEE LAUNCH

Jacchia's (L977) model consfsts of two parts;

I - basic staÈic models whích give Èemperature and

densiÈy profiles for atmospheric constítuents for any specified exospheric

temperaÈure, and

II - analytic formulae for computlng Èhe exospherlc temperature

and the expected deviatíons from the statlc models as a result of

recognized types of theruospheric varÍations of the following origín;

(a) solar actfvitY

(b) diurnal

(c) geomagnetíc acÈlvítY

(d) seasonal - latítudina

(e) semi - annual

These variatíons are subject to some anount of regularity and

can be predícted wíÈh varying degrees of accuracy on the basis of ground

based observations.

Instructions for evaluatíng the model composiÈion of the

thermosphere at a particular location and time have been well documenÈed

by Jacchia (L977) and the following calculations lÍere performed wíÈh the

guidance of thls manual. Values of the constants used 1n the model, and

of the numerical calculatlons at the time of launch' are given

simultaneously r^rith the relevant equations.

c.r S?LAR AïTTVITV

Thermospheric and exospheric temPereture depend on solar

actíwtty. The disc component of solar radLation can be linearly related

to the L0.7 cn radio flux Flo.7 averaged or smoothed over a fer¡ solar

rotatlons. Thus the temperature can also be related Èo this Lndex of
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solar activity, and thís is expressed by

T
_O .E

5.48 F + 101.8 F
O.4

,4

where T, is the arithmetic mean of the global extrema of
4

the diurnal variatlon in Èhe exospheríc ÈemperaÈure

under quiet magnetíc condiÈionsr *n = O.

is the 10.7 cn solar radio flur aË the time to ofF

F

F

evaluation,

is a weighted average of the

sol-ar rotations, centred on t

10.7 cn flux over si-x

o, thus

t-È
l t = 70 days

2E w.F---*-' If exp t ,

For the Aerobee launch :

t 21st February, L977

82 x Lo'2 'I,ld'Hz-t

77.L x Lo-22 wm-2IIz-1

(average of F values from 3rd December 1976 to
13th t"tay L977)

,r" 768 K

o

F

F

c.2 DTURNAL UARÍATIOÍVS

Once the exospheric temperature is known, the dlurnal

temperat,ure T for given Latitude and season fs calculated from

TITL. = I * cr \ srn q + ", y cos 0 [ r(H) - \ I
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where

where

where

ô o is the solar declination'

ct and cz are constantst

e is the obliquitY of the ecliPtic'

0 fs latitude, and

f(H) = "o"o b( H+ß ) + ca cos [ 3( tt+ß ) +Xc ]

1s a functlon which varies from 0 to l-.

H is the Hour angle of the sun, and

n = 2 + eos2 (q2 ¡so2 ¡

ß ís variable for each atmospheric constituent sínce,

while the total density always peaks at the same time,

the density of each aÈmospheric constituenË peaks aÈ

different times of the daY;

ßi = ßo + ßr (M/Mr-1)

ßo and ßr are constants,

Mt is the mass of atmospheríc species i,

M is the mean molecular nâss' gíven at different

altÍtudes by the staÈÍc models for the calculated

exospheric temPeraÈure T-\.

For the Aerobee launch

Cl 0.15, cz = O.24, ca = 0.08

ôo - 10.36

23" .44

- 30.56"

e

0

II - g10
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xc - 75"

ßo = -35o, 3t=27"

M(Nz) 28, M(02) 32, M(0) 16.

The diurnal temperature T, calculaÈed at differenÈ heights

for each speeies, is called the pseudo temperature and Ëhis is used to

determine, from the statíc models, densities for each specíes correspondíng

to tquiett solar conditions, *n = O.

c.3 GEj0LIIAGN-.TTC ACTTVTTV

Ilhen *n * O, geomegneÈic aeti-víty produces a temperature

íncrease Àat, whi-ch depends on magnetic latitude and induces a density

change Ârlog(nr). Simultaneously, atmospheríc composítion changes arise

not only because of the change in scale heíghÈ induced by aGT, but also

because of a change in the interface beÈr¡een the regions of urixing and

diffusion. Effectively, the heighÈ of the homopause changes by an amount

L ,n and this conÈributes an amount Àrlog(nt) to the change ín the

densiËies of the atnospheríc constítuents in the díffusion regíon. A1so, a

density rùave propagates from high to low ungnetic latitudes causing a

further density change A.log(nr). Thus, the resulÈanË change in density

due to geomagnetÍc activíty is the sum of these three effects, vis

Aalog(nr)=Àr1og(nr)+À"1og(nr)+A.1og(nr)

and ín the nodel each of these effects 1s individualLy evaluated to

determine the correspondíng density increnent, as follows.

Trhe change in temperature due to geoEagnetic actívity is

calculaÈed at each height z according to
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Â.T ( z)

ÂGT-

sin Qr

A

AaT- tanh I c (z - zo) ],

A sin 4Qr,

0.9792 sin Q + 0.2028 cos Q cos( 0 - 29L )

57.5 0Kt [ 1 + 0.027 exp(0.4 Kf
P

where c and zo are constants

O' is the centred-dipole geonagnetic latiÈude

0 1s latítude, 0 ís longíÈude

Kr Ls the K value at a Èime to - tr where tt = 0.1
PP

o.2d cos '9.

)
p

d +

For the Aerobee lar¡nch

1

c 0.006 s zo 90 kn

0 - 30.56", o 136.46" E

K' 3-
pK

P

Once calculated, Aat is added to the pseudo temperature for each speeies

and the static models consulted again to obtaín rdlsturbedr density

profiles.

The change in the height of the homopause due to the

temperature change generated by geomagnetÍc acÈ1viÈy is

Lr" = 5000 sinh -r (0.01 AcT-)

from whÍch the densÍty variation of each species is

\log(nt) = oiArH
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Each species is affected equally by the equatoríal wave, by an

amount

A"log (nr) 5.2 x 10-44 cos o6t

For the Aerobee launch :

Lr, =

ct (Nz )

cr(02)

cl (0)

I.492 km

o, \los(n*r) = o

1.03 x lO-s (nks), A"1og(ror)

- 4.85 x 10-s (nks), A"tog(no)

Â.1og (nr) 0.02813

0.01537

- 0.07238

c.4 SEASOAJAT- LATTT MIN AL V ART AT I ON

Seasonal - latitudinal varlations influence thermosphere

composition dírectly, causing a densíty change arrllog(ri). Arso, the

seasonal variation of temperaÈure and density ín the strat.osphere and

mesosphere spills into the lor.rer thernosphere (up to about 150 km) causing

a further densíty change À*rlos(ri). These variatíons are given

analytlcally by

Ärrrroe(nr) = "i y sin Q

furrloe(nr) = lfrt r sÍn 2Q

g = 0.014 ( z - 91 ) exp [ - 0.0013 ( z - 9L )t ]

p = sin ( 2n0 + L.7Z)

0 = (ro Jan. 1) /365
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For Èhe Aerobee launch :

c(Nz) c(02) 0

c (0) - 0.16, ATSLloe(tO) - 0.03594

t Jan.l=51, P=0.0453
o

c.5 SEMI - AI\'NUA L V AR"I AT T ON

The semÍ-annual density varÍation is a product of two

funcÈions, one of height and the other of t,ime. This Ís expressed as

Â -log(n) = f(z) g(t)
SA

f(z) = [ 0.04(z/LoO)2 + o.os ] .*p ( - 0.252/L0o )

g(È) = o.o284+0.382[1+0.467 sin(zTtT+4.r4) ]

sln ( 4?TT + 4.26)

I ¡6 5

T = o + 0.0954 { lr4+Lsin ( 2nA + 6.04 ) I -4}

FínaI densiËies, after correctlng the static models for all

the variatlons descrlbed above, are lfsted Ín Table C.1 and illustrated

ln Flgure C.1.



TABLE C.1 Neutral thermospheric densities predicted by

Jacchiats 1977 composition model, for the time

of the Aerobee launch.

Altítude

-kn

n(Nz)
-3-cm

n(02)
-3-cm

n(0)
-3-cm

100

ro2

104

106

108

110

115

L20

L25

130

135

140

L45

150

155

160

170

180

190

200

9.70

6. 81

4.79

3.37

2.38

1.69

7.59

3.82

2.LL

r.26
8.00

5.35

3.72

2.66

1.95

r.45
8. 40

5.03

3.08

r.92

x 1012

x 1011

x 1O1o

x 10e

2.26

1.51

1.00

6. 58

4.29

2.7 8

1.01

4.46

2.28

1. 28

7.74

4.93

3.29

2.26

1. s9

1. 14

6.L2

3.4r
1.96

1.14

10r 2

101 I

101 
0

10e

3.7 3

3.20

2.80

2.46

2.15

1. 85

L.2T

7 .9L

5. 36

3. 81

2.83

2.t8
r.73
1.40

1. 15

9.65

6.95

5.13

3.86

2.94

x lOlr

x l01o

x 10e

x

x

x

x

x 108
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APPENDIX D

CALCULATTON OF OWICAL DErrH FACTORS

Analytlcal expressi-ons for the optical depth factor have been

dlscussed ín Section 2.lb. The followÍng calculations used Equatíon 2.7

which gives the optical depth factor as

F(X, X) (nx/2)h expl (x/z)cos'x I erfe [(x/z)L"o" x ]

nrith x=(r + h)lHne

where r_ is the radíus of the earth,e

h ís the altitude,

H is the density scale hetght, andn

X is the zenith angle.

D.l ZENTTI{ AI\'GIES

Explanation of the terminology used ín this section can be found

in "The AsËronomical Epherneris for the Year L977" (1975) and is applicable

for the calculations of both solar and lunar zenith angres.

At a given latitude 0, on the earthrs surface, the angle

between the vertical and the position vector of the sun, called the zenith

angle X, ean be determined from spherical geonetry by

cosX = sinQsinôo * cosQcos6ocosLHA

where 6 o ís the solar decllnation and LIIA is the Local Hour Angle of

the sun. The LIIA depends on the longitude 0 and the unfversal time LllI

at rúhich the zenith angle 1s belng ealculated;

LIIA=cHA-RA+UT+e

where GIIA is the Greenwich llour Angre of the Equlnox and RA is the

Apparent Rlght Ascension. Q 1s positive eastward. values of these
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parameters at the times To of the Nike Orion launches have been given

in Table 5.1, and in Table A.2 ate those pertainíng to the Aerobee líft

off. In partícular, Q and 0 correspond to the origín of the range

coordinate sysÈem.

Knowíng the rocket location with respecÈ Ëo the range

coordinates at some tlme UT = To * AT after llft off enabled lts

latítude and longitude to be calculaÈed for Èhe duratíon of flíght' AÈ

consecuÈive tiue inÈervals the instantaneous latitude and longítude were

used in conjuncËion with ínterpolated values of GIIA, ô o and RA to

determine the zeniÈh angle. ApplÍcation of such procedures to the Nike

Orlon flight parameÈers produeed the data in Ffgure 5.14. AlÈernatively,

since the altitude was known as a function of time, iÈ was also possible

to obtain the heíght varlaÈion of the zenith angle, and Èhís has been

illusÈrated in Figure 5.L7 for the single-stage Orion flight and is províded

in tr'igure D.l for the Aerobee downleg.

D.2 DENSTTV SCATE HEIGI{TS

At an altitude h, iÈ is possible to estimate the density

scale heíghÈ Hn(h) of a neutral atmospheric constituent from a model

profile of its dlstríbutíon n(h) since, from Equation 2.5

Hn(h)
d n(h) l

-l
t dh

DensltyscaleheightswereÈhusdeterminedforNz,ozand0

from Jacchiars 1977 thermospheric compositíon model, evaluated in Appendix

C, and ozone density scale helghts were determined from the ozoîe denslty

profile of the U-S. SÈandard AÈmosphere, 1976 model'

D.3 Itu[,lERI CAt CALCULATI oNS

once the zenith angle and denslty scale height are known it ls

easy to calculate the optical depth factor when the rocket is at an
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a1Ëitude h. To evaluate Èhe complementary error functlon ln Equatlon

2.7, the International MaÈhenaÈical and StatÍstical Llbrary (Iì{SL)

functíon ERFC was used. Figure D.2 lllustrates the variatlon of the

optÍcal depÈh factors pertaining to the neutral thernospherlc

consÈituents and data for thls figure is provided in Table D.1, together

with the scale heights. For the ozone measurements, optical depth

factors and scale heights are avallable ín lable D.2.
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TABLE D.l Optical depth factor ealculations for Èhe Aerobee fIíght.

u)
o
c)

.dOt¡
!¡ Fl O0.rl ò0 0)
Ei É€o<NI

o.d
5E
¡J J¿
.Fl
lJl
F{

Nz 0z 0

Scale
height
-km

ODF
Scale
height
- kur

ODF

Scale
heíght
-km

ODF

101
103
10s
107
109
111
113
115
LL7
119
T2L
t23
L25
L27
L29
131
133
135
l-37
L39
L4L
L43
L45
L47
L49
151
153
155
L57
159
r61
163
165
L67
169
L7L
L73
L75
r77

84.403
84.406
84.409
84.4L3
84.416
84.420
84.424
84.428
84.432
84.436
84.440
84.44s
84.449
84.4s4
84.458
84.463
83.467
84.472
84.476
84.480
84.484
84.489
84.493
84.497
84. s01
84.50s
84.509
84.5r4
84.519
84.525
84.531
84.538
84.s47
84.557
84.568
84.582
84. s98
84.6L7
84.640

s.44s
5.528
s.650
5. 808
6.O02
6.230
6.493
6.79L
7.r24
7 .492
7 .895
8. 333
8. 804
9 .306
9.837

t0.392
10.967
11. 554
12.L46
L2.736
13.313
13.870
L4.399
t4.894
15. 348
L5.760
L6.L29
L6.4s6
L6.7 46
17 .003
17 .325
L7 .450
L7.654
17.856
18.063
18.281
18. 515
L8.769
19.043

9.447
9.444
9.436
9.426
9.4L2
9.394
9.373
9 .350
9.343
9.294
9.262
9.227
9 .190
9 .151
9 .110
9 .068
9.026
8.983
8.941
8.901
8. 862
8.82s
8.79L
8.761
8.7 34
8.710
8.690
8.67 4
8.661
8.651
8.643
8.638
8.635
8.634
8.634
8.637
8.640
8.646

4.632
4.64L
4.702
4.810
4.960
5.151
5. 383
5.6s6
5.97L
6.328
6.7 29
7 .L73
7.66t
8.189
8.7 55
9 .353
9.97s

LO.6L2
11.250
Lr.877
12.477
13.038
L3.547
L3.997
14. 384
L4.707
L4.97L
15. 186
15 .361
15.511
L5.649
15.788
Ls.943
L6.r24
L6.344
16.611
16.933
L7.3L4
L7.754

9. s38
9.543
9.542
9.536
9.526
9.511
9.493
9.470
9.443
9.4L3
9.379
9.34L
9.300
9.256
9.2rO
9.161
9.113
9.064
9.016
8.970
8.928
8.890
8.856
8. 828
8.805
8.787
8.77 4
8.76s
8-760
8.7 57
8.756
8. 755
8.7 55
8.755
8.7 54
8.753
8. 750
8.7 47
8.7 44

24.335
L7 .235
L4.L59
L2.57L
LT.7T7
LL.292
11.155
LL.232
tL.482
11 .882
12.4r8
13.081
13. 864
L4.7 59
15 .7 56
16.838
l-7.984
t9.L64
20.345
2r.485
22.546
23.492
24.299
24.955
2s.464
25.844
26.r25
26.345
26.547
26.77 5
27 .073
27.485
28.055
28.827
29.849
2L.L74
32.856
34.949
37 .497

8.042
8.464
8.683
8. 809
8. 882
8.923
8.941
8.941
8.926
8.900
8.864
8. 819
8.7 66
8.706
8.641
8.57 2
8. 502
8.432
8.36s
8. 303
8.247
8. l_99
8 .159
8.L29
8.107
8.093
8.083
8.078
8.073
8 .068
8.060
8.O47
8 .028
8.000
7 .962
7.9L3
7.8s1
7.776
7 .6888. 655

* sec(84.5) = 10.43.



TABLE D.2 Optical depth factor calculat.ions for Nike Orion
and single stage Orion flights.

IIPLEG

Altitude
-km

Scale
height-krn

31.011 31.012 31.013 30.009

27
29
31
33
35
37
39
4T

4s
47
49
51
53
55
57
59
6I
63
65
67
69
7L
73

3.604
3. s80
3. 568
3.57 5
3.586
3.594
3.598
3. 600
3.600
3.598
3.596
3.593
3. 589
3. 585
3.582
3. s79
3. 578
3.577
3.s76
3.57 6
3.s74
3.57L
3. s67
3. s58

43

6 .106
9.328

10.735
9.477
7.588
6.150
5.224
4.668
4.367
4.248
4.26L
4.37r
4 .537
4.70s
4. 808
4.783
4.602
4.294
3.928
3.583
3.324
3.2L0
3. 335
3.983

2.549
2.540
2.536
2.538
2.542
2.s44
2.s46
2.s46
2.546
2.545
2.s44
2.542
2.54L
2,539
2,538
2.537
2.536
2.535
2.535
2.534
2.533
2.532
2.530
2.527

]-3.992
13.161
12.868
13.165
13.656
14.091
L4.4t4
L4.634
L4.77L
L4.845
L4.870
14.8s9
14.828
L4.798
l-4.793
L4.837
14.946
15.111
l-5.293
15.481
15. 6/.5
15. 7s1
L5.7 5L
Ls.524

2.4326
2.4330

2.40L9
2.39s9
2.3938
2.3973
2.402L
2.4060
2.4086
2.4tO6
2.4L22
2.4134
2.4L47
2.4L57
2.4165
2.4L72
2.4L8L
2.4L94
2.42L0
2.4230
2.425L
2.427 3
2. t 293
2.43Lr

DOI,¡NLEG

27
29
31
33
35
37
39
4L
43
45
47
49
51
53
55
57
59
6L
63
65
67
69
7L

73

6.106
9.328

10. 735
9.477
7. 588
6.150
5.224
5. 668
4.367
4.248
4.26L
4.37r
4.s37
4.705
4. 808
4.783
4.602
4.294
3.928
3. 583
3.324
3.210
3.335
3.983

3. 034
3.072
3. 110
3.156
3.201
3.329
3.27L
3. 300
3.323
3.343
3. 360
3.37 6
3.388
3.399
3.409
3.4L9
3.428
3.437
3.445
3.453
3.459
3.454
3.467
3. 468

2.29L
2.308
2.326
2.347
2.367
2.384
2.398
2.4LI
2.42L
2.430
2.437
2.444
2.449
2.453
2.458
2.462
2.466
2,470
2.473
2.47 5
2.478
2.480
2.48r
2.48t

39 .368
27 .938
23.7 85
22.869
22.762
22.552
22.L53
2L.596
20.936
20.257
19.596
18. 987
L8.428

.959

.595

.354

.237

.223

.277

.352

.402
L7 .377
L7.2L7
16.775

L7
L7
L7
L7
L7
L7
L7
L7
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APPENDIX E

TEMPERATURE PROFTLES FOR THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE

As noted in Section L.2a, temPeraÈure profiles such as the

U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976 profile ín Figure 1.2, are illustratíve

of an idealized steady-sËate representation of the earthrs upper

atmosphere. Realistically, the upper atmosphere temPeraÈure is attuned

to a varíety of geophysical perturbaÈions.

Hence, when tenperature is requíred as an inPut paraneÈer for

analysis of experimenÈal data, the preferred profile ís one derived from

correlat.ed in sì.tu measurements. Usually such data is unavaílable and

semi-empÍrical models (Section I.2c) must be consulÈed for an estimate of

the temperature appropriate for the time and location of Èhe experiment.

Alternately, the density profiles of the neutral constituents

can ínfer the temperature. Under conditions of hydrosÈatic and thermal

equilíbrium, the densiËy scale heíght H' and the Pressure scale height

H are equivalenÈ so the temperature at a gíven altitude h can be
p

calculated, using EquaÈions 2.5 and 2.6, from

T(h) = 
t t""ttn'

k

M g Hr(h)

Nok

where m is the mass of a neutral constituent with molecular weighÈ M'

k is Boltzmafftfs constant and N^ is Avagadrots number.

In Fígure E.l are three temPeraÈure profiles for the lower

thermosphere: the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976 proffle for typieal

thernospheric conditlons; Èhe particular prediction of Jacchiats (L977)

model for Èhe time of Èhe Aerobee launch, lncorporating correctlons for

exospheric temperature, l-atitude, season, geomagnetic activfty and locaL

time; and an estimate deduced from the molecular o:(ygen densities in

Flgure C.1 and the corresponding densl-ty scale heights ln Table D.1.
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In Fígure E.2 the u.s. standard Atmosphere, L976 temPerature

profíle for Ëhe stratosphere and mesosphere is compared with data from

in sítu measuremenÈs coíncidenÈ with the rocket flights detafled in

Chapter 5 (Table 5.1). ExperimenÈal data was acquired between altitudes

20 and 70 kn from rocket-launched meÈeorological payloads, called tsuper

lokí datasondes t (tlallops Fllght Center, L979a), whích descended from

apogee suspended below a SÈarut.e decelerator. The tenperature sensor

employed by these datasondes ís a small spherical al-r¡minized bead

thermistor, about 0.25 nn in diameter, whose electrical resístance

varies inversely wlth temperature.
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APPENDIX F

DAT A SMOOTHTNG PROCE'URES

In Chapt,er 5, experimenÈal absorpt,ion curves r^tere smoothed by

least-squares fitting the data points wfth functions of the form

A2

y(x) = a1 +
1* expl - (*-"a)aa * (x-ag)'"s (*-"r)t as * (x-a s)a az +

(x-a3)s as ]

where a. (j = tr8) are 8 fiÈting parameters. These functions afforded
J

analytic representations of the daÈa and díd not attempt to approximate

any Èheoretical nodels for describing atmospheric absorption.

To verify the abílíty of such functions to reproduce the typical

characteristics of absorpÈion profiles, they were least-squares fiÈted

to calculated data points thaÈ represented the attenuation of MIIV

radiation withín wavelength íntervals monítored by the photomeÈers

employed in Èhe ozone detectors. Calculations of the atmospheric

absorpÈíon of MW radiaÈion have been described ín Section 2.2c' In

partícular, Lo provide a wide varlety of absorption profiles, use I{as

made of the four dífferent ozone density models identified in Figure F.l

as A, B, C and D. ozone profile A corresponds to the u.s. standard

Atmosphere, L976 a¡¡ð, the varÍabíliÈy of ozone concentrations, according to

this uodel, is also indicated in Figure F.1. The other profiles B, C and

D represent alternate ozone distríbutlons that nlght posslbly occur in

Èhe upper atmosphere. For example, the altitude of the maxlmum

concenÈraÈion has been observed experimentally to vary and thls is

reflected in the differences between the profiles B and c. ülave

atructure, evident in profile D, has also been observed experinentally

and may be the consequence of vertÍcally ProPagatlng gravíty waves.
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In Figure 8.2 are four attenuation profiles, calculated for

a photometer centred at 257.5 nm, when Èhe solar zenith angle ís 70" ,

corresponding to each of the four ozone densiÈy profiles in Figure F'1'

The smooth curves through the calculated dat.a points r^7ere obtained from

least-squares fitted analyÈic functions.

Techniques for non-linear least-squares fitting have been

described by Bevington (1969), who incorporated them lnto a comPuËer

routine called CURFIT. The oPtimum values of the Parameter" ti are

obÈained by mininizíng the quantiÈy

t
2

X

2

{
I
æ

a
Itr-v(xi)] ]

with respect to each of the n Parameter" "j 
slmultaneously. Here,

(*r, vr) are the experimental daÈa points, y(xí) are the fitted points

and O. are estímâtes of the relatíve uncertainÈÍes of the experimental
a

data, effectívely welghtíng parameters, which 1rere set equal to unity.
2

For the purPose of minimizirtg ít, X is considered a continuous function

of n parameters, describing a hypersurface in n dimensional space,

and the space is searched for the miniuum value'

In the program CIIRFIT, the minimr¡m fn paraneter space ís

located by combining an initial gradient search rsith an analytlc solution

developed from linearízÛng the fitting functlon. In the gradíent search

¡neÈhod of least-squares, all Èhe parameters ^j are fncremented

simulÈaneously with Èhe relatlve magnitude adjusÈed so that the resultant

directÍon of travel in paremeter sPace is along the directlon of the

maxl-mum variation of Xt. Because the gradlerit search becomes insensitÍve

as iË approaches Èhe mlninum, where the variation of the gradient becomes

lncreasingly suall, another technlque fs then enployed to locate

the actual minimr¡m. Thfs involves expanding the
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fitting functÍon y(x) as a funcËion of the parameÈers ^j. For

example, to first order, this can be done in a Taylor rs expansion

ày (x)
y(x) = vo(x) + o

Aa
âa

n

j=1 ,n
jj

to provide a function which is línear ín the parameter increments Âa,

so that the method of linear least squares can be applíed Èo determine

their optimum values.

It is import.ant, for the most rapid convergence of Èhe fiËting

routine, that appropriate ínitial values for "j be chosen. These were

estimated from the experimental data; at r¡as taken to be the minimum

value of the absorpÈion curve, a1 * a2 as the m¡ximum value and a3

hras approxínately equivalent to the altitude where the signal was

at * az/2. For the remaining 5 parameters, ínitíal values were determlned

by using 5 pairs of data points to generate 5 linear equations whi-ch were

solved simultaneously with the IIÍSL library routlne LEQTIF.

Comparison of the calculaÈed data poínts with the smooth

function obtained fron the fitting procedures nas afforded by evaluaËíng

the sample varlance which, for fltting 70 data points with a functíon

having I parameters,

[r, - y(*i) ]
2s

62

For the most rellable functional forms of the data, this is small. With

reference to the 4 smooth curves in Figure F.2, as well as 4 additíonal

curves generated for a photometer at 282.5 rtm, the average variance \res

3.02 x lO-t, giving a standard deviation of L.74 x 1O-3. So, for

example, when the attenuation was 0.5 the fltted function dlffered from

the calculated data point by O.3"Á. It was concluded, therefore, Èhat

the analytic fr¡nctions described ln this appendix were most suitable for

provfdlng analytic representations of atmospheric absorption proflles.

as
2
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APPENDIX G

STATISTICAL A JAIySIS TECHÑ1qUES

This appendix describes Èreatment of the ozone data sets

reported in Chapter 5 to exÈract the preeislon of Èhe measurenent instruments,

using rhe methodology of Grubbs (1980) which is as follows.

G.1 I'IAT HEf,lAT I UL T HE ?RY

The result of an r:nbiased measuremen! x is the sum of the

true value T and a random error E ;

x=T+E

A series of J measurements by three instruments yfelds the resulËs

xrt = Tt * Ett xtz = T¡ * E12 xl3 = T1 f E13

x2t = 12 * E2l x22 = 12 I F,22 Xz3 = Tz I Ezg

x T +E jr T +E jz jsjr

x
J1

*J.

from whích can be calculaÈed seÈs of differences

D Eitz jr

D E E
Jrs jr j¡

D E Ejzz jz js

where J=1rJ

The average of a aet of differences generaÈed, for example, by

instrumentsland2ís

j +ET.
J

t, * tr,

j

t, * tr,

x.
Jz

*J,

x.
J3

t, * tr,

E.
Jz

J

J=1

J
Dlz =

D
Jtz
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end the variance 1s then

J
s

J=I t 2Dr
2

lD
2 7tz

atz
J-1

2 2

:lr -JDrz

J-1

where

D
Jtz Jr

slnce, for uncorrelated instruments, the cross producÈ Èerm is, on

average, zexo. Also

J
I oJr, ]

2

lE.
J2t l

t B.-J2I rr, l l

2

Drz
2

Dz so that

_2
JEr

2

2

.)
J1

Dr

J

=1j
J

* jìt (tjr)
2 2

(E JEz
2

6tz
J-1

az'.6t' +

More generally, there are three equations;

O3'

atzz = ot' +

+

+

6z'

ot12 O¡ og22

2o zg2 o2

¡¡hich can be solved Èo provlde numerlcal values for at2, oz2 and 6s2,

vLz;
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O1 0.5( olz2 + or g2 ozs')

A2

2

0.5( orz2 + Õzz2 ore')

As' 0.5( ors2 + azgz otz')

G.2 APPL1CATIONS

Because of the wide dynanic range of the ozone number densítles

over the altitude range where measurements were accumulated, the ratlo

of each measurement to the average measuremenÈ at a particular height

rrras computed for inpuÈ to the difference equatlons of the previous

section.

As an example of the resulÈs of the applicatíon of thls

sÈatistlcal technÍque Èo the ozone data, the treatment of the three

instruments used to measure the nÍghttlne ozone densities is summarized

in Table G.l whíle Table G.2 provides an example of the application of

this statístical techníque for determlning the precision of three dayÈíme

measurements near noon.



TABLE G.1 DeÈermining the preeision of the measurement

of night.tlme ozone densiÈies.

AltiËude r¿rnge

Alt.iËude increment

No. of data points

34.5 to 71 km, lnclusÍve

one data point every 0.5 kn

74

Differences set Dtz Dra Dzs

Average of dlfferences

VarÍance of dlfferences

0.02323

0.02267

0.10050

o.02260

o.o7727

0.01183

Instrument 1 2 3

Average of densities
normalized to the
U.S. Standard AtmosPhere

InsÈrument varlance

Precisíon

t.3476 L.2744 L.L765

0.0L672

9.597"

0. 0059 5

6.O57"

0.00589

6.527.

Average Preclsion 7.397"



TABLE G.2 Application of statistical analysis technlques

for determining the precisíon of three daytíme

measurements, near noon.

Altltude range

Al-títude íncrement

No. of data points

31 to 57 km, incluslve

one data point every 0.5 kn

74

Differences set Dtz Dr s Dzz

Average of differences

Variance of differences

-0.00673

0.01671

0 .08109

0 .01534

0. 087 82

0.00560

InstrunenÈ 1 2 3

Identificatfon

Average of denslÈies
normalized to the
U.S. Standard AtmosPhere

InsÈrument varíance

Precision

31.010/UP 31.008/ItP 31.008/DN

r.0032 1.0077 0.9180

o.0L322

Lr.467"

0.00348

5.861¿

o.oo2L2

5.OLï"

Average precislon 7 .447"
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